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PREFACE

The original title for this book, at its inception, was Marx and Ecology. At
some point along the way the title changed to Marx's Ecology. This change
in title stands for a dramatic change in my thinking about Marx (and
about ecology) over the last few years, a change in which numerous
individuals played a part.
Marx has often been characterized as an anti-ecological thinker. But I
was always too well acquainted with his writing ever to take such criticisms
seriously. He had, as I knew, exhibited deep ecological awareness at
numerous points in his work. But at the time that I wrote TIu Vulnerable
Planet: A Short Economic History of the Environment (1994), I still believed
that Marx's ecological insights were sOInewhat secondary within his
thought; that they contributed nothing new or essential to our presentday knowledge of ecology as such; and that the inlportance of his ideas
for the development of ecology lay in the fact that he provided the
historical-materialist analysis that ecology, with its generally ahistorical and
Malthusian notions, desperately needed.
That it was possible to interpret Marx in a different way, one that
conceived ecology as central to his thinking, was something that I was
certainly aware of, since it was raised day after day in the 1980s by my
friend Ira Shapiro, New York-expatriate, farmer, carpenter, working-class
philosopher, and at that time a student in my classes. Going against all
the conventions in the interpretation of Marx, Ira would say to me "look
at this," pointing to passages in which Marx dealt with the problems of
agriculture and the circulation of soil nutrients. I listened attentively, but
did not yet appreciate the full import of what I was being told (in this I
was no doubt held back, in contrast to Ira, by the fact that I had no real
experience in working the land). In these same years, my friend Charles
Hunt, radical activist, sociologist, part-time professor, and professional
beekeeper, told me that I should become better acquainted with Engels's
VI
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Dialectics of Nature, because of its science and its naturalism. Again I
listened, but had Iny hesitations. Wasn't the "dialectic of nature" flawed
from the outset?

My path to ecological materialism was blocked by the Marxism that I
had learned over the years. My philosophical grounding had been in
Hegel and the Hegelian Marxist revolt against positivist Marxism, which
began in the 19205 in the work of Lukacs, Korsch, and Graillsci, and
which had carried over into the Frankfurt School and the New Left (part
of the nlUch greater revolt against positivism that dominated European
intellectual life from 1890 to 1930 and beyond). The emphasis here was
on Marx's practical materialism, rooted in his concept of praxis; which in
my own thinking came to be combined with the political economy of
the Monthly Review tradition in the United States, and the historicalcultural theories of E.P. Thompson and Raymond Williams in Britain.
There seemed little room in such a synthesis, however, for a Marxist
approach to issues of nature and natural-physical science.
It is true that thinkers like Thompson and Williams in Britain, and
Sweezy, Baran, Magdoff, and Braverman associated with the Monthly
Review in the U.S., all insisted on the importance of connecting Marxism
to the wider natural-physical realm, and each contributed in his way to
ecological thinking. But the theoretical legacy of Lukacs and GramKi,
which I had internalized, denied the possibility of the application of dialectical modes of thinking to nature, essentially ceding that entire domain
to positivism. At the time, I was scarcely aware of an alternative, IllOre
dialectical tradition within the contemporary life sciences, associated in
our time with the work of such important thinkers as Richard Lewontin,
Richard Levins, and Stephen Jay Gould. (When this awareness fmally did
dawn on me, it was a result of Monthly Review, which has long sought to
link Marxism in general back up with the natural and physical sciences.)
Nor was I yet acquainted with the critical realism of Roy Bhaskar.
To make matters worse, like most Marxists (outside of the biological
sciences, where some of this history was retained), I had no knowledge
of the real history of materialism. My materialism was entirely of the
practical, political-economic kind, philosophically infonned by Hegelian
idealism and by Feuerbach's materialist revolt against Hegel, but ignorant
of the larger history of materialism within philosophy and science. In this
respect the Marxist tradition itself, as it had been passed down, was of
relatively little help, since the basis on which Marx had broken with
mechanistic materialism, while remaining a materialist, had never been
adequately understood.
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It is iOlpossible to explain the stages (except perhaps by pointing to the
argument that follows) of how I fmally came to the conclusion that Marx's

/

world-view was deeply, and indeed systematically, ecological (in all positive
senses in which that term is used today), and that this ecological perspective derived from his materialism. If there was a single turning point in
my thinking, it began shortly after 11" Vulnerable Planet was published
when my friend John Mage, radical lawyer, classical scholar, and Monthly
Review colleague, said that I had made an error in my book and in a
subsequent article in tentatively adopting the Romantic Green view that
capitalism's anti-ecological tendencies could be traced in considerable part
to the scientific revolution of the seventeenth century, and in particular to
the work of Francis Bacon. John raised the question of the relation of
Marx to Bacon, and the historical meaning of the idea of "the domination
of nature" that enlerged in the seventeenth century. Gradually, I realized
that the whole issue of science and ecology had to be reconsidered frum
the beginning. funong the questions that concerned me: Why was Bacon
commonly presented as the enemy within Green theory? Why was Darwin
so often ignored in discussions of nineteenth-century ecology (beyond the
mere attribution of social Darwinist and Malthusian conceptions to him)?
What was the relation of Marx to all of this?
I concluded early on in this process that attempts by "ecosocialists" to
graft Green theory on to Marx, or Marx on to Green theory, could
never generate the organic synthesis now necessary. In this respect I was
struck by Bacon's famous adage that, "We can look in vain for advancement in scientific knowledge from the superinducing and grafting of new
things on old. A fresh start (instauratio) must be made, beginning from the
very foundations, unless we want to go round for ever in a circle, making
trifting, almost contemptible progress" (NoI'um Organum). The problem
then became one of going back to the foundations of materialism, where
the answers increasingly seemed to lie, reexamining our social theory and
its relation to ecology from the beginning, that is, dialectically, in terms
of its emergence.
What I discovered, much to my astonishment, was a story that had
something of the character of a literary detective story, in which various
disparate clues led inexorably to a single, surprising, source. In this case,
the lllaterialism of Bacon and Marx, and even that of Darwin (although
less directly), could be traced back to a common point of origin: the
ancient materialist philosophy of Epicurus. Epicurus' role as the great
Enhghtener of antiquiry-a view of his work that was shared by thinkers
as distinct as Bacon, Kant, Hegel, and Marx-provided me for the first
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To Paul Sweezy, Harry Magdoff, and Ellen Meiksins Wood, the three
editors of Monthly ReJ'iew, I anl indebted for theif encouragement and the
force of their example. Paul's commitment to environmental analysis was
a major factor thrusting me in this direction. Christopher Phelps, who, as
Editorial Director of Monthly Review Press, was involved with this book
frOIn its inception, has aided me in numerous, important ways.
It goes without saying that love and friendship are essential to all that
is truly creative. Here I would like to thank Laura Tamkin, with whom I

share my dreams, and Saul and Ida Foster; and also Bill Foster and Bob
McChesney, To Saul and Ida, and their entire young generation, I dedicate
this book,
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It is not the unity of living and active humanity with (he natural, inorganic
conditions of their metabolic exchange with nature, and hence their appropriation of nature, which requires explanation or is the result of a historic
process, but rather the separation between these inorganic conditions of human
existence and chis active existence, a separation which is completely posited
only in the relation of wage labour and capital.
Karl Marx, Crtmdrissc l

The argument of this book is based on a very simple premise: that 1Il
order to understand the origins of ecology, it is necessary to comprehend
the new views of nature that arose with the development of materialism
and science from the seventeenth through nineteenth centuries. Moreover, rather than simply picturing materialism and science as the enemies
of earlier and supposedly preferable conceptions of nature, as is common
in contemporary Green theory, the emphasis here is on how the development of both materialism and science promoted-indeed made possibleecological ways of thinking.
The overall discussion is structured around the work of Darvvin and
Marx-the tv.ro greatest materialists of the nineteenth century. But it is
the latter who constitutes the principal focus of this work, since the goal
is to understand and develop a revolutionary ecological view of great
importance to us today; one that links social transformation with the
transformation of the hUluan relation with nature in ways that we now
consider ecological. The key to Marx's thinking in this respect, it is
contended, lies in the way that he developed and transformed an existing
Epicurean tradition with respect to rnaterialism and freedom, which was
integral to the rise of much of Inodern scientific and ecological thought. 2
In this Introduction, I will attempt to clarifY these issues by separating
at the outset the questions of materialism and ecology-although the
whole point of this study is their necessary connection-and by
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time with a coherent picture of the emergence of materialist ecology, in
the context of a dialectical struggle over the defmition of the world.
In a closely related line of research, I discovered that Marx's systematic
investigation into the work of the great German agricultural chemist Justus
von Liebig, which grew out of his critique of Malthusianism, was what
led him to his central concept of the "metabolic rift" in the human
relation to nature---his mature analy:)is of the alienation of nature. To
understand this fully, however, it became necessary to reconstruct the
historical debate over the degradation of the soil that had emerged in the
mid-nineteenth century in the context of the "second agricultural revolution," and that extends down to our time. Herein lay Marx's most direct
contribution to the ecological discussion (see Chapter Five). I aIll extremely grateful to Liz Allsopp and her colleagues at IACR-Rothamsted
in Hertfordshire for nuking Lady Gilbert's translation of Liebig's "Einlei tung," which lies in the Rothamsted archives, available to me. In conducting this research, I benefited from close collaboration with Fred
Magdotf and Fred Buttel in the context of coediting a special July-August
I998 issue of Monthly Review, entitled Hungry filT Profit-now expanded
into book fonll. I also gained from the support of my coeditor for the
journal Organization & Environment, John Jermier. Some of this work
appeared in earlier, less developed forms in the September 1997 issue of
Organization & Environment and the September 1999 issue of the American

Journal oj Socjology.
Given the complex intellectual history that this book attempts to
unravel, its excursions into areas as seemingly removed from each other as
ancient and modern philosophy, I was obviously in need of an interlocutor of extraordinary talents. That role was played throughout by John
Mage, whose classical approach to knowledge, and immense historical and
theoretical understanding, is coupled with a lawyer's proficiency at dialectic. There is not a line in this book that has not been the subject of
John's searching queries. Much that is best here I owe to hiIll, while
whatever faults remain in this work are necessarily, even stubbornly, my
oVo/n.
Paul Burkett's magisterial work Afarx and iVafuTe: A Red and Green
Perspective (I999) constitutes not only part of the background against which
this work was written, but also an essential complement to the analysis
provided here. If I have sometimes neglected to develop fully the politicaleconomic aspects of Marx's ecology, it is because the existence of this
work makes this unnecessary and redundant. Years of stimulating dialogue
with Paul have done ruuch to sharpen the analysis that follows.
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commenting briefly on the problem at which this critical analysis is
ultimately aimed: the crisis of contemporary socia-ecology.

Materialism
Materialism as a theory of the nature of things arose at the beginning of
Greek philosophy. "It has persisted down to our own time," Bertrand
Russell was to observe early in this century, "in spite of the fact that very

few eminent philosophers have advocated it. It has been associated with
many scientific advances, and has seemed, in certain epochs, almost
synonymous with a scientific outloOk.",1
In its most general sense materialism claims that that the origins and
development of whatever exists is dependent on nature and "matter," that

is, a level of physical reality that is independent of and prior to thought.
FolIowing British philosopher of science Roy Bhaskar we can say that a
rational philosophical materialism as a complex world~view comprises:
(I) ontological materialism, asserting the unilateral dependence of social upon
biological (and more generally physical) being and the emergence of the
former from the larter;
(2) epistemological materialism, asserting the independent existence and transfactual
[that is, causal and lawlike] activity of at least some of the objects of scientific

thought;
(3) practical materia/ism, asserting the constitutive role of human transformative
agency in the reproduction and transformation of social fonns.4

Marx's materialist conception of history focused pri.ncipally on "practical
materialism." "The relations of man to nature" were "practical from the
outset, that is, relations established by action."~ But in his more general
materialist conception of nature and science he embraced both "onto~
logical materialism" and "epistemological materialislll." Such a materialist
conception of nature was, in Marx's view, essential in the pursuit of
SClence.
It is important to understand that the materialist conception of nature
as Marx understood it-and as it was frequently understood in his daydid not necessarily imply a rigid, mechanical determinism, as in mechanism
(that is, mechanistic materialism). Marx's own approach to materialism
was inspired to a considerable extent by the work of the ancient Greek
philosopher Epicurus, the subject of his doctoral thesis. "Epicurus," in
Russell's words, "was a materialist, but not a deterrninist."/' His philosophy
was devoted to showing how a materialist view of the nature of things
provided the essential basis for a conception of human freedom.
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Marx's interest in Epicurus had grown out of his early studies of

religion and the philosophy of the Enlighterunent, in which he was influenced by Bacon and Kant-each of whom had pointed to Epicurus as
fundamental to the development of his philosophy. It was given further
impetus in his encounter with Hegel, who saw Epicllrus as "the inventor
of empiric Natural Science" and the embodiment of the "so-called
enlightenment" spirit within antiquity. 7 And it was further accentuated by
the renewed interest in materialist doctrines that had emerged, beginning

with Feuerbach already in the early 1830s, among many of the Young
Hegelians. As Engels was to explain in Llldu/ig Fellerbach and the Outcome
of ClassiCAl Cerlnall Philosophy (1888), "the main body of the most determined young Hegelians" had "by the practical necessities of its fight against
positive religion" been "driven back to Anglo-French materialism"-that

is, to thinkers such as Bacon, Hobbes, Locke, and Hume in England and
Scotland, and to La Mettrie, Diderot, and Holbach in France. The
COIlUllon basis for the materialism of these thinkers, as Marx was well
aware, was the philosophy of Epicurus. Above all, Epicureanism stood for
an anti-teleological viewpoint: the rejection of all natural explanations
based on fmal causes, on divine intention. It is here that materialism and
science were to coincide.
To understand the significance of all of this it is crucial to recognize
that one question was at the forefront of all philosophical discussions in

the early nineteenth century. Namely, as Engels put it:
"Did god create the world or has the world been in existence eternally?" The
answers which the philosophers gave to this question split them into two great
camps. Those who asserted the primacy of spirit to nature and, therefore, in rhe
last instance, assumed world creation in some form or other-(and among
philosophers, Hegel, for example, tillS creation often becomes still more intricate and impossible than in Christianiry)-comprised the camp of idealism. The
others, who regarded nature as primary, belong to the various schools of materialism. These two expressions, idealism and materialism, primarily signify
nothing more than this; and here also they are not used in any other sense. 1I

Such materialism was commonJy associated with both sensationalism
and empiricism within theories of human cognition, due to its opposition to teleological explanations. Hence, materialism and sensationalism
were often counterposed to idealism and spiritualism. As the great German
poet (and prose writer) H einrich Heine observed in the early 1830S,

"spiritualism," in its purely philosophical sense, could be defmed as "that
iniquitous presu111ption of the spirit which, seeking to glorify itself alone,
tries to crush matter or at least to defame it." "Sensualism," in contrast,
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could be defined as "the energetic opposition which aims to rehabilitate
matter and vindicate the fights of the senses." Another name for the first
was "idealism," for the second, "materialism."'}
Both materialism and idealism, however, were confronted with the
skepticism that was common to both David Hume's empiricism and the
transcendental idealist philosophy of Immanuel Kant. True, Kant admitted,
there exists a reality beyond our senses, but one which can be perceived
only through our senses and not directly. For Kant, this reality was the
realm of the "noumena" or the "thing-in-itself"-and was unknowable
and transcendent. Hence, the need for certainty required for Kant that
we rely not simply on a posteriori knowledge (based on experience) of
which we can never be sure, but also on a prjMj certain knowledge (rooted
in categories of our understanding, such as space and time) that as a
matter of logic must be relied upon in order for our experience to be
possible. The Kantian criticism of any view that relied on the causal
powers of "things-in-themselves" seemed to undermine all attempts to
construct a consistent materialist philosophy. The real structure and powers
of matter not present to the senses (such as the "atoms" of the ancient
materialists and all other attempts to characterize the non-actual but real
components and powers of matter) fell prey to Kantian rationalism-as
did all attempts by absolute idealists to postulate the identity of thinking
and being. [n his btief"History of Pure Reason" at the end of his Critique
oj Pure Reason Kant had written that "Epicurus can be called the foremost
philosopher of sensibility, and Plato that of the intellectual;' while Kant's
own critical philosophy was an attempt to transcend both at once.1U
The significance of Georg Wilhehn Friedrich Hegel's dialectical philosophy, from the standpoint of Marx (and Engels), was that he showed a
way out of the Kantian dilenuna of the thing-in-itself, insofar as this was
possible from an idealist standpoint. He did so by arguing that the
objectification and alienation that separated human beings from the external world, and thus set up problems of cognition, is in the process of
being overcome through the development of the spirit in history.11 The
correctness of our views of the world, the confirmation of our reason, is
established as we transform the world and ourselves with it. It is this
process of contradiction and transcendence, and the stripping away of
alienation, which constitutes the essence of the dialectic. Yet, for Hegel,
all of this occurred in the realm of the development of thought alone,
and tended to reinforce in the end an idealist (indeed religious) point of
view. "The proposition that the finite is ideal," that it has no existence in
and of itself but exists only through thought, Hegel wrote in his Logic.
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constitutes idealism. The idealism of philosophy consists in nothing else than
recognizing that the finite has no veritable being. Every philosophy is essentially an idealism or at least has idealism for its principle .. " This is as true of
philosophy as of religion; for religion equally does not recognize finitude as a
veritable being, as something ultimate or absolute or as something underived,
uncreated, eterna1. 12

Yet, for Marx, this attempt to subsume material reality/ existence under
thought. which characterized Hegel 's idealist philosophy. led precisely to
a religious world-view, and to the denial of humanisnl along with
materialism. Hence, to be truly meaningful. the dialectical conception of
a totality in the process of becoming. associated with Hegel. had to be
placed in a practical, materialist context, transcending Hegel's whole
project of dialectically restoring seventeenth-century metaphysics at the
expense of Enlightenment materialism. ll According to Marx, we transform
our relation to the world and transcend OUf alienation from it-creating
our own distinctly human-natural relations-by acting, that is, through
our material praxis.
If. for Kant. the materialist and idealist wings of philosophy had as
their foremost representatives Epicurus and Plato, for Marx, they were
represented by Epicurus and Hegel. The ancient materialist Epicurus had
played a crucial role in the formation of a dialectical conception of reality.
in Marx's view, because he "was the ftrst to grasp appearance as appearance,
that is. as alienation of the essence." and to "acknowledge human selfconsciousness as the highest divinity." "Philosophy. as long as a drop of
blood shall pulse in its world-subduing and absolutely free heart." Marx
declared, "will never grow tired of answering its adversaries with the cry
of Epicurus: 'Not the man who denies the gods worshipped by the
multitude. but he wbo affmns of the gods what the multirude believes
about them. is truly impious ... ·" Impiety here consists in the denial both
of Immml self-deternunation and freedom, and of the mortal, material basis
of life.
Epicurean materialism emphasized the mortality of the world; the
transitoty character for all of life and existence. Its most fundamental
principles were that nothing comes from nothing and nothing being
destroyed can be reduced to nothing. All of material existence was interdependent, arising from (and passing away again into) atoms-organized
in unending patterns to produce new realities. The depth of Epicurus'
materialism. for Marx. was revealed by the fact that within this philosophy-and in the concept of the atom itself-"the death of nature has ...
become its inunortal substance; and Lucretius correctly exclauns: 'When
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death the inunortal has taken his mortallife."'i~ Hence, in Epicurus' phi1osophy there was no need for Aristotelian final causes; rather the emphasis
was on the constantly changing arrangements within nature itself, conceived as mortal and transitory (mors immortalis).
The Young Hegelian Ludwig Feuerbach's materialist critique of Hegel,
which emerged most forcefully in his Preliminary T71eses on the Reform of
Philosophy (1842), overlapped with the critique that Marx was already
developing through his doctoral thesis on Epicurus, completed only the
year beforc. In his earlier History if Modern Philosophy from Bacon to Spinoza
(1833), which Marx referred to in his thesis on Epicurus, Feuerbach had
been struggling to develop a materialist stance, although rejecting the
abstract, mechanical, or "pure materialism" of Hobbes and Descartes (in
his physics). Feuerbach's determination to develop an alternative to mechanical materialism, with which to counterpose to Hegel's idealism, led
him eventually to an emphasis on sensationali"m in his Preliminary Tllesfs,
in which he counter posed a human essence to the abstract essence of the
spirit, as the key to d,alectlcal development (and the transcendence of the
thing-in-itself). Nevertheless, like all earlier forms of materialism, most
notably that of Epicurus, as Marx was to argue in his Theses on Fetlerbach,
Feuerbach's materialism fell prey to a purely contemplative materialism
(more abstractly contemplative in fact than Epicurus because completely
lacking in any positive ethical content). What was needed, according to
Marx, was to shift materialism in the direction of practice, into an active
principle. 1t)
What is important to understand, though, is that in making materialism
practical, Marx never abandoned his general commitment to a materialist
conception of nature, that is, to materialism as both an ontolo:;:ical and an
epjstemolo~ical category. Materialism both in the sense of "a unilateral
dependence of social on biological (and more generally physical) being
and the emergence of the former from the latter," and in the sense of
"the independent existence and transfactual activity of at least some of
the objects of scientific thought" (referring to Bhaskar's first two components of materialism), remained essential to Marx's analysis. Behind this
lay a radical materialist critique of all teleological forms of thinking.
In this regard Marx took what would now be considered a "realist"
ontological stance, emphasizing the existence of the external, physical
world, independent of thought. Here It should be noted that the fmt
two components of rational ITlaterialisln, as designated by Bhaskar, actually constitute the ontological and epistemological starting points for
Bhaskar's own" critical realism." From an avowedly materialist perspective,
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Marx thus adopted an approach that was both realist and relational (that
is, dialectical). Hegel, as we have seen, had sought by means of the
clialectic to overcome the antinomies represented by the Kantian thingin-itself. Yet, in Hegel's philosophy, according to Bhaskar, this involved
precisely the denial of the autonomous exiscence of matter; that is, of its existence
except as one moment in the development of Geist [spirit), the self-realization
of the absolute idea. For Marx, in contrast, "neither thought nor language ...
form a realm of their own, they are only manifestations of actual life" ... so that
"consciousness can never be anything else than conscious existence." p

The importance of this approach in relation to the subsequent development of philosophy and social science cannot be exaggerated. As a form
of realism, it insisted on a perpetual and close connection between natural
science and social science, between a conception of the material/natural
world and the world of society. For this reason, Marx continually defined
his materialism as one that belonged to the "process of natural history."11i
At the same time, he emphasized the dialectical-relational character of
social history and the embeddedness of human society in social praxis.
Any attempt to divorce materialism from the realm of nature and naturalphysical science was therefore rejected from the outset. At the same time,
his materialism took on a unique, practical character in the social realm,
which reflected the freedom (and alienation) that existed within human
history.
All of this may seem incontrovertible, but its supreme importance lies
in the fact that it establishes what Bhaskar has called "the possibility of
naturalism," that is, "the thesis that there is (or can be) an essential unity
of method between the natural and the social sciences"-however much
these realms may differ. This is important because it leads away from the
dualistic division of social science into a "hyper-naturalistic positivism,"
on the one hand, and an "anti-naturalistic hermeneutics," on the other. I"
Western, critical Marxism (along with much of contemporary philosophy
and social science) was defined by its rejection of crude nineteenth-century
positivism, which attempted to transfer a mechanistic and reductionist
world-view (which was credited with some notable successes in the
development of science) to the reahn of social existence. However, in
rejecting mechanism, including mechanistic biologism of the social
Darwinist variety, thinkers in the human sciences, including Marxists, increasingly rejected realism and materialism, adopting the view that the
social world was constructed in the entirety of its relations by human
practice-including, notably, those aspects of nature that impinged on the
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social world-thereby simply denying intransitive objects of knmvledge
(objects of knowledge which are natural and exist independently of human
beings and social constructions).
Within Marxism this represented a turn in an idealist direction. In
particular, it was commonly argued, in opposition to Engels-as if he
alone, and not Marx, was responsible for the existence of a l11atcrialist
conception of nature within Marxism-that the dialectic related only to
praxis, and thus to the social-human world.~(l For this rcason, Marxist
social scientists became increasingly disengaged trom science-although a
Marxist tradition within science continued to exist quite separately. And
in this way Marx's own ideal, clearly expressed in Capital itself. of an
analysis that combined a materialist conception of history with a materialist
conception of nature with all the force of natural history was declared a
violation of reason.
The tragic result for Marxism was that the concept of materialism
becanlc increasingly abstract and indeed meaningless, a mere "verbal
category," as Raymond Williams noted, reduced to some priority in the
last instance of the production of life, and of economic existence, over
''superstnKtural'' clements, such as ideas::!1 It thus bccalnc inseparable frOIn
a reified conception of the famous base-supcrstructure nIctaphor, which
Marxist theorists sought in vain to dispense with.
Ironically, given the opposition of critical, Western Marxism generally
(at least outside of the structuralist tradition) to the base-superstructure
metaphor, the lack of a deeper and more thoroughgoing materialism made
the dependence on this metaphor unavoidable-if any sense of materialism
was to be maintained. Such a deeper materialist view is only possible by
connecting materialism as it relates to productive existence to the natura1i
physical conditions of reality-including the realm of the senses-and
indeed to the larger natural world. OIlly in this way can such fundamental
issues as life and death, reproduction. dependence on the biosphere. and
so on, be truly addressed.
"For a generation now," Raymond Williams wrote in I978, "there has
been an unusual uneasiness between Marxism and the natural sciences,"
regrettable "not only hecause there arc then gaps in knowledge and failures in its [Marxism's] developlllcnt, but because through the gaps, and
from both sidcs, pour the enemies of materialism."~1 Within science the
renewal of biologism, or extreme social Darwinism, is a concern that can
only be combated effectively through a non-mechanistic, non-reductionist,
criticalillaterialism that retains a connection to a materialist conception of
history-as such great natural scientists as Richard Lewontin and Stephen
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Jay Gould have thoroughly demonstrated. 23 Likewise in the social sciences,
the only real defense against idealist views that reduce reality to the realm
of innate ideas and abstracted culturalist notions (as distinguished from
cultural materialism of the kind associated with Raymond Williams) is the
development of a strong historical materialism that does not impoverish its
materialism by denying the natural-physical aspects of material existence.
Marx's standpoint thus demanded of science that it be materialist, if it
were to be scientific at aU. In this view, no study of changing historical
developments and possibilities could be free from the study of nacuralphysical science. Hence, Marx labored relentlessly, throughout his life, to
keep abreast of developments within science. The common misconception
that this was an obsession of Engels's, of which Marx was not a part, is
contradicted by an enormous mass of evidence-a fact ll1UCh more
obvious to LIS today, after additional scientific notebooks by Marx have
been published, than was true even a decade ago.

Ecology
Although there is a long history of denouncing Marx for a lack of ecological concern, it is now abundantly clear, after decades of debate, that
this view does not at all fit with the evidence. On the contrary, as the
Italian geographer Massimo Quaini has observed, "Marx ... denounced
the spoliation of nature before a modern bourgeois ecological conscience
was born."24 From the start, Marx's notion of the alienation of human
labor was connected to an understanding of the alienation of human
beings from nature. It was this twofold alienation which, above all, needed
to be explained hislorically.
Hence, even many of Marx's most virulent critics have been forced to
admit of late that his work contains numerous, remarkable ecological
insights. Rather than simply condemning him out of hand in this respect,
six closely cOJUlected arguments are now conunoIlly employed by critics.
First, Marx's ecological statements are dismissed as "illuminating asides"
that have no systematic relation to the main body of his work. 25 Second,
these ecological insights are said to arise disproportionately from his early
critique of alienation, and are much less evident in his later work. Third,
Marx, we are told, ultimately failed to address the exploitation of nature
(neglecting to incorporate it into his value theory), and adopted instead a
"Promethean" (pro-technological, anti-ecological) view. 26 Fourth, as a
corollary to the "Promethean" argument, it is contended that, in Marx's
view, capitalist technology and economic development had solved all
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problems of ecological limits, and that the future society of associated
producers would exist under conditions of abundance. It would not be
necessary therefore, as economist Alec Nove writes, supposedly conveying
Marx's logic, "to take seriously the problem of the allocation of scarce
resources" or to develop an "ecologically conscious" socialismY Fifth,
Marx is said to have taken little interest in issues of science or in the
effects of technology on the environment and hence had no real scientific basis for the analysis of ecological issues. According to prominent
British sociologists Michael Redchft and Graham Woodgate, Marx suggested that human interactions with the natural environment, while social,
were also "ubiquitous and unchanging, common to each phase of social
existence.... Such a perspective does not fully acknowledge the role of
technology and its effects on the environment."28 Sixth, Marx is said to
have been "speciesist," radically disconnecting human beings from animals,
and taking sides with the former over the latter.:!')
All of these criticisms are flatly contradicted by the analysis that follows
in this book, which attempts a systematic reconstruction of Marx's ecological thought. Many of these criticisms confuse Marx with other socialist
theorists whom Marx hinlself criticized, following a long-established
tradition in Marx criticism whereby, to quote Jean-Paul Sartre, "an 'antiMarxist' argument is only the apparent rejuvenation of a pre-Marxist
idea."JOI Hence, Marx is attacked for his supposed technological "Prometheanism," even though the strongest attack ever written against such
"Promethean" views was leveled by Marx himself, in his critique of
Proudhon's System of Economical Contradictions. Similarly, Marx is condernned for failing to recognize nature's contribution to wealth, even
though he sharply criticized the German socialist Ferdinand Lasalle for
adopting the "supernatural" view that labor was the sole source of wealth,
and for thus ignoring nature's contribution.
More fundamentally, however, what is being questioned in most of
these criticisms is Marx's materialism. Here Marx's materialism is said to
have led him to emphasize a kind of "Baconian" domination of nature
and economic development, rather than asserting ecological values. Thus
Marx becomes a kind of radical Whig opposed to the nature-worshipping
Tories, a representative of utilitarian anthropocentrism as opposed to
Romantic ecocentrism. The problem with this criticisnl, like so much of
contenlporary socioeconomic thought, is that it fails to recognize the
fi.mdalnental nature of the interaction between human beings and their
environment. The ecological question is reduced first and foremost to
one of lJatHes, while the much more difficult issue of understanding the
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evolving material interrelations (what Marx called "metabolic relations")
between human beings and nature is thereby missed altogether. From a
consistent materialist standpoint, the question is not one of anthropocentrism vs. ecocentrism-indeed such dualisms do litde to help us understand the real, continuously changing material conditions of human
existence within the biosphere-but rather one of ,oevo/u/ioll. Approaches
that focus simply on ecological vaiues. like philosophical idealism and
spiritualism more generally, are of little help in understanding these
complex relations. In contrast to all such views, which "descend from
heaven to earth," it is necessary to "ascend from earth to heaven." JI That
is, we must understand how spiritual conceptions. including our spirituaJ
connections to the earth, are related to our material, earthly conditions.
More is in question here than simply Marx of course. What is really at
issue is the whole history of materialist approaches to nature and human
existence. Within contemporary Green thought a strong tendency has
developed to attribute the entire course of ecological degradation to the
emergence of the scientific revolution in the seventeenth century. represented above all by the contributions of Francis Bacon. Bacon is depicted
as the principal proponent of the "domination of nature"--a point that is
usually developed by quoting certain aphorisms. without any systematic
consideration of his thought. Hence. the idea of the "domination of
nature" is treated as a simple, straightforward anthropocentric perspective,
characteristic of mechanism, to which a Romantic, organicist, vitalistic,
postrnodern view can be opposed.:\2
Yet, by focusing on the conflict between mechanism and vitalism or
idealism (and losing sight of the more fundamental issue of materialism).
one falls into a dualistic conception that fails to recognize that these
categodes are dialectically connected in their one-sidedness, and must be
transcended together, since they represent the alienation of capitalist
society. fu noted in the 1930S by Christopher CaudweU (1907-1937).
unquestionably the greatest Marxist thinker of his generation in Britain,
the mechanist is "driven by reflection upon experience to the opposite
pole. which is merely the other aspect of the same illusion-to teleology.
vitalism, idealism, creative evolution, or whatever one likes to call it, but
what is certainly the fashionable ideology of decaying capitalism.""
The perpetuation of this dualistic perspective is intrinsic to much of
contemporary Green theory, and has led that tradition to a crude rejection,
at times, of nearly all of modern science, together with the Enlighteillnent
and most revolutionary movements-a tendency that has fed into the
antirationalism of much of contemporary postmodern thought. From the
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seventeenth century to the twentieth almost aU thinkers, with the exception
of a few pocts, artists and cultural critics, stand conderrmed in this view
for adherence to anti-ecological values and the deification of progress ..l~
In this strange, idealist coocext, in which only values matter, real
historical-material issues disappear, and great historical and intellectual
struggles are reduced to mere phrases. It is obvious, or ought to be, that
the notion of the human "domination of nature," while tending toward
anthropocentrism. does not necessarily inlply extreme disregard of nature
or its laws. Bacon himself argued that the mastery of nature was rooted
in understanding and following her laws. Although Marx was to condemn
this mainly as a "ruse" for making nature conform to the needs of
bourgeois development, the formulation nonetheless expressed a true contradiction of the hunun condition.J~
Thus, starting out from the concept of the "mastery of nature,"
Caudwell was to write in IIIusio" a"d Reality (1937) that
Men, in their struggle with Nature (i.e. in their struggle for freedom) enter into
certain relations with each other co win that freedom .... But men cannot change
Nature without changing themselves. The full understanding of dtis mutual
interpenetration of reflexive movement of men and Nature, mediated by the
necessary and developing relations known as society, is the recognition of necessity, not only in Nature but in ourselves and therefore society. Viewed objectively this active subject-object relation is science, viewed subjectively it is art;
but as consciousness emerging in active union with practice it is simply concrete
living-the whole process of working, feeling, thinking and behaving like a
human individual in one world of individuals and Nature ..\lt

In such a diaJectical conception, emphasizing "reflexivity," the so-called
"mastery of nature" turns into an unending process of diaJecrical interaction. Hence, it come as no surprise that in his work Heredity and
Developme,,', drafted shortly after III"'io" a"d Reality but not published
until a half-century later in 1986, Caudwell was to make a strong case for
a coevolutionary approach to human-nature relations, rooted in both
Darwin and Marx.
Once we recognize. in accordance with the above argument, that there
is no necessary fundamental contradiction between the mere idea of the
"mastery of nature" and the concept of sustainability, it will come as no
surprise that the notions of "mastery" and "sustainability" arose together
in the very sanle Baconian tradition. It is no accidental occurrence that
Baconian "improvers" also included the first advocates of sustainable
development, as in John Evelyn's great defense of forests in his Sylva
(1664), and his attack on air pollution-the greatest materialist critique of
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air pollution ever written-in his Fwnifi'gium (1661).As not only a Baconian
improver hut also a translator of part of Lucretius' De renun natura (Ott tile
Nature of TIlings) , the poetic masterpiece of ancient Epicurean materialism
(which was to be a starting point for Marx's own materialism). Evelyn
stands for the very complex set of questions involved here;l7
In fact, the greatest developments in the evolution of ecological thought
up through the nineteenth century were results of the rise to prominence
of materialist conceptions of nature, interacting with changing histori cal
conditions. In medieval times, and indeed up through the nineteenth
century. the dominant world-view was the teleological one of the Great
Chain of Being (later modified by natural theology), which explained
everything in the universe in terms of divine providence. and secondarily
in terms of the creation of the earth by God for "man." All species were
separately created. The earth was the center of the universe and time and
space were limited. The great enemy of this viewpoint, from the start,
was ancient materialism, particularly Epicurean materialism , which was to
be resurrected within Renaissance and EnlightelUllent science.
Questioning the scholastic-Aristotelian viewpoint, materialism also
questioned the anthropocentrism that was central to this teleology: the
earth was displaced from the center of the universe; time and space were
discovered to be inflnite (and even the history of the earth was found to
be tied into the "deep abyss" of time); and, finally, human beings were
shown to share a coounon ancestry with the apes, having branched off
the same evolutionary tree. At each point in this growth of science, which
came to be equated with the growth of materialism, God was dislodged
from the material universt-"from the solar system, from the evolution of
the earth, eventually from the evolution of life itself; so that God in the
view of modern science, like the gods of Epicurus, increasingly dwelt in
effect in the it1fermrmdia, in the pores between the worlds, having no
relation to the material universe. Equally important, the great discovery
was madt-"essential to ecological analysis-of the interdependence of
human beings with the earth over the entire course of material evolution. No longer could it be assumed that human beings were sinlply
dominant, or supreme, occupying their own fLXed position in the Great
Chain of Being half-way berween the lowest organjsms and the highest
angels (or God). Instead, what Inattered was the nature of the interaction
between human beings and the material world of which they were a
part. The human relation to nature was, as Bacon had emphasized, a
phenOlnenon of natural IIistory, or, as Darwin stressed, of a long course of
natural selection. 38
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Darwin's own evolutionary account of nature derived fr0111 his fundamental, uncompromising (with respect to the natural world) materialism.
It represented at one and the same tilne the "death of teleology" (as
Marx stressed) and the growth of an anti-anthropocentric viewpoint. It
was on the basis of Darwin's biohistorical work, complemented by the
biophysical discoveries of other scientists, like the great German agricultural chemist Justus von Liebig, with his emphasis on the circulation
of soil nutrients and its relation to animal metabolism, that modern
ecology can be said to have emerged in the mid-nineteenth century.
Although Darwinism was often converted into just another mechanistic
outlook, "Darnrininism as found in Darwin's writings," Caudwell wrote,
is still fresh from contact with the multitude of new biological facts then being
discovered. It does not as yet pose organism aridly against environment, but the
web of life is still seen fluidly interpenetrating with the rest of reality.... The
extraordinary richness of the pageant of change, history and conflict in life,
which Darwin unfolds, gives an insurgent revolutionary power to his writings
and those of such inllTlediate followers as HUJdey.JY

The importance of Darwin's analysis for us today was emphasized above
all by Rachel Carson, who wrote: "Today, it would be hard to find any
person of education who would deny the facts of evolution. Yet so many
of us deny the obvious corollary: that man is affected by the same environmental influences that control the lives of all the many thousands of other
species to which he is related by evolutionary ties."411
The wider implications of this and the overall significance of materialism to the development of ecological thought can be understood more
clearly from a contemporary ecological perspective by looking at Barry
Cormnoner's well-known fotlr "informal laws" of ecology. These are: (I)
everything is connected to everything else, (2) everything must go somewhere, (3) nature knows best, and (4) nothing comes from nothing!'
The first two of these "informal laws" and the last were leading
principles of Epicurean physics, emphasized in Book I of Lucretius' De
rerum natura, which was an attempt to present Epicurean philosophy in
poetic form."'':! The third "informal law" seems, at first glance, to imply a
naturalistic, teleological detenninism, but in the context of Commoner's
argument is better understood as "evolution knows best." That is, over
the course of evolution-which is properly understood not as a rigidly
determined or teleological process, but as one containing enormous levels
of contingency at every stage-species, including human beings, have
become adapted to their environments through the means of a process of
natural selection of innate variations, operating on a time scale of millions
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of years. According to this perspective, then, we should proceed with
caution in making fundaJnentaJ ecological changes, recognizing that if we
introduce into the envirorunent new, synthetic chemicals, not the product
of long evolution, we are playing with ftre.
Ultimately, human beings of course are not determ.ined in their entirety
by natural conditions (beyond death, which, in Epicurus' words, is "nothing to us"). There is, in fact, an element of hUlnan freedom, an ability to
"swerve," hut always on the basis of material conditions that exist as
antecedents and that carry with them some limitations. Hence, huma.n
beings, as Epicurus emphasized, exist in a world governed by the extinction of those species that arc unable to adapt (not to be confused with a
fully developed theory of natu ral selection in the Darwinian sense), and
characterized by development in the human relation to subsistence. All of
this is subject to contingency, and in the human case to ethical choice:
including the formation of social compacts. (All of this is to be found in
Book V of Lucretius' great poem.)
It is this fundamental materialist philosophy that Marx struggled with,
at least to some extent, from his earliest days. Even as a student in the
gynmasiUlll, long before he had any acquaintance with Hegel, Marx was
grappling with the Epicurean critique of the religious conception of the
world. Later Epicureanism became the topic of his doctoral thesis, allowing
him to focus, at one and the same time, on the earliest l113terialist theories;
their conceptions of human freedom; the sources of the Enlightenment;
the problem of the Hegelian philosophy of nature; the critique of religion;
and the development of science.
For Marx. the main limitation of Epicllrus' philosophy was the fact
that its materialism was merely Ucontemplative," a problem that later
reappeared in Feuerbach. Taking over the activist element in the Hegelian
philosophy and dialectic, Marx developed a practical materialism rooted
in the concept of praxis. But this was never divorced at any point in his
work from a deeper materialist conception of nature that remained implicit
in his thinking. This gave Marx's work great theoretical power, beyond
what is usually attributed to it. It is this which accounts for the fact that
Matx was so quick to ascertain the significance of the work of both
Liebig and Darwin. Moreover, it helps us to understand how Marx, as
we shall see, was able to build an understanding of sustainable development
based on the work of the former and of coevolution based on the latter.
A thoroughgoing ecological analysis requires a standpoint that is both
materialist and dialectical. As opposed to a spiritualistic, vitalistic view of
the natural wo rld which tends to see it as conforming to some teleological
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purpose, a materialist sees evolution as an open-ended process of natural
history, governed by contingency, but open to rational explanation. A
materialist viewpoint that is also dialectical in nature (that is, a nOI1mechanistic materialism) sees this as a process of transmutation of forms in
a context of interrelatedness that excludes all absolute distinctions. Life
(organisms) and the physical world, as Rachel Carson was wont to eIllphasize, do not exist in "isolated compartments." Rather there is an "extraordinary unity between organisms and the environment."4J A dialectical
approach forces us to recognize that organisms in general do not simply
adapt to their environment; they also affect that environment in various
ways, and by affecting it change it. The relationship is therefore a reciprocal
one. For example, "the soil undergoes great and lasting evolutionary changes
as a direct consequence of the activity of the plants growing in it, and
these changes in turn feed back on the organism's conditions of existence."H
An ecological conununity and its environnlent must therefore be seen
as a dialectical whole; one in which different levels of existence are ontologically significant-and in which there is no overall purpose guiding
these communities. Even supposedly universal human purposes are open
to question for their limited character. Human beings, Marx noted, attribute universal, "useful" chJracteristics to the "goods" they produce,
"although it would scarcely appear to a sheep as one of its 'useful' properties that it i~ edible by man."-I·~ This kind of dialectical complexity in
the understanding of ecological relations was aimed at the transcendence
of all one-sided, reductionist standpoints.
As Richard Levins and Richard Lewontin explain in The Dialectical
Biologist,
Both the internal theoretical needs of ecology and the social demands that
inform our planned interactions with nature require making the understanding
of complexity the central prohlem. Ecology must cope with interdependence
and relative autonomy, with similarity and difference, with the general and the
particular, with chance and necessity, \\..'ith equilibrium and change, with continuity and discontinuity, with contradictory processes. It must become increasingly self-conscious of its own philosophy, and that philosophy will he effective
to the extent that it becomes not only materialist hut dialcctica1."~('

The Crisis of Socio-Ecology
Most contemporary social-scientific analyses of environmental problems
have centered on what is now widely believed to be a global crisis in the
human relation to the earth, and can be understood as a response to that
crisis. At a theoretical level, however, social-scientific treatments have
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tended to be ill-equipped to deal with the enormity of the problems
involved. Until recently, most general theoretical analyses have centered
on two issues that have been predominant within Green thinking in
general: namely, the idea of natural limits to human expansion and the
question of anthropocentric vs. ecocentric viewpoints. Classical social
thought (that is, social thought inherited mainly from the nineteenth
century) has been traditionally condeITUled by enviromnental sociologists
as a form of "radical constructionism" that denies the ontological priority
of the natural world. perceiving nature as the product of human development. This is seen as reAecting a deep-seated anthropocentrism, an instrumentalist approach to nature, and the failure to take into account
natural lintits (including linuts to growth):H
The virtues of this critique derive from its implicit realism; that is, its
insistence on the ontological (and material) priority of the natural world;
its recognition of the ultimate human dependence on the earth; and its
understanding of the existence of irrevocable change (the arrow of time).
Ultimately, this suggests that we are at a turning point in the human
relationship to the earth. Still, social theoty, it is emphasized, has been
built without any strong material foundations, since it lacks any meaningful theory of the dependence of human beings on the environment.
Yet. despite the salience of this critique, environmental social theory
has not thus far been sufficiendy materialist, historical, or dialectical in
orientation to reconstruct social theory along more ecologically conscious,
realist lines. The typical environmental sociologist takes on a centaur-like
existence: with the head of one creature and the body of another.'''11 As
sociologists, they adhere to the great classical traditions stenuning from
Marx, Durkheim. and Weber. as these have passed down to us. As enviromTIcntalists, they reject that tradition as one that was developed "as if
nature didn't matter.""') The complex task, meanwhile, of going back
historically to the roots of social theory, and discovering what was missed
and needs to be recovered, as well as what needs to be dialectically transcended, is ruled Ollt, for many of these thinkers, by the lack of an
intellectual heritage of critique. Hence, the debate within envirotunental
sociology remains lnired in the split between constructionist (mainly
culturalist) and anti-constructionist (deep ecological) perspectives, while
the attempt to transcend this dualisnl has merely produced the notion of
a "cautious constructiorusm"-an important result but lacking ,any substantive content or clear theoretical orientation.~ ·
As a result, there is a tendency to turn endlessly in circles, so that the
analysis stops where it started, no more equipped at the end than at the
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outset to deal with the real problems of environment and society.
Numerous studies have been written on anthropocentrism vs. ecocentrism,
arguing that this or that thinker, culture, or civilization was more or less
anthropoccntric.-~l Although this has frequently opened our eyes to issues
that have too often been downplayed, the dualistic perspective perpetuated here tends to block any genuine development of knowledge or
l11caningful practice. Indeed, the dichotomization embodied in such views
tends to perpetuate the "humanity vs. nature" conceptions which are, in
many ways, the source of the problem. Thus, while it is undeniable that
the concept of "the domination of nature" has been a constant theIne of

modern Western thought, there has never been (as we have seen) anything simple about the concept of "the domination of nature" itself, which
has often been conceived, even by those who have adopted this terminology, in complex, dialectical ways-concerned with the nature of the
interaction. But if this is true, then such distinctions as anthropocentric
and ecocentric are revealed as empty abstractions-mere restatements of
old dualisms such as the human conquest of nature vs. nature worship.
Nor can we understand the issue of natural limits or "limits to growth"
as these have entered Western culture without analyzing the way in which
these issues have emerged historically over centuries in the great politicaleconomic debates, and in the problems of agriculture and the soil as
these were understood in the nineteenth century. The reasons for going
back to nineteenth- (or eighteenth- or sevcntcenth-) century theory go
beyond the need to understand the inception of a logical train of reasoning. Rather the importance of classical theory for social scientists derives
from the inherently historical nature of social theory itself. The classical
theories were written in a context of the transition from feudalism to
capitalism. and from medieval scholasticism to modern science. Because
of this the theoretical insights into the changing human relation to nature
characteristic of classical social theory were tied up with an understanding
of the transition taking place from one historical social system to another.
If we, in our tiIne, have persistently failed to understand this, it is
partly due to the subsequent narrowing of fields of knowledge, and partly
due to the fact that in the reconstruction of social thought following the
Second World War there was a tendency in whole fields, such as sociology,
to develop purely constructionist arguments, downgrading connections to
the natural-physical environment (or simply adopting a triumphalist view
of this in which nature is progressively replaced by "man"), and hence
severing any genuine links between social theory and reflection on the
human relation to nature. Human beings became "Homo faber," not in a
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revolutionary Promethean sense, but in what was redefined as a technological Prometheanism (prefigured by Proudhon in the nineteenth
century) . The mythological struggle over "fire" ceased to stand for a
revolutionary struggle over the human relation to nature and the constitution of power (as in Aeschylus, Shelley, and Marx) and became instead
simply a symbol of unending technological triumph.
Marxism has an enormous potential advantage in dealing with all of
these issues precisely because it rests on a theory of society which is
materialist not only in the sense of emphasizing the antecedent materialproductive conditions of society, and how they served to delimit human
possibilities and freedom, but also because, in Marx and in Engels at least,
it never lost sight of the necessary relation of these material conditions to
natural history, that is, to a materialist conception of nature. It thus points
to the necessity of an ecological materialism, or a dialectical conception of
natural history. Although tills overlaps with what was later to be called
(following Engels) "dialectical materialism," it would be a mistake to
interpret Marx's own analysis from the standpoint of this later, still largely
undifferentiated category. Rather a full examination of the development of
Marx's thinking in this area will provide a basis for a renewed critical
scrutiny of the debate over the "dialectics of nature"-recognizing all
along that it is here that the principal lacunae in the development of
Marxist thought are to be found .52 Since this work is framed around
Marx's life and work (and that of Darwin) and essentially ends with the
death of the nineteenth century's two greatest materialists in 1882-1883 ,
a full engagement with the later concept of the ctialectics of nature goes
beyond the range of the present analysis. But some reflections on the later
development of Marxist theory in tills area, and the tragic fate of the
classic phase of historical-materialist ecology, are presented in the Epilogue
to this work.
No doubt this analysis, since it emphasizes the ecological elements of
Marx's thought, will be criticized by some for merely reading contemporary
views on ecology ahistorically back into his work. But such a criticism
would completely miss the point, since the intention here is not to "Green
Marx" in order to make him "ecologically correct." Rather the aim is to
highlight the weaknesses of contemporary Green theory itself, as a result
of its failure to come to terms with materialist and dialectical forms of
thinking that, in a period of the revolutionary rise of capitalist society, led
to the discovery of ecology (and more importantly socio-ecology) in the
first place. Put differently, the goal is to transcend the idealism, spiritualism,
and dualism of much of contemporary Green thought, by recovering the
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deepcr critique of the alienation of humanity from nature that was central
to Marx'~ \vork (and, it will be argued, to Oanvin\).
Marx's oHen brilliant ecological insights were not mere flashes of genius. H.ather his insights in this area derived from a systematic engagcIncnt
with the seventeenth-century scientific revolution and the runctccnthcentury environment via a deep philosophical understanding of the materialist conception of nature. Thus, Marx, from his earliest years (for
example, the Economic and Philosophical A1anuscripts of I R44) analyzed the

human alienation from nature in a sophisticated and ecologically sensitive
form. This tendency "\vas reinforced by his concerns regarding human
subsistence and the relationship to the soil, and the whole problem of
capitalist agriculture. Central to this thinking was a concern regarding the
antagonistic division between tOvvn and country. These themes in Marx's
thought do not diminish in his later work, but take on new importance
as he attempted to address problems of prehistory and archaic cormnunal
forms in the ethnological writings of his final decade.
The present investigation derives much of its significance, with respect
to the reinterpretation of Marx, from the light that it throws on various
anomalies, hitherto unexplained, in Marx's intellectual development: Why
did Marx write his doctoral thesis on the ancient atomists? What were the
roots of his materialist critique of Hegel (given the superficial nature of
Feuerbachian materialislTI and the philosophical inadequacies of political
economy)? What was Marx's relationship to the EnlightemTIcnt? How docs
one explain the fact that in 'J11C Holy family Marx expressed great esteem
for the work of Bacon, Hobbes, and Locke? Why did Marx engage in the
systematic study of natural and physical science throughout his life? What
lay behind Marx's complex, continuing critique of Malthusian theory?
How do we explain the sudden shift, from friend to foe, in Marx's attitude
toward Proudhon? Why did Marx declare that Liebig was luore important
than all of the political economists put together for an understanding of
the development of capitalist agriculture? What explanation are we to give
for Marx's statement that Darwin's theory of natural selection provided
"the basis in natural history for our view"?s,'. Why did Marx devote his last
years principally to ethnological studies, rather than completing Capital?
Answers to these and other vexing questions that have long puzzled ana~
lysts of Marx's vast corpus are provided here, and strongly reinforce the
view that Marx's \vork cannot be fully comprehended without an understanding of his materialist conception of nature, and its relation to the
lll.aterialist conception of history. Marx's social thought, in other words, is
inextricably bound to an ecological world-view.

CHAPTER

I

THE MATERIALIST
CONCEPTION OF NATURE

In 1837 a young Charles Darwin, recently back from his t1ve~year voyage
of discovery in the HMS Beagle, opened the first of a series of notebooks
on the "transmutation of species," beginning a systematic study into that
elusive subject. It was when he was reading Thomas Malthus's Essay on
POpl41ation a little more than a year later in the fall of 1838 that Darwin
had his great revelation that species transmutation occurred by IIleaIlS of
natural selection brought on by the struggle for existence. Inspired by
Malthus's description of the exponential growth of populations when
unchecked, and hence the need for natural checks on population growth
in order to maintain an equilibrium between population and the means
of subsistence, Oa[\vin observed in his notebook that checks on the
growth of population among species operated as "a force like a hundred
thousand wedges" thrusting "every kind of adapted structure into the
gaps in the oeconOlny of Nature"-a form of expression he 'was later to
repeat more than two decades later in his great work On the Origin t?f
Species by Means (y"Z\Tatural Selection. 1 As Darwin recalled this great 1ll0lnent
lllany years later in his Autobiography:
In October 1838, that is, fifteen months after I had begun my systematic enquiry,
I happened to read for amusement Malthus on Populathlft, and being well prepared to appreciate the struggle for existence which everywhere goes on from
long-continued observation of the habits of animals and plants, it at once struck
me that under these circumstances favourable variations would tend to be preserved, and unfavourable ones to be destroyed. The result of this would be the
formation of new species. Here, then, I had at last got a theory by which to
work; but I WJS so an.xious to avoid prejudice, that I determined not for some
time to write even the briefest sketch of ie. In June 1842 I first allowed myself
the satisfaction of writing a very brief ;tbstract of my theory in 35 pages; and
this was enlarged during the summer of 1844 into one of 230 pages, which I
had fairly copied out and still possess. 2
2I
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Since Darwin did not actually present his discovery until 1858, first in
a joint presentation with Alfred Russell Wallace, and then in the following year through the publication of On the Origin oj Species by A1eans (if
jVafural Selection, one of the great puzzles in the annals of science has
been the reason for this long delay. Why did he wait two whole decades
before making his ideas public, only doing so when a younger rival,
Wallace, threatened to scoop him?'
Of course it has long been supposed that a l11ajor factor in Danvin's
delay in going public with his ideas had to do with the blasphemy against
established views that his theory of natural selection represented. But
material evidence as to the extent of the blasphemy in which he was
caught up. and the inner intellectual turmoil that it represented, came to
light only gradually. Soon after tlie death of his wife Emma in I Ryo a
collection of notebooks was found in a cupboard under the staircase at
the Darwin hume in Kent. This included the two manuscripts mentioned
in the Autobiography, in which Darwin had developed early versions of his
theory-one dated 1842 and une (much longer) dated 1844. Also discovered, however-but only published during the last few decades-were a
series of notebooks that Darwin had written bet\veen 1836 and 1844, in
which he had abstracted notes from various work~ and gradually worked
out his ideas, leading up to the 1844 version of his theory. Among these
were included not only a series of notebooks on the "transmutation of
species" but also, more surprisingly, notebooks in the area of "metaphysical
enquiries" (known as the i\1 and I\l IVotebooks).
It is in hi" }\1 and .j"\! .Notebooks that Darwin reveals himself as a dedicated
materialist-an idea that was extremely heretical in his titue, especially if
extended to human development, and the development of the mind. As
biologist Stephen Jay Gould has written,
The notebooks prove that Darwin was interested in philosophy and aware of its
implications. He knew that the primary feature distinguishing his theory from
all other evolutionary doctrines was its uncompromising philosophicalmatcrialism. Other evolutionists spoke of vital forces, direcced history, organic striving, and the essential irreducibility of mind-a panoply of concepts that traditional
Christianity could accept in compromise, for they permitted a Christian God
to work by evolution instead of creation. Danvin spoke only of random variation and natural selection. 4

The dominant perspective on the natural world in Darwin's day, though
of declining influence among scientists and philosophers, was one that
was teleological in conception, rooted in a notion of divine providence.
The traditional concept was that of the "Scale of Nature" or "Chain of
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Being," which assumed not only that there was a fine scale or gradation
of nature, leading up to human beings, but also the immutability of
species-ali of whom had originally been created separately by God. This
scale was essentially static. A COOlmon assumption was that hmnan beings,
although not much lower than the lowest angels, werc actually in the
middle of the scale, and that the higher angels were as far above humans
as human beings were above the lower organisms. As Sir William Petty,
the founder of political economy, had written in r677 in a philosophical
essay on "The Scale of Creatures," "The principall use of considering
these scales of Creatures is to lett man see that beneath God there BUY

be millions of creatures superior unto man. Whereas Hee generally taketh
hinlSelf to be the chiefe and next to God."-~
Attel11pts were nude in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries,
as evolutionary ideas asmmed greater prominence, to "temporalize" the
"Scale of Nature." Nevertheless, most scientists and literary figures assumed,
following Carolus Linnaeus, the great eighteenth-century taxonomist of
species, that while some "improvement" of species was possible (say
through artificial selection within agriculture), this was in general quite
limited. l ,
It was only near the end of the eighteenth century that the French
anatomist Georges Cuvier and others made the discoveries pointing
definitively to the extinction of species, and the science of paleontology'
\vas born, seriously undernuning the centuries-long belief in the scale of
nature. And it was only in the early nineteenth century, particularly with
the publication of Charles Lyell's Principles ol Geology (1830-1833), that
the idea that the earth was only a few thousand years old was definitively
surpassed and the notion of geological time firmly established-making
the idea of a process of slow evolution conceivable.
Still the religious view interfered with most atteIllpts to conceive the
reality of natura] evolution. [n geology much of the thought of the period
took the form of catastrophism, a comproruise between the biblical
account of creation and growing scientific knO\vledge of geological
tonnations, whereby it was assumed that the history of the earth was
characterized by successive catastrophic upheavals forming distinct geological epochs, in which life was destroyed and successive creations occurred. Closely related to catastrophism in geology was progressionislll
within biology, which temporalized the scale of nature, arguing that life
had emerged from simple to more complex forms through successive eras
of creation, leading to "man." Rather than "descent with modification,"
as in evolutionary theory, this view did not include the notion of
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phylogenetic descent, but rather relied on divine creation at every stage-successive creations that were linked only through the mind of God. 7
With the development of science the traditional view of the Scale of
Nature and the Christian religious view rooted in biblical scripture receded somewhat, and there emerged the tradition of natural theology,
which was used "to both attack and defend Christianity."H Thus the leading figures in the English scientific revolution, such as Robert Boyle,
Isaac Newton, and John Ray, incorporated natural theology into their
views. According to this perspective, the reality of God and a teleological
understanding of the world were to be derived not fronl scripture but by
ascertaining the divine laws of providence that governed nature, often
involving direct acts of creation by God (particularly in the biological
realm). It was the fact that it grew up alongside of science, while also
opposing materialism, that gave natural theology its resilience.
It was in this complex context, in which the life sciences were still
governed by teleological concepts drawn from religion, that Danvin sought
to develop his theory. He was aided in this struggle by the previous
growth of materialist ideas in astronomy, physics, chemistry, and psychology and in the Enlightenment in general. In Britain, materialism, as far
back as Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679), was seen as compatible with religion
(particularly deist accounts of religion). Nevertheless, the growth of
materialism, both in science and in society at large, was viewed as
threatening by the established church.
The heresy of materialism, by the eighteenth century, was often
associated with the revolutionary pantheistic naturalism or materialism that
had characterized radical popular movements during the English revolution
(the Levellers, Diggers, Muggietonians, and so on), and that was later
evident in the radical Enlightenment in France (in the work of the Baron
d'Holbach and others). Although the mechanical philosophy of the "Newtonian synthesis" that dominated the Anglican Whig oligarchy in England
in the eighteenth century had broken to some extent with previous religious
views (the scholastic or Aristotelian view of the universe), it also resisted
the more radical materialist and pantheistic views of the English revolution.
In the Newtonian world-view nature was seen as governed by external
mechanical laws determined by divine providence. Outright materialists,
in contrast, were those who saw no need for explanations outside of nature
itself. Moreover, the more moderate Enlighterunent thinkers tended to
preserve the distinction between mind (as spirit) and body. Hence, any
attempt to reduce mind to purely mechanical and material explanations
was generally seen as evidence of heretical materialist and atheistic views. 9
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A sotnewhat circumscribed, but nonetheless threatening, materialism
played a p·rominent part in the physiological psychology of David Hartley
(1705-1757), who adopted what was generally a materialist approach to
knowledge (though insisting on "the immaterialiry of the soul") in his
Ob""",riolls on Man (1749).Joseph Priestley (1733-1804), the great chemist
and physicist, who was influenced by Hartley, took a more decided
materialist stance, which he presented in such works as A Free DisClJssiotl
oj rile Doer,ille of Materia/ism (1778). Priestley's outlook was generally in
accord with John Locke's tentative suggestion in his Essay Conceming
Hllmarl Ulldersrm,ding (1690) that thought might simply be a properry that
God chose to "superadd to matter"-rather than being a pure, irrunaterial
manifestation of the soul.'o Psychology, for Priestley, was essentially a
physiology of the nervous system. Although Priestley's view of human
beings was generally mechanistic and deterministic, he defended this vision
as a tribute to God's creativity and criticized more thoroughgoing French
materialists like Holbach who attacked religion. [n this respect he represented the tradition of natural theology which dominated much of English
science and theology from the seventeenth to the early nineteenth century.
whereby divine providence was to be found in the laws of nature, as
revealed by utilitarian arguments. Hence, it was possible to move considerably in the direction of the recognition of a material universe operating
according to its own laws, while still finding in this the "proof" of God's
existence. 11
Erasmus Darwin (1731-1802), Charles Darwin's grandfather, also
adopted materialistic views, and was likewise inspired by Hartley. An early
evolutionary theorist, he advanced the notion that all of life descended
from one filament of life that God had created. 12
In France materialism took an even more radical form with the work
of Julian Offray de la Mettrie (1709-1751), Paul Henri Thiery, Baron
d'Holbach (1723-1789), and Denis Diderot (1713-1784). La Mettrie, who
advanced a mechanistic materialism in which everything could be traced
to matter and motion, believed that mind \vas only a function of the
brain and did not differ in this respect from the other functions of the
body. Human beings were essentially machines, as were other animals and
even plants.
Holbach is principally known for his work 17.. System of Notll" (1770).
Applying the idea that nature was simply matter and motion and that
movement was conditioned by such forces as resistance, attraction, and
repulsion, Holbach insisted that the soul was in actualiry nothing more
than the brain. His materialistic philosophy took on a more politically
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significant form, however, through his attack on all attclupts to sec nature
in religious terms. To see God in nature was for Halbach an unnecessary
duplication, since nature could be explained in its own terms. The doctrine
of the immortality of the soul, he argued, distracted humanity from its
present conditions and the need to make the world over according to its
own freedom and necessity. "Morals and politio; would be equally enabled," Halbach wrote, "to draw from materialism, advantages from which
the dogma of spirituality can never supply, of which it even precludes the

idea. Man will ever remain a mystery, to those who shall obstinately persist
in viewing him with eyes predisposed to metaphysics."D For Halbach,
theology had split nature into two: into a power if nature prior to nature,
which it called God; and into inert nature that \vas devoid of power.
Diderot, the editor of the Encyclopedie, adopted a materialisrn similar to
that of Holbach, who influenced him, but drew also on the history of
materialism in philosophy extending back to the ancient Greek philosophers Democritlls and Epicurus. For Diderot, the ultimate reals were
atoms endowed with both motion and sensibility. Soul is manifested only
in certain combinations of atoms. Nature is complete within itselfrequiring no teleological principles of a religious nature. Individual objects
come into being in the form of particular combinations of atoms and
then pass away, in ceaseless cycles.l-I
Materialism in the eighteenth and the early nineteenth century can
thus be seen as taking two related forms. One was an emphasis on
materialisnl in more mechanical terms (and more easily integrated with
notions of a divine spirit above and beyond nature and thus a moderate
deism), and the other was an approach that focused more on organic
interactions (and sense experience), sometilnes leading to a universal
vitalism, and often of a pantheistic character. The latter carne to be
thought of as naturalism, vitalism, or pantheism and was frequently
separated from materialism, which came to be interpreted as lnere mechanism. But the broad designation of materialist for these theories owed
much to their conUllon repudiation (to greater or lesser degrees) of divine
principles in nature. A classic example of the more pantheistic version of
materialism was to be found in the great French biologist Georges Louis
Leclerc, Comte de Buffon (1707-1788), who sawall of nature as composed of "organic molecules." Nature as a whole becanle not a giant
Inachine, but a vast organism, which could be explained in its own terms
without recourse to a transcendental God. I ~
What all of these thinkers shared-despite their differences-was a
radical tendency to look at reality and even the human mind as dependent
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on nature understood in physical terms; and to steer away from recourse
to ideas of divine guidance or teleological principles in understanding the
world about them-though sometimes what this amounted co was simply
a clisplacement of divinity to nature or to external laws established by
divine providence. In general both the mechanical philosophy associated
With Newton and a more thoroughgoing materialism raised the issue of
where to perceive the divine influence. The complex nature of the relation
between religion and science paralleled in some ways the ancient Epicurean philosophy, since Epicurus, despite his materialist philosophy of a
universe governed by the arrangement of atoms, had chosen ultimately to
gIve the gods a place--if orlly in the spaces between the worlds.
Paradoxically, the intellectual culture of Britain in the seventeenth,
eighteenth, and early nineteenth centuries was dominated not only by
the growth of science, materialism, and utilitarianisln, but also by a shift
withll1 theology toward natural theology in which divine providence was
chscovered in the natural laws and utilitarian principles that were presumed
to govern the material universe. Hence, there was an attempt, represented
at Its zeruth by Archdeacon William Paley (1743-1805), whose Nall/ral
n/eology (1802) and other works were to form an important part of
Darwm's own course of study at Calubridge. to construct a scientific or
utilitarian theology which uncovered teleological principles (and thus the
proof of God's existence) in narure and "expediency." For Paley, "The
marks of design are too strong to be got over. Design 11lUst have had a
designer. That designer must have been a person. That person is God."\6
Nevertheless, all of this meant that the theological view was on the
defensive, since it now sought to prove God's existence primarily through
his works (as revealed by nature and science). rather than divine
revelation. The Supreme Deity was more and more in the backgroundthe ultimate designer of the world, hut one who constructed a nature so
contrived, 111 Paley's view, that it was in a sense self-organ.izing. As science and materialism progressed, there were attempts, at each stage, to
synthesize this with a theological understanding of the world. But the
realm attributable directly to divine providence, as opposed to the realm
of science and nature, kept on receding. creating a perpetual crisis for
Christian theology, and for the system of privilege with which it was
associated.
Hence, despite the e1asticiry that theological doctrines displayed
throughout this period, there can be no doubt that the growth of
thoroughgoing materialism was perceived as a threat by the established
order-one that was resisted every step of the way. Giordano Bruno
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([548-1600), the Italian materialist who helped develop Copernicus's
teaching on the universe, was burned at the stake by the Catholic
church-not so much for following Copernicus as for his adherence to

Epicurean philosophy with its anti-theological implications. Although
Bruno was accused of numerous heresies, his most serious heresy had
been to adopt the Epicurean argument (via Lucretius) on the boundless
nature of the universe. "Bruno's principal contribution" to science,
according to historian of science Thomas Kuhn, was his recognition and
elaboration of "the affinity" between Copernicanism and Epicurean
atomism. "Once the affinity was recognized, atomism proved the most
effective and far-reaching of the several intellectual currents which, during the seventeenth century, transformed the finite Copernican cosmos
into an infinite and multi populated universe." Thus while the question
has frequently been raised as to whether Bruno, who was condemned for
various "theological heresies," deserves to be considered a "nurtyr to science," the fact that included among these heresies was his adherence to
the Epicurean notion of an infinite universe would seem to leave little
room for doubt. The fate of Bruno was one that Oa:rvvin knew welL 17
The close rclations between state and church in most countries in
Europe even into the nineteenth century meant that charges of Inaterialism and atheism constituted very serious attacks-directed against the
individual scientific investigator. In 1819 William Lawrence, a lecturer in
the Royal College of Surgeons, published his Lectures on Physiology, Zoology,
and the J."Vatural History of iVan in which he presented materialist ideas.
The book resulted in such a stonn of public outrage that Lawrence had
the book withdrawn. And when three years later a publisher brought out
a pirate edition, Lawrence sued the publisher. The court ruled that
Lawrence's book was so seditious and inunoral that the author had no
property rights in it; which meant-according to an odd English law
dating back to the seventeenth century-that a publisher was legally
entitled to issue a pirate edition without paying the author.
Lawrence, who was a sophisticated biological thinker for his day, had
argued that living organisms conformed to higher natural laws than those
that could be attributed to inanimate nature. Yet he denied any "vital
principle" beyond that of the organization of matter and bodily organs,
and thus denied the existence of any mental property independent of the
brain. For the British establishment this was silnply too lllUch. The Tory
Quarterly Review castigated "the doctrine of materialism, an open avowal
of which has been made in the metropolis of the British Empire in the
lectures delivered under public authority by Mr. Lawrence," demanding
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that the offending passages be struck frOln the hook. Lawrence was thus
forced to withdraw the book and to resign from his post as lecturer. 1k
Charles Darwin, struggling internally with his own materialist views
when writing his notebooks on transmutation, was well aware of what
had happened to Lawrence. He owned a copy of Lawrence's book which
he had marked up with marginal strokes, and he referred to La'wrence'5
work in his notebooks on transmutation and later in The Descent (ifIVIan.
Only a few years after the persecution of Lawrence, moreover, a young
Charles Darwin had personally witnessed a similar case of the suppression
of materialist ideas. In r827 Darwin attended a meeting of the Plinian
Society-a club formed by undergraduates at Edinburgh University for
the formal reading of papers on natural history-in which a fellow
student, William Browne. presented a paper that proposed that life was
merely a product of the way the body was organized and that "mind, as
far as one individual's senses and consciousness are concerned, is lnaterial."
This created such a controversy that Browne's remarks were struck frOln
the minutes of the society, and Browne aften.vards curtailed his inquiries
to non-philosophical subjects.!')
The idea that the brain wa~ the organ from which all mental faculties
derived received strong support in the late eighteenth century in the
work of Franz Joseph Gall (r758-r828). Although Gall is today associated
with the long-discredited "science" of phrenology, it was not this, but
rather Gall's pathbreaking insistence on a nlaterialistic interpretation of
the body-uund relationship which led to his lectures in Vienna being
proscribed as dangerous to religion in 1802. In 1807 Gall ernigrated to
Paris, where his books were placed on the Index Librorum Prohibitorum;
on his death he was denied a religious burial. 2\1
In his metaphysical notebooks Dan.vin took a position that was unequivocally materialist in nature. As the editors of his N'otebooks observed: "He
embraced materialism enthusiastically and argued, using associationist language, that thought originated in sensation." "What is intellect." he asked
himself at one point in his l\lotebooks, "hut organization, with Inysterious
consciousness superadded?" Or as he stated in his l~Totebook C: "Thought
(or desires more properly) being heredetary-it is difficult to iInagine it
anything but structure of brain heredetary.... oh you Materialist!"21
These developing materialist views lay at the heart of Darwin's
emerging theory of the trdIlsIllutation of species. "Plato," he wrote, "says
in Phaedo that our 'necessary ideas' arise from the preexistence of soul,
are not derivable from experience.-read monkeys for preexistence."22 He
agreed with Francis Bacon's claim in Of the Dignity and Adl'ancement of
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Learning that any argument with respect to nature rooted in final causes
was "barren, and like a virgin consecrated to God produces nothing."
Observing that Malthus had argued from final causes in his recourse to
divine providence, Darwin noted in his l\iTotehooks that his own materialism prevented him from following Malthus in this respect. "Is it an
anomaly in me to talk of Final causes: consider this!-consider these
barren Virgins."::!·'

Darwin was acutely, painfully aware of the heretical nature of his views
and struggled over whether materialism necessarily led to atheism-he
contended it did not. ~~ Materialism in Dan:vin's day was commonly
associated in the public mind not only with atheism but also with the
ideology of revolutionary France. There were laws on blasphemy and sedition acts aimed at radical freethinkers. Between 1837 and 1842 the
newspapers were full of the notorious activities of Chartists, Owerutes,
and others who espoused materialism in the cause of social reform. There
were also radical materialists, particularly in medical circles, centered in
London who were elnbracing evolutionary ideas, but whose views were
anathema to Darwin because of their extreme anti-church and anti-state
character. 2~ Desiring that his own ideas not he proscribed within respectable circles, Darwin strategized on ways to get around the explicit avowal
of his materialism. "To avoid stating how far, I believe, in Materialism,"
he wrote, "say only that emotions, instincts, degrees of talent which are
heredetary are so because brain of child resemble, parent stoCk."2h
Darwin realized that the blasphemy in which he was caught up was all
the more heretical because it dethroned not only religious teleology but
also anthropocentric views-in the sense that God in the Scale of Nature
view was purported to have created the world for "man," and mind was
thought to be sharply separated from matter. Darwin's views, on the one
hand, tended to reduce the stature of the human species by attributing
their origin to descent from other, "lower" species. Monkeys and apeshitherto viewed as only slightly lower in the scale of nature but inuneasurably divided off from "man" by separate creation-could now be seen as
sharing a common, if extremely distant, ancestry. On the other hand,
Darwin's views tended to elevate the stature of other species in relation
to human beings, since in his eyes anilnals too expressed intelligence in
limited ways.
Under no illusions about the reaction of Victorian sensibilities to such
materialist heresies, Darwin again and again pondered on this problem in
his Notebooks, reiterating at least a half-dozen times somewhat enigmaticaliy, though clearly in defiance of the traditional Scale of Nature COll-
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ception: .. If all men were dead, then monkeys make men-Men make
angels"27 This statement has to be viewed in two parts (and is in fact

built around a cwofold criticism of the traditional Scale of Nature idea).
If human beings were to die out, Darwin was suggesting in his Notebooks, other species-.,;ay "monkeys"-would evolve to fill the ecological
niche left behind by the disappearance of an intelligent homiilld-though
Darwin made it clear that the resulting species would nO[ be "11un," as
we know it. But it was also true that human beings were evolving and
could evolve into another species. Playing on the traditional Scale of
Nature conception in which human beings were seen as halfway up the
scale of creation, Darwin wrote: "Men make angels"-thereby suggesting
that human beings might evolve into something higher (not literally
"angels" of course in Darwin's generally non-religious view). In this way
he struggled with the implications of his own ideas and the probable
reaction of Victorian society: that hunlan beings were a product of chance
evolution; that other hominirls could evolve to fill the human space in
nature if it were once vacated; and that human beings, like all species.
were not flXed species, but continued to be subject to the evolutionary
process.
In his later published writings on the transmutation of species Darwin
was to stave off much of the criticism by dividing the question up and
leaving the more dangerous issues until later. Thus the question of the
evolution of human beings was almost entirely excluded from TI" Origin
of Spedes when it was published in 1859 and was not treated until later-when some of the controversy was dying down-in TIlt Descent of Man
(1871); while the issue of the continuity in the minrls and emotions of
human beings and animals was dealt with-materialistically-in his
Expression if rile Emotions in Man and Animals (1872). The latter work was
in some ways Darwin's most radical, since it literally annihilated the
traditional anthropocentric interpretation of "brute creation," which was
thought to be inseparably divided from human beings by lack of intelligence-as well as by the supposed fact that the earth and all of its
creatures had been created by God for "man," In Darwin's view. in
contrast. all of animate life was united by a common set of material
relations and evolutionary laws. [n the words of the noted Darwinian
scholar John Durant. "Darwin elaborated his views on nature and human
nature within a larger vision of a world continuously active in the
generation of new forms of life and mind. This was materialism, and
Darwin knew it; but it was a naturalism that humanized nature every bit
as much as it naturalized man."28
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Materialism and the Very Early Marx
In the period 1839""-"-1844, while Darwin in England was struggling with
his views on evolution and materialism, a young German scholar, nine
years Oan"ln's junior-whose reputation as a nineteenth-century thinker
was eventually to rival Darwin's own-was struggling in a quite different
way with his own emerging materialist outlook, attempting to wrench
himself free from the essentially theological outlook of German idealist
philosophy. As a student in Berlin, Karl Marx had come partly, reluctantly,
under the spell of the idealist philosophical system of Georg Wilhelm
Friedrich Hegel (1770-1831) which then dominated German philosophy,
and which purported to explain the development of spirit (or mind) in
history. Yet Marx's very first complete work, his doctoral thesis on the
Difference Between the Democritean and tile EpicurCafl Philosophy of N'atmf
(written in 1840-184]), although starting \vith an essentially left-Hegelian
view, \vas already beginning to transcend that by raising the issue of the
conflict between speculative philosophy (or idealism) and materialisnl. 2()
Most discussions of Marx's doctoral thesis have argued that Marx and
the Young Hegelians in general were drawn to the ancient Hellenistic
philosophies (Stoicism, Epicureanism, and Scepticism) simply because these
philosophies had followed in the wake of the total philosophy of Aristotle,
which seemed to prefigure the position of the Young Hegelians in the
wake of the total philosophy of Hegel. Hence, Marx, we are led to
believe, was not attracted so much to the content of Epicurus' philosophy as to the fact that it reflected a sort of parallel "spirit" of the
times. Closely associated with this is the assUlnption that in writing his
doctoral thesis Marx remained entirely enclosed \vithin the Hegelian
world-view. Thus while Marx's thesis is seen as an attempt to delineate
(in Hegelian terIllS) an Epicurean dialectic of self-consciousness, the whole
relation of Epicureanism to the Enlightenment and to British and French
materialism in particular is ignored, as if it had no bearing on the subject-or \vas completely beyond his consciousness.'"
Such an o1"11ission is all the Inore startling in that Marx had strongly
emphasized in his doctoral thesis itself that Epicurus was the Enlightenment figure of antiquity-a point also made by Hegel, but in a less
positive fashion. Further, Marx was to go on to insist in his subsequent
writings that Epicurus was central for all those thinkers who developed
materialist views in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Thus the
conventional interpretation of Marx's doctoral thesis becomes less and less
credihle when one looks at the larger intellectual atmosphere in which
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the thesis was written-extending beyond mere Hegelianisnl.J1 Here it is
important to remember that Marx's relation to the Hegelian system was
ambivalent from the start; indeed his initial inclination appears to have
been to see it as a threat to the Enlightenment views that had inspired
him thus far. He referred to falling into the "arms of the enemy"; to
making "an idol of a view that I hated"; and to his repeated attempts to
escape its "grotesque craggy Inelody."32
In opposition to the standard interpretation, it will be argued below
that Marx's doctoral thesis is not merely an anomaly left over from his
Hegelian period. but constituted an effort to come to terms with the
implications of the materialist dialectic of the ancient Greek philosopher
Epicurlls, both from the standpoint of Hegelian philosophical system, and
to some extent going beyond the latter. More than that, it was an indirect attempt to come to grips with the problem that the materialist tradition of the English and French Enlightenments-which drew heavily
upon Epicllrus for their inspiration-raised for Hegelian philosophy. Given
its importance for British and French materialism, "atomistic philosophy,"
as James White has observed, ..... had strong po litical overtones, and these
were well known to Marx when he embarked on his dissertation . .. in
1840 .")3 Marx studied Bacon in 1837 (in the same year that he became
acqu:ilnted with Hegel's philoso phy) and was well aware of the influence
of Epicurus on Bacon, as well as on Enlightenment thinkers generally.
Marx's interest in the relation of Epicureanism to the Enlightenment, and
to British and French materialism in particular, is evident not only in the
doctoral thesis itself but also in the seven Notebooks 0 11 Epicurean Philosophy which he compiled in 1839 when working on his thesis, as well as
in subsequent works that he wrote together with Friedrich Engels-TIle
Holy Fal/lily (1845) and 11Ie Genllall Ideology (1846).
As Maximilian Rubel and Margaret Manale have remarked, Marx's
decision to do his doctoral thesis on Epicurus was
a most un- Hegelian turn .... Marx's attention is drawn to Epicurus by his naturalness, his manifestation of imeUecrual and sensual freedom, a freedom from gods
and from doctrines which concede to chance an equaUy great, if not greater,
role in human life as to necessity. Individual will is asserted; an understanding
of contingency becomes central to the wisdom of life. Man frees himself here
from superstition and fear and becomes capable of forging his own happiness. 14

Epicurus
Epicurus was an Athenian citizen who was born on the island of Samos
in 34' D. C ., six years after Plato's death in 347 and six years before Aristotle
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opened up his school in the Lyceum. In 306 he opened up the "Garden,"
the home of his school of philosophy, which by the time of his death in
271 B. C. had gained influence throughout the Greek world. Epicurus lived
through the tragic aftermath of the Macedonian hegemony during which
Alexander's successors battled over his empire; a time in which political
activity seemed particularly ineffective. Hence, he preached a kind of
contemplative materialism to his followers-yet one in which more radical,
practical implications could be perceived. Epicurus' philosophy had a large
impa ct on ancient thinking up through Roman times, but his work had
been almost entirely lost during the Middle Ages when he and his followers were declared among the leading heretics opposed to Christianity.
Hence his work was k.nown in modern times principally through secondary sources, the most important of these being the Roman poet Lucretius'
great work D e renin! "atllra (literally 011 Ille Nature of TIliugs). in which
Lucretius (c. 99-55 B. C.) faithfully reproduced, as modern scholarship has
demonstrated , the main ideas and even phraseology of the master.35
(Lucretius too lived through a period of severe political crisis, the fall of
the Roman Republic.)
EpicllruS was inspired by the work of the Greek atomists Leucippus
Ijl. c. 430 B.C.} and Democritus Ijl. c. 420 B.C.}, who saw all of reality as
consisting of an infinite nUlnber of unchanging atoms too tiny to be
seen, but of different shapes and sizes , which existed in a void. These
atoms had the quality of motion and combined and separated in various
ways to form the objects of the senses. In Democritus, atoms had two
primary qualities: size and shape. Many interpretations of Democr itus
(since the ancient sources conflict) also claim that he assigned the quality
of weight to the atom, so that motion occurred in a downward direction
and in straight lines (though these properties of atoms are more closely
associated with the work of Epicurus). Where Epicurus most clearly
deviated from Democritus was in his addition of the proposi tion that
atoms did no t move according to patterns that were entirely determinant;
rather some atoms "swerved," creating the e1ement of chance and indeterrninancy (and thus leaving room for free will).'" " It is in the theory
of atoms," Hegel wrote, "that science flfst feels released from the sense of
having no foundation for the world."J7
Epicurus' philosophy was an extremely tight logical system, and, once
a few initial assumptions were granted, most of the rest seemed to follow
mainly by deduction. Among the most important deductions were the
notions of boundless space (including infinite numbers of worlds) and
infinite time. Epicurus also referred to the extinction of species and human
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development from feral origins. Hjs matenalist philosophy seemed to
anticIpate to a remarkable degree the discoveries of science, and indeed
was extremely influential among many of the leading scientists of the
seventeenth-century scientific revolution and the Enlightenment. The
lIutlal propositions of Epicurean natural philosophy were that "Nothing is
ever created by dIvine power out of nothing" and "nature ... never
reduces anything to nothing." Together these two propositions constituted
what is now known as "the principle of conservarion.tI,,,~ Epicurus' materialism meant the expulsion of divine power-all teleological principlesfrom nature. The gods, though they continued to exist, were confmed to
the spaces in between the worlds. Further, Epicurus opposed all teleology
and all absolute determinism in the treatment of nature: .. It were better
to follow the myths about the gods," he wrote, "than to become a slave
to the destiny of the natural philosophers: for the former suggests a hope
of placating the gods by worship, whereas the latter mvolves a necessity
which knows no placanon ... .w
No determinism or essentialism-that is, developments based on the
mere property of things-could explain "events" that were "done,"
according to Epicurus, because such events belonged to the reaIrn of
accident (contingency):
So you may see that events never at all
Exist by themselves as ma([er does, nor can
Be said to exist in the same way as void.
But rightly you may call them accidents
Of matter and place in which things happen."'"

Epicurus' rejection of any form of reductionism, which has commonly
been attributed to materialist viewpoints. was evident in the development
of a sophisticated epistemology in his work 11/e Calloll (which formed the
Introduction to his overall system), which relied not simply on sensations.
but also on his famous concept of "anticipation" {sometimes referred to
as "preconception")-a concept which he ongInated."· According to
Cicero, Epicurus' nOtlon of "anticipation" (prolfpsis) was that of a thing
"preconceived by the mmd, without which understanding, inquiry and
discussion are impossible." Hence, "the materialist Epicurus," Farrington
has observed, "must be credited with a clear understanding of the activity
of the subject at every stage in the acquisition of knowledge ..... 2 This
suggested that human beings were physically endowed with characteristics
that included the ability to reason. While sensation itself has no mental
coment, it gives rise to the mental process of sorting out sensations in
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terms of general categories built up on the basis of repeated sensations,
but that once acquired exist in the mind somewhat independently and
become the basis for organizing data into ready-made categories. It is in
this sense that Epicurus refers to thern as "anticipations." As Farrington
notes, '''anticipations' do not precede all experience; but they do precede
all systematic observation and scientific discussion, and all rational practical activity. Again they denote the activity of the subject in the acquisition of knowledge."4.1 Given all of this, it should come as no surprise that
in the section of his Critique of Pure Reason devoted to "Anticipations of
Perception," Kant wrote, "One can call all cognition through which I can
cognize and determine a priori what belongs to empirical observation an
anticipation, and without doubt this is the signiticance with which
Epicurus used his expression."H
Epicurean ethics derived from Epicurus' materialist perspective, his
emphasis on mortality and freedom. "For the Epicureans," as Marx
observed, "the principle of the concept of nature is the mars immortalis
[immortal death], as Lucretius ~ays."~~ The essential starting point for a
materialist ethics was overcoming the fear of death promoted by established
religion and superstition. "Death," Epicurus wrote in his Pn'~lcipal Doctrifus, "is nothing to us; for that which is dissolved is without sensation;
and that which lacks sensation is nothing to us." Freedom of the individual
began only when it was possible to ascertain by means of "natural science"
the mortality of the world and the individuals within it.46
Epicurus advanced a mainly contemplative materialism that could be
sharply distinguished from Plato's more idealist love of contemplation.
What mattered for Epicurus, as George Panichas has written, "was the
contemplation of what could materialize in human existence and not in
an eternal beyond." Epicurean ethics, which advocated the satisfaction of
one's needs in this world, were based on the expedient pursuit of pleasure
and the avoidance of pain. But Epicurus saw this not in short-sighted,
crudely hedonist terms, but rather in terms of the whole of existence,
which recognized that some ill1lnediate egoistic pleasures only created
greater pains. He therefore argued for a simple life, abandoning the pursuit
of wealth. "The wealth demanded by nature," he wrote, "is both limited
and easily procured; that demanded by idle imaginings stretches on to
infinity."H
The most important requirement of a good life for Epicurus was friendship, which became for him the principle through which life and society
should be ordered. "Of all the things which wisdom acquires to produce
the blessedness of the complete life, far the greatest is the possession of
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friendship." This was not just an ethical principle related mainly to relations
between individuals, but carried larger political implications. " Ftiendship,
in its Graeco-R oman usage," A.A. Long and David Sedley point out,
"has a political resonance absent from the modern concepts ... p"ilia in
Greek (amicitia in Latin) was regularly conceived as the foundation of
social cohesion ," In the garden of Epicurus women were welcome and

respected members of the community and philosophical discussions.
Among Epicurus' most important contributions was his concept of justice
(which heavily influenced Marx) . "Justice," he wrote, "never is anything
in itself, hut in the dealings of men with one another in any place whatever and at any time it is a kind of compact not to harm or to be
harmed." If the law "does not turn out to lead to advantage in men's
dealings with each other," if it ceases to be in accord with its general
concept, and if it no longer conforms to material circumstances, "then it
no longer has the essential nature of justice:' In Epicurus was thus to be
found a materialist, as opposed to idealist, conception of law that denied
that law had a transcendent aspect apart from tbe needs of human social
intercourse. As Marx was later to point o ut, it was Epicurus who fmt
originated the notion of the social contract."8
The Epicurean philosophy of nature had as its starting point the
"principle of conservation," and hence tended toward an ecological worldview. This is particularly evident in Lucretius' work, which, in the words
of noted historian of ancient ecological thought J. Donald Hughes, "asked
some questions that are now regarded as ecological." Lucretius alluded to
air pollution due to mining, to the lessening of harvests through the
degradation of the soil, and to the disappearance of forests; as well as
arguing that human beings were not radically distinct from animals.49
" H aving totally dispensed with teleology in his cosmology," Long and
Sedley wr ite, "Epicurus opted for an evolutionist or experimental account
of the origin and development of human institutions."so Thus Epicurus'
materialism led to a conception of human progress. "We must suppose,"
he wrote in his "Letter to Heredotus," "that human nature ... was taught
and constrained to do many things of every kind merely by CirCUlllstances; and that later on reasoning elaborated what had been suggested
by nature and made further inventions, in some matters quickly, in others
slowly, at some epochs and times making great advances, and lesser again
at others."51 Human nature is itself transformed with the evolution of
hU111an society; friendship and sociability are a product of social compacts
that emerge in the process of the satisfaction of the material means of
subsisten ce. 52
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It was also in Epicurus, as seen through Lucretius, that the most explicit statement of evolutionary views, involving questions of species adaptation and survival, was to be found, in the writings of antiquity. The
idea had originally been raised by Empedocles (fl. c. 445 H.L) and
Anaxagoras (c. 50(}-428 B.C.), and had been attacked by Aristotle in his
Physics. Summarizing Empedocles, Aristotle had written,
Why then should it not be the same with the parts in nature, e.g., that our
teeth should come up (!f neressity-the front teeth sharp, fitted for tearing, the
molars broad and useful for grinding down the food----sincc they did not arise
for this end. but it was merely a coincident result; and so with all other parts
in which we suppose that there is purpose? Wherever then all the parts came
about ju~t what they would have been if they had come to be for an end, such
things survived, being organized spontaneously in a fitting way; whereas those
which grew otherwise perished and continue (0 perish, as Empedocles says hi~
"man-faced ox-progeny" did.""

Aristotle responded to this by reasserting the importance of final causes:
"ft is plain," he wrote, "that nature is a cause, a cause that operates for a
purpose."S-l Epicurus, although deriding Enlpedocles' "ox-children, man£lced" as a bizarre collection of random combinations contrary to nature,
nonetheless defended materialist-evolutionary views against Aristotle. Those
species that survived, and were able to perpetuate "the chain of offspring,"
Lucretius explained, were those that had developed special attributes that
protected them from their environment in the struggle for existence, "but
those who were gifted with none of these natural assets
were free
game and an easy prey for others, till nature brought their race to
extinction." Hence, it is through Empedocles, Epicllru5, and Lucretius
that an important element of evolutionary analysis, later to appear III
Darwinian theory, is thought to have originated. 55
Central to Epicurus' view, as represented by Lucretius, was that life
was horn from the earth, rather than descending from the skies (or the
result of creation by the gods). "The animals," Lucretius wrote, "cannot
have fallen from the sky, and those that live on land cannot have emerged
from the briny gulfs. We are left with the conclusion that the name of
mother has rightly been bestowed on the earth, since out of the earth
everything is born." This, as WK.C. Guthrie, an authority on the protoevolutionary thought of antiquity, remarke-d, "was perhaps, in the ah"ence
of modern biological knowledge and a soundly-based theory of evolution, the only reasonable alternative": namely, that the earth itself deserved "the name of mother."-~!)

In his IdfaS of Life and Matter: Studies in the History of General Physiology
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Thomas Hall has argued that Epicurus was the
principal ancient so urce of the view (anticipated by Empedocles and
Democritus) that life was an "emergence consequence" of the organization
of matter. " In antiquity," Hall writes, "Epicurus used life, explicitly, as an
example of emergence, insisting that it was absent from the body's atoms
considered singly." Hence, for Epicurus, "life is, in the stri ct sense,
emergent." Material existence, in Epicurus, was thus only evident through
change, that is, evolution. 57
The same evolutionary perspective was also evident in EpicliCLIS' treatment of human society. In the 18605 and 18705, following " the revolution
in ethnological time" associated with Darwin's Tile Origin of Species and
with the first widely accepted scientific discoveries of human fossils, it
became COJrunon for important Darwinian thinkers, such as John Lubbock
and Henry Morgan, to refer back to Lucretius' discussion on ethnological
development, which had taken account of the evolution from an age of
stone and wood, to that of bronze, and then of iron-also incorporating
discussions of the development of speech, of mutual assistance, the revolution in the use of fire, and so on. 58
Ultimately, Epicurus' view was that an understanding of nature and its
laws, that is, the progress of science, would disperse terror inflicted by
religion. As Lucretius wrote:
600 B.C. to 1900 A.D.,

Therefore this terror and darkness of the mind
Not by the sun 's ray's, nor the bright shafts of day,
Must be dispersed, as is most necessary.
But by the face of nature and her laws.

It is therefore not surprising, as evolutionary biologist Michael Rose has
noted, that " Lucretius is regarded by some scholars as the greatest classical
forer unner to modern science."59

Epicurus and the Revolution of Science and Reason
Epicurus' philoso phy was to play an extraordinary role in the development
of the materialism of the English and French EnlightelUnents. which took
the form of a struggle against the essentially Aristotelian philosophy of
nature promoted under Christianity. (.0 According to the version of Christianized Aristotelianism or scholasti cism still tau ght in English un.iversities
in the seventeenth century, matter consisted of fOllr elements: air, earth,
fire, and water. Elaborate scholastic taxonomies were combined with a
view of nature that was essentially static and tautological. Nevertheless,
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such view~ could not easily stand up given the changing material context
of English society in the seventeenth century in which medieval institutions were rapidly disappearing and a dynamic capitalist order was
emerging in agriculture and industry. As a result the leading scientists
turned to Greek atomism, and particularly to the ideas of Epicurus. "The
slightest acquaintance with post-Renaissance physiology (from Descartes
to the present)," Thomas Hall has written, "will make Epicurus seem
closer than any other ancient scientist to the emergentism and mechanistic
materialism of the luodetn era."(ol The same was true of science in general.
Thomas Hariot, Francis Bacon, Thomas Hobbes, Robert Boyle, and Isaac
Newton were all deeply affected by Greek atomism, and from Bacon on
by the philosophy of Epicurus in particular. (,::! Matter came to be understood as consisting of atoms, and hence, following Epicurus, in terms of
particles of lnatter which could be explained simply in terms of size,
shape, and motion-a view easily translated into essentially mechanical
terrllli.

ThOlnas Hariot (1500-1021), one of the most brilliant figures of the
English scientific revolution, had been exposed to Epicurean atomism by
Bruno. In a letter to Johannes Kepler explaining the workings of physical
optics, Hariot wrote: HI have now led you to the doors of nature's house,
wherein lie its mysteries. If you cannot enter because the doors are too
narrow, then abstract and contract yourself into an atom, and you will
enter easily. And when you later come out again, tell me what wonders
you saw."("~ Hariot was denounced in 1591 as an Epicurean atheist, and
later arrested and imprisoned in [605 (following the Guy Fawkes plot to
blow up parliament) on baseless suspicions of heresy, in which his connection to ancient atheistic materialists like Lucretius and Epicurus was
raised. 6-1
Francis Bacon (156r-r626) too was strongly influenced by Democritus
and Epicurus (including Lucretius) and tried to justify Greek atomismfrom which he borrowed profusely in the development of his ideas-in
religious terms, arguing that Epicurus' philosophy of nature was infinitely
superior in this respect to that of Aristotle, "For it is a thousand times
more credible, that four mutable elements, and one immutable fIfth essence, duly and eternally placed, need no God, than that an army of
infinite small portions or seeds unplaced, should have produced this order
and beauty without a divine marshall."!)~ More important, he argued in
his OJ the Dignity and Advancement of Learning (1623) that the natural
philosophy of the ancient materialists like Democritus and Epicurus (including also LucretIUS)

~
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who removed God and Mind from the structure of things, and :atribuced the
form thereof to infmite essays and proofs of nature ... and assigned the causes
of particular things to the necessity of matter, without any intermixture of (mal
causes, seems to me (as rar as I can judge from the fragments and relics of their
philosophy) [0 have been, as regards physical causes, much more solid and to
have penetrated [unhcr into nature than that o f Aristode and Plato; for this
single rcason, that the former never wasted time on fmal causes, while the latter
were ever inculcating them. 66

In his essay on Prometheus in TI,e Wisdom of tIle A"dellis Bacon described
Prometheus as representing within Greek mythology two kinds of providence: that of the gods and that of human beings. Bacon went on in his
essay to displace Prometheus with the figure of Democritus, who, along
with Epicurus, represented the true heroic quality of Prometheanism in its
materialist guise. For Bacon, Epicurus was an inferior figure to Democritus
because he subordinated "his natural to his moral philosophy," refusing to
accept anything counter to freedom . Yet, Bacon was to see Epicurus'
attack on superstition as the essence of enlightenment. Here he quoted
Epicurus' statement in his "Letter to Menoeceus" that, "Not the man
who denies the gods worshipped by the multitude, but he who affirms of
the gods what the multitude believes about them is truly llnpious."67
Bacon was also to follow up on Epicurean notions of evolution, pointing to the reality of "transnlUtation of species." As he wrote in his Sylva
Sylva rum; or a Naturall History in Ten Centllries, "the transmutation of species is, in the vulgar Philosophy, pronounced ilnpossible; ... but seeing
there appear some manifest instances of it, the opinion of impossibility is
to be rejected, and the means thereof to be found out."68
Lucretius' manuscript, which had been copied but lost sight of in
medieval times, was rediscovered in 1417. It was printed in 1473 and
went through some thirty editions between then and the beginning of
the seventeenth century. However, it wasn't until the early to midseventeenth century that Epicureanism was to make major inroads into
European thought. In 1647-1649 Pierre Gassendi (1592-1655), a French
cleric, theologian, philosopher, and mathematician and one of the leading
proponents along with his contemporaries Hobbes and Descartes of the
mechanical philosophy, produced a grand Epicurean--Christian synthesis.
Gassendi's explicitly stated purpose was to overthrow the old Aristotelian
conception of l1ature. 69 For Gassendi, as Marx was to note, it was
astounding that Epicurus by means of reason had "anticipated the
experimentally demonstrated fact that all bodies, although very different
in weight and mass, have the same velocity when they fall franl above to
below."70
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As the restorer of Epicurus, Gassendi, as Marx observed, became the
principal opponent of Rene Descartes's metaphysics em.bodied in his
Discourse on Method (1037) and his Meditations (1641). In his DOrlbts, written
in 1644, Gassendi attacked Cartesian metaphysics, which had as its starting
point innate ideas: "[ think therefore [ am." In his critique Gassendi
generally took a materialist stance against the idealist position embodied
in Descartes's concept of mind (Decartes's metaphysics differed widely
from his physics, which were mechanistic in nature). Emphasizing the
priority of the materia! world and the senses, Gassendi insisted that to
think without knowing anything prior and with your senses blocked
would only result in an endless "I, I, I," since "you would not be able to
attribute anything to yourself in your thought for you would never know
any attribute, and you would not know the force of the verb 'am: since
you would not know what being is or the difference between being and
not-being.":'
In England, Walter Charleton (1(>19-1707), physician to Charles I and
Charles II, who was introduced to Gassendi's work by his friend Thomas
Hobbes, transmitted the results of Gassendi's research to British scientific
circles, developing his own version of a-"purified" Epicureanism compatible with Christianity. n Charleton's Physi%gia El'icuro.Cassendo.Charitonia
(1654) was the first systematic effort in England to merge Epicurus with
the mechanical philosophy. Charleton's work was soon followed by John
Evelyn's translation of Book I of Lucretius' De rerum natura into English
in 1656. In his History oj Philosophy, Containing the LiIJes, Opinions, Actions
and Discourses of the Philosophers of Every Sect (1660) Thomas Stanley devoted
the largest part of the whole work to Epicurus, who took up more pages
than Plato and Aristotle combined. 7 .'
John Evelyn (1620-1706) was not only an admirer of Epicurus but also
one of the figures behind the formation of the Royal Society, and the
greatest proponent of conservation in England of the seventeenth century. In his Sylva, Or a Disco,,,,e of Forest- Trees and tire Propagatio" of Timber
in His Mqiesties Dominions (1664), the first official publication of the Royal
Society (a work that went through four editions in Evelyn's lifetime), he
complained of the "prodigious havoc" wreaked on English forests by the
demands of shipping, glassworks, iron furnaces, and the like. "This devaluation," he observed, "is now become so Epidemical. that unless some
favourable expedient otTer it ~elf, and a way be ~eriously, and speedily
resolv'd upon, for the future repair of this important dtject, one of the
most glorious, and considerable Bulwarks of this J\latitm, will, withill a
short time be totally wanting to it." Evelyn reconunended that Elizabethan
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Acts prohibiting the cutting of any tree "one foot square" or more wlchm
twenty-two nules of London be enforced, and that seedhngs be planted
on the large estates.
Even morc Important, Evelyn authored the great work FuwijilgiutII:
Or, 'he [1I(om'wim(f of lIlt Atr and Smoakt of Lo"don DIssipated (1661)'
wluch he presented to Charles II. Here Evelyn's enthusiasm not only for
Bacon.ialllsl11 but also for Epicurean matenalism was eVident. In Book VI
of hiS great poem Lucretius had written, "How easily the drowsy fume
and scent of chatcaa1 passes into the brain," whIch Evelyn quoted on the
title page of his work. Decrying the general pollution in London, Evelyn
went on to consider the issue of ajr pollution, whIch he attributed not to
the culinary fires of the population, but to
Issues belonging only to Brcl41ers, Diers, Ume·bumcrs, Sal" and SOJlf-boylcrs, and
some other pnvate Tndes .... Wlulst these are belchmg it forth thelf soory jaws,
che City of LJlldml, resembles the fact rather of Alolllft JE",/J, ,hl' COllrll?fVi,lcm"
Stromboli, or tilt' Suburbs oj Hell... It is chis Ihorrid smo;akeJ wluch scaners and
strews about chose black and smutty Atomes upon all th1l1gs where It comes.

"The consequences ... of all of this," he wrote, were to be seen 111 the
fact that "one half of them who perish III Lolldoll, dre of Ph,h;s;cal and
P"lmouic distempers; That the Inhabitants are never free ~m COl/glls." In all
of tlus Eveyln wa., clearly illAuenced by the materialist cpJdenuology to
be found in Book VI of Lucretius' poem, with its emphaSIS on the eXistence of certain atoms of substances that were "a came of rusease and
death."N
The fact that Epicurean.ism was being revived dUrIng the age of
Cromwell and the restoration that followed meant that Il'\ radIcal, antireligiolls implications were always threatening to break free. Thus the
famous poet and fr,end of Hobbes, Edmund Waller, wrote a poem to
Evelyn in wruch he expounded the atheistic world-View of Lucretills,
Lucretlll5 \-vich ;a stork-lIke fate
Born and translated 111 a State

Comes to proclaJrll

III

English verse

No Monarch mles the Universe.
But chance and At()tnt's makes tlus All
In order Democratical
Without design. or Fate, or Force.'5

The dominant tradition within the scientific COI11.I11Ul1lty, although
adopting a mechanical materialism and Epicurean atonllSI11 (purified of its
more atheistic elements), repudiated the radical materiahsm often identified
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with the English revolution. Chemist Robert Boyle (I627~I697), the leading British scientist of his time prior to Newton, and a Baconian, adopted
a moderate, Christianized Inechanistic philosophy that relied OIl atomism
for its ultimate conception of matter. He first learned of Gasselldi's work
on Epicurus in [64~, the year before it was published, frOlu Sailluel
Hartlib, a leading promoter of the Baconian tradition. II, Boyle's moderate
mechanistic philosophy was exp1icitly developed in opposition to the pantheistic materialislll associated with the more radical clements of the
Engli!!h revolution. Mter 1660 Boyle and his associates attached themselves to the restored lllOIlarchy. In 16()2 the Royal Society was estab-

',!
I,.

lished, which was to become the formal mechanism for institutionalizing
the Ilew science, adopting an Anglican ideology centered on the compatibility of science and religion. i,' This conlpromise \vas symbolized by
Boylc's rejection of the anti-theological implications of Greek atomism:
I am hiT fmm supposing, with the- Epicureat1s, th;lt atoms, accidentally meeting
in an infinite vacuum, were able, of themselves, to produce a world, and all its
phenomena: nor do I suppose, when God had put into the whole mass of
matter, an invariable quantity of motion, he needed do no more to make the
univene; thc material parts being able, by their own unguided motions, to
throw themselves into a regular system. The philosophy I plead for. reaches but
to things purely corporeal; and distinguishing hern'een the first origin of things
and the' subsequent course of nature, teache's, that God, indeed, g.lve motion to
matter, but that, in the beginning, he so guided the various motions of the
parts of it, as to contrive them into the world he design'd they should compose;
and established those rules of motion, and that order amonf.,'St things corporeal,
which wc call thc laws of nature. Thus, the univefS<.' being: oncc form'd by God,
and the laws of morion setded, and all upheld by his perpetual concourse, the
general providence; the same philosophy teaches, that the phenomena of the
world, are physically produced by the mechanical properties of the parts of
llL1cter; and, that they operate upon one another according to mechanicalla,vs. 7~

Thus Boyle managed to combine a mcchanical view of the laws of naturc
rooted in an atomistic concept of matter with a theological position that
attributed both the origin of matter and the laws of Illotion of nature to
the design of an omniscient God.
Indeed, Boyle wrote as much on theology as science and can be regarded as one of the principal proponents of natural theology. His Disquisition About the Final Causes if .Natural TIlings (I6SS) represented an early
articulation of the argUlllent from design for the existence of God,

developed also by Boyle's contemporary John Ray, that foreshadowed the
ideas of William Paley a century later. For Boyle "Epicurus and nlost of
his follmvers ... banish the consideration of the ends of things [final
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causes] because th e world being, according to them, made by chance, no
ends of anything can be supposed to be imended."79 C hance in this sense
meant not pure chance such as results from th e casting of mee, but rather
an argument based on th e contingent nature of the universe, and thus of
natural and social history-a view direc tly opposed to the argument from
design . Hence, while Boyle adopted certain hypotheses from Epicurean
atomism , essential to the construction of his own mechanistic views, he
rejected thoroughgoing materialism and atheism. Instead, as Stephen Jay
Gould has written, he " neatly married m echanism and religion into a
co herent system that granted higher status to both sides."so
Isaac Newton (1642- 1727), who revolutionized science with the publicati on of his Philosop/,jae Naturalis Principia Math ematica (Mathematical
Prillciples of Natllral Philosophy) in 1687, adopted a view almost identical to
that of Boyle" N ewton relied heavily on Epicurean atomism in his early
work, but was later to suppress some of these early reflections on atomism,
no doubt because of the anti-religious implications of classical Epic ureanism . N ewto n's Pn·ncipia , w hile offering a particulate, or atomic, view of
matter, did so o nly after this was widely accepted within scien ce. which
had been inoculated against the worst heresies of th e Epicureans by means
of the previous development of the mechanical philosophy in the work
of Gassendi, C harleton, and Boyle.
N ewton 's own philosophy of nature and its relation to natural theology
stands out most clearly in four letters that he wrote in 1692- 1693 to
Richard Bentley, who, in devising the final two of eight sermons in
natural theology (the Boyle Lectures), which were targe ted at the threat
posed by Epicurean materialism and atheism , called on Newton for help
in providing a scientific rationale. Newton, as these and other letters
reveal, was not above abandoning his commitment to the m echanical
philosophy at points when he thought it necessary in order to combat
materialism and to defend his religious beliefS. Thus he hypothesized in a
letter to Thomas Burnett that the earth's rotation had origi nally occ urred
very slowly, produci ng days of virtually any length, in order to square the
biblical story of the creation of the world in seven days with geological
evidence on the earth's antiquity.82
Still none of the attempts to restrict the influence of Epicurean materialism, with its challenge to traditional religious views, went so far as to
erase the underlying influence of ancient atomism on Newton and the
scientists of the early Royal Society. As historian of science Robert Kargon
has noted, "Much of the Pri'lcipia can be, and was, viewed as presenting
the mechanics of atomic motion"-as Newton's contemporary Erunund
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Halley actually interpreted it at the time-"although the work" itself,
Kargon adds, "referred primarily to visible bodies." Halley's ode to Newton prefIxed to the Principia used language drawn from Lucretius, "purified" along Christian lines, to introduce readers to Newton's work.tn As
Alan Cook has indicated in his magnificent new biography of Halley,
Halley and to a large extent Newton, like "GaWeo and Gassendi ... traced
their metaphysics to Epicurus rather than Aristotle."8-t Likewise Peter Gay,
the author of several authoritative historical studies of Enlightenment
thought, has written: "It is clear that Gassendi's corpuscular physics
impressed Boyle, and through Boyle, Newton .... [W]hile the Epicurean
model of a world of atoms whirling in the void was crude and arbitrary,
it was a useful corrective to the scientific world picture that had dominated
Christian civilization for many centuries."H_'i
All of this was captured by a piece of doggerel that appeared soon
after the incorporation of the Royal Society by Charles II in 1662 and
went as follows: "These Collegiats do assure us,! Aristotle' an ass to
Epicuras."86
The declining influence of Aristotelian philosophy in the seventeenth
century did not therefore take the form, as is commonly supposed, of a
straightforward conflict between the ancients and the moderns. Rather
"the history of early modern thought," as Margaret Osler and Letizia
Panizza have noted, "can perhaps be understood at least in part as the
interplay of one set of ancient models with another."87 Still, the challenge
that Epicurean materialism raised for religion resulted in an odd compromise in the work of many of the leading scientists, such as Boyle and
Newton, who developed a mechanistic view of the material world which
nonetheless left God intact in thc background as the prime mover within
nature.
It was not just the atomism of Epicurus and Lucretius that created a
storm of controvcrsy in the seventecnth and eighteenth centuries, but also
the notions of "dcep time" associated with the ancient materialists (though
in Lucretius the earth, as opposed to the universe, was explicitly referred
to as "newly madc"), which threatened the Christian world-view, and yet
which seemed to be receiving increasing support with the developl11ent of
science. Such major natural-theological works as Edward Stillingfleet's
Origines sacrae (r662), John Woodward's Essay Towards a !\lafHral History if
the Earth (1695), and Samuel Shuckford's Sacred and Profane History (1728)
all had Epicurus and Lucretius, and after them Hobbes, as their principal
adversaries. The religious struggle against what is now called "geological
time" thus had, as its classical adversaries, the Epicurean materialists. RH
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The heretical nature of Epicureanism meant that the influence of
Epicurus on the great Italian philosopher Giambattista Vico (1668-1744),
including his magnum opus, Sdenz a nllOl1ll (TItt New Sciwce) , remained to
a considerable extent hidden .VieD derived many of his ideas from Lucretius,
particularly in relation to the developmental notio ns of human culture to
be found in Lucretius' great poem . N evertheless this had to remain hidden,
since the Inquisition in Naples had led to the imprisonment of some of
Vieo's friends on charges w hich included the m ere m ention of Epicurus
or Lucretius. The religio lls view that had consigned Epicurus and his
followers to the sixth circle of H ell in Dante's Infe rno, where they were to
be found in countless half-opened burning tombs, still prevailed. VieD
himself was attacked for having adopted Lucretian ideas on the feral origins
of human beings. As a result, Vico-as modern scholarship has conclusively
demo nstrated-adopted a posture of the "feigned repudiation of Lucreti us,"
w hile building on and refashioning Lucretian ideas. 89
In the eighteenth century, Epicureanism continued to play a major part
in the development of materialist ideas both in England and on the
Continent. The development of science only seemed to offer confirmation
of Epicurean materialism .90 In his E"quiry Conceming Human Understanding
(174 8) the great Scottish philosopher David Hume (17 11- 1776) devo ted a
section of his work to an imaginary speech of defiance by Epicurus, w ho
in this fictional account was supp osed to have been put on trial in Athens
for denying "divine existence" and undermining m orality. Through the
argunlents of the ancient materialist Epicurus, Hume thus presented some
of his own self-justificati on in respo nse to those who had ' leveled similar
charges against him.9! In his last mo nths Hume cheered himself in the
face of his approaching death by rereading Lucretius and Lucian. In France
Voltaire considered Lucretius' De reTHm natura so important that he kept
six different editions and translati ons on his shelves.92 "Lucretius," he wro te.
"is admirable in his exordiums, in his descriptions, in his ethics, in everything he says against superstition." The impac t of Lucretius on Voltaire can
be better understood w hen o ne recognizes that the very idea of "Enlightenment," as it was understood in th e eighteenth centu ry, as Gay has
argu ed, was to a large extent inspired by Lucretius. For "when Lucretius
spoke of dispelling night, lifting shadows, or clarifying ideas, he m eant the
conquest of religio n by science."93 Voltaire, however. was too much of a
deist and a Newtonian to accept thoro ughgoing materialism , given its
atheisti c implications, and hence, beginning in the 17 405 (when he first
came under the influence of N ewton), he issued a series of sharp attacks
against materialists such as Buffon and H olbach .94
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The work of French materialists such as La Mettrie, Helvetius,
Halbach, and Diderot was seen as emanating to a considerable extent
from Epicurean materialism. Epicurean atomism, ethics, discussions of
animate nature, criticisms of religion, and treatments of mortality were
evident throughout their work. At the end of his life, La Mettrie authored
a series of materialist musings on Lucretius entitled The System oj EpiCllYIIs
(1750). Halbach's System cif 1Varure (1770) was written in a Lucretian vein,
and was condemned by parliamentary decree to be burned in the very
year of its publication. The indictment spelled out the Epicurean origin
of his theories.')·~
In his great contribution to scientific cosmology, Universal Natural
History and the nteory of the Heal'ens (1755), the young Immanuel Kant
(1724-1804) not only advanced the revolutionary view that the earth and
the entire solar system had come into being in tilne, but developed an
argument for deep time to accompany a vision of boundless space. What
interested Kant was essentially an evolutionary account of the universe.
Such views were widely associated with Epicurean materialism, causing
Kant to declare that
[ will
nor deny that the (heory of Lucretius, or his predecessors, Epicurus,
Leucippus and ])emocritus, has much resemblance with mine. I assume, like
these philmophers, that the first state of nature consisted in a universal diffusion

of the primitive matter of all the bodies in space, or of the atoms of nutter, as
these philosophers called them. Epicurus asserted a gravity or weight which
forced these elementary particles to sink or tall; and thi'i does not seem to ditfer
Il1uch from Newton's Attraction, which I accept. He also gave them a certain
deviation from the straight line in the falling movement, although he had absurd fancies regarding the causes and consequences of it. This deviation agrees
in some degree with the alteration from the falling in a straight line, which we
deduce from the repulsion of particles:JI ,

Nevertheless, Kant opposed the Epicurean attribution of all of this to
mere "chance"; rather he pointed to certain "necessary laws" producing a
"well-ordered whole." A" in Newtonian mechanical philosophy, with its
counterpart in the form of natural theology, Kant attributed the existence
of such laws to a "universal Supreme intelligence."'!! In his Critique of
Judgement, and in particular his critique of teleological judgement, the
mature Kant, author of critical philosophy. was to argue against a purely
teleological view of nature, in which purposiveness or final causes were
attributed to nature as an ontological reality. He thereby agreed in part
with the materialist tradition stemming from Epicurus, with its strong
anti-teleologICal orientation. Yet Kant was to argue that such teleological
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Judgements were necessary as a heuristic (that IS, lI1terprcuve) device since
sCience reqmres the a priori assumption of an IIlcclliglble, law-glVen. and
purposeful UlUversc. Hence, while the material world did not offer proof
of God, l[ was necessary to exanune the matena] world as if there were
mtelligence hehmd it. Kant thus tried to square a materialist methodology wIth a nOtion of teleological judgement as a regulative prInciple of

knowledge. For Kant, Epicurean philosophy belonged to a group of theories in whICh purposiveness or intelligibility existed but was undcsigned.'nI
Although critical of Epicureanism for its "hyperphysical" orientation, Kant
nonetheless grounds his analysis of the physical world in a mechanistic

viewpoint, rejecting natural theology (which he calls "physicothcology").
"That Kant ... leaves the door open for a mechanistic explanation," states
Daniel Dahlstrom, "is not surprising given the pnmacy he repeatedly
accords to such an explanation. Only on the basis of nature's mechamsm,
he mamt3ms, are we able to have any insight mto the nature of thmgs at
all and wHhout that mechanism there can be no natural science ... ·'
The importance of Eplcllrus, for Kant, was equally apparent In his first
and second cnnques, the Critique of Pure Reasotl and the CritIque oj Practical
Reasotl. In the Critique of Pure Reason Kant stressed that It was Epicllrus
who was th e dialectical counterpart to Plato wlthm epistemology.
"Epicurlls," he wrote, "can be called the foremost philosopher of sensibil-

iry, and Plato that of the lI1tellectual."

ru a philosopher of serlSlbiliry,

Epicllrlls, Kant argued, was "more consistent in accord with hiS sensual
system (for in his inferences he never exceeded the bounds of experience)
than Aristotle and Locke." In the Critique oj Practical Reason Kant emphasized this again, referring to Plato and Epicurus as represent1l1g the fundamental dIvision within epistemology (between matenalism and Ideahsm,
the sensible and the intellectual) which Kant's Critique of Pure Reasoll had

sought to transcend by means of analysis of a priori knowledge-thus
allowing for a more complete development, under the rule of pracncal
reason, of theology and morals. I'"
In hiS Logic, published III 1800, four years before hiS death, Kant

referred to the Epicureans as "the best philosophers of ,ld/art among Greek
thinkers." For Kant, philosophy owed "its Improvement 111 recent times
partly to the intensified study of nature .... The first and greatest student
of nature 111 modern times \vas Bacon ofVerulam." 14J1 The Implicit connection drawn here between Epicurus and Bacon was no doubt intended.

In contrast to the great, critical admiration for Epicurus displayed by
Kant, Friedrich Schelling (1775-1 854), in his Romantic, pantheistic
philosophy, depicted Epicurean materialism as a philosophy of lifeless
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mechanism; one into which the philosophy of nature needed to instill a
mystical spirit. Schelling's spiritualistic response to materialism is most
evident in his poem "The Epicurean Confession of Faith of Hans Brittleback," in which his fictional protagonist, Brittleback. an irreligiolls,
Epicurean materialist, turns abruptly, in the midst of a long confession,
into a German idealist discovering behind the senses a "giant spirit,"
which, struggling "against a cruel environment," eventually triumphs
through the clnergcncc of human beings: the "outcome and crown of
the spirit's plan."lH~

the much more formidable philosophy of Georg Wilhelm Friedrich
Hegel (l77o-IR31), and to an even greater degree in the philosophy of
the radical Young Hegelians with whom Marx was associated in the late
IS30S and early 1840S (most notably Bruno Bauer and Karl Friedrich
Koppen). Epicureanism. along with Stoicism and Scepticism. were seen
as representing the development of "self-consciousness" in ancient Greek
and Roman society.llll Self-consciousness. in Hegelian terms. meant the
principle of abstract subjective freedom seeking self-awareness and selfsatisfaction, and coming to recognize all outside of itself as thought
separate from itself. Philosophical criticislll thus meant the laying bare of
all of those forces that stood opposed to the free development of human
self-consciousness, recognizing them for what they were--the alienation
of thought or mind. The highest form of such self-consciousness was the
Enlightenment itself.
In Hegel's Hi5tory <?f Philo50phy Epicureanism was depicted as representing the development of abstract individuality; Stoicism, abstract universality; and Scepticism as the school that nullified the other two.
Epicurus' physics, in the view of Hegel, was "nothing else but the
principle of modern physics." "Epicurus," Hegel observed, "is the inventor of empiric Natural Science, of empiric Psychology.. [T]he physics
of Epicurus were
famous for the reason that they introduced more
enlightened views in regard to what is physical, and banished fear of the
god'l." Here was to be found in ancient clothing the abstract individualism of "the so-called enlightenment." Yet, Epicurus, although representing
the viewpoint of modern science for Hegel, also represented the philosophical poverty of science. Thus he wrote (not entirely consistently with
all that he had said hefore): "We can have no respect for the philosophic
thoughts of Epicurus, or rather he has no thoughts for us to respect."I""
This same view of Epicureanism was later carried forward by the Young
Hegelians, who contended that Epicureanism, in particular, had prefigured
the European Enlightenment of the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nine[n
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teenth centuries, which they also saw as constituting a period of growing
self-consciousness, abstract individuality, and rejection of divine power in
relation to nature. IUS
For Hegel and the Young Hegelians, Frederick the Creat (1712-1786),
King of Prussia from 1740 to 1786 and the patron of VoltaIre and La
Mettrie. was known as "materialism wearing a crown," that is, a modern
adherent of Epicureanism, in the words of Heinrich Heine. In 1840 Marx's

friend Koppen (who was ten years Marx's senior) published a book entitled Frederick the Great and His Opponents. In contrast to German
Romantics like Friedrich Schlegel who had attacked "the crude materialism of EpiclI[us," and who had deplored the fact that in modern times
"the teaching of Epicll[US, augmented and supplcmcmed by modern discoveries in the Natural sciences," had grown "to be the dominant phil-

osophy of the latter half of the eighteenth century especially in France,"
Koppen-who later indicated that all of his thinking in this period derived
from Marx-saw the connection between Greek atomism and the

EnlightCilment as a virtue:" All the figures of the Enlighterunent are indeed related to the Epicureans in many respects, just as from the opposite
point of view the Epicureans have shown themselves chiefly to be the

Enlightenment figures of antiquity." Significantly, Koppen dedicated his
book to his friend Karl Marx. ".
Marx and Epicurus

In the preface co his doctoral thesis, which was submitted in 1841 (and
accepted shortly after), Marx referred favorably to Koppen's Frederick the
Great. But Marx chose in his thesis co look back at Epicurus' philosophy
itself-in order to throw light on the way in which Epicurean philosophy
had prefigured the rise of the materialism, humanism, and abstract
Individualism of the European Enlighteillilent of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries. For Marx, Epicurus was "the greatest representative
of the Greek Enlighterunent, and he deserves the praise of Lucretius." 1117
(Lucretius in rus eulogy to Epicurus, in De rcmln natllra, had referred to
hull as the bringer of reason or enlighteJUllent, understood as an inner
mental light, more able than sunbeams themselves to dispel the shadows
of superstition. 10M) Not only did the Epicureans, Stoics, and Sceptics offer

the clue co the whole development of Creek philosophy, but also Epicureanism in particular, his argument implied, was the key to the European
present. 1(I') Marx, who had studied Bacon's OJ the Dignity alld AdvmlCemwf
of loamil1g (J 62J) even before he turned to the systematic study of Hegel,
was well aware of Bacon's criticism of Epicurus for "acconmlodating and
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subjecting his natural to his moral philosophy," but Marx was to turn this
disposition on Epicurus' part into a strength (when compared to
Democritus' philosophy). 1 HI Moreover, Marx was undoubtedly influenced
by Bacon's attack on reasoning by final causes in the manner of natural
theology, and by Bacon's argument that the natural philosophy of the
ancient l11aterialists Democritus, Epicurus, and Lucretius was superior to
that of Plato and Aristotle, precisely because of their refusal to argue from
final causes and their removal of "God and Mind from the structure of
things."!! I Like Bacon in The Wisdom <if the Ancients, Marx coupled the
image of Prometheus in his dissertation with the Creek atomists, though
in Marx's case it was Epicurus rather than Democritus who was to he
Prometheus' ancient counterpart,
At the time that Marx was studying Bacon he was also spending "a
good deal of time" on the work of the GerInan natural theologian (later
deist) Hermann Samuel Reimarus (1694-1768), especially the latter's Considerations on the Art Instincts ~ Animals (1760), Reimarus, most famous for
his posthumous Fragments (1774-1777), also wrote an influential critique
of Epicurean materialism, from the standpoint of natural theology, entitled 17" Principal Truths of Natural Religion Defended (1754), which passed
through six Gernlln editions, as well as being translated into Dutch,
English, and French, by 1791. A subtitle added in the English translation
of this work read: J1i11erein the Objections of Lucretius, Buffon, Maupertuis,

Rousseau, La Mettrie, atld other Ancient and Modern Followers of Epiwms are
Considered, and their Doctrines Rift4ted, In both the Considerations on the Art
Instincts of Auima/s and The Pn'ncipal Truths if b!atllral Religion Rcimarus
sought to demonstrate the argument from design for the existence of
God, and was hence the German counterpart of Paley in the late eighteenth century, It was to such issues as well, associated with materialism
and its conflict with natural theology, that Marx was to turn-if. somewhat indirectly-in choosing the topic of his doctoral thesis. "2
The argllIIlent of the doctoral thesis itself pivoted on the differences in
the physics of the atom, to be found in Democritus and Epicurusdifferences that pointed beyond physics to epistemology. As the great
Epicurean scholar Cyril Bailey, who translated Epicurus into English, was
to exclaim in 1928: "Looking back on his [Marx's] work now it is ahnost
astonishing to see how far he got considering the materials then available ...
Almost as a pioneer he rejects the ancient tradition, represented glibly in
the histories of his time, that Epicurus adopted the Atomism of Democritus
wholesale, changing it here and there for the worse." Marx, according to
Bailey, was "probably the first to perceive" the true distinction between
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the Democritean and Epicurean systems, by focusing on the meaning to
be attached to the Epicurean swerve. "He sees rightly .. that the real
difference between the two thinkers lies in their underlying 'theory of
knowledge.'" Democritus had simply accepted the paradox that while
truth was to be found in appearance, the truth of the atom was beyond
human senses and thus ultimately femoce and unknowable. Epicurus' own
atomism, in contrast, allowed him to delve into the nature of human
sensation and existence. 1\3 As Benjamin Farrington noted in his book TIle

Faitl,

<if EpiCllnlS:

Oddly enough it was Karl Marx in his doctoral thesis ... who firS[ took the
measure of the problem and provided the solution .... Marx reversed their roles
making Epicurus appear as the deeper of the two [in comparison [0 Democritus]
inasmuch as he had labored to find room in his system both for animate and
inanimate being, both for narure and society, both for the phenomena of the
external world and the demands of the moral consciousness.

Writing elsewhere. Farrington observed "While Plato warred against the
scientific materialists, Epicurus [as Marx was to show] based his philosophy
upon them, rejecting only the theory of mechanical determinism."lH
Indeed, Marx was the fust to discover what modern scholarship has
confirmed, that, as Farrington observed in Science mid Politics in tile Anciem
World (1939). Epicureanism was "not a purely mechanical system; it was
the specific originaliry of Epicurus in the domain of physics to have
defended freedom of the will in man as a product of evolution." In his
"Letter to Heredotus" Epicurus made clear that human nature was originally constrained by natural circumstances, and that "later on reasoning
elaborated what had been suggested by nature and made further inventions
... at some epochs and times making great advances, and less again at
others." Out of these changes in practical circumstances, Epicurus argued,
language itself had evolved. The analysis thus pointed to human cultural
evolution as representing a kind of freedom for rational organization of
historical life. building on constraints first established by the material
world. "Thus Purpose," Farrington writes, "makes its appearance in the
course of history. It is not a metaphysical, but an historically acquired,
character of man.'" IS This point was made forcefully by A.H. Armstrong
in an essay in the Classical Quarterly in 1938, where he states:
We see that what Epicurus has done, and he seems to have been original in
doing it, is to split the traditional conception of Chance-Necessity so that,
while remaining strictly within the bounds of his system and involving no
principle of explanation which is inunaterial or possessed of reason [that is,
teleological], he provides himself with a framework or background of regularity
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and o rder while leaving room for an erratic, capricious principle in the world ....
Ie is tempting (0 recognize in this distinctio n a conscio us attempt to provide an
adequ:ne substitme for the Platonic cosmology, on a materialistic basis. ' l b

Marx himself started off, in th e preface to his doctoral thesis, by
observing that " Hegel has on the whole correctly defined the general
aspects" of the Epicurean, Stoic, and Sceptic philosophies, which he had
viewed in terms of the develo pment of self-consciousness, but had fallen
short of a full explanation of these systems. 11 7 In contrast to the dominant
interpretation of Epicurus within German Romanti c philosophy which
saw ruIn as a poor imitator of Democritus, who only introduced "arbitrary
vagaries" into the system of the former, Marx argued that the philosophical system of Epicuflls broke with that of the more skeptical Democritus,
by positing the empirical world as the "objective appearance" of the world
of the atom (rather than a mere "subjective semblance" as in
Democritus),118 Implicit in Epicurus' philosophy was the notion that
knowledge both of the world of the atom (imperceptible to the senses)
and of sensuous reality arose from the imler necessity of hunlan reason
embodied in abstract individuaJiry and fieedom (self-determination). In
Epicurus, Marx contended, the one-sided determinism of Democritus is
transcended. For Democritus, necessity is everything, but Epicurus also
recognizes chance, contingency, and the possibility of freedom. 119
Marx's general argument commences with the swerve or the declination of the atom from the straight line which separated D emocritus'
philosophy from that of Epicurus. It was "an old and entrenched prejudice," Marx observed, "to identify Epicurus' modifications" of Democritlls
in this area "as only arbitrary vagaries." Rather Epicurus' swerve-a swerve
that was a slight deviation-created the realm of chance (in the sense of
contingency) and hence possibiliry free from determinism . It made the
world itself possible, as Lucretius had written, since otherwise there would
be no collision of atoms and "the world would never have been created."
Those who objected, as in the case of Cicero, that there was no calise
given for such a swerve and hence demanded absolute determinism from
atomism, Marx argued, were not thereby more logical since the atom
itself had no cause. Further, to argue, as some did, that one needed merely
to add some degree of spirituality to the argument-referring to the
"soul of the atom"-gained nothing from this but the addition of a word
and the introduction of nail-material principles. l 20
What fascinated Marx was the fact that Epicurean philoso phy "swerves
away" from all restrictive modes of being, just as the gods in Epicurean
philosophy swerve away from the wo rld-a world of freedom and self-
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deternunatlon over which they hold no sway. In EPICurUS "the law of the
atom" is "repulsion," the collision of elements; it no longer needs fixatlon
111 any form. Indeed, Epicurus. Marx contended (followlIlg Kant in thIs
respect). was "the first to grasp the essence of the repulsIOn." Hence.
"Lucretius IS ... correct," Marx observes, "when he malOtaJIlS that the
decimatIon [the swerve] breaks the fati jv,dent [the boncls of fate]."'"
Fundamental to Epicurus' whole philosophy, accordmg to Marx, was
that sensuousness was a tClllporal process. "Hulnan sensuousness is ...
embodied time, the existing reflection of the sensuous world In itself."
Mere perception through the senses is only possible because it expresses
an active relation to nature--and mcleed of nature co itself. "In hearing
nature hears itself, 10 smelling it smells Itself, in seemg It sees Itself." But
trus 15 necessarily experienced as a "passlllg away" of thmg; at the sanle
time as they become available to senses-slllce accordtng to Eplcurus the
senses are acuvated by external sumuh that are themselves transitory.
Hence, "the pure form of the world of appearance IS tnne." It \vas on
this basis that Marx was to argue that "Epicurus was the first to grasp
appearance as appearance, that IS, as aliena non of the essence, actlvatmg
Itself III its reality as such an alienation."I:!::!:
Ancient materialism is often portrayed as a view that reduces thought
to "paSSIve sensations," which are themselves "merely a product of forces
acting from without, to Democritus' view that nodung eXIsts but 'atoms
and the void"'-as the young Sidney Hook wrote. IdealIsm, 111 contrast,
is usually credtted with having provided the "active" SIde to the "dialectic
of perception."Yet, Marx clearly saw this active side as already present 111
Epicurus' materialism, with its conception of sensation as related to change
and "passing away." Already there is an understanding of the existence of
alienated self-consciousness, and of knowledge as IIWOIVlIlg bach sensation
and intellectual abstraction (3 complex relation that Marx was to refer to
in his notes on Epicurus as "the dialectic of sensuous certltude").':!-' Moreover, in Epicurus is found even the view that our consciousness of the
worJd (for example, our language) develops In relation to the evolution
of the materIal condItions governing subsistence.
Hence, "in EPICUruS," Marx contended, .... .atom;stics With all 1[S contradIctions has been carned through and completed as rhe Hamrai sdeuct oj self(O'JSdollslless." In perceiving the reality of the worJd of appearance as "the
alienation of the essence," Epicurus recogJUzed the estrangement of human
beings from the human worJd. Human beings cease to be mere products
of nature or of supernatural forces-Marx observed, basing himself on
Epicurus-when they relate themselves not to some "different existence"
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but to other individual human beings. '2 -t Rather than reflecting an "ordinary logic;' as depicted by Hegel, Epicurus, for Marx, already provided a
dialectic of self-consciousness-if still largely in contemplative formY'~
Epicurus' philosophy derived much of its distinctive character, Marx
stressed, from the fact that it was opposed both to the determinism of
Democritus' physics and to the teleological principles of religion. Thus
Epicurus wrote that "It would be better to follow the myth about the
Gods than to he a slave to the destiny of the physicists. For the former
leaves hope for mercy if we do honour to the gods, while the latter is
inexorable neces~ity. But it is {hance, which must be accepted, not God, as
the multirude believe."'2!, "To ~erve philosophy," according to Epicurus, is
to seek "true freedom." Central to Epicurus' philosophy, in Marx's view,
was his emphasis on freedom that knows no final constraints. This was
evident in his statement, quoted by Seneca in his Epistles, that "'It is wrong
to live under constraint; but no nlan is constrained to live under con~traint.' Of course not. On all sides lie lnany short and simple paths to
freedom; and let us thank God that no man can be kept in life. We may
spurn the very constraints that hold us. 'Epicurus,' you reply, 'uttered these
words:"'".' As Marx explained almost two decades later to Ferdinand Lassalle,
Epicurus was for "ever turning the argument [ofDemocritus] inside out"a fact that eluded not only Cicero and Plutarch but even Hegel.
In recent years the recovery of portions of Epicurus' great work On
I\lature :trom the charcoal remains of the papyri found in Philodemus'
library in Herculanelllll has provided pmverful direct confirmation of
Marx's interpretation, much of which had been based on conjecture and
dialectical reasoning. Thus in Hook XXV of On lVatltre Epicurus provided
a critique of the mechanistic determinism of Eillpedocles and Uemocritus.
"The first men to give an adequate account of causes-men generally
excelling not only their predecessors but also, many times over, their
successors, although in many matters they alleviated great problems," he
\\'[ote, "turned a blind eye to themselves in order to blame everything on
necessity and accident" (events that were done by human beings were,
Epicurus insisted, the result of human freedom, not mere necessity, nor
mere accident). Epicurus of course never sought to deny necessity altogether (which would mean, as he said, that everything could come from
anything), but simply ernphasized the possibility of freedom, breaking the
bounds of such nece~sity. Thus, defending materialism, he nonetheless
opposed any kind of strict determinism, since if the determinist were to
take this view seriously, life itself would become meaningless.I.~H "From
the very outset," Epicurus wrote in On lVature, "we always have seeds
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directing us some towards these, some towards those, some towards these
and those, actions and thoughts and characters. in greater and smaller
numbers. Consequently that which we develop---characteristics of this or
that kind-is at flIst absolutely up to U5."I 29
Indeed, .Epicurus, though a materialist, erred if at all, according to
Marx, mainly on the side of abstract possibility, which exaggerated chance
and free volition, as opposed to real possibility, which also recognizes
necessity, and hence is bounded. In insisting that no judgclnent should
contradict the senses, he preferred to retain a clear conceptio n of the
possible, while remaining open and non-determinant (even at the risk of
making this possibility an abstract one). Epicurus' resolutely nondeterministic mode of thinking was indicated by his stance that, in Marx's
words, "it is rash to judge apodictically about that which can only be
deduced from conjectures." 1.W Epicurus was thus sometimes contemptuous
of the one-sided claims of positive science and scorned simple empiricism .' 31
Appended to Marx's doctoral thesis was " A C ritique of Plutarch's
Polemic against the Theology of Epicurus," of which only a fragment has
survived. But we stiU have Marx's extensive Notebooks on Epicurean Philosophy, large parts of which are devoted to the critique of Plutarch and
the defense of Epicurus from the attacks of the former-which are closely
related to the fragment of the Appendix that still eJcists. It is here that
Marx, partly under the influence of Epicurus and Lucretius, provided his
first great critique of religion, calling for the removal of all supernatural.
teleological principles from nature. Plutarch had attacked Epicurus for
removing all pleasure from the world, by removing God from the world.
He also criticized Epicurus for seeking by means of natural science to
remove the fear of mortality that lay behind the belief in the immortality
of the soul. For Plutarch himself, such fear was an important element of
faith in God. 1.\2 Marx, in the notes to the Appendix to his dissertation
(which are more extensive than this fragmentary section of the text itsell), countered with a quote from Holbach's System of Natllre in which
Holbach. in a Lucretian vein. argues that the idea of divine powers that
rule the world "has always been associated with that o f terror.... N othing
therefore co uld be more dangerous than to persuade man that a being
superio r to nature exists, a being before whom reason must be silent and
to whom man must sacrifice all to receive happiness." 1.\] In "fear, and
specifically in an inner fear that cannot be extinguished," Marx wrote,
following Epicllrlls, "man is determined as an animal," shorn of all selfdetermination. 134 This, for Marx, is the greatest sin of religion . It is no
accident that Epicurean philosophy, which revealed all of this, was so
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hated by the founders of Christianity. "LucretlUs," Marx and Engels
observed in The German Ideology, "praised Epicurus as the hero who was
the first to overthrow the gods and trample religion underfoot; for this
reason among all church fathers, from Plutarch to Luther," they went on
to observe, "Epicurus has always had the reputation of being the atheist
philosopher par excellence, and was always called a swine; for that reason
too. Clement of Alexandria says that when Paul takes up arms against
philosophy he has in mind Epicurean philosophy alone."L'S
Marx saw the essence of Epicurean materialism as lying in its conception of the mortality of both human beings and the universe. Lucretius
had written that "One who no longer is cannot suffer, or differ in any
way fronl one who has never been born, when once this mortal life has
been usurped by death the immortal." For Marx, this was the key to
Epicurean materialism itself: "It can be said that in the Epicurean philosophy
if is death that is the immortal. The atom, the void, accident, arbitrariness
and composition are themselves death." The Epicurean emphasis on
material "conditions" was a recognition of inunortal death-of the role
of accident and of antecedent conditions-which was the context in
which human self-consciousness and freedom must necessarily develop.l.v,
In his critique of Plutarch, Marx also indicates his opposition to none
other than the German idealist philosopher Friedrich Schelling, whose
earlier criticisms of an "objective god" Marx counterposed to Schelling's
current reactionary position in defending religious principles, which
became the basis for the later Schelling's equally reactionary philosophy
of nature. Significantly, it was the appointment of Schelling as Rector at
the University of Berlin that symbolized the closing off of the German
universities to the Young Hegelians, and that had clearly sealed the
academic fate of the young Marx. lJ7 It is no wonder, then, that Marx's
doctoral thesis (if only in its Appendix) sided with Epicurus and Holbach,
representing the "ancient Enlightenment" and the modern Enlightenment,
against Plutarch and Schelling. Plutarch, Marx argued, represented "the
theologizing intellect to philosophy."DS Epicurus. in contrast, had vanished God from the world. Indeed, for Epicurus, in Marx's words, "no
good for man lies outside himself." lYJ
In the preface that Marx wrote for what was intended to be the ptjblished version of his doctoral thesis he lauds Epicurus for expelling the
gods from the natural world, and rejecting all superstition. "Philosophy, as
long as a drop of blood shall pulse in its world-subduing and absolutely
free heart, will never grow tired of answering its adversaries with the cry
of Epicurus: 'Not the man who denies the gods worshipped by the multi-
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tude, but he who affirms of the gods what the multitude believes about
them, is truly impious.'" Here Marx deliberately echoed Bacon, who (as
we have seen) had also praised the very same passage in Epicurus. !~n
From "the cry of Epicurus" against those who would reduce nature to
teleology, Marx turns to Prometheus' defiance of the gods in Aeschylus'
Prometheus Bound, where Promethus, chained to the rocks by Zeus, replies
to Hermes, the messenger of the gods:
Be sure of this, I would not change my state
Of evil fortune for your servitude.
Better be the servant of this rock
Than to be faithful boy to Father Zeus. '41

For Marx, Epicurus represented the bringing of light or enlightenment, which was a rejection of the religious view of nature-a materialism which was also a form of naturalism and humanism. Epicurus'
philosophy emphasized the sensational and empirical world, and yet recognized the role of reason in interpreting that world, and thus had no
need in its interpretation of the world for the gods, who dwelt simply in
the spaces benveen the worlds.
Nevertheless, Marx adopted Hegel's framework to the extent of arguing that "Epicurus has ... carried atom,istics to its final conclusion, which
is its dissolution and conscious opposition to the universal."'c Epicurus'
materialism, to the extent that it rested on mere atomism, and thus mechanism, was itself a one-sided distortion, which set it in opposition to the
universal and marked its own dissolution. The greatest shortcoming of
Epicurus' natural philosophy was that Epicurus "knows no other nature
but the mechanical." It is true that Epicllrus-Marx writes with reference
to Lucretius' great poem-celebrates sensation, but herein lies the strange
character of Epicurus' natural philosophy, in that it "proceeds from the
sphere of the sensuous" and yet posits "as principle such an abstraction ...
as the atom."14J This tension is never fully resolved, though Epicurus, as
Marx himself emphasized in his doctoral thesis, rose beyond mechanistic
materialism to a considerable extent. As Farrington notes,
It was not the intention of Epicurus, if he could rescue the Greek world fi-om
the influence of the Academy [Plato and Aristotle], to restore the physical system
of Democritus without change. The atomic system, as constituted by Leucippus
and Democricus, suffered, in his eyes, from a fundamental defect; it established
a doctrine of universal determinism, including man in the same chain of
mechanical causation as inanimate matter. The doctrine of mechanical determinism was, in the eyes of Epicurus, a worse incubus on the human race than
a belief in the myths. I H
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Marx's occasional re~ervations about the 11lcchanism that Epicurus to
some extent carried over from DClllocritus did not, however, erase the
real contribution of Epicurus, which pointed toward the transcendence of
such a mechanism; nor that of Lucretius, whom he described as "fresh,
keen, poetic master of the world.":+~ It was not Epicurean (or DenlOcritcan) physics, but rather Enlightenment tnaterialism-humanism prefigured
by EpicUIliS' ancient philosophical revolution, that was of the most lasting
influence.
Marx's doctoral thesis was a transitional work. It was to a considerable
extent Hegelian in spirit (though nlUch less so in substance) at a time
when Marx, along with other Young Hegelians such as Bruno Bauer,
thought that Hegelianism was a revolutionary philosophy. The true spirit
of Hegel, they believed, was to be found in its anti-religious (if not
atheist) implications, and in the fact that it united the radical Enlightenment with reason to be embodied in the ideal state. Because of the
transcendent nature of the Hegelian doctrine, which conceived all of
previom philosophy as a partial development of its own total philosophy,
it was possible for Marx to identify to a considerable extent with the
revolutionary self-consciousness of Epicurus and the British and French
rnaterialist~, while still seeing this as one-sided, not yet unifIed with the
principle of reason in its ideal form. Yet, in reality, the antinomy between
lnaterialism and speculative philosophy was not so easily resolved, and
Marx had already moved deci~ively in a materialist direction, so decisively
that although his ideas were speculative (or idealist) in their outer form,
they were increasingly materialist in es~ence. Marx's critique of religion at
this point took the form (perhaps in response to the R01nantic reaction
represented by the later Schelling) of a repudiation of the philosophy of
nature of German idealism. Hb At the same time he enthusiastically embraced the broadly materialist/naturalist views (in the sense of opposition
to Aristotelianism) of such thinkers as Epicurus. Lucretius, Bacon, Hume,
and Holbach.';7
Marx clearly recognized that his interpretation of Epicurus was heavily
dependent on the accounts of others. Much of his detailed knowledge of
Epicurus (particularly in rclation to Epicurus' concept of freedorn) was
culled from mere fragtnents in the works of other writers., such as Seneca
and Sextus Elllpiricus. (Nowadays, however, with considerably more of
Epicurus' work available to us, Marx's interpretation has been shown to
be substantially correct.) Thus Marx was later to acknowledge in a letter
to Ferdinand Lassalle, May 31, 1858, that in writing his doctoral thesis he
was fully aware that the complete system of thought associated with
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abstract individuality that he had attributed to Epicurus was no more
than "implicit" in the fragments left behind by that great thinker, but that
he was convinced that it was correct nonetheless. Marx thus could not
"prove" his interpretation to his satisfaction; nor could he easily express
to others what he had gained fron1 Epicurus. since it was based on a
deep knowledge of numerous Greek and Latin texts and differed considerably from existing philosophlc interpretations. Hence, he seems to have
internalized Epicurean materialism (like much else--for example, Hegel's
dialectic) within his own thinking, while explicitly referring back to it
only on occasion.
In some ways Marx's insights into the origins of materialism were
easily subsumed within his later analysis, since the origin of modern science in the materialist philosophies of Epicurus and Bacon was a widely
accepted proposition in his time. In fact a closely related attempt to
transcend Hegel's idealism and to reconcile philosophy with naturalism/
materialism is to be found in the Russian populist Alexander Herzen's
Letters 011 tile Stlldy of j\latflre, written in 1845-1846. Herzen too turned to
the great materialists-Epicurus, Lucretius, Bacon, Hume, Holbach, and
eventually Feuerbach-in his attempt to reconcile science and philosophy,
materialism and idealism, adopting an approach that, though lacking in
depth (and dialectical insight) when compared with Marx, made up for
this in part through the lucidity and sweep of his analysis. "Epicureanism,"
Herzen observed, "dealt the death-blow to paganism" (that is, to ancient
religion). Epicurus had thus foreshadowed Bacon and modern science.
Nor was Epicureanism devoid of dialectics. "Lucretius begins tl In Hegel
from being and non-being as active first principles which interacted and
coexisted." He portrayed not only "a certain fraternal affectionate attitude
for all things living," but also "conjectured the eXlstence of fossils ." Herem,
Herzen argued, lay the strengths of materialism-particularly in ItS more
dialectical, ancient forl11. In contrast, for the modern idealist, "nature is
an absurdity and ... the transient does not deserve his attention."14>l
Marx's own contributions in this area clid not cease with hIs doctoral
thesis. Rather the broader historical sign.ificance of Epicurlls' philosophy
was later taken lip by Marx and Engels in TIle Holy Falllily, where they
explained that in the dualistic philosophy of Descartes materialism in
physics was accompanied by a metaphysics of the mind. Trus seventeenthcentury view, arising out of Cartesian metaphysics, had as its natural
opponent Epicurean materialism, as restored by Gassenru. "French and
English materialism," Marx and Engels noted, "was always closely related
to Democritus and Epicurlls." Gassendi, the restorer of Epicllreanisfll,
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together \vith Hobbes, thus represented the greatest enemies of Cartesian
metaphysics. 11 ') Epicureanisru had played a central rule in this struggle,
Marx and Engels observed in The German Idealogy, simply because "Epicurus was the true radica1 Enlightener of antiquity," \vhose influence had
carried over into the Enlightt'l1l11cllt itself. The Epicureans argued th'lt
"the world must be disillusioned, and especially freed from fear of gods,
for the '\\torld is my friend." Indeed, the very "idea that the state rests on
mutual agreement of people, on a contract social," they pointed out, " .. .is
found for the first time in Epicurus."l~!) Lucretius depicted the crcation of
a social contract among free individuals as the process that followed the
slaying of the kings:
Therefi.ne the kings were kiUed, and in the dust
The ancient majesty of thrones and sceptres proud
Lay overtluowu. The sovereign head's great crown
Bloodstained beneath the rabble's trampling fect.
All honor lost, hewailed its high estate.I.,1

The incendiary implications of Epicurean materialism, despite Epictlrlls'
own request that his f()l1owers remove themselves from Hellenistic public
life, were thus fairly obvious in the European clilllate of the seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries, as they had been to ancient COlnmentators.
Plutarch had complained that the Epicureans wished to "aholish laws and
govenUllents."I='! In fact it ,"vas precisely because Epicurean materialiSl11
was more than mere atomism-nlOre even than the rejection of the god-;
as forces in the material world-but aho represented, from a more positive
standpoint, the self-conscious development of genuine humanism and
naturalism in the life of antiquity. that its impact on the Enlightenment
was so great.
The materialism of the Enlightenment was not confined simply to
France, as Marx and Engels stressed in The Holy Family, but was in fact
"the natural-born son of Great Britain" in the years leading up to and
imnlcdiatcIy following the English revolution. The "rcal progenitor of
English materia/ism and ,Ill modern experimental science," they wrote, "is
Bacon," Nevertheless, in Bacon, its "first creator," materialism "pullulates
with inconsistencies i111portcd frum theolugy." It was Hobbes who "systCl1latises Baconian materialism:' But it was Locke in his Essay Concerning
Human U/lderstandin.~ who supplied the "proof for Hacon's fundamental
principle, the origin of all human knowledge and ideas from the world
of sensation." And scientists hke Hartley and Priestley attacked the "theological bars that still hemmed in Locke's sensationalism." The significance
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of Locke, for Marx and Engels in 1845, was that he "founded the philosophy of ... conunon sense; i.e., he said indirectly that there cannot be
any philosophy at variance with the healthy human senses and reason
based on them,"'s')
It wa, left to thinkers like Helvi:tius and Holbach in France, however,
to carry materialism into the social realm. And this eventually led, by
means of historical struggle, to the rise of the more radical materialism of
communism and socialism .
If man draws all his knowledge, perception, etc., from the world of the senses
and the experiences gained in it, then what has to be done is to arrange the
empirical world in slich a way thac man experiences and becomes accustomed
to what is truly human in it .... [f correcdy understood interest is the principle
of allmoraiity, man's private interest must be made to coincide with the interest
of humanity. 1 5 ~

By the time Marx finished his doctoral thesis he had arrived at a
position that was materialist in orientation, though distinguished from
that of the French materialists of the eighteenth century by its nonmechanist, non-determinist character (based as it was on a different
interpretation of Epicurus). Nevertheless, his viewpoint was still "tinged,"
as he was to recall afterwards, by the philoso phy of German idealism. ISS
His encounter with Epicurus and the British and French materialists had
brought him face to face with what Engels was later to call "the materialist
conception of nature."Yet, Marx was wary of any tendency toward vulgar
or mechanical materialism that ignored the practical role of rationality}56
Inspired by Epicurus and Bacon, he had embraced an anti-teleological
view as the core of materialism. Just as Darwin had in the 1840s, Marx
focused his whole critical attention on Bacon's "barren virgins" remark.
"Bacon ofVeculam," he wrote in 1842, "said that theological physics was
a virgin dedicated to God and barren, he emancipated physics from
theology and it became fertile." '57
We can understand Marx's philosophical development better by recognizing that it was in some ways analogous to (and seems indeed to have
been influenced by) that of Kant, who, as we have seen, presented
"Epicurus as the foremost philosopher of sensibiliry, and Plato that of the
intellectual"-an antinomy that was the starting point for Kant's own
critical, transcendental philosophy. (Kant also, as we have noted, depicted
Bacon as the foremost modern student of nature.) For Marx, Epicurus
remained the foremost philosopher of sensibility, who had discovered the
alienation of human beings from the world, and the necessity of science
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(Enlightenment), based on a materialist conception of nature, to counter
this. Hegel replaced Plato in Marx's conception, however, as the greatest
philosopher of the intellect, who, as we shall sec in Marx's critique of
Hegel below, discovered the alienation of labor in history-although abstractly, in the form of intelleclual labor. It was through a critical transcendence of these views that Marx's own practical materialism, which
nevertheless retained a realist ontology (that is, a materialist conception of

nature) as its foundation, emerged as a dialectical transcendence in the
Hegelian sense. Feucrbach, as explained in the next chapter, was to carry
out a similar critique of Hegel (inspired by Bacon and Gassendi rather
than Epicurus directly) and did so in the form of an explicitly humanist
and materialist standpoint. But like Epicurus, Feuerbach's materialism was
mainly of the contemplative variety. For Marx the goal was to make it
practical.
Marc than a half a century after Marx authored his doctoral thesis, in
1893, Alexei Mikhailovich Vaden (1870-1939), a Russian man of letters
who took part in Social Democratic Party activities in the I890s, visited
London and had a series of conversations with Engels. In the last of these
conversations, Vaden recalled,
Engels asked me whether I was interested in the history of Greek philosophy
and then offered to expound for me Marx's first philosophical work. He gave
me an account of Marx's doctor's thesis, with many details but, without the
help of the manuscript, quoting by heart not only Lucretius and Cicero but a
great number of Greek texts (from Diogenes Laertius, Sextus Empiricus, and
Clement).

Engels went on to explain that the criticism of Epicurus, leveled by Cicero
and others, that his. theory denied any attempt to account for causality
was in fact wrong, and that Epicurus' work represented a dialectically
self-conscious "call to investigate the causal connections from various sides,
provided that they were not in contradiction to the basic thesis."I.~~ As
Vaden further recalled,
When I asked whether Marx was ever a Hegelian in the strict sense of the
word, Engels answered that the very thesis on the differences between Democritus
and Epicurus allows us to state that at the very beginning of his literary career,
Marx, who had completely mastered Hegel's dialectical method and had not
yet been obliged by the course of his studies to replace it by the materialist
dialectical method, showed perfect independence of Hegel in the application of
Hegers own dialectics, and that in the very sphere in which Hegel was strongest-the history of thought. Hegel gives not a reconstruction of the inullanenc
dialectics of the Epicurean system, but a series of scornful opinions of that
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system. Marx, on the other hand, gave a reconstruccon of the lIlunanent ruaIceDes of Eplcureamsm. not IdealiZIng It, but hnngmg out the poverty of 1[5
content compared wuh Aristotle ... . He mentioned that Marx had Intended to
concnue the srudy of the history of Greek philosophy and had even subsequently spoken to him on the matter. In domg so he had not displayed any
ont"-sided preference for the Inatcriilist systems, but had dweir parocularly on
the diaJecncs In Placo and Aristotle. I ""

Vaden's reminiscences of his cOllversations with Engels did not appear
until 1927 (when they were first published in Russian) and seem to have
been overlooked by all of those who have cOllUl1ented on Marx's doctoral
thesis. At the tIme Engels had asked Voden to inquire and report back to
hin1 on whether any interpretacion of Epicurus resembling Marx's existed
in the current literature on the subject, though there IS no record that
Voden complied with this request. (Voden burned Engels's letters to him
in haste in 1893 in Paris when he was warned of an Illlpendmg search for
documents showing revolutionary connections only nunutes before the
actual arrIval of the police. 1fJl 1 The fact that Marx's lnterpretation was
eventually to be recognized by rwentieth-century Epicurean scholan like
Cyril Bailey as the first rrue undentandl11g of Epicurus' system would
doubtless have I11terested Engels greatly. All of this suggests that Engels
himself had a very different view from what has become the standard
interpretation of Marx's development. Not only d.id Marx demonstrate an
independence from Hegel in his very ftrst literary work; he did so on the
basis of an encounter with ancient materialism, which was to have a
lasting influence on hIS thinking. Finally, Engels's remarks suggest that
Marx's dissertation was neither Hegelian nor fully materialist, but a
transitional work, in which Marx was already considering the issue of
materialist dialectics, but had not yet replaced Hegel's dialectical method
wuh a "materIalist dialectical method."

In 1842, not long after Marx completed his doctoral theSIS, Darwin in
England futished struggling over his metaphYSIcal notebooks (the M a"d
N Notebooks) and ventured to draft in pencil the fint, short version of his
theory of transmutation of species. It was in this very same year that
Marx, having finished his thesis on Epicurus, began hlS systematic encounter with the philosophy of Ludwig Feuerbach, English political
economy, and French socialism. The politIcal-economic realities of
Germany, France, and England, which were increasingly forced on his
attention, were in the next few years to push Marx much more decidedly
in the materialist direction, and to generate the more profound synthesis
of historical materialism.

...

CHAPTER

2

THE REALLY
EARTHLY QUESTION

Marx's doctoral thesis was accepted in April 1841 but his hopes of pursuing
an academic career were soon disappointed when the Prussian authorities
began to crack down on the radical Young Hegelians. In March 1842
Marx's close associate Bruno Bauer was deprived of his teaching post for
spreading unorthodox doctrines. Forced to give up all an academic career,
Marx turned to journalism and in October 1842 assumed the position of
editor of a major Rhineland paper, the Rheinische Zeitrmg, which represented the rising middle class of Cologne, but which was then dominated
editorially by the Young Hegelians. His article "Debates all the Law on
Thefts of Wood," written after becoming editor, marked an intellectual
turning point in his life. This, he insisted, was "the really earthly question
in all its life-size." I For the very first time Marx took up the cause of the
poor, and he did so with all the fervor that was to characterize his subsequent work. He was later to recall this as the llloment when he first
realized his "embarrassing" lack of knowledge of political economy and
the need to direct his studies at economic matten. 2
In taking up the issue of the theft of wood Marx was not addressing a
minor issue. Five-sixths of all prosecutions in Prussia during this period
had to do with wood, and in the Rhineland the proportion was even
higher. 1 What was at issue was the dissolution of the final rights of the
peasants in relation to what had been the corrunon land-rights that had
existed from time irrunemorial but which were being eliminated by the
growth of industrialization and the system of private property. Traditionally the people had had the nght to collect dead wood (wood from dead
trees or that had fallen in the forest), which enabled them to heat their
homes and cook their food. Landowners, however, increasingly denied
the ordinary people the right to dead wood along with everything else in
the forest. Theft of wood, along with poaching and trespassing, were
treated with the utmost severity.
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Marx addressed this subject through a searching examination of the
debates taking place in the Rhenish Diet (the provincial assembly of the
Rhineland) on the theft of wood. These were primarily about whether
the large landed proprietors deserved the same protections for their forests
already available to the small landed proprietors. The latter were able to
guard their forests against trespassing, poaching, the cutting of live wood,
and the gathering of dead wood by vimle of the fact that their holding>
were small and that they themselves lived on the land. The large landed
proprietors, in contrast, were dependent on the forest wardens to protect
their land, but this was only possible if these actions by the poor, including
the gathering of dead wood, were made into penal offenses. Nowhere
were the rights of the poor themselves considered in this parliamentary
debate-the task that Marx took up in his article'
Marx observed that the taking of dead wood was now included under
the category of theft and prosecuted as severely as the cutting down and
stealing of living timber. In this way the forest owner Inanaged to turn
into a "value" (a source of private wealth) that which had not previously
been sold and had no market value. Even the gathering of cranberries
from the forest was now being treated as theft, despite the fact that this
had been a traditional activity of the children of the poor. All customary
relations of the poor to the land (including what was defined as "trespassing") were prohibited and seen as transgressions against the monopoly of
the forest owners over the land. "Wood thieves," whose only fault was to
pursue the customary rights of the poor in order to maintain their families,
were turned over to the forest owner under these barbaric forest regulations and obligated to do forced labor for the owner, thereby providing
profits for the forest proprietor. Marx relentlessly hammered at the contradictory role of tbe wardens of these private forests, who, although
ostensibly guardians of the forests, that is, foresters, were reduced to mere
"valuers"-and whose valuations under oath might just as well be left to
the forest owners themselves since these were the interests served. The
state, by supporting such an irrational law, Marx argued, was turning the
ordinary citizen, pursuing customary rights (which were in reality the
"anticipations" of rational law), into a criminal, an "enemy of wood."
The poor were thus denied any relation to nature-even for their
survival-unmediated by the institutions of private property. From this
point on, throughout his life, Marx was to oppose the parcelization out
of portions of the globe to the owners of private property.;
All of his arguments on rational law and custOlnary rights, however,
Marx was eventually to conclude, had failed to uncover the reasons for
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this inexorable process of expropriation on behalf of the forest owners.
The <lnswers lay rather ill political economy, the '\tudy of which he was
to take up 'with unrivaled fervor when, as a result of growing governIncnt repression and lack of support [rOIll the shareholders, he decided
there was no other recourse but to resign as editor of the Rheinische
Zeitung in March 1843, after five stormy months as editor.

Feuerbach
Before Marx took up the study of political eC0110111), in earnest, howevt'r,
a more decisive philmophical break with the Hegelian system, which had
treated the development of history as a reRection of the development of
mind, was necessary. For Marx, this took place largely through his response
to the critique of the Hegelian system introduced by Ludwig Feuerbach
([804-[872). A central figure among the Young Hegelians, Feuerbach had
turned back as early as 1S33 in his Histor}' <?f .1Wodern Philo"'()phy.l;mn Baccm
to Spinoza to a consideration of materialism as a means of combating
positive religion. In this work he exhibited a critical affinity for the philosophy of Bacon, whorll he was to describe as "the true father of science,"
and to whom he attributed a qualitative (as opposed to quantitative or
mechanistic) materialisnl. Bacon, Feuerbach wrote, "was the first to
recognize the originality of nature: to recognize that nature caunot be
conceived in derivation froIll mathematical or logical or theological presuppositions, or anticipations, but can and ought to he conceived and
explained only out of itself." In this respect, Bacon's philosophy of nature
(and science). Feuerhach argued. was far superior to that of Descartes.
"Bacon takes nature as it is, defines it positively, whereas Descartes defines
it only negatively, as the counterpart of spirit; Bacon's object is actual
naturc; Descartes', only an abstract, mathematical, artificial naturc."('
Fcucrbach gained increasing fame as a result of the publication in 184 I
of The Essence '?}- Christian it)', in which he argued that the idea of God was
simply an inversion of real, genuine human sensibility; that humanity had
created God in its own image. Although the chief impact of Feuerbach
on Marx has usually been attributed to this work (an interpretation that
Engels himself advanced), there is no actual evidence that this was the
case. For Marx, Feuerbach's argunlent in The Essence of Cilris(ianity was
anything but startling, since it had already been anticipated by others
anlOng the Young Hegelians, most notably David Strauss in TIu Lje {~r
Jesus ([835). Already in hIS doctoral thesis Marx had criticized Hegel for
"turning all .. theological demonstrations [of the existence of God]
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upside-down. that is. he has rejected them in oroer to justify them.'"
Much more unportant for Marx-indeed it came as 3 major revelationwas Feuerbach's Prelimillary 77""s 011 th. Reform <if Philosophy (18~2).'
The Prelimirrary 77u'sfs broke with Hegel at the weakest point in his
system-the philosophy of nature. In Hegel's philosophy. nature was not
something that contained within itself tbe means of its own selfdetermination, its own meaningful action; rather it was merely the estrangement that thought was compelled to undergo in abstract-general
form before it cou ld return to itself fully as spirit. Nature. which had no
active principle within itself, was therefore reduced in his system to a
mere mechan.ical entity. or taxonomic realm.

Feuerbach broke decisively with this conception by inSISting that the
material world was its own reality, a reality that included hUJnan beings

and their sensuous perception of the world. For Feuerbach. Hegel had
separated essence from existence and therefore
essence In Hegel's Logic 15 the essence of nature and man, but Ulithollt ('sset'C(,
lIIitllOlII nature, and withollt man .... ufo and tna" are ... only to be found where
essence is United With existence. thought WIth sense-perception, activity WIth
passivity, and the scholastic jxmderoustless oj German metaphysics with the allti-scholastic,
sanguill( pritrciple of Frenclr sensualism a"d materialism.'

For the Young Hegelians up to this point. Hegel's speculative philosophy was anti-theological in its implications; in fact the critique of
religion constituted its true purpose. This interpretation was held to despite
the Lutheranism that Hegel had explicitly adopted in developing his
system, and the fact that in his own tillle his work had been viewed as a

bulwark for the faith. In the Prelimillary 77"", (and later in his Prillciples
oj the Philosophy <if the Fllture) Feuerbach. however. took the position that
speculative philosophy. rather than constituting a critique of theology. was
in fact the "last rational mainstay" of the latter: 'Just as once the Catholic
theologians became de facto Aristotelians in order to combat Protestantism,
so now the Protestant theologians must de jure become Hegelians in order
to combat ·atheism ... • The abstraction of the human Ilund and the conceptJon of hUlnaruty from nature which Descanes had initiated constituted
for Feuerbach the origin of modern speculative philosophy. It had created
a dualistic world III which essence (mind) was separated from existence,
and in which the subsumption of all of existence under the development

of mind was the philosophical end-result Hl
For Feuerbach, the Hegelian system amounted to a denial of the world
of sensuous existence; Olle that merely replicated, in the naine of secular
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philosophy, rather than religious theology, the estrangement of human
beings from nature that was the principal obstacle to the development of
freedom. Speculative philosophy, like theology before it, had thus developed in inverted form, "from the ideal to the real.. .. lOJnly the perception of things and beings in their objective reality can make man free
and devoid of all prejudices. The transition from the 'ideal' to the real has
its place only in practical philosophy." The self-consciousness that the
Hegelian philosophy had gloried in was tor Feucrbach merely an alienated
self-consciousness (for all of its pretenses of abstract Enlightenment), since
abstracted from humanity, that is, from real sensuous existence. It was "an
abstraction without reality." In reality, "man is self-consciousness" and
nature is the ground of man. I I
For Feuerbach, "there is no other essence which man can think, dream
of, imagine, feel, believe in, wish for, love and adore as the absolute, than
the essence of human nature itself." Here he embraced also "external
nature; for as man belongs to the essence of Nature, in opposition to
common materialism; so Nature belongs to the essence of man-in
opposition to subjective idealism; which is also the secret of our 'absolute'
philosophy, at least in relation to Nature. Only by uniting man with
Nature can we conquer the supranaturalistic egoism of Christianity."'2
Feuerbach's critique was decisive, from Marx's standpoint. since it rnadc
Hegel's speculative philosophy into a rational justification for what still
amounted to an essentially theological world-view, in which human selfconsciousness and material existence, and the possibilities of freedom contained therein, were sacrificed on the altar of the abstract spirit. The
mode of speculative philosophy must therefore be abandoned fi,r more
materialist forms of analysis. A, Marx declared in 1842,
I advise you, speculative theologians and philosophers: free yourselves from the
concepts and prepossessions of existing speculative philosophy, if you want to
get at things differently, as they are, that is [0 say, if you want to arrive at the
tmth. There is no other road for you to tmth and freedom, except that leading
thrOflgh the stre.un of fire [the FeHer.bach]. Feuerhach is the pllrgatory of the

present times. I \
This concern with Feuerbachian naturalism in turn reinforced Marx's
growing concern with political economy, which he realized, following
his article on the theft of wood, held the key to the human-material
appropriation of nature.
Moreover, it was not simply Feuerbach's rejection of Hegel's speculative
philosophy that was important to Marx, but also the sensuous character
of Feuerbach's materialism, its emphasis on naturalism. Feuerhach, in
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rejecting Hegel, also provided as an alternative the rough outlines of a
materialistic view that bridged the gap between philosophical criticism
and natural science. "All science," Feuerbach wrote, "must he grounded
in nature. A doctrine remains a hypothesis as long as it has not found its
natura} basis. This is true particularly of the doctrine offreedom. Only the
new philosophy will succeed in naturalizing freedom which was hitherto an
at1ti-hypotltesis, a supernatural hypothesis." This natural basis, for Feuerhach.
was to be found in matter itself. "Matter," he dec1ared, "is an essential
object for rcaSOli. If there were no Inatter, reason would have no stimulus
and no material for thought, and, hence, no content. One cannot give up
matter without giving up reason; one cannot acknowledge matter without acknowledging reason. Materialists are rationalists.":~ For Feuerbach,
the real world, the fmite, did not dissolve itself in the universal spirit, but
rather the finite (in true Epicurean form) became the infinite.
Marx responded enthusiastically to this construction of a humanist
materialism, rooted in a sensationalist epistemology. A distinctive characteristic of Epicurean materialism had been its emphasis on the truth of
sensations. This aspect of Epicurus had been heavily emphasized in the
French Renaissance humanist Michel de Montaigne's Apology jar Raymond
Sebond (1580) and was given new life by Lockean sensationalism. l~ Hence,
Feuerbach's materialism, which emphasized sensationalism in these terms,
appeared to be anything but mechanical. It was related, rather, to what
Marx himself in TIle Holy Family was later to call the branch of materialism arising out of sense experience, which began within modern philosophy in Locke, and could be traced back within ancient philosophy to
Epicurus. Although Feuerbach's materialism was essentially an anthropological materialism, this emphasis on human sensibility did not negate the
rest of nature. "The new philosophy," he wrote in Principles qf the Philosophy
~r the Future, "makes man, together with nature, as the basis of man, the
exclusive, unjl'ersal, and highest object of philosophy; it makes anthropology,
together with physiology, the universal science."'!)
Marx wrote to the Young Hegelian Arnold Ruge in 1843 that "Feuerbach's aphorisms [Prelimi"dry neses "" the Ref<>rm ,if P/,i/osop/'y] $Oem to
me incorrect in only one respect, that he refers too much to nature and
too little to politics.... But things will probably go as tliey did ill the
sixteenth century, when the nature enthusiasts were accompanied by a
corresponding number of state enthusiasts."]7 Marx's first major work after
resigning as editor of the Rheinische Zeiflmg was an extensive textual
Critique vJ HeJ(el5 Philosophy oj RiJ(ht, in which he tried to apply Feuerbach's transformative method to the political domain.
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The Alienation of Nature and Humanity
Marx's critique of Hegel's philosophy of the state was, however, to remain
unfinished. In the Fall of 1843 Marx, recently married to Jenny von
Westphalen, moved to Paris with the object of starting up a new publication, the Deut5ch-Franz6sische Jahrbiicher (the Franco-German Yearbooks),
to be published in Paris, free from the Prussian censor, and then sent
back to Germany. The new publication was to be short-lived. Only one
double-issue was to appear in 1844. The journal was irrunediately banned
in Prussia and copies seized on entry into the country. Warrants were
issued for the arrest of Marx and the other principal editors. At the same
time the journal received little attention in France.
It was in the nlOre radical political climate of Paris, however, that
Marx, by then engaged in a serious study of English political economy
and French socialist politics, was to write his Economic and Philosophical
lvlanuscripts oj 1844-the first truly comprehensive outcome of his wideranging critical studies. This work is best known for the development of
the concept of the alienation of labor. But this estrangement of the worker
from (I) the object of his/her labor, (2) the labor process, (j) human
species-being (that is, the transformative, creative activity that defined
human beings as a given species), and (4) each other-which together
constituted Marx's concept of the alienation of labor-was inseparable
from the alienation of human beings from nature, from both their own
internal nature and external nature.
"The universality of man," Marx wrote,
manifests itself in practice in that universality which makes the whole of nature
as his inorganic body, (I) as a direct means oflife and (2) as the matter, the object
and the tool of his activity. Nature is man's inorganic body, that is to say, nature
in so far as it is not the human body. Man lives from nature, i.e. nature is his
body, and he must maintain a continuing dialogue with it if he is not to die. To
say that man's physical and mental life is linked to nature simply means that
nature is linked to itself, for man is a part of nature. 18
From the Economic and Philosophical lvfafltlscripts on, for the rest of his
life, Marx always treated nature, insofar as it entered directly into human
history through production, as an extension of the human body (that is,
"the inorganic body" of humanity). The hmnan relation to nature, according to trus conception, was mediated not only through production
but also, more directly, by Ineans of the tools-themselves a product of
the human transformation of nature through production-that allowed
humanity to transform nature in universal ways. For Marx:, the relationship
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was clearly an organic one but one that physically transcended, while at
the same time practically extending, the actual bodily organs of human
beings-hence the reference to nature as the "inorganic body of nlan."
Human beings, according to this conception, produce their own
historical relation to nature in large part by producing their means of
subsistence. Nature thus takes on practical meaning for humanity as a
result of ufe-activity, the production of the means of life. "Man," Marx
wrote, "reproduces the who le of nature." But the practical activity through
which human beings accomplish this is not merely production in the
narrow economic sense; "hence man also produces in accordance with
the laws of beauty."
It follows that alienation is at one and the same time the estrangement
of humanity from its own laboring activity and from its active role in the
transformation of nature. Such alienation, according to Marx, "estranges
man from his own body, from nature as it exists outside him, from his
spiritual essence, his human essence." Moreover, this is always a social
estrangement: "every self-estrangement of man from himself and nature is
manifested in the relationship he sets up benveen other men and himself
and nature."I')
For Marx, it was Hegel who had first advanced the notion of the
alienation of human labor. But he had done so in an idealist context, in
which such alienation was conceived simply as the alienation of intellectual labor. Hence, Hegel was unable to perceive the self-alienation of
human practical activity as the basis of people's estrangement not only
from themselves but also from their real, sensuous existence: their relation
to nature. 20
Marx's notion of the alienation of nature, which he saw arising out of
hunlan practical life, was no more abstract at its core than his notion of
the alienation of labor. Both were grounded in his understanding of the
political-economic thrust of capitalist society. The alienation of labor was
a reRection of the fact that labor (power) had become reduced virtually
to the status of a commodity, governed by the laws of supply and demand.
This proletarianization of labor, though , was dependent, as the classical
poutical economists Smith, Malthus, Ricardo, and James Mill had insisted , on the transformation of the human relation to the land . "It is
only through labour, through agriculture, that the land exists for man,"
Marx wrote. Blit the relationship to the land was being rapidly transformed through what Adam Smith had called "primitive accumulation:'
which included the enclosure of COlTIlnOn lands, the rise of great estates,
and the displacement of the peasantty.
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The domination of the earth itself, for Marx, took on a complex,
dialectical mean.ing derived from his concept of alienation. It meant both

the domination of the earth by those who monopolized land and hence
the elemental powers of nature, and also the domination of the earth and
of dead matter (representing the power of landlord and capitalist) 0"" the
vast majority of human beings. Thus the alienation of the earth, and hence

its domination over the greater part of humanity (by being alienated in
f.1vor of a very few), was an essential element of private property and had

existed in feudal landed property-which was "the root of private property"-prior to the rise of capitalism. "In feudal landownership," he observed, "we already find the domination of the earth as an alien power over

man." Already the land "appears as the inorganic body of its lord," who is
its master and who uses it to dominate the peasantry. But it is bourgeois
society which brings this domination of the earth (and through the domination of the earth the domination of humanity) to perfection, and while
apparently opposing the system of landed property comes to depend upon
it at a key phase in its development. Thus "large-scale landed property, as
in England, drives the overwhelnung majority of the population into the
arms of industry and reduces its own workers to total misery."21
The role of large-scale landed property in monopolizing the land-and
thereby alienating the earth-was analogous. accorcling to Marx, to the
domination of capital over money, understood as "dead matter." The expression "money knows no master" was simply an "expression of the
complete domination of dead matter over men." It was the filllest expression
of the fact "that land, like man," had sunk to "the level of a venal object.""
"The view of nature which has grown lip under the regime of private
property and of money," Marx wrote in 1843 in "On the Jewish
Question," "is an actual contempt for and practical degradation of
nature .... In this sense Thomas Miintzer declares it intolerable that 'all
creatures have been made into property, tbe fish in the water, the birds in
the air, the plants on the earth-all living things must also become free.'"
Here Marx took his inspiration £raIn the revolutionary leader of the great
Peasant War in Germany at the beginning of the sixteenth century, who
saw the transformation of species into so many forms of property as an
attack on both hum..anity and nature. As Miintzer had further exclaimed,
"Open your eyes! What is the evil brew from which all usury, theft and
robbery springs but the assumption of our lords and princes that all
creatures are their property?"2.1
For Marx, this alienation from nature, depicted by Miintzer, was expressed through the fetishism of money, which becomes the "alienated
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essence": " Money is the universal and self-constituted l1a111e of all things.
It has therefore deprived the entire world-both the world of man and
of nature--of its specific value,":!"
It was not just in relation to agriculture and the large estates, however,
that the system of pnvate property was antagonistic to nature. Ecological
degradation could also be seen in what Marx referred to in his Economic
and PMlasop/lical MOfJIIScripis as " the universal pollution to be found in
large towns ."2S In Stich large towns, he explained,
Even the need for fresh air ceases to be a need for the worker. Man reverts once
morc to living in a cave, but the cave is now poUuted by the mephitic and
pesttlcllClal breath of civilization. Moreover, the worker has no more than a
precarious right to live in it, for it is for him an alien power that can be daily
Wlthdrawn and from which, should he fail to pay, he can be evicted at any
time. He actually has to pay for this mortuary. A dwelling in the light, which
Prometheus describes in Aeschylus as one of the great gIfts through wruch he
transformed savages into men, ceases to exist for the worker. Light, air, etc.the simples a"imal deanliness--ceases to be a need for mao. Dirt-tlus pollunon and putrefacnoo of man, the sn4'agt (this word IS to be understood in its
Luera} sense) of Civilization-becomes an tiemettt oj life for lum. Universal 1","atural "egleer, putrefied nature, becomes an eiemt'flt of life for hll11.2(,

The alienation of the wotkers in the large towns had thus reached the
point where light, air, cleanliness, were no longer part of their existence,
but rather darkness, polluted air, and raw, untreated sewage constituted
their material environment. Not only creative work but the essential
clements of life itself were forfeited as a result of this alienation of
humanity and nature.
If Feuerbach's naturalistic materialism helped bring nature and its alienacon alive for Marx, this point of view only highlighted the wealenesses
of Hegel's system by contrast, where nature, viewed apart from the spirit,
degenerates into the "crassest materialism." "The purpose of nature," Hegel
had written in his Philosophy of Nature, "is to extll1guish itself, and to
break through ItS rInd of immediate and sensuous being, to consume
Itself like a Phoenix in order to emerge from this externality rejuvenated
as spint." Hence, in Hegel's system, according to Marx, nature (and more
specifically matter) "is shorn of its reality in favour of human will" or
spirit, wluch alone gives it meaning. 27 At the same time, human beings
were viewed by Hegel as non-objective spiritual beings.
Alienation for Hegel, then, becomes an estrangement of spiritless matter
from non-material spiritual beings-all of which reflects the alienation of
spirit from itself. In the end Hegel transcends this alienated dualism by
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sublating the objective world (realism), that is, matter or existence apart
from the spirit's consciousness of its own self-mediation. Hegel's Philosophy oj Nafllre is little more than a Great Chain of Being, a view of
nature as stratified in conformity with principles of logic-and which,
minus the self-conscious spirit, lacks any real life or development of its
own. The issue of ontology, of being, is thus entirely subordinated to
epistemology, that is, human knowledge and self-consciousness.
This is Inost evident in Hegel's treatment of evolution within
Philosophy oj Nature. For Hegel, nature is "a system of stages," but these
stages are demarcated by the development of the idea. "A1etamorpllOsis
pertains only to the Notion as such, since only its alteration is development." Hegel was thus driven by his idealist dialectic to deny the material
evolution of nature, its emergence independent of human cognition. "A
thinking consideration," he wrote, "must reject such nebulous, at bottom,
sensuous ideas, as in particular the so-called origj'Jatiotl. for example, of
plants and animals from water, and then the origil/ation of the more highly
developed animal organisms from the lower. and so on.":28
This idealist attempt to subsume the real world under the absolute
idea created manifest absurdities-of a classical teleological variety. As
Auguste Cornu has explained in his Origins oj Marxian 71lOugltt, while "it
might be relatively easy to establish a rational concatenation and dialectical order alTIOng concepts; it is already harder to do so in history, where
the contingent and the accidental playa greater part; and by the time we
come to the reahn of nature, this assimilation of the real to the rational
can be carried out only by extremely arbitrary procedures." Hence, the
weakness of Hegel's Philosophy of Nalllre stemmed directly from his attempt
to reduce natural phenomena to the dialectic of concepts. Hegel sought
to account for nature's failure to realize the absolute idea by arguing that
nature was the externalization or alienation of the idea in a form outside
itself, that it was, in a sense, the negation of the idea. Alienated from
reason, nature is subject to blind chance and blind necessity, reflecting
change that is mechanical (minerals), unconscious (plants), and instinctive
(animals), and willch. unlike human activity, does not proceed from conscious, purposive will. Still, nature as part of a real that was rational,
according to Hegel, conformed to the essential form of reason, and displayed a rational order, a kind of inner purposiveness, requiring only the
spirit to make it whole.
But it was here that Feuerbach's critique was most devastating since it
served to highlight tills outlandish philosophy of nature, leaving the emperor without any clothes. It was precisely in ills inability to develop a

rus
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genuine naturalism, and the makeshift fashion in which he tried to subsume
external nature (conceived mechanically) under the absolute idea, that
Hegel's speculative philosophy-his dialectic-failed most spectacularly.29
In Marx's view, following Feuerbach, it is essential to posit the existence of an objective world and human beings as objective beings, that IS,
genuine realism and naturalisIll.
To say that man is a corporeal, living, real, sensuous, objective being with natural
powers means that he has real, sensuous objects as the objects of his being and of
his vital expression, or thac he can only express his life in real, sensuous objects
Hunger is a natural need; it therefore requires a

flaIra£'

and an older! outside itself

in order to satisfy and still itself.. A being which does not have its nature
outside itself is not a natural being and plays no part in the system of nature. JII
For Marx, who by this time was trying to layout a consistent naturalism, hUlnanism, and materialism, "Man is directly a natural being
equipped with natural powers .... On the other hand, as a natural, corporeal, sensuous, objective being he is a sl-Iffering, conditioned and limited
being, like animals and plants. That is to say, the o~ierfs of his drives exist
outside him as I)~iects independent of him." Nevertheless, human beings
are to be distinguished from other living species in that these objects of
their drive, that is, human needs, are transformed in the process of their
realization in a distinctively human way in human history, which is the
"true natural history" of humanity. Indeed, "only naturalism," Marx
contends, "is capable of comprehending the process of world history.".ll
Drawing, in the context of his critique of Hegel, on Epicurus' materialisthumanist argument, in which Epicurus had contended that "death is
nothing to us," Marx argued that "l\]atflre
taken abstractly, for itself,
and fixed in its separation irom man, is nothing for luan." Our ideas about
nature consist merely of "abstractiotlS from natural forms."."\~
Marx's naturalistic materialism was evident in his contention that" Sense
perception (see Feuerbach) must be the basis of all science. Only when
science starts out from sense perception in the dual form of sen.WOHS
consciousness and SnJSUOHS need-i.e. only when science starts out from
nature--is it real science." Not only that but history was for Marx a "real
part of natural history.... Natural science will in time subsume the science
of man just as the science of nun will subsurne natural science: there will
be one science." Marx's critical realism was to be found in his recognition
of the objectivity of humanity and the world (that is, its ontological basis),
and his recognition of natural history and human history as interconnected. "The idea of one basis for life and another for science is from the
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very outset a lie." Natural science, he argued, ha~ served to transform the
human relation to nature in a practical way by altering industry itself, and
thus has "prepared the conditions for human emancipation, however much

,
its immediate effect was to complete the process of dchumanization."3.
Feuerbach, Marx contended, was to be cOlllfficndcd for breaking with
the Hegelian system in three ways: first, for showing that Hegelian speculative philosophy, rather than superseding spirituaiisnl, that is, theology, in
the name of philosophy, had merely restored it in the end; second, for

founding" true materialism and real science by making the social relation of
'man to man' the basic principle of his theory"; and, finally, for opposing
Hegel's negation of the negation, which had represented the linking of
"uncritical positivism and equally uncritical idealism" through what Hegel
himself had called "revelation"-"the creation of nature as the mind's
being."3-f
Having freed himself completely in this way, via Feuerbach, from
Hegel's idealism-which despite his own early fascination with nlaterialisnl and his consistent opposition to theological conceptions had nonetheless exerted its influence on him-Marx proceeded to reject all purely
philosophical solutions to estrangement. Moreover, in Marx's perspective
it was no longer possible to pretend to transcend the division between
the objective and the non-objective-an issue that only arose when the
relation to the world was posed theoretically rather than sensuously, and
in terms of practice. Human beings were themselves objectively delimited,
suffering beings, insofar as they found their objects outside of themselves
and were finite. Nature could not therefore be seen anthropocentrically
(or spiritually) "as mind's being." But human beings were not simply
circumscribed by nature: as Epicurus had pointed out, they were capable
of changing their relation to it through their inventions. The solution to
the alienation of human beings from nature, Marx insisted, was to be
discovered only in the realm of practice, in human history. The selfalienation of human beings both from human species-being and from
nature, which constituted so much of human history, also found its necessary resolution, in that same human history, through the struggle to
transcend this human self-alienation.

Association versus Political Economy
It is in the Economic and Philosophical Alanuscripts that Marx first introduced his notion of "association" or the "associated producers," an idea
that he derived from his critique of landed property, and that was to play
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a defining role in his conception of cOllununism for the rest of his life.
The abolition of the monopoly of private pro perry in land, Marx argued,
would be realized through "association," which, "when applied to the
land,"
retains the benefics of large landed property from an economic point of view
and realizes for me first time the tendency inherent in the division of land,
namely equality. At the same time association restores man's intimate links to
the land in a rational way, no longer mediated by serfdom, lordship and an
imbecile mystique of property. This is because the earth ceases [0 be an object
of harter. and through free labor and free enjoyment once agAin becomes an
authentic, personal property for man :'~

The benefits of large-scale agriculture, Marx argued, had always been
associated in the apologetics of the landed interests, with large landed
properry itself-"as if these advantages would not on the one hand attain
their fullest degree of development and on the other hand become socially
useful for the first time once properry \vas abolished." "
COIlUl1Un..ism for Marx was nothing other than the positive abolition
of private property, by means of association. Such positive conullunism
"as fully developed naturalism, equals humanism, and as fully developed
humanism, equals naturalism; it is the gelluj'1f resolution of the conRict
between man and nature, and between man and man, the true resolution
of the conflict between existence and being, between freedom and necessity, between individual and species." This human essence of nature and
natural essence of humaniry exists only for associated (fully social) beings.
Society under cOIlUllunism, no longer alienated by the institution of
private properry and the accumulation of wealth as the driving force of
industry, "is therefore the perfected unity in essence of man with nature,
the true resurrection of nature, the realized naturalism of man and the
realized humanism of nature." It is contrasted by Marx to a world of the
"universal prostitution of the worker" and the "universal pollution" of
the large cities-a world where "dead matter" in the form of money has
come to dominate over human needs and self-development. The revolutionary knowledge of a world beyond capitalism, a world of "the realized
naturalism of man and the realized humanism of nature"-constituting
the essence of the historical process-is not to be had directly, according
to Marx, but finds "both its empirical and its theoretical basis in the
[alienated] movement of private property or, to be more exact, of the
economy." Marx's naturalistic, humanistic vision is thus at the same time
one of historical transcendence--the overcoming of an alienated world Y
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Late in his life, Feuerbach, perhaps unbeknown to Marx, was to be a
great admirer of the latter's Capital, which Feuerbach referred to in r868
as Marx's "great critique of political economy." He was particularly impressed by what Marx's Capital had to say abollt the alienation of nature.
To quote Feuerbach himself
Where people are crowded together, as, e.g., in the English factories and workers' housing, when one may just as well call such houses pigsties, where there
isn't even enough o::\.l'gen in the air to go around,---one may refer here to the
incontestahle facts in the most interesting at the same time horrif)!ing and rich
work of K. Marx: "Das Kapital"-thcn there ... is no room left for morality .
and virtue is at best a monopoly of the factory owners, the capitalists:1H

Since Feuerbach never saw Marx's Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts, he was not aware, in writing this, of the extent to which Marx
had already developed his critique of the "universal pollution" of the
large to\vns in the 1840S, as an outgrowth of his early encounter with
Feuerbach's naturali~tic materialism.
Although Marx in his later works was to repudiate the contemplative,
ahistorical aspects of feucrbach's philosophy, Feuerbach's naturalistic
materialism continued to resonate within Marx's mature historical
materialism. Further, in Feuerbach, as in Epicurus, Marx had found a
critique of religion which was to become an integral part of his own
developing materialist world-view.

1

CHAPTER

3

PARSON NATURALISTS

Near the end of his life, in his Alltobiography, Charles Darwin made a
startling acknowledgement-namely that the work of William Paley, the
arch-naturAl theologian of the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, had
been one of the most important intellectual influences governing his eady
thinking. At Cambridge Darwin had been required for his BA examinations to read Paley's Evidellces if Christiallity (along with his Prillciples of
Moral alld Political Philosophy), which he learned practically by heart. The
logical structure of the Evidfl"es and Paley's later Natllral TIlfology, he
recalled, "gave me as much delight as did Euclid .... I did not at the time
trouble myself about Paley's premises; and taking these on trust I was
charmed and convinced by the long line of argumentation."1
What makes Darwin's statement here so important is that it was Paley's
natural theology which was, at the time he was developing his own theory,
the most influential argument from design for the existence of God.
Datwin's own intellectual development, h15 materialism, and the formation
of his evolutionary perspective, can therefore be seen to a considerable
extent as a struggle against Paley. Indeed, this is how it was presented by
Darwin himself, who wrote, from his mature perspective, that "the old
argument of design in nature, as given by Paley, which formerly seemed
to me so conclusive, fails, now that the law of nacuraJ selection has been
discovered." But if it is true, as Darwin here acknowledges, that Paley's
view had once seemed "conclusive" to him, then his own work can
readily be seen as a more or less conscious struggle against an idealist,
theological world-view. Indeed, Darwin scholars have frequently characterized Darwin's intellectual revolution as an attempt to transcend Paley-or
at least to turn him on his head. 2
All of this takes on a more concrete meaning within Darwin's own
biography. Here it is important to recognize that Darwin, at the urging
of his father, had originally perceived himself-once a career in medicine
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was ruled out-as destined for the clergy..' This did not necessarily conflict
with his naturalistic studies since at the time it was an accepted practice
for the clergy to engage in such studies, as part of the tradition of natural
theology (conunonly pursued by "parson naturalists"). It was in precisely
this area that Paley's l\J~atural 17le/Jlo~y: 0, Evidences if the Existence and
Attributes of the Deity, Collected from the Appearances if Nature (1802) was
preeminent.
Natural theology's reach at this time, it should be emphasized, extended
far beyond issues of nature and theology, also encompassing the wider
moral universe of the state and economy. Thus Thomas Malthus, a
Protestant cleric and one of the early classical political economists-most
famous for his Essay on PopHlatiofl, which was to play an important role
in inspiring Darwin's theory of natural selection-was part of this same
tradition of parsonic naturalism, adopting an outlook in theological matters that was essentially Paleyian (while Paley in turn adopted Malthus's
population theory in his own lVatural Thea/ogy). For Malthus, the Supreme
Deity had through "the gracious designs of Providence ... ordained" that
population should tend always to press on the means of subsistencc ..J In
1834 Malthus's follower the Reverend Thomas Chalmers was to attempt
to rnerge Paley's natural theology with Malthusian political economy in
the first of the Bridgewater Treatises-a series of eight treatises funded by a
bequest from Francis Henry Egerton, the eighth Earl of Bridgewater,
who died in 1829, and which constituted the greatest systematic attempt
in the nineteenth century to create a natural theology that would dominate over all areas of intellectual endeavor.
Hence, Darwin's great intellectual breakthrough can be viewed against
the background of the natural theology that preceded it. But not only
the work of Darwin. Karl Marx too was to emerge as a strong critic of
the parsonic naturalism of Thomas Malthus and Thomas Chalmers, and
of the entire attempt to insert teleological principles into nature-and
was to celebrate Darwin principally for his triumph over the teleological
view of nature.

Natural Theology
If the Enlightenment, and more specifically the scientific revolution of
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, had broken down the old
scholastic world-view, with its teleological perspective, rooted in the
scriptures and ancient Aristotelian philosophy, it cannot be said that the
Enlightenment was unambiguously anti-religious or materialist. There
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were at the same time powerfitl attempts to reestablish religion within a
general Enlightcruncnt perspective-which, by reconnecting the worlds
of nature, science, religion, the state, and the economy within a single
teleology, also had the effect of reinforcing the established system of property and power. Thinkers like Boyle and Newton had sought to merge
their atomism with a theological world-view. In Boyle's case this led to
the development of a natural theology lnanifest in his Disqtlisition About
tile Final Callses <!.( J\latllral 711ings (I (88). Indeed, it was the tradition of
natural theology, which rose to prominence in this period in the work
of John Ray and Boyle, that was to go the furthest in reconnecting
nature, science, religion, the state, and the economy, so as (0 resurrect a
teleological view compatible with-if not a feudal universe--at least the
system of landed property and industry that constituted early agrarian
capitalism.
Natural theology was fmt developed by theologians in the late sixteenth
and seventeenth centuries in order to establish God's existence through
the study of nature (although the argument from design itself could be
traced back to the Stoics in their reply to the Epicurean critique of
religion-as depicted by Cicero in '111e i\lature of tile Gods). Bacon's definition of the suhject in his Adl'ancement I.!f Learning \vas as follows: "Divine
philosophy or Natural Theology
is that knowledge or rudiment of
knowledge concerning God which may be obtained by the contemplation
of his creatures; which knowledge may be truly termed divine in respect
of the object, and natural in respect of the light," that is, the source of
enlightenment. Bacon gave little room in his philosophy for natural
theology, however. Rather he warned against all arguments based on final
causes, or teleology, and lauded the ancient materialists who had "removed God and Mind from the structure of things."~
Nevertheless, hundreds of treatises in natural theology were written in
the seventeenth, eighteenth, and nineteenth centuries that relied on the
very teleological arguments that Bacon had warned against. One of the
leading naturalists in England in the seventeenth century, and one of the
earliest of the parson naturalists, was Reverend John Ray (1627-1705),
the author of T1!e Wisdom of Cod Manifested in the W,,,ks of Creation (1691)
and one of the founders along with Boyle of the Royal Society of
London, which Newton soon joined. Ordained in 1660, Ray was never
able to take up his chosen calling, as a result of his refusal to sign the
anti-Puritan affidavit required of the clergy under Charles II. Instead he
pursued naturalistic studies, albeit always with the object of displaying
"god's wisdom as revealed by creation." In his attempt to describe what
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he called the "natural system," Ray was a forerunner of Linnaeus, Paley,
and even Darwin. ()
But Ray's Wisdom qf God not only advanced naturalism; it was also the
single most influential treatise in natural theology prior to Paley. Ray's
treatise starts out with a critique of atheistic and materialist views, focusing
in particular on what he called the" Atheistik Hypothesis of Epicurus and
Democritus." He argued vehemently against Epicurus' theory of the declination of the atom (as presented by Lucretius), and insisted instead that the
turbulent course of atoms was incapable of composing the ordered structure
of the natural world as we know it. (Ray, who, along with his scientific
colleagues, Robert Boylc and Isaac Newton, had been converted to a kind
of atomism, did not reject the existence of atoms altogether, but rather any
thoroughgoing materialism that might be thought of as arising from that.)
"A wonder then it must needs be," Ray wrote, "that there should be any
Man found so stupid and forsaken of Reason, as to persuade himself, that
this most beautiful and adorn'd World was or could be produced by the
fortuitous concourse of Atoms." Nor was Ray inclined to accept the views
of Descartes, who, influenced by the ancient materialists, advanced the
notion of matter and motion apart from ends-leaving to God only the
act of original creation, and the establishment of a fnov governing la\"..'s.7
For Ray, the design of nature was a sign of the providence of God. In
the "multitude of species" (he estimated the total number of species in
the world to be "perchance more than 20,000"), as well as in the organic
variety of what he was to call "plastik Nature or the Vital Principle," one
could discover the complexity of God's design. If God introduced subordinate principles such as a plastic nature or vegetative soul to guide the
development of the natural world, this vitalism (animated spirit) was itself
a sign of the active role played by divine spirituality. "If the Works of
Nature are better, more exact and perfect than the Works of Art, and Art
effects nothing without Reason; neither can the Works of Nature be
thought to be effected without Reason." For Ray, this was the reason of
the divine Architect. In developing this argument, Ray resorted to teleology, argument from final causes, explanations as to the contrived character of nature at every point: the air was there to allow animals to breathe;
vegetables and plants were endowed with "1 Vegetative Soul"; the erect
posture of human beings was expressly designed to support the head. For
Ray, the fact that nature had been designed could be seen by drawing on
the analogue of a clock. Just as the dock gave evidence of its designer, so
did nature of its own supreme designer. The whole image of nature Ray
provided was one of immutable being based on the blueprint of God. a

1
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Greene has written in 11" Death <if Adalll, "The concept of
Nature set forth in Ray's pages was to dominate the stuff of natural
IUstory for nearly two hundred years to come. Profoundly noncevolutionary tn character, it was to constitute the chief obstacle to the rise of
evolutionary views.'''' Archdeacon Paley's Natllral 11"ology, whIch appeared
a little more than a century after Ray's 11" Wisdolll of God, was closely
related in its arguments to the latter, but was written in a way that
reflected the somewhat different atmosphere of the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries. Hence, Paley's work read like a geometrical
proof, and derived much of its significance from a merging of eighteenthcentury utilitarianism with natural theology.
Nevertheless, the arguments were similar to those of Ray. The saIne
emphasIS is to be found on tbe argument from design, through which
God was manifested in the works of IUs creation. Wbere Ray had pointed
to a clock, Paley made the analogue of a watch and the notion of a
watchntaker God the foundation of IUs natural theology. For Paley, it was
obvious to anyone who looked that nothing so artfully contrived as a
watch could possibly exist without a maker, yet nature was far more
wonderful and intricate in its mechanism-so was this not true of nature
as well? So far did he take tbe watch analogy in the opening chapter of
IUs Natllral 11"ology that he developed the fanciful intage of a watch that
begets other watches-a notion that is supposed to lead to nothing more
than "admiration of the contrivance" and "the consummate skill of the
contriver." w

Paley didn't stop with the watch metaphor but discussed in great detail
some of the particular "contrivances" of nature and providence, in which

he argued that design was evident. Thus he laid great emphasis on the
marvels of the human eye and the geometric perfecnon of a beehive.
Darwin, who was enormously impressed by tius part of Paley's argument.
found it necessary to discuss these same natural-histOrical manifestations
in order to counter the teleological view of natural theology.

Perhaps the best example of the extraordinary lengths to which Paley
took IUs argument for design is to be found in a statement that he made
on the msnnctive behavior behind a maternal blrd's sitting on her eggs. "I
never see a bird in that situation," he wrote. "but I recognise an invisible
hand, detaining the contented prisoner from her fields and groves." Here

Paley invoked Adam Smith's "invisible hand"-but tlUs hand was the hand
of God."
Despite IUs detailed knowledge of biological conditions, Paley's naturaltheological view was a static, mechanical one. divorced from all notions
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of tiIne, of natural history. Paley's watch analogue referred only to the
watch as a machine that constituted the centerpiece in a teleological
argument on the benevolence of God; it was quite imnlaterial that such
a watch ticked-reflecting ongoing and frequently irreversible changes in
nature itself. There is no conception in his analysis of the arrow of time.
It was precisely for this reason that Darwin's The Origifl (~f Species wa."
eventually to spell the defeat of Paley's \vatchmaker God vision of the

universe. 12

Natural Theology and Political Economy
Paley's eighteenth-century mixture of utilitarianism and natural theology,
as developed 1ll hIS Principles of Moral and Political Philosophy (1785),
defended existing property relations even where they seemed unnatural,
arbitrary, and unfair. Such property rights, he contended, even if conferred not hy natural right but by civil authority, should be treated as
inviolate, not open to seizure, since they should he viewed as if arising
from "the appointment of heaven." "The world," Paley argued, "abound~
with contrivances; and all contrivances which we are acquainted with are
directed to beneficial purposes"-proving both "design" and "divine benevolence." Writing at a time, four years before the French Revolution, in
which the relations of property seemed relatively stable and expediency
always seemed on the side of the propertied, Paley confidently insisted
that "Whatever is expedient is right."1.l
In Paley's Principles of J\tloral and Political Philosophy there are signs of a
patriarchal view of society....-........of responsibility to the poor-which was
later to disappear frum his natural theology. The general happiness of
society, he argued at this time, was increased along with an increase in
population. Although population was ultimately limited by food supply
and the fertility of the earth, there was at present ahundant fertile land to
accommodate increases in population. "The decay of population," he
wrote, "is the greatest evil that a state can suffer; and the improvenlent of
it the object which ought, in a11 countries, to be aimed at, in preference
to every other political purpose whatsoever." Moreover, in these years
prior to the French Revolution Paley still believed that soniC degree of
public charity was natural. All things were once held in cormnon arnong
the "primitive Christians," he argued, but there were reasons for the
division of property among mankind-necessary for the development of
a large and mixed community-which were "ratified" by God. Yet the
"Supreme Proprietor" had only consented to such separation of property
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on the basis that each person would be left with sufficient provision on
which to live. It was here, Paley insisted, that the natUl:al-theological
grounds for public charity were to be found: the need of paupers to be
free from absolute suffering-from indigence and distress-conformed to
the will of God."
Yet Paley's views in this regard were to change dramatically by the time
he had authored his Natural nleology. In the late eighteenth and early
nineteenth centuries the question of population became the peculiar
province of parson.ic naturalism, which in chis way penetrated the d.iscourse
of classical political economy. In 1798 an anonymous work was published
in England enticled All Essay Oil the Prilldple oj Populatioll as it Elfects the
FWllre improvement oj Society; with Remarks Oil tile Speculations oj Mr. GOdlvil1,
M. COlldoreet mId Other Writers. It consisted of a loosely printed, small
octavo volume of 396 pages, containing around fifty thousand words. This
anonymous work, as its title indicated, was principally ainlcd at countering
the ideas of such influential thinkers as William Godwin in England and
the Marquis de Condorcet in France, both of whom had argued in the
general spirit of the Enlightenment, and in response co the French Revolution, that unending human progress was possible. In contrast, the author
of the anonymous essay advanced the dismal view that the Illost fundamental principle guiding human society, governing the prospects for its
future improvement, was the "principle of population," whereby human
population, if unchecked, tended to increase at a geometrical rate (I, 2,
4. 8, J6, and so on), while food supply tended to increase only at an
arithmetical rate (1,2,3,4,5, and so on). Since population growth could
never for long exceed the growth of food, certain natural checks to the
growth of population were necessary in order to maintain an equilibrium
between population and the means of subsistence. But all of these natural
checks, it was emphasized, were reducible to misery or vice, and thus
constituted an insurmoumable barrier to the indefinite improvement of
society, and to all happy schemes promulgated by Enlighterunent optimists.
Impressed by this treatise, Paley was to conclude his Natural 17lt~ology
with warnings that "Mankind will in every country" always "breed lip to
a certain point of distress," which was part of the design imposed by the
Deity. Hence, "population naturally treads upon the heels of improvement."Yet, such limits, if they can be spoken of at all, apply," he insisted,
"only to provisions for animal wants," while moral needs are capable of
unlimited fulfillment. 15
The anonymous author of the Essay on Popularion, who had such an
impact on Paley, was none other than Thomas Robert Malthus (1766-
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1834). At the time that he wrote the first version of his Essay Malthus
was a thirty-two-year-old English curate. He was later to emerge as one
of the leading classical political economists. Malthus had come from a
well-to-do family and was educated at Cambridge University. His father,
David Malthus, was both a friend of David Hume and a friend and
follower of Jean-Jacques Rousseau. It was as a result of a fireside dispute
with his father over the work of the English Enlightenment utopian
William Godwin that Malthus had first developed the idea for his essay
on population.
After a few years as a country curate Malthus was appointed in I Ho)
to the faculty of the East India Company's college at Haileybury, where

he occupied the first British professorship in political economy-a post
that he filled until his death in 1834. He was known in his lifetime not
only for his Essay on the Principle of Population, which was to go through
six editions, but also for his Principles of Political Economy, published in
1820.

Malthus's Essay on Population, although a work of political economy,
was equally a product of Malthus's parsonic naturalism. Adopting the
standpoint of natural theology, Malthus insisted that "we should reason
from nature up to nature's God and not presume to reason from God to
nature." The Supreme Being, through the "gracious designs of Providence
... ordained that population should increase faster than food"-a general
law that he argued produced "partial evil" but an "overbalance of good"
in that it compelled further exertion in the form of human labor to
obtain the means of obtaining subsistence. Even human inequality and
distress could be justified on the grounds that "a uniform course of prosperity" was thought "rather to degrade than exalt the character." Thus
hardship awakened "Christian virtues." Indeed, there was every reason,
Malthus believed, to adapt to, rather than interfere with, "the high purpose of creation" as shown by the population principle. The impoverished head of household who has chosen to marry without the means of
supporting a family, he insisted, "should be taught to know that the laws
of nature, which are the laws of God, had doonled him and his family to
starve for disobeying their repeated admonitions; that he had no claim of
right on society for the smallest portion of food, beyond that which his
labour would fairly purchase." ",
Malthus frequently backed up such harsh admonitions with references
to God. Nevertheless, he sought at all tilnes-in confonnity with natural
theology-to demonstrate first th,t such principles as he had pointed to
were laws of nature, which should only then be interpreted, once one
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had shown the natural expediency that lay behind them. as reflecting the
"express conunands of God"-the benign intent of the Creator to promote the general happiness. Malthus took his ethical philosophy at all
times from the Paleyian view of utilitarianism, which argued that virtue

lay in deriving from the materials of nature provided by the Creator the
greatest happiness of the greatest number."

From the first. Malthus's Essay thus had a very polemical intent derived from natura) theology. The nature of his argument-its precise po-

lemical purpose--shifted. however. in later editions of his work. The Essay
Pop"larioll went through six editiollS in Malthus's lifetime (1798. [803.
1806. 1807. 1817. and (826). The IS03 edition was .lmost four times as
large as the first edition while excluding large sectiollS of the former. It

all

also had a new title and represented a shift in argument. It was therefore
in reality a new book. [n the subsequent editions. after 1803. the changes
in the text were relatively minor. Hence, the 1798 edition of his treatise
is commonly known as the First Essay on population. and the 1803 edition
(together with the editions of [806. [807. [SI7. and 1826) is known as
the Second Essay. In order to understand Malthus's overall argument, it is
necessary co see how his position changed from the First Essay to the

Secolld Essay.

The First Essay
The full title of the First Essay, as we have seen, was An Essay on tIle
Principle of Population as it Effects the Fllture ImprollfltJe"t of Society; with
Remarks on the Spew lations of Mr. Godwit'. M, Condorcet and Other Writers.
As the title II1dicates, it was an attempt to intervene in a debate on the
question of the future improvement of society. The specific controversy
in question can be traced back to the publication in 1761 of a work
entitled ~n'om Prospects of Mm,kind. Nature a"d Provide"ce by Robert

Wallace. an Edinburgh minister. [n his earlier writings Wallace had demonstrated that human population, if unchecked, tended to increase exponentially, doubling every few decades. In Various Prospects he went on to
argue that while the creation of a "perfect goverlUllent," organized on an
egalitarian basis, was possible, it would be at best temporary, since under
these circumstances "mankind would encrease so prodigiously, that the
earth would at last be overstocked, and become unable to support its
numerous inhabitants." Eventually, there wOlild come a time "when ollr

globe. by the most diligent culture. could not produce what was sufficient
to nourish its numerous inhabitants." Wallace concluded that it would be
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preferable if the human vices,

by reducing population pressures, should

prevent the emergence of a government not compatible with the
"circumstances of Mankind upon the Earth."!!!

The leading opponent of Wallace's argument was rhe English radical
William Godwin (1756-1836), who enunciated an Enlightenment utopian
argument for a more egalitarian society in his Enqlliry COllceming Political
Justice alld jts I"fluence on Morals and Happi,less. First published in 1793, it
was followed by a second edition in 1796 and a third edition in 1798. In
answer

(0

Wallace, who had claimed that excessive population would result

eventually from any perfect government, Godwin contended that hU1nan
population always tended to\vard equilibrium with its means of subsistence, so that population "will perhaps never be found, in the ordinary
course of affairs, greatly to increase, beyond the facility of subsistence."
For Godwin population tended to be regulated in human society in
accordance with conditions of wealth and wages. "It is impossible where

the price of labour is greatly reduced, and an added population threatens
a still further reduction, that men should not be considerably under the
influence of fear, respecting an early marriage, and a numerous family."
He went on to observe that there were "various methods, by the practice

of which population may be checked; by rhe exposing of children, as
among the ancients, and, at this day, in China; by the art of procuring

abortion, as it is said to subsist in the island of Ceylon ... or, lastly, by a
systematical abstinence such as must be supposed, in some degree, to
prevail in monasteries of either sex." But even without such extreme
practices and institutions, "the encouragement or discouragement that
arises from the general state of a community," Godwin insisted. "will

probably be found to be all-powerful in its operation.""
If, however, it were not the case, as Godwin firmly believed, that
population growth tends to be regulated by, and always remains in equilibrium with, the means of subsistence, the problems raised by Wallace
only exjsted at "a great distance" since "three fourths of the habitable
globe, are now uncultivated." Moreover, "the improvements to be made
in cultivation, and the augmentations the earth is capable of receiving in
the article of productiveness, cannot, as yet, be reduced to any limits of

calculation .... The very globe rhat we inhabit, and the solar system, may,
for any thing we know, be subject to decay." For Godwin, it was most
rational under these circumstances to do what was possible to improve
the conditions of human society and to promote equality and justice,
with the hope that remedies (some of which could not even be conceived

of at present) would be available in time for rheir practical application-
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to meee such distant eventualities as the overstocking of the earth with
human umabItants or :my other imaginable apocalyptic prospects, such as
the decay of the globe"
A smular position was taken by the Marquis de Condorcet (17.0(794) m hIs great work, first published in 1794, enmled Sk<fc/J Jor a
Historical Pielllre oj lI,e Progress of tile Hilma" Mind, "Might there not ...
come a moment," Condorcet asked in rus comemplation of the future of
humankind,
when the number of people in the world finaUy exceedmg the means of subsistence, there Wlll lJl consequence ensue a continuJ.] dmununon of happiness
and population, a [flle retrogression, or at best 311 oscillation between good and
bad? In societies that have reached this stage wtll not thiS OSCillation be a perCIlIUal source of more or less periodic chsaster? Will It nor show that d pOint has
been attained beyond wluch all further improvement IS illlposslble? ~ '

Condorcet's answer to tllis question was that "It is unposslble to pronounce
about the likelihood of an event that will occur only when the human
species will have necessarily acquired a degree of knowledge of which we
can have no mkling." "The progress of reason will have kept pace," It was
to be hoped, "with that of the sciences," and hence If "the hoUt" ro the
means of subsistence of the earth should "one day arrive, nothmg follows
from it that is in the least aJarming as far as either the happiness of the
human race or its indefinite perfectibility is concerned." A5 human beings
come to know that they "have a duty towards those who arc not yet
born," they will regulate human population accordlngly "rather than
foolishly to encumber the world with useless and wretched bemgs."22
Malthus's 1798 essay was devoted to countermg these arguments
advanced by Godwin and Condorcet, and to demonstratmg that the populatlon prmclple stood in the way of the very realizatlon of a more egalitanan society. In doing so he took a much more extreme stance than the
one earlier made famous by Wallace. Although the former had merely
argued that population growth must eventually be checked by the lilluL'
of the earth as a whole, MaJthu5 insisted that checks to population were
a/iPQ)ls necessary, taking the form of "a strong and constantly operating
check," since the population principle was about not the ultimate limlts
of the earth, but the more inunediate limits of subsistence (food).'" LIke
Godwin, Malthus argued that there was a tendency toward equilibrium
between population and the Ineans of subsistence. Nevertheless, he argued
that population tended naturally, when unchecked, to increase at a geometrical rate, wlule food supply increased at best at an anthmetical rate.
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Under these circumstances attention needed to be given to the actual
checks that ensured that population stayed in equilibrium (apart from
minor Auctuations) with the limited means of subsistence. These checks,
Malthus argued, were all associated with vice and misery. taking such
forms as promiscuity before marriage, which lirnitcd fecundity (3 common assumption in Malthus's tiI11e). sickness, plagues-and ultimately, if
aU other checks feU short, the dreaded scourge of famine. Since such vice
and misery were necessary at all times to keep population in line with
subsistence, any future ilnprovcmcnt of society, as envisioned by thinkers
like Godwin and Condorcet, he contended, was impossible. "The principal
argument of this Essay," Malthus wrote-in a passage that was later to be
underscored by Marx in his excerpts frOI11 Malthus's work-"only goes
to prove the necessity of a class of proprietors, and a class of labourers."2~
Malthus himself clid not use the term "overpopulation" in advancing
his argument-though it was used from the outset by his critics. 25 Natural
checks on population were so effective, in Malthus's latc-eighteenthcentury perspective, that overpopulation in the sense of the eventual overstocking of the globe with human inhabitants was not rhe thing to be
feared. The problem of an "overcharged population" existed not at "a
great distance" (as Godwin had said) but rather was always operative even
at a time when most of the earth was uncultivated. 2(' In response to
Condorcet, Malthus wrote:
M. Condorcet thinks that it [the arrival of a period when the world's population has reached me limits of subsistence) cannot possibly be applicable but at
an era extremely distauc. If the proportion between the natural increase of
population and food which I have given be in any degree near the truth, It will
appear, on the contrary, that the period when the nt.lI11ber of men surpass their
means of subsistence [in later editions chis was changed to "easy means of subsistence"1 has long since arrived, and that this necessary oscillation, this constantly
subsisting cause of periodical misery, has existed ever since we have had any
histories of mank.llld, does exist at present, and will for ever continue to exist,
unless some decided change take place in the physical constirurion of our natllre.27

In the 1803 edition of his work on population he added: "Other persons besides Mr. Godwin have imagined that I looked to certain periods
in the future when population would exceed the means of subsistence in
a much greater degree than at present, and that the evils arising from the
principle of population were ratber in contemplation than in existence;
but this is a total misconception of the argument."21J
Rather than basing his argument on the notion that population growth
and production would overwhelm the carrying capacity of the earth,
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Malthus actually insisted that "No limits whatever are placed to the
productions of the earth; they may increase for ever and be greater than
any assignable quantity."" In his analysis, it was not the problem of carrying capacity as such that was the issue (as later interpretations of his
doctrine mistakenly contended) but merely the natural rate of growth of
population relative to the natural rate of growth of subsistence. And since
the latter was ultimately forced to conform to the lauer, despite its
"overcharged" character, this could only point to the lawful necessity of
the various natural checks on human population associated with misery
and vice.
Relatively low or stagnant population growth was taken by Malthus as
a sign of population pressing on the means of subsistence; while high
population growth was a sign that a country was underpopulated. "In
examining the principal states of modern Europe," he wrote, "we shall
find that though they have increased very considerably in population since
they were nations of shepherds, yet that at present their progress is but
slow, and instead of doubling their numbers every twenty-five years they
require three or four hundred years, or more, for that purpose ... ·lIJ Nothing
else, in Malthus's terms, so clearly demonstr.tted the reality of a population
that had reached the lillUts of subsistence.
Malthus agreed with the prevailing view, voiced by Godwin,
Condorcet, and others, that population had always remained basically in
equilibrium with the means of subsistence. Yet, what these previous
thinkers had failed to recognize, he argued, was: (1) the disproportioll that
constantly existed between an "overcharged population" which naturally
increased, if unchecked, at a geometrical rate, doubling as frequently as
every twenty-five years, and the more limited growth in the means of
subsistence, which increased only at an arithmetical rate, at best; and (2)
the mechanism by which an equilibrium between population growth and
the growth of the means of subsistence must be achieved under these
circumstances-the existence of vice and misery as necessary checks on
the rate of population growth.
But it was precisely with respect to the logical coherence of these two
points. on which Malthus's distinct contribution rested, that he ran into
trouble. There never was any question about the possibility of human
population increasing at a geometrical rate. That point had been empirically established before Malthus wrote his essay. Malthus's original contribution witll regard to the rates with which population and food could be
expected to increase was thus entirely confmed to his contention that the
supply of food could only increase at an arithmetical rate. But the basis
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for this contention was extremely flimsy from the start. Malthus simply
argued that population in North Anlcrica had doubled in twenty-five
years and that food supply could not be expected to increase at anything
like this ratc. But it was a fallacy to deduce from this, as he appeared to
do, the notion that food could not increase at more than an arithmetical
ratc. As Edwin Cannan pointed out, even if the increase in food supply
were such that it doubled only once in every fifty thousand years, it

could still be said to be increasing by geometric progression. By saying
that the means of subsistence could only increase at an arithmetical rate,
Malthus was in fact saying that the periodic additions to average annual
agricultural product could never possibly be increased. J1
In effect, Malthus's argument involved a sleight of hand. Mter introducing his axiom on the means of subsistence by assuming for the sake of
argument that food could only increase by a fixed amount-a proposition
that appeared more reasonable since he set the maximum level of this
fIxed amount as equal to the entire amount of food currently producedhe then treated this as a settled conclusion without any further evidence.
It thus became the basis for an insurlnountable contradiction between an
exponential ratc of population increase (if unchecked) and a food supply
which could never be expected to increase at an exponential rate. Needless to say, Malthus's own empirical data did not support this axiom. Thus
in analyzing the rapid growth of population in North America, which
had increased geometrically, he was forced to point to numbers that indicated that food supply had increased geometrically too. Faced with this
obvious contradiction, he could rnerely contend (utilizing the metaphor
of a reservoir) that the inhabitants were drav.ring down a fixed resource
and that eventually these reserves would be exhausted and population
increase would have to conform to the actual increase in food supply.
But to admit this \-vas to take a position that was closer to that of Wallace
and Godwin (who had argued that the limits would not be fully in effect
until the entire earth was under cultivation) rather than the position that
Malthus himself had set out to establish."
In short, Malthus had no evidence to support what Marx was to call
his one original idea in his theory of population: the arithmetical ratio.
He merely espoused it on the authoritative basis that it conformed to
\\That, he claimed, any knowledgeable observer of the state of agriculture
would be forced to admit (a view that was immediately criticized by the
Scottish political economist, agronomist, and practicing farmer James
Anderson, one of the leading authorities on agriculture of the age). Indeed, if there was a basis at all for Malthus's arithmetical ratio it could be
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found in his pre-Darwinian understanding of the natural world (as represented in his time by the work of thinkers like Carolus Linnaeus and
William Paley), which assumed that there was only limited room for
"improvement" in plant and animal species.-~-'
Later on, it is true, it became COIllmon to see the so-called "law of
diminishing returns from land" of classical economics as the basis for
Malthus's arithmetical ratio. But that theory-outside the work of Janlcs
Anderson, one of Malthus's most formidable opponents-did not exist
even in nascent form before the end of the Napoleonic Wars and does
not appear, except in vague suggestions in relation to Anderson's views,
in any of the six editions of Malthus's Essay. It therefore cannot be seen
as the foundation of Malthus's argUlllent. As the great conservative economist and historian of economic thought Joseph Schumpeter was to remark,
The "'law' of diminishing returns from land
was entirely absent from
Malthus's Essay. W\~
It was only in Malthus's final work on population publlshed near the
end of his life in rF!3o--known as A Summary View of the Pritlciple of
Population-that this contradiction is removed in part and the analysis
comes to be rooted in the presumed diminishing returns to the land. But
here Malthus goes overboard, arguing that once all of the best land is
cultivated, "The rate of the increase of food would certainly have a greater
resemblance to a decreasing geometrical ratio than an increasing one. The
yearly increment of food would, at any rate, have a constant tendency to
diminish, and the amount of increase of each successive ten years would
probably be less than that of the preceding:'"
Here it is important to understand that Malthus's Essay on Population
appeared some four decades before the emergence of modern soil science
in the work of Justus von Liebig and others. Hence, along with his great
contemporary David Ricardo, Malthus saw the fertility of the soil a<;
subject to only very limited illlprovement. Nor was soil degradation an
issue, as Marx, following Liebig, was later to argue. For Malthus, the
properties of the soil were not subject to historical change, but were
simply "gifts of nature to man" and, as Ricardo said, "indestructible."
Nor were natural liluits to be found in the area of raw materials. Rather
Malthus argued that raw materials, in contrast to food, "are in great
plenty" and "a demand ... will not fail to create them in as great a
quantity as they are wanted.""o
The fact that Malthus offered no basis for his arithmetical ratio, as well
as the admission that he was forced to make in the course of his argument
that there were occasions in which food had increased geometrically to
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match a geometric rise in population (as in North America)-thereby
falsifYing his own thesis-did not pass by Malthus's contemporary critics,
who were unsparing in their denunciations of his doctrine. In the Secand
Essay (1806 edition) Malthus therefore resorted to sheer bombast in place
of argument. As he put it, "It has been said that I have written a quarto
volume to prove that population increases in a geometrical, and food in
an arithmetical ratio; but this is not quite true. The first of these propositions I considered as proved the moment the American increase was
related, and the second proposition as soon as it was enunciated." As one
of his contemporary critics responded, "These phrases, if they mean any
thing, must mean that the geometrical ratio was admitted on very slight
proofs, the arithmetical ratio was asserted on no evidence at all.".l7
Equally questionable on both logical and empirical grounds was
Malthus's contention that al1 checks upon the natural tendency toward
population growth were reducible to vice or misery. Malthus had-perhaps
with the intention of downplaying a logical break in his argument-used
two different schemes for describing the checks on population. In his
more neutral scheme he wrote of "preventative" and "positive" checks on
population. Preventative checks generally acted by restricting births, and
positive checks by increasing deaths. Under preventative checks Malthus
hinted at the possibility of nloral restraint, which, however, he thought
applicable only to the higher classes; while under positive checks he addressed the etfects of poverty and what he called "a hand to mouth"
existence, which he thought applied almost exclUSively to the lower classes.
He went on to argue, however, that these checks were in turn reducible
to his second scheme, that is, checks arising from vice and misery (the
former being mainly associated with the preventative check, the latter
mainly with the positive check). ,II
Malthus, it should be noted, docs not say what he means precisely by
"vice," or how this would constitute a preventative check, but he does say
that restraints upon marriage "are but too conspicuous in the consequent
vices that are produced in almost every part of the world, vices that are
continuously involving both sexes in inextricable unhappiness." Further,
he mentions "vicious customs with respect to wOlllen" as constituting
such a vice (along with the growth of great cities, luxury, and "unwholesome manufactures"). Later on he criticizes Condorcet for alluding
"either to a promiscuous concubinage, which would prevent breeding, or
to something else as unnatural" with respect to the adjustment of morals
surrounding the intercourse of the sexes and the prevention of hirth .."l'l In
his Second Essay Malthus refers to "the licentious spirit of rapine" with
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respect to "wandering tribes" subject to Russia as constituting a preventative check on population growth. He a150 points to "irregular
connextions with women" or "illicit intercourse between the sexes" as
forms of vice associated with preventative checks on population; at the
same time alluding to "prom..iscuous intercourse co such a degree as to
prevent the birth of children.".fll From all of this one may surm.ise that
Malthus held to the characteristic eighteenth-century belief-expbcitly
stated by Godwin-that "the promiscuous intercourse of the sexes" itself
constituted a preventative check on population. John Avery has remarked
with regard to Condorcet that "Probably this belief was based on observation, si nce what arc today considered to be minor venereal diseases
would often produce sterility in Condorcet's time."~1
Vice could also generate misery, leading to increases in mortality. But
vice that led to misery was to be distinguished frOI11 misery proper in
that it was the consequence of vicious actions. "The vices of mankmd,"
Malthus proceeded to argue,
are actJve and able l1unisters of depopulation. They are the precursors in the
great army of destruction; and often finish the dreadful work themselves. But
should they fail in this war of extermination, sickly seasons, epldem..ics, pestilence, and plague, advance in terrific array, and sweep off thelf thousands and
ten thousands. Should success be still incomp lete, gigantic mevit<lble fJnline
stalks in the rear, and with one lllighey blow levels the population with the
food of the wor1d.~ 2

More important than the mere vices among "depopulating causes," for
Malthus, then , was "the grinding law of necessity, misery, and the fear of
misery," which feU disproportionately on the poor. And if war, sickly
seasons, epidemjcs, and the plague--all of which were encourdged by
food shortages and overcrowding--failed to do the job, "f.1Ilune seems to
be the last, the most dreadful resource of nature."'"
In his discussion of those positive checks that were generally reducible
to misery. Malthus claimed that this was in effect a natural result of poverty,
and that to interfere with it in any way, as in the case of the Poor Laws
of England, was to court bigger disasters such as famine, and the lowering
of the condition of the upper classes. "All cannot share alike in the bounties of nature," he wrote. It thus "appeared that from the inevitable laws
of our nature some human beings must suffer from want. These are the
unhappy persons who, in the great lottery of life, have drawn a blank."".j
Misery, since it was a vi tal check on an overcharged population, was
both necessary and inevitable. All that was left was to criticize those no
doubt well-intentioned but misguided individuals who failed to recognize
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this. The Poor Laws of England, "though they may have alleviated a little
the intensity of individual misfortune ... have spread the general evil over
a much larger surface," tending "to depress the general condition of the
poor." By handing out shares to the less deserving poor, Malthus argued,
society thereby reduced the shares of the more deserving poor. Hence, if
the Poor Laws were to be lnaintained, they should where possible consist
of workhouses, thereby mitigating their ill effects.-n
All of those \vho propo~ed either the amelioration of the conditions of
the poor or a future society characterized by more general improvement
were, in Malthus's view, simply denying the inexorable necessity of vice
and misery. The most that could be expected, if carly marriage was encouraged, was a kind of stagnation, as in China, where a "forced" growth
of population had taken place by dividing the land in relatively egalitarian
fashion in extremely small portions, so that few absolutely starved in
normal years-though this was interrupted by periodic famines-and
where population growth was prevented by such unnatural methodo; as
the "exposure" of infants ..th
Nevertheless, once the class issue entered in this way, and it hecame
apparent that Malthus was distinguishing between high and low equilibrium situations, with the former including a level of luxury for the
privileged, the argument lost its quality as a "geometric proof." Implicit in
Malthus's argument from the start was a chlss element, in which the
situations of the rich and the poor were scen as widely divergent. Thus
Malthus had virtually admitted in his argument on preventative causcs that
human beings-in the case of the upper classes-were capable of some
moral restraint-a moral restraint that was frequently exercised in England
through delayed marriages. This of course was amply supported by the
marriage pattern of the upper classes in England:n To be sure, for Malthus
such delayed marriages among the privileged were mainly the product of
the effects of unequal and uncertain property relations, which nude it
virtually impossible for many gentlelllen of the upper classes to marry and
raise a family until they had obtained a secure living (Mal thus hiIllself at
this time was still a country curate with only a meager living). Such
motives to moral restraint would be less available to a society that was not
built on the inequality of property. Nevertheless, it was impossible to
ignore the fact that moral restraint was often apparent here. Hence, Malthus
was eventually forced to concede in response to criticisms that some form
of "moral restraint" (especially among the upper classes) was indeed
possible-a moral restraint that he was nevertheless to define in extremely
restrictive terms as "temporary or final abstinence fronl marriage on
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prudential consider.ltions [usually having to do with property]. with strict
chastity during the single state." For Malthus, the operation of such
narrowly defined moral restraint \V3S "not very powerful.""!! Yet once this
much was admltted, even in a tentative way, Malthus's argument as to the
impossibility of future improvement feU to the ground.""

The Second Essay
For this reason, Malthus's Second Essay, in which he adm.itted to the
possibility of moral restraint, is a very different work from the First Essay.
Reflecting this, the title itself is changed to All Essay Oil the Prillcip/e of
PopufatiOfJ; or a View oj its Past and Presellt Effects 011 Human Happiness;
Witll afl Inquiry ;,,10 Om Prospects Respecting tile Future RemOl'tl1 or Mitigation
oj ,lie Evils which it OaasioltS. No more is there any reference in the title
[0 the question of "the £inure improvement of society" or [0 Godwin or
Condorcet. The main thrust of the Second Essay is an attack on the English
Poor Laws, a theme which played only a subordinate role in the First
Essay.
According to the great Malthus scholar Patricia James (editor of the
variorum edition of Malthus's Essay), "it was the 180J essay [the earliest
ed.ition of the Second Essay] which made the greatest impression on
contemporary thought." St) This was because of the severity of the attack

on the poor to be found in that work. Although Malthus said in the
preface to the Second Essay that he had "endeavoured to soften some of
the harshest conclusions of the first essay," this related mainly to the

introduction of the possibility of moral restraint (applicable to the upper
classes). In relation to the poor, who, he believed, were incapable of such
moral restraint, his essay was even harsher than before. And it 1S here,
particularly in the 1803 edition, that the most notonous passages are to

be found. Thus he wrote that, "With regard to illegitimate children , after
the proper notice has been given. they should on no account whatever
be allowed to have any claim to parish allowance .... The infant is, com-

par.ltively speaking, of no value to the society, as others will inunecliately
supply its place.""
In the same callous vein, Malthus wrote the following:
A man who is born into ;a world already possessed, if he cannot get subsistence
from his parents on whom he has a just demand, and if the society do not want
his labour, has no claim of righl to the smallest portion of food, and, in fact. has
no business to be where he is. At nature's mighty feast there is no vacant cover
for him. She tells hun to be gone, and will quickly execute her own orders, if
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he do not work upon the compassion of some of her guests. If these guesh gee
up and make room for him, ocher intruders immediately appear demanding the
same favour .... The order and harmony of the feast is disturbed, the plenty that
before reigned is changed into scarcity.... The guests learn too late their error,
in counteracting those strict orders to all intruders, issued by the great mistress
of the fea~t, who, wishing that all her guests should have plenty, and knowing
that she could not provide for unlimited numbers, humanely refused to admit
fresh comers when her table was already fu11.-'i2

This infamous passage, like the one quoted before it, was removed from
later editions of the Essay. But the basic idea that it reflected-the claim
that the poor were not entitled to the smallest portion of relief, and that
any attempt to invite them to the "mighty fea~t" again~t the will of its
"mistress" (who represented the nature of natural theology) would only
come to grief-remained the central ideological thrust of the Second Essay
throughout its numerous editions. "We cannot," in the nature of things,
Malthus wrote, "assist the poor, in any way, without enabling them to
rear up to manhood a greater number of their children.":;"
Nowhere were Malthus's narrow parsonic values more evident than in
his view of women's indiscretions. Thus he sought to justify the double
standard illlposed on women who were "driven out of society for an
offence ["a breach of chastity" outside of marriage, especially if resulting
in an illegitimate birth] which men commit nearly with impunity" on
the grounds that it wa') "the most obvious and effectual method of
preventing the frequent recurrence of a serious inconvenience to the
conununity."·'i-l
In attacking the English Poor Laws Malthus argued that while limitations in the growth of food impeded the growth of population, society
could exist under either low-equilibrium, relatively egalitarian conditions,
as in China, where population had been "forced" to such an extent that
virtually everyone was reduced to near starvation, or it could exist under
high-equilibrium conditions, such as pertained in England, where the
aristocracy, gentry, and middle class were able to enjoy nature's "mighty
feast" -though only if the poor were kept away-and where checks short
of universal famine (and short of such practices as "exposure of infants")
kept population down. His greatest fear-which he helped to instill in
the oligarchy of Britain-was that as a result of excessive population
growth combined with egalitarian notions "the middle classes of society
would ... be blended with the poor!';'
The solution to the problem of the rural poor was simply to remove
them from the land, to turn them into proletarians. Thus Malthus responded to the issue of hunger and destitution in Ireland by arguing in a
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letter to Ricardo in August 1817 that the first object should not be poor
relief but rather the dispossession of the peasantry: "the land in Ireland is
infinitely more populous than in England; and to give full effect to the
natural resources of the country, a great part of the population should be
swept from the soil into large manufacturing and commercial Towns."56
Malthus died in 1834, the year of the passage of the New Poor Law,
which was viewed as the triumph of Malthusianism. This legislation was
aimed at ensuring that workers and the poor would look on exploitation
in the workplace and even the prospect of slow starvation as in many
ways preferable to seeking relief through the Poor Laws. Underlying it
lay the idea, as Marx observed with respect to Malthus's Essay in 1844,
that "charity ... itself fostered social evils." The very poverty that "was
formerly attributed to a deficiency oj "rarity was now ascribed to the superabundance oj charity."S7
It is no wonder, then, that the English working-class radicals generally
looked on Malthusianism as their greatest enemy. Fighting on their behalf,
William Cobbett had leveled the fiery accusation of "Parson!" against
Malthus in 181 ~n accusation both of class domination and narrownunded moralistic subservience to the doctrines of natural theology and
the established Protestant church. In Cobbett's own words, "I have, during
my life, detested many men; but never anyone so much as you .... No
assemblage of words can give an appropriate designation of you; and.
therefore, as being the single word which best suits the character of such
a man, I caU you Parson, which amongst other meanings. includes that of
Borough-monger Tool."58
A.mong the harsher implications of MaJthus's argument from its inception was that since there were linuts to the means of subsistence for
maintaining workers in any given period. any attempt to raise wages in
general would only result in a rise of prices for this limited stock of
provisions-it could not procure for the workers a larger portion of the
necessities of life. S9 This erroneous doctrine-which in its more sophisticated versions became known as the "wages fund doctrine"-was then
used to argue that improvement in the general conditions of workers by
such means as trade-union organization was impossible.llf)
Indeed, one reason for the hatred that Cobbett and working-class
radicals directed against MaIthus had to do with the fact that Malthus's
influence was so pervasive that it was not simply confined to middle-class
reformers like John Stuart Mill, but extended into the ranks of workingclass thinkers and activists such as Francis Place. For Place, who adopted
the Malthusian wages fund theory, birth control became a kind of
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substitute for class organization-though this was conceived by Place as
being not in the interests of capital, but, in his misguided way, in the
interests of the working class. The Malthusian ideology thus served from
the first to disorganize the working-class opposition to capital.('\
It was because of this ideological service for the prevailing interests that,
as Joseph Schumpeter said, "the teaching of Malthus' Essay became firmly
entrenched in the system of economic orthodoxy of the tinlC in spite of
the fact that it should have been, and in a sense was, recognized as fundamentally untenable or worthless by 1803 and that further reasons for so
considering it were speedily forthcoming." With the acknowledgement of
moral restraint as a factor, Malthus did not so much improve his theory,
Schumpeter added, as carry out an "orderly retreat with the artillery 10st."02

Thomas Chalmers and the Bridgewater Treatises
Malthus's most important early disciple was the natural theologian and
Scottish divine Thomas Chalmers (178o-1847).(JJ More than a mere
Malthusian political economist, Chalmers was professor of divinity at the
University of Edinburgh, a parish minister, and all influential preacher
and ecclesiastical reformer within the Established Church of Scotland. He
was eventually to emerge as the leader of the evangelical party in the
schism that led to the emergence of the Scottish Free Church in 1843.
Chalmers was the author, most notably, of On the Power, Wisdom and
Goodness oj God as A1anifested in the Adaptation of External l\Tature to the
Moral and Intellectual Constifl<tion if Man (1834). This work was to be the
first volume of the Bridgewater Treatises, a series of eight treatises commissioned by the Earl of Bridgewater, which, taken together, constituted the
greatest, most concerted attempt to defend natural theology against materialist and evolutionary heresies in the decades immediately prior to the
emergence of Darwin's TIle Origin if Species. Paley's "conception of natural theology," as intellectual historian Robert Young has observed, "was
shown to be untenable in a period of growing scientifIc detail and finally
collapsed in the Bridgewater Treatises, the reductio ad abSllrdufn of parading
the details of all the sciences seriatim as a cumulative series of proofs of
the wisdom, goodness and benevolence of God."6~
Chalmers began his Bridgewater treatise by attacking materialism and
atheism. "The tendency of atheistical writers," he observed,
is to reason exclusively on the laws of matter, and to overlook its dispositions.
Could all the beauties and benefits of the astronomical system be referred to the
single la,1,' of grJ.vitation, it would greatly reduce the argument for a designing
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cause .... If we but say of matter that it is furnished with such powers as make
it subservient to many useful results, we keep back the strongest and most
unassailable part of the argument for a God. Ie is gredtly more pertinent and
convincing to ~ay of matter, that it is distributed into such parts as to ensure a
right direction and a bendicial application for its powers. It is not so much in
the establishment of certain laws for matter, that we discern the aims or the
purposes of intelligence, as in certain dispositions of matter, that put it in the
way of being usefully operated upon by the laws. (,;

In Chalmers's view it was divine intelligence, evident in nature, that
produced "the evolution of this chaos" of matter, endowing it "with right
properties." In making this argument he utilized all of the Paleyian examples, referring to the watchmaker God, the superiority of the eye In
comparison with a planetarium, and so on./'('
The "signature of a Deity" was visible for Chalmers not merely ll1
external nature as such, but also in moral and intellectual life-and
particularly in the realm of the economy: "Had a legislator of supreme
wisdom and armed with despotic power been free to establish the best
scheme for augmenting the wealth and the comforts of human societyhe could have devised nothing more effectual than the existing constitution of property, which obtains so generally throughout the world." For
Chalnlcrs, the world of trade and the market was "one of the animate
machines of human society" and the mark of the "intellect that devised
and gave it birth." The Smithian invisible hand by which self-interest
promoted the general good through the market was, he insisted, the mark
of a "higher agent." Similarly, God had instilled in humanity a strong
"possessory feeling" against which unnatural human interventions, such
as the Poor Laws, strove in vein. I,7
Perhaps no other political economist so strongly emphasized what he
called the "self-regulating" character of the market or the need to keep it
free from all outside regulation. According to Chalmers, "capital ever suits
itself, in the way that is best possible, to the circmllstances of the COUll tryso as to leave uncalled for, any economic regulation by the wisdom of
man; and that precisely because of a previous moral and mental regulation
by the wisdom of God:' Indeed, "if any thing can demonstrate the hand
of a righteous Deity in the nature and workings of ... the very peculiar
mechanism of trade; it is in the healthful impulse given to all of its
movement."I,X On these righteous grounds, therefore, the attack on the
Poor Laws and the Malthusian doctrine of population could be defended:
However obnoxious the modern doctrine of population, as expounded by Mr.
Malthus. may have been, and still is, to weak and limited sentiment;llists, it is
the truth \vhich of all others sheds the greatest brightness over the earthly
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prospects of humanity-and this in spite of the hideous, the yet sustained outcry which has risen against it. This is a pure case of adaptation, becween the
external nature of the world in which we live, and the moral nature of man,
its chief occupier."'!

In his later work, On Political Economy hI Co~mexion with the A10ral State
and the lworal Prospects oj Society (1853), Chalmers wrote endlessly, in
Malthusian terms, on the "extinction of pauperism" through the elimination of all Poor Laws and all systems of state charity as the principal goal
of Christian political economy. Such systems of poor relief, he claimed,
had so undermined land rents, and hence the cultivation of the land, that
they represented clear violations of Nature, inviting "a judgement from
Heaven, till at length" the earth refused to produce wealth and nourishment to those who had "abandoned her."'"
Chahners not only defended Malthusian political economy; he also
attacked the uniformitarian geology of Charles Lyell (Darwin's close friend
and mentor) for attributing geological change to "mere laws of nature,"
excluding the role of God, and downplaying catastrophism and successive
creation. 71 In Chahners, natural theology and political economy are
perfectly fused-albeit crudely-into a defense of the existing social and
religious order.
It was this wedding of political economy with Christian natural
theology-embodied in Paley, Malthus, and Chalmers-which made the
parson naturalists such a powerful threat, not only to the working class
but also to all prospects for the unification of human beings with nature.
Radical opposition to such views was therefore to play a crucial role
from the very beginning in the development of the materialist conception
of history by Marx and Engels.

CHAPTER

4

THE MATERIALIST
CONCEPTION OF HISTORY

"With the exception of the Venetian monk Ortes, an original and clever
writer, most of the population theorists," Marx wrote in Capital, "are
Protestant clerics ... Parson Wallace, Parson Townsend, Parson Malthus
and his pupil, the arch-Parson Thomas Chalmers, to say nothing of the
lesser reverend scribblers in this line .... With the entry of ' the principle
of population' [into political economy] the hour of the Protestant parsons
struck."1 Like William Cobbett, who had leveled the accusation of "Parson"
against Malthus in r819, Marx was an adamant critic of the intrusion of
natural theology, the idea of providence and narrow, parsonic morality,
into the political economy that Malthus, above all, represented. The critique of Malthus, and of the entire conception of the relation of population to the land that his work symbolized, was one of the central themes
of Marx's political economy from 1844 until his death in 1883. Indeed,
the rise of historical materialism as a distinctive approach to society can
be viewed partly through this lens. The critique of Malthus with respect
to land and of Pierre Joseph Proudhon in rdation to industry-along
with the break with the contemplative materialism of Feuerbach-become defining moments in the development of both Marx's materialist
conception of history and his materialist conception of nature.

The Critique of Malthus and the
Origins of Historical Materialism
It was in Friedrich Engels's "Outlines for a Critique of Political Economy"
that the Marxist critique of Malthusianism was first launched. Marx and
Engels had first met in Cologne at the end of 1842, while Marx was the
editor of the Rheinische ZeitHng. Engels, who was the son of a German
textile manufacturer, was on his way to England to become a clerk in the
big Manchester cotton-spinning firm of Ermen and Engels, in which his
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father was a partner. This first meeting of the two founders of historical
materialism was a cool one---arising from conflicts withiIl the Young
Hegelian Inovement-and it was only with the publication of Engels's
"Outlines of a Critique of Political Economy" in the Deutsch-Franzosisrhe
Jahrbucher of 1844, edited by Marx, and the meeting of Marx and Engels
again in Paris that same year that they began theif life-long collaboration.
For Engels, in his "Outlines," the essence of Malthu~'s population
theory lay in its religious conception of nature. "The Malthusian theory,"
he wrote, was but "the economic expression of the religiolls dogma, concerning the contradiction of spirit and nature and the resulting corruption
of both." But more than a religious dogma it was an attcmpt to mergc
Protestant theology (and parsonic naturalism) with the economic necessity
of bourgeois society. "The immediate consequence of private property,"
for Engels, "was the split of production into two opposing sides-the
natural and the human sides, the soil which without fertilization by man
is dead and sterile, and human activity, whose first condition is that very
soi1."1 Bourgeois society had removed the population increasingly from
the land, thereby preparing the way for the more intensive exploitation
of both the natural and the human sides of production:
To make earth an object of huckstering--the earth which is our one and all,
the first condition of our existence-was the last step toward making oneself an
object of huckstering. It was and is to this very day an immorality surpassed
only by the immorality of self-alienation. And the original appropriation-the
monopolization of the earth by a few, the exclusion of the rest from that which
is the condition of their life-yields nothing in immorality to the subsequent
huckscering of the earth:1

In order to defend this systenl of exploitation of human beings and
nature, while denying any possibility of improvement, there arose the
Malthusian population theory-"the crudest nlost barbarous theory that
ever existed, a system of despair" expressly designed to compel human
beings to accept the harsh laws of political economy. Reviewing Malthus's
theory in close detail, Engels was sharply critical of the inexorable nature
of its premises, which saw the same population principle as equally applicable at all tiInes and places without regard to historical conditions. For
Malthus, as he pointed out, the population principle was seen as applying
just as much to colonial settlements in Australia and the Americas as to
densely populated Europe. Indeed, the logic of Malthus's argument was
such that "the earth was already over-populated when only one man
existed." Further, "the implications of this line of thought are that since it
is just the poor who are the surplus, nothing should be done for them
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except to make their starvation as easy as possible, to convince them that
it cannot be helped and that there is no other salvation for their whole
class than keeping propagation down to the absolute tninimUffi,"4
In contrast, Engels argued that it was necessary to reject "the crazy
assertion that the earth lacks the power to feed mell"-an assertion that
he described as "the pinnacle of Christian economics"-at a time when
only a third of the earth was cultivated, and when the productivity of the
cultivation on that third alone might be increased sixfold. Moreover, "even
if Malthus were completely right," Engels insisted, it only pointed to the
urgent necessity of a transition to socialism, which "would have to be
undertaken on the spot," since it alone "makes possible that moral restraint of the propagative instinct which Malthus himself presents as the
most effective and easiest remedy for over-population." In this sense,
Malthusian theory "has been an absolutely necessary transition," which
points to the "deepest degradation of man," his dependence on private
property and on a system. of competition which systematically wastes
human beings.
Malthus's doctrine also underscored the f.1.ct that, for all of its emphasis
at times on "nature" and even materialism, bourgeois economics was
"essentially Christian," Here it is important to note once again the
incomplete nature of the eighteenth-century materialist revolt against
religion, which had simply "posited Nature instead of the Christian God
as the Absolute facing Man." It was this rejection of revolutionary materialism in the form of a utilitarianism of natural expediency, behind
which lurked the old religious idea of providence, that made Malthusianism so dangerous, and that made "every proposition" of economics,
according to Engels, Christian in character. ~
The ahistorical nature of the Malthusian doctrine was revealed in its
rejection of the notion of irllprovement, except of course in the narrow
sense of the necessity of enclosures. In other words, Malthusianism rejected
any notion of rapid and continual progress in the human cultivation of
the earth or in animal husbandry, as well as all possibilities for social
advance. For Engels, this eighteenth-century pessimism about improveInent had been largely overturned by the scientific progress that had
occurred since, particularly in relation to the development of soil science,
where he pointed to the revolutionary breakthroughs of such figures as
Humphry Davy and Liebig. Although Malthus had insisted that population
tended to grow at a geometrical rate when not checked, while food
supply only grew arithmetically, Engels pointed out that the whole
doctrine fell apart when it came to the key arithinetical proposition, for
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which there was little basis. Following an argument advanced three years
earlier by the British utopian socialist Robert Owen (also a strong critic
of Malthusianism). Engels insisted that science tended to increase geometrically along with population, revolutionizing agricultural production

along with production in general, and thus enhancing the ability to
generate food. At a time when the whole valley of the Mississippi was
largely uncultivated, and the whole of Europe might be transplanted there,
these further possibilities of science meant that there was no reason to
despair. Hence, the notion that the condition of the poor was a product
of natural law (rooted in divine providence) was simply false. fu Owen
had said, Malthus's mistake was to attribute problems of subsistence "to a
deficiency in Nature's stores. and not to man's laws, in opposition to
Nature's laws!"6
Marx, coo, directed critical attacks on Malthusian theory as early as
1844. His primary concern was how the attack on the English Poor Laws

(reflected in the New Poor Law of 1834) was rooted in the idea of an
"etemal law of flalme in accordance with Malthus's theory," In this theory
"the progressive increase in pauperism" was not "the inevitable consequence of modern jfldustry" but rather that of "the English Poor LAw"; it
was not the lack of charity but its superabundance that was at fault. In

the new welfare system represented by the New Poor Law of 1834 the
English state no longer sought to eradicate pauperism, which it had come
to understand was the basis of its power, but rather dispensed "its admin-

istrative gifts only to that pauperism which is induced by despair to allow
itself to be caught and incarcerated." In this framework Malthus's parsonic
naturalism, which had been carried over into the realm of political
economy, constituted the essential, irreducible foundation.'
"The most open declaration of war of the bourgeoisie upon the proletariat," Engels wrote in 77,e CO,lditioll of the Workillg Class i1l England in

1844 (1845), "is Malthus' Law of Population and the New Poor Law
framed in accordance with it." fu Engels explained,
The Old Poor Law which rested on the Act of 1601 (the 43,J of Elizabeth)
naIvely started from the notion that it is the duty of the parish to provide for
the maintenance of the poor. Whoever had no work received relief, and the
poor man regarded the parish as pledged to protect him from starvation, He
demanded his weekly relief as his right, not as a favour, and this became, at last,
too much for the bourgeoisie.

The Malthusian law of population was designed to remove any notion
that the relief of the poor was a "right" and to make the point that the
pauperized elements of society were "superfluous" and therefore not to
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be protected from starvation. Malthusianism as the "pct theory" of the
bourgeoisie thus became a rationalization for the construction of workhouses or "Poor Law Bastilles," which, while not abandoning the Poor
Laws, ensured that they conformed as much as possible with the harsh
requirements of the Malthusian doctrine. I!
It was in response to Malthus's theory that Engels developed the reserve
army of labor or relative surplus population concept which was to be
central to Marxian political economy. "Malthus ... was
right, in his
way," Engels argued, "in asserting that there is always a surplus population;
that there are always too many people in the world; he is wrong only
when he asserts that there are more people on hand than can be maintained from the available means of subsistence." It was not overpopulation
in relation to food supply hut overpopulation in relation to enlployment
that explained low wages and poverty. An "unemployed reserve army of
workers" existed at all times within industry, a reserve army that was
larger or smaller depending on the extent to which the state of the market
encouraged employment. It is in this way that a "surplus population"
emerges. But the workers, far from actually thinking of theIllSelves as
superfluous, "have taken it into their heads that they, with their busy
hands, are necessary, and the rich capitalists, who do nothing," constitute
"the surplus population.""
Hence, it was in opposition to Malthusianism that the notion of the
proletariat first clearly emerges within Marxism. Factory workers in
England lived at this time in squalor and were plagued by hunger and
disease. In the first-hand description of English proletarian existence in
his Ctmdition (?l the Working Class in England, Engels walked the reader
through whole areas of Manchester, street by street, describing what was
to be seen and arguing that the living environments of working-class
Manchester and bourgeois Manchester were two different worlds. The
homes of the "upper bourgeoisie" of Manchester were to be found "in
remoter villas with gardens in Charlton and Ardwick, or on the breezy
heights of Cheetham Hill, Broughton, and Pendleton, in free, wholesome
country air, in fine, comfortable homes, passed once every half or quarter
hour by omnibuses going into the city. And the finest part of the arrangement," Engels observed, "is this, that the members of the money aristocracy can take the shortest road through the middle of all the labouring
districts to their places of business, without ever seeing that they are in
the mid~t of the grimy misery that lurks to the right and the left."H'
In surveying the conditions of the working class in the industrial towns,
the young Engels was particularly concerned with environmental toxins.
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Relying all the reports of physicians and factory inspectors and on his
own personal observations, Engels provided a detailed analysis of public
health conditions. Using demographic data C0111pilcd by public health
officials, he pioneered in arguing that mortality rates were inversely related
to ~ocial class, which could be seell most dramatically by examining
specific sectiollS of each city. The poorly ventilated houses of the workers,
he argued, did not allow for adequate ventilation of toxic substances, and
carbon gases from combustion and human breathing remained trapped
inside. Since there was no system for the disposal of hmnan and animal
waste, these accumulated and decornposed in apartments, courtyards, and
streets, producing severe air and water pollution. The high rnortality from
infectious diseases, such as tubcrculosiil (an airborne disease) and typhus
(carried by lice), \vas thc rcsult, he argued, of overcrmvding, bad sanitation, and insufEcient ventilation.
Engels also described thc skcletal deformities caused by rickets as a
nutrition-related problem, even though thc specific dietary deficiency
associated with this, the lack of vitamin D, was not yet known. He
provided accounts of occupational illnesses, including dctailed descriptions
of orthopedic disorders, eye disorders, lead poisoning, and black lung
disease. II
Nevertheless, there were many defenden of the factory systenl. When
physicians called before a factory investigation committee testified that
exposure to sunlight was essential to the physical development of children,
Andrew Ure, a leading exponent of the principles of manufacturing,
replied indignantly that the gas ligliting of tlie factory was an adequate
substitute for the sun.11
Marx's own viilion of the proletariat developed in opposition to the
inhumanity of the likes of classical liberal political econornists such as
Malthus and Ure. With the estrangement of general human needs that
charactcrizes capitalism, according to Marx, "Light, air, etc.-the siluplest
il/limai cleanliness-ccascs to be a need for man.... The Irishman has
only one need left-the need to eat, to cat potatoes, and, more precisely,
to eat rotten potatoes, the worst kind of potatoes. But England and France
already have a little Ireland in each of their industrial cities." Thc "univcrsal
pollution" that, according to Marx, characterized the large industrial
towns was the living environment of the working class. The proletariat
thus became a universal class exposed to "universal pollution" and universal suflering, a class threatened with the total loss of humanity, and
one that could emancipate itself only through the total emancipation of
humanity.··1
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The New Materialism
Marx's increasing attention to the class struggle, the conditions of the
proletariat, and the analysis of bourgeois political ecol1Oluy (represented
in its most inhumane Conn by Malthusianism) meant that Feuerbachian
naturalism, with its abstract, static conception of nature, was no longer
sufficient, and increasingly appeared to be a dead end that had to be
transcended. In theif "fight against positive religion," Engels was to recall
many years later, "the main body of the most determined Young Hegel~
ians" were "driven back to Anglo-French materialism." But this had generated a contradiction among the radical Hegeliam since the Hegelian system
had stood opposed to materialism, viewing nature as nothing more than
the alienated existence of the absolute idea, "so to say, a degradation of
the idea." Feuerbach "pulverized" this contradiction, setting "materialism
on the throne again. Nature, exists independently of all philosophy. It is
the foundation upon which we hUlllan beings, ourselves the products of
nature, have grown up. Nothing exists outside nature and man, and the
higher beings our religious fantasies have created are only the fantastic
reflection of our own essence." Hence, "the spell was broken. The
[HegelianJ 'systelu' was exploded and cast aside."'-I
But the abstract materialislll of Feuerbach, for all of its importance as
a refutation of the Hegelian systeIn, was nevertheless static, ahistorical in
its conception, and seemed to lead nowhere. Its humanism lacked a
concept of transformative practice (praxis). For Marx, who was then bent
on understanding the historical basis of the class struggle, particularly the
struggle between bourgeoisie and proletariat, it seemed empty, a mere
inversion of the Hegelian system, lacking any content of its own, and
hence forever in the shadow of the great system that it had refuted.
Moreover, as the Young Hegelian Max Stirncr (1806-1856) dClllonstratcd
in his The Ego and its Own (I 844), Feuerbach's abstract humanism, since it
lacked any genuine grounding, could be dialectically superseded, transformed into mere egoism and nihi1ism, the doctrine that "nothing is
more to me than myself," and hence that "all things are nothing to me."15
Feuerbach, as Marx and Engels imisted in The German Ideology, both
accepted and at the saIne tiIne misunderstood existing reality. Being for
Feuerbach was the saIne as essence, a contradiction between the two was
therefore not allowed. In dissolving religious alienation into material
existence Feuerbach thus lost sight of real earthly alienation. He therefore
failed to develop a practical materialism. Feuerbachian nature and the
Feuerbachian cssence were abstractions, even if in the name of materialism.
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"The 'essence,' of the fish," Marx and Engels were to write in The German
Ideology,
is its "being," water. ... The "essence" of the freshwater fish is the water of a

river. But the latter ccases to be the "essence" of the fish and is no longer a
suitable medium of existence as soon as the river is made to serve industry, as
soon as it is poDuted by dyes and other waste products and navigated by steamboats, or as soon as its water is diverted into canals where simple drainage can
deprive the fish of its medium of existence.

All this pointed to the fact that the fish ':-; being was in a sense alienated as
a result of human praxis. All such contradictions, between being and
essence, thus demanded purely practical solutions. II>
Marx's break with Feuerbachian materialism was therefore inevitable.
It was in the context of this break, moreover, that Marx's more practical
materialislu, his materialist conception of history, is articulated for the
first time. The break occurred in the spring of 1845, when Marx, having
been expelled from France at the request of the Prussian government,
was living in Brussels. It was there that Marx wrote the 171eses on Feuerbac/t,
which were found forty years later by Engels in an old notebook.
According to Marx,
the chief defect of all previous materialism-that of Feuerbach included-is
that things, reality, sensuousness are conceived only in the t<mn of the object, or
of contemplation, but not as human sensuous activity, practice, not subjectively. Hence
it happened that the active side, in contradistinction to materialism, was set forth
by idealism-but only abstraedy, since, of course, idealism does not know real,
sensuous activity as such.

Materialism had been cut off from all sense of history and practical human
agency, which, ironically, was better captured, though in abstract fonn,
by idealist philosophy. The goal of the new materialism, Marx argued,
nlust therefore be to "grasp the significance of 'revolutionary,' of practicalcritical activity." The goal was to take over the active side of life, human
freedom, from idealism, while retaining a materiali~t basis. 17
In criticizing "all previous materialism" for its contemplative character,
Marx, it should be noted, was criticizing Epicurean materialisrll too. For
the Epicureans, Marx contended, "divine leisure is put forward as the ideal
of life instead of ' active life.""~Yet Epicurean materialism was nevertheless
more practical, that is, more self-consciously political in its rejection of
both the Platonic ideal of the polis and the Hellenistic state, than the
materialism of Feuerbach, as Marx was clearly aware. Indeed, Epicurus, as
Marx's doctoral thesis had argued, had sought to bring an acfil'f side, effi-
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phasizing contingency and hence human freedom, to materialism-which
prior to Epicurus had been simply a form of mechanistic determinism.
Feuerbach, Marx argued, forgot that religious self-alienation, the
formation of a duplicate, imaginary, religious world superimposed on a
rcal one beneath it, also means that the secular forms arc characterized by
self-cleavage and must be criticized and transcended. "Thus, for instance,
once the earthly family is discovered to be the secret of the holy family,
the former must then itself be criticised in theory and transformed in
practice:':? The critique of the religious basis of thought was only the
first step in the direction of the critique of real earthly contradictions.
Applying this principle to Marx's materialist conception of nature, we
can say that for Marx the elimination of teleological conceptions of nature,
that is, the self-alienation of human beings from nature as expressed in
Christian theology, was simply the first step in the critique of the real,
material alienation of human beings from nature within production.
Rejecting all essentialisnl (apart fronl the practical, transfonnative nature
of humanity itself, as Homo faber), Marx argued that "the human essence
is no abstraction inherent in each single individual. In its reality it is the
ensemble of social relations."~p In other words, human beings did not consist of some fixed, ltuman nature residing in each individual, but rather, as
he was to argue later, all history was nothing but the development (that
is, self-development) of human nature through social intercourse.
Exhibiting the effects of Stirner's critique of Feuerbach, which had
shown that Feuerbach's abstract concept of humanism was defenseless
before a critique that reduced that humanism to mere egoism, Marx
wrote that "the highest point attained by contemplative materialism, that
is, materialism which does not comprehend sensuousness as practical
activity, is the contemplation of single individuals in 'civil society.' The
standpoint of the old materialism is 'civil society'; the standpoint of the
new is hUUla/l society, or associated humanity." A practical materialism
therefore recognized that "the coincidence of the changing of circumstances and of human activity can be conceived and rationally understood
only as revolutionising practice.... The philosophers have only interpreted
the world in various ways; the point, however, is to chanRe it."21
One consequence of Marx's new, practical materialism, however, was
that the focus of materialist thought shifted from nature to history, without
denying the ontological priority of the former. It is true that Marx tended
to sec his materialist conception of history as rooted in a materialist conception of nature, which together constituted the realm of natural history
(in its Baconian sense, which included human production). Nevertheless
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his emphasis in his social critique was overwhelmingly on the historical
development of humanity and its alienated relation to nature, and not on
nature's own wider evolution.
If the lllaterialist conception of nature and the materialist conception
of history remained integrated in Marx's practical materialism, it was
primarily, as he was later to suggest in TIle POfJerty oj Philosophy, through
the concept of "mors immortalis" (immortal death), which he drew from
Lucretius, and which expressed the idea that, in Marx's words, the only
eternal, inmlutable fact was "the abstraction of movement," that is, "absolutely pure mortality." Natural and social history represented transitory

developmental processes; there were no eternal essences, divine forms or
teleological principles beyond this mortal world. 22
At no point was the realm of external nature simply ignored in Marx's
analysis. Yet in developing historical materialism he tended to deal with
nature only to the extent to which it was brought within human history,
since nature untouched by human history was more and more diflicult to
find. The strength of his analysis in this regard lay in its emphasis on the
quality of the interaction between humanity and nature, or what he was
eventually to call the "metabolism" of humanity with nature: through
production.
The "new materialism" of the Theses on Fe/urbach was developed much
more systematically in Marx and Engels's great work The German Ideology
(1846), in which they broke with the purely contemplative materialism,
naturalism, and humanism of Feuerbach, replacing it with a practical
materialism, naturalism, and humanism, that is, the materialist conception
of history. Although the break with Feuerbach was the central feature of
this work (which was to remain unpublished in Marx~s and Engels's lifetime), it also included extensive critiques of Stirner's philosophy of egoiStH-which Stirner had offered as the dialectical answer to Feuerbachian
humanism-and of the so-called "true socialists," who had tried to construct a socialism based on the abstract hUmamSITl and naturalism of
Feuerbach. The Young Hegelian method had consisted in showing that
religion, God, teleology, were contained, successively, in each category of
the world and therefore were refuted as merely religious. Stirner took
this the furthest in making "man" or humanity itself a religious concept
and discarding it. The human world, that is, humanism, was therefore to
be discarded en bloc. 2.\ For Marx and Engels, all of these abstract, speculative views of "critical criticism" needed to be countered through the
devclopnlent of a materialist conception of history. "The premises from
which we begin," they wrote,
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are not arbitrary ones, not dogmas, but real premises fro111 which abstraction

can only be made in the imagination. They arc the real individuals, their activity and the material conditions of their life, both those which they find already
existing and those produced by theif activity. These premises can thus be verified in a purely empirical way.
The first premise of all human history is, of course, the existence of living
human individuals. Thus the first fact co be established is the physical organisation of these individuals and tbeif consequent relation to the rest of nature.
Of course, we cannot here go either into the actual physical nature of man, or
into the natural conditions in which man finds himself-geological, orohydrographical, climatic and so on. All historical writing must set out fimn
these natural bases and their modification in the course of history through the
action of mcn.
Men can be distinguished from animals by consciousness, by religion or
anything else you like. They themselves begin to distinguish themselves from
animals as soon as they begin to produce their means of subsistence, a stcp which
is conditiollcd by their physical organisation. By producing their means of subsistence men are indirectly producing their material life.
The way in which men produce their means of subsistence depends first of
all on thc nature of the means of subsistence they actually find in existence and
have to reproduce.
This mode of production must not be considered simply as being the reproduction of the physical existence of the individuals. Rather it is a definite form
of activity of these individuals. a definite form of expressing their life, a definite
mode if life on their part. As individual~ express theiT life, so they are. What they
are, therefore, coincides 'with their production, both with what they produce
and with hoU! they produce. Hence what individuals are depends on the material conditions of their production.
This production only makes its appearance with the irlerrasc of population. In
its turn this presupposes the intercollrse of individuals with one another. The
form of intercourse is again determined by production.:~

Marx and Engels thus started out from a materialist or realist ontology,
in which nature, the material world, was a precondition of human
existence, and production of the means of subsistence was a precondition
of human life in all its manifold determinations and hence human society_
The analysis that follows is built up from this point, tracing the development of different modes of production, associated with different phases in
the development of the division of labor and class over the long course
of human history, and especially with the great eras represented by ancient, feudal, and capitalist society.
Feuerbach, Marx and Engels argued, "posits 'Man' instead of 'real
historical man.'" Similarly, he posits nature rather than natural history_ He
recognizes the existing disharmony between humanity and nature and
hence the alienation of nature_ But his response is forever to seek out the
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"true essence" of things, of nature, humanity. He does not see nature as
changing along with history. "He does not see that the sensuous world
around rum is not a thing given direct from all eternity ... [but] an
historical product, the result of the activity of a whole sliccession of
generations."
For Marx and Engels what Bruno Bauer had called "the antitheses in
nature and history" reflected a tendency to see nature and history as "two
separate 'things,'" as if historical nature and natural history were not two
sides of a single material reality. In contrast to this, it could be said that
"the celebrated 'unity of man with nature' has always existed in industry..
Even ... 'pure' natural science is provided with an aim, as with its material,
only through trade and industry, through the sensuous activity of men."
On the one hand, nature cannot be reduced to human history. On the
other hand, nature as we perceive it cannot be easily divorced from human
history and the sensuous activity of human beings as it develops with a
given division of labor, involving specific relations to nature. "In all this,"
they underscore, "the priority of external nature remains unassailed, and
all this has no application to the original men produced by generatio aeqllivocLJ
[spontaneous generation-that is, not by God]." Still, it remains true that
"matter, nature, the nature that preceded human history, is not by any
means the nature in which Feuerbach lives, it is nature which today no
longer exists anywhere (except perhaps on a few Australian coral islands of
recent origin) and which, therefore, does not exist for Feuerbach either."
Ultimately, the deficiency of Feuerbach's 11laterialism is its divorce from
activity, practice, and history. "As far as Feuerbach is a materialist he does
not deal with history, and as far as he considers history he is not a
materialist. With him materialism and history diverge completely."z;
In contrast Marx and Engels posit as
the first premise of all human existence and, therefore, of all history ... that
men must be in a position to live in order to be able co "make history." But life
imrolves before everything else eating and drinking, housing, clothing, and variolls
other things ["geological, hydrographical, etc. conditions"]. The first historical
act is thus the production of the means to satisty these needs, the production
of material life itself. And indeed this is an historical act, a fundamental condition of all history, which today, as thousands of years ago, must daily and
hourly be fulfilled merely in order to sustain human life.

It follows that "the production of life, both of one's own in labour and of
fresh life in procreation ... appears as a t".rofold relation: OIl the one hand
as a natural, on the other hand as a social relation."2f.>
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In discussing the historical evolution of the division of labor Marx and
Engels not only presented their well-known discussion of tribal property,
ancient communal or state property, feudal or estate property, and bourgeois private property, but also placed considerable emphasis. CIOlfi the
outset on the historical emergence of the antagonism of town and country. As they explained, "the division of labour inside a nation leads at first
to the separation of industrial and commercial from agricultural labonr,
and hence to the separation of lOW11 and country and to the conflict of
their interests." If ancient society was based primarily on the town-here
they have in mind the Greek polis-feudal society was based on the
country. It is only under capitalism, however, that the antagonism of
town and country becomes fully developed, "the most important division
of material and mental labour." Indeed, "the contradiction between town
and country," Marx and Engels write, "can only exist within thc franlcwork of privatc property. It is thc most crass expression of the subjection
of thc individual under thc division of labour, under a definite activity
forced upon him-a subjection which makes one man into a restricted
town-animal, another into a restricted country-animal, and daily creates
anew the contlict between their interests." It was this division, Marx and
Engels insisted, that resulted in the severance of the rural population from
"all world intercourse, and consequently, from all culture." Hence, "the
abolition of the contradiction between town and country is one of the
first conditions of communal life,"2 7

Historical Geology and Historical Geography
In order to understand the nature of the competitivc systenl of bourgeois
property, it was first necessary to understand that such competition represented an advanced stage of the division between town and country, and
that competitors operated through a world market and hence were able
to take advantage of favorable geographical, geological, and hydrological
conditions.?!! In presenting theif materialist conception of history in The
Germafl Ideology Marx and Engels thus argued that fundalnental conditions
of geology and geography were part of the conditions of production.
without which industry, and indeed living nature (such as the growth of
plants), could not exist. 2 Marx had considerable knowledge of the
<)

development of geological science. In the gymnasium in Trier he had
studied under the then famous German geologist Johann Steininger (17941874), a follower of the great German geologist-often considered to be
the "father of historical geology"-Abraham Gottlob Werner (1749-18 I 7).
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Later at Berlin University Marx had attended lectures in anthropology

given by Heinrich Steffens (1773- 1845), a natural philoso pher (in the
tradition of Friedrich Schelling) and also an important geologist and
mineralogist, who had attended lectures by Werner.'" Hegel had also relied
extensively on the Wernerian theory of historical geology (a field which
Werner himself had called "geogllosy," formed from the Greek words for
earth and knowledge) in his own Philosophy oj No lllre."
It was Werner, as the present-day historian of geology Rachel Laudan
has written , "who made the formation the central concept of historical

geology." Before Werner, rocks had been classified by geologists mainly in
terms of miners' criteria of method of working, extent, and location, or
mineralogists' emphasis on constituent minerals. Werner, however, insisted,
in his words, that the "essential differences" between rocks of various
kinds were to be found in their "mode and time of formatio n." A<; Laudan
explains, "By making temporal restriction a defining characteristic of formations, by making time of the essence, Werner defined formations as
unique. historical entities, not as natural kinds."J2
The basic postulates of Werner's more speculative theory of long-term
geological succession were that the earth had early on been enveloped by
a universal ocean and that the important rocks that made up the earth's
crust arose as precipitates or sediments of that ocean. More important
than this perhaps was the fact that Werner early on etnphasized the itllmensity of geological time, referring to the time separating the present
from when th e earth had been covered in water as "perhaps 1 ,000,000

years" (a number which, while ridiculously small by what geologists were
to argue a generation or two later, was nonetheless a significant departure

from earlier Christian accounts). In his lectures on geognosy, he spoke of
the history of the earth "in contrast to which written history is only a
point in time." Werner's argument on deep time was receiving support
from other quarters as well. Kant in his great work Universal Natural
History mId 71Jeory oj the Heavetls (1755), which addressed the creation of
the solar system, wrote that "there had mayhap flown past a series of
nUlliollS of years and centuries, before the sphere of the formed nature in
w hich we find ourselves, attained to the perfection which is now embodied in it." Kant went on to speak of infinite time and spa.ce, recognizing that this conformed to Epicurean assumptions. Cognizant of the "deep
abyss of time" to which his own researches pointed, Werner, writing at

the same time as Kant, felt no need to relate his geology to the biblical
story of creation. Indeed, his approach was decidedly materialist, residing
in the principle of geological succession ..)}
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Werner's work had enormous influence on the development of geology
throughout Europe, In the generation after Werner, historical geology
came in to its own, rooted in the concept of '"formations," which replaced mineral classes as the key in reconstructing the past. As the English
geologi~t WHo Fitton (1780-1861) explained, Werner, in developing the
concept of formations, was "the first to draw the attention of geologists,
explicitly, to the order of succession which the various natural families of
rocks arc found in general to present."-'~ It was this aspect of Werner's
thought which was to have an immense impact on the work of the great
French paleontologist Georges Cuvier (1769-1832), who was drawn to
the German tradition of geognosy, in developing his own cOlnparative
anatomy and theory of the earth, which he pursued by examining the
fossil record. Cuvier too referred quite casually, as early as r804, to even
comparatively recent fossils found around Paris as "thousands of centuries"
old-thereby pointing to a concept of geological tinIe that stretched back
over imInense, virtually unimaginable distances ..\.~
Nevertheless, Werner's reputation within the history of geology was
very much harmed by the theological disputes that developed around
geology during this period. Since Werner's wider speculative theory had
suggested that minerals had originated as precipitates or sediInents from a
universal ocean, his approach was seized upon by many of those seeking
to defend the biblical account of Noah's flood. Proponents of this idea
within the geological debate became known as "Neptunists" and were
opposed by the "Vulcanists," whose scientific moorings were to be found
in the work of the English geologist James Hutton (1726-1797). This
approach was opposed to catastrophism, and led toward the "uniformitarian" geology later to be associated with Charles Lyell. The fact that
Werner himself had not taken the theological stance promoted by NeptuniS01, and that the main contribution of his theoretical approach lay in
carefully setting out the groundwork for a historical geology that in
itself-through its emphasis on the immensity of geological time-underruined the biblical account, was frequently lost in many later histories of
geology (particularly in the English tradition) Y,
In his Philosophy of Nature Hegel expliCItly rejected the Neptunist hypothesis while nonetheless arguing that "the great merit of If'erner'' was
that his theory had drawn attention to the "sequence of formations" in
the history of the earth. Indeed. in Hegel's view the principal contribution
of geognosy (that is, the Wernerian tradition) was that, in treating "the
constitution of the Earth," it established for the first tirne that "it has had
a history, and that its condition is a result of successive changes. It bears

L
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Today, based on a vastly greater scientific understanding, the issue of
the origin of life on earth can be addressed 'V,rith much greater precision.
The dominant approach is similar to these early more speculative views
arising out of the materialist conception of nature, in the sense that life is
seen as having originated out of inanimate matter, not as a result of
divine creation. It is now possible, however, to explain why life, if it
originated from lifeless matter, has not continued to do so. Thus as noted
scientists Richard Levins and Richard Lewontin write,
The law that all life arises from life was enacted only about a billion years ago.
Life originally arose from inanimate matter, but that origination made its continued occurrence impossible, because living organisms consume the complex
organic molecules needed to recreate life de novo. Moreover, the reducing atmosphere that existed before the beginning of life has been converted, by living

organisms themselves, to one that is rich in reactive o}.-ygen.

In Rachel Carson's eloquent words, "The conditions on the young earth
produced life; life then at once modified the conditions of the earth, so
that this single extraordinary act of spontaneous generation could not be
repeated.""'·~

Carson's reference to "spontaneous generation" here reflects the fact
that when a materialist explanation of the origins of life was finally
presented in the 1920S in what is known as the Oparin-Haldane hypothesis-developed independently by two materialist and Marxist thinkers.
Alexander Oparin in the Soviet Union and JB.S. Haldane in 13ritainthe argument was constructed in the form of explaining how, if "spontaneous generation" is known to be impossible, life could have nonetheless
originated spontaneously from nature. The answer lay partly in biochenlistry, partly in the analysis already provided by the Russian ecologist v.I.
Vernadsky in his theory in The Biosphere (1926) that the atmosphere, as
we know it, was produced by life itself. By producing the atlllosphere.
life had altered the conditions fr0111 those that had made "spontaneous
generation" possible. 4J
Beyond historical geology, Marx was also heavily influenced by the
development of historical geography. As a student at the University of
Berlin he had attended lectures by the great idealist historical geographer
Karl Ritter (177<)-1859), whose historical and teleological approach to
geographical study had been an important influence on Hegel in the
composition of his Lectures on the Philosophy oj History. Hegel adopted, in
addition to I-litter's specific geographical approach to the rclations bcrurcen
the various continents, also the latter's inverse correlation between
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civilization and the degree of dependence on nature ..t.t Ritter famously
argued that
Distances, natural influences, natural productions even, yield always to the victorious march of man, and disappear before his tread; or, in other words, the
human race is more and more freed from the forces of nature; man is more and
more disenthralled from the dominion of the earth which he inhabits. The
history of specific districts and entire continents conflfillS this.

Ritter's approach to the history of the earth was ultimately teleological,
traceable to the divine hand of providence. But it was more inunediately
evolutionary in character in the scnse of reflecting a long-term process of
organic development traceable to mcchanical causcs.
Hence, for Ritter, the earth-the object of geography-had to be
viewed historically (as well as teleologically). "The history of the Earth
displays, in all the monuments of the past, that it has been subjected in
every feature, in every division of itself. to ceaseless transformation," demonstrating that "it is capable of that organic development on which [ lay
so much stress:q~ There was thus a rational core in the mystical shell of
Ritter's geography.
Ritter's most important impact on envirornuental thought was to occur
through his influencc on the great New England conservationist George
Pcrkins Marsh, thc author of . Han and ~Va'lIrr {I864)-a work which
Lewis Mumford called "the fountainhead of the conservation movclllcnt."
Marsh was to say of his book that it was a "a little volume showing that
whereas Ritter and Guyot fa Swiss follower of Ritter who cmigrated to
the U.S.] think the earth made man, man in fact made the earth."~(' What
Marsh meant by this was that it was necessary to incorporate Ritter's
essential critical insight (departing from his normal geological determinism)
that the disenthrallment of human beings from nature which progressed
with civilization meant that humanity was now a potent force in the
transformation of the globe, with often devastating consequences (Marsh's
book was subtitled TI,e Earth as Transformed by Hwnall Action).
Hence Ritter's historical insights were used by Marsh to turn him on
his head, in order to raise the question of the human domination of the
earth. A similar process occurred in Ritter's pupil, Marx, who in The
German lde(lh~~y, as we have seen, pointed to the fact that the earth that
had existed prior to the rise of humanity was now exceedingly difficult
to find. Moreover, the nature of this human transformation of natureand its sometimes devastating consequenccs-gradually emergcd as a major
consideration in Marx's thought.
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Critique of the True Socialists
With this long historical view of both natural and human history Marx
and Engels were impatient with the ahistorical, mystifying conceptions of
nature and humanity to be found in the work of the "true socialists" of
the nud- I 8405-a11 intellectual trend that was quite widespread but disappeared WIth the revolutions of 1848. This was a group of German
writers who mixed an abstract humanism and abstract naturalism with
various concepts drawn from political economy, in order to generate a
notion of "socialism" predicated on the idea of reestablishing true humanity and true nature, all the while ignoring the material bases of human
development and 113CUru history. The expression "true socialism" itself
was taken over by Marx and Engels from Karl Griin, one of the leading
representatives of this trend.
A principal target for Marx and Engels was an article called "Cornerstones of Socialism" written by Rudolph Matthai Treating Mauhai not as
an important intellectual in himself but simply as a representative of the
tradition of "true socialism," Marx and Engels quoted hun as lamenting
"Can man greet the eanh once more as the imld of his happiness? Does
he once more recognize earth as his original home? Why then should he
still keep life and happiness apart? Why does he not break down the last
barrier which cleaves earthly life into two hostile halves?" Wishing to
reconcile humanity with nature, this true socialist invited the reader to
take a walk in the realm of "free nature" in order to bridge the alienation
of human beings from nature by spiritual means afforded by nature itself
[GJay flowers ... tall and stately oaks ... their satisfaction, their happiness lie in
dlelr life, their growth and their blossoming ... an infinite multitude of tiny
creatures in the meadows ... forest birds ... a mettlesome troop of young horses
... I see [says "man"J that these creatures neither know nor desi.re any other
happlOess than that which lIes for them in the expression and enJoynlent of
their bves. When night falls, my eyes behold a coundcss host of worlds which
revolve about each orner in infmice space accordlOg to eternal laws. I see m
their revolutions a unity of life, movement and happmess ...7

The true socialist saw discord as entering into this world through the
hand of"111an," that is abstract hUlnanity. For Marx and Engels, the error
of this form of "philosophic mystification" lay in the notion that humanity should be reunited with a «free nature." The true socialist sees the
answer in issuing a "summons" to nature "presupposing that this dichotomy [this alienation] does not exist in nature" as well. And since
"man" too is a "natural body," it should not exist for humanity either. To
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this Marx and Engels hold up the struggle for existence that takes place
within nature, which can no longer be seen as pure. Writing in what two
decades later would be called "Darwinian" language, they remark that
"'Man' could also observe a great many other things in nature, e.g., the
bitterest competition between plants and animals." Indeed, they go on to
say that "Hobhes had much better reasons [than the true socialist] for
invoking nature as a proof of his bellum omnium contra oml1es, and Hegel,
on whose construction our true socialist depends, for perceiving in nature
the cleavage, the slovenly period of the Absolute Idea, and even calling
the arumal the concrete anguish of God."-tfl
The true socialist, as represented by Marthai, then moves on to argue
that in order for society to be free it must be made over in the inlage of
nature. Matthai had said that, "Just as the individual plant demands soil,
warmth and sun, air and rain for its growth, so that it may bear leaves,
blossoms and fruit, man too desires to find in society the conditions for the
all-round development and satisfaction of all his needs, inclinations and
capacities." To which Marx and Engels reply-from the standpoint of the
materialist conception of naturl."--that
the plant does not "demand" of nature all the conditions of existence enumerated above; unless it finds them already present it never becomes a plant at all;
it remains a grain of seed. Moreover, the stolte of the "leaves, hlos'>oms amI
fruit" depends to a great extent on the "soil," the '\varmth" and so on, the
climatic and geological conditions of its growth. Far from "demanding" anything, the plant is seen to depend utterly upon the actual conditions of existence.

The true socialist uses this mystifying view of nature to produce a mystifying few of society; so that society, that is, the creation of "true socialism," is also a mere question of desire, and not an issue of the conditions
of its existence.
In this response to true socialism Marx and Engels thus presented in
extremely clear terms the relation between the materialist conception of
nature and the materialist conception of history. In failing to distinguish
between human beings as natural beings and mcial beings-and by failing
to comprehend that labor, through which humanity transforms nature
and its social relations, is the essence of the human historical processthe true socialist simply reduces human beings to "equality with every
fiea, every wisp of straw, every stonc." For Marx and Engels, responding
to the scntimental, spiritualistic naturalism of the true socialists, it is
necessary to acknowledge "man's struggle with nature," which is part of
human history. The true socialists eliminated the social distinctions
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separating human beings from animals, while also failing to comprehend
the real human bases of the alienation from nacure. ~'I
This critique of true sOCialiS01, and its purely spiritual and sentimentalist
approach to nature, akin to nature worship. helps us to understand the
response of Marx and Engels to George Friedrich Daumer's TI,e Religion
<if the New Age (1850), which they reviewed In 1850. Daumer (1800[875) not only criticized Christianiry; he also sought to reestablish religion
and society along lines that were, accordmg to Marx and Engels,
"reactionary even in comparison with Christlanity." What they called
Daumer's "cult of nature" could be seen in the following lines from the
latter:
Nature holy, Mother sweet,
In Thy footsteps place my feet.

My baby hand to Thy hand chngs,
Hold me as in leadmg stnngs!

For Marx and Engels tlus was simply too much. Moreover, they pointed
out that Daumer's "cult of nature" in his works had a superficial, ahistorical character to it. Indeed, it could be seen-though they did not
say this-as peddling some of the same stock in trade as natural theology.
Thus Daumer's sentimental observations regarding nature in his work, as
they demonstrated by quoting volulne and page, were confined to
the Sunday walks of an inhabitant of a slllall provincial town who childishly
wonders at the cuckoo laying its eggs in another birers nest, at tears being
designed to keep the surface of its eyes moist, and so on, and finally trembles
w][h reverence as he recites Klopstock's Ode (0 SprIng to hiS children. There is
no question, of course, of modern SCiences, whkh, wHh modern industry, have
revolutiOnIzed the whole of nature and pur an end to man's childISh attitude
toWdrds nature ... . But instead we get mysterious runts and astonIshed . . . notions
about Nostradamus's prophesies, and second Sight in Scotsmen and animal
magnetism . For the rest, it would be desinble that Bavaria's sluggish peasant
economy, the ground on which priests and Daumers likewise grow, should 3[
last be ploughed up by modern cuitivatJon and modern macrunes.

For Marx and Engels. reactionary sentimentaliSl1'l about nature which
sought to reestablish old feudal relations of hierarchy, while denying
changing material conditions, wefe co be rejected. Better for the peasants
that their relation co the land be transformed by more "modern" relations
of production. Far from indicating a lack of sympathy for peasants or "the
land," their dismissal here was simply a rejection of a reactionary relation
to both. It was in this same year that Engels wrote his great work TI,e
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Peasmlt War ill GermallY (1850), which glorified the revolutionary peasantry
of the sixteenth century and its struggle under the leadership of Thomas
Mtintzer to break with private property and construct a new

COllUllUnal

relation to the land.

The Mechanistic "Prometheanism" of Proudhon
Marx was acquainted with the writings of French socialists as early as

1842 when he referred to the work of both Charles Fourier (1772-1837)
and Pierre Joseph Proudhon (1809- 1865) in an article for tbe Rheillisch,
Zeitullg. Fourier provided important insights in such areas as the condition
of women, the degradation of nature. and the nature of associated labor.
For Fourier, "the extension of privileges to women is the general principle
of ali social progress." On nature he wrote: "How our descendants will
curse civilisation on seeing so many mountains despoiled and laid bare,
like those in the South of France! " In his "associative regime" Fourier
foresaw an increase in the catch of fish by a factor of twenty in ordinary
years, "if an agreement could be made to fish only at the proper times,

the quantity to be regulated by the requirements of reproduction, and if
one-fourth of the time expended upon ruining the rivers were devoted
to hunting the otter." Fourier, like the British utopian socialist Robert

Owen, sought to address population issues through the dispersal of the
population-in opposition to the increasing concentration of population
in large urban centers in bourgeois society, accompanied by the depopulation of the countryside. 51
But it was Proudhon who was to have a much larger influence--both

positive and negative--on Marx's thought. Later followers of Proudhon
have tended to be most influenced by his earlier work W1/a1 is Property?
(1840)-a work best known for its answer "It is theft." It was here that
Proudhon displayed the anarchistic bent of his thought. Marx too was
vastly impressed by this work. [n his earliest article on conununism,
writing for the Rheinische Zei/ung in 1842, Marx referred ta "the sharp-

witted work by Proudhon," which, along with other lesser theoretical
works alang similar lines, "cannat be criticised on the basis of superficial

flashes of thought, but only after long and profound study.""
In Wllat is Property? Proudbon had developed a theme that was later to
become central to Marx's work: namely, the idea that the addition of
labor ta land or raw materials in the course of production did not justifY

(as in the Lockean theory of natural property right) private property in
land, and the exclusion of the majority of the population from what
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ought to remain a cOInmunal relation to the earth. Writing on the state's
selling o[ forests and other lands rightfully belonging to the whole population, Proudhon observed (in terms that were later to be echoed by
Marx's critique in Capital) that,
Even if the nation were proprietor, can the generation of today ruspossess the
generation of tomorrow? The people possess by title of usufruct; the government rules, supertntends, protects them, and passes acts of distributive justice.
If the nation also makes concessions of land, it concedes only their lise; it has
no right [0 sell it or to alienate them in any way whatsoever. NO[ being a
proprietor, how can it alienate propercy? ... Destroy the land or (what is the
same thlOg) seU it; and you not only alienate one, twO, or more crops, but you
anruhilate all the produces that you could derive from it-yoll and your children and your children's children.~l

Marx and Engels continued to offer their highest praise for Wllat is
Property? in TIle Holy Family, saying that "Proudhon makes a critical
lIlvesngation-the first resoluce, ruthless, and at the sanle time scientific
lIlvestigation-of the basis of political economy, privati propf'rty. This is the
great sciennfic advance he has made, an advance wruch revolutionises
political economy and [or the fint time makes a real science of political
economy possible."·~~
Only two years later, however, Marx was to respond quite differently
to a later work by Proudhon. Since 1843 Marx had been studying British
political economy at a relentless pace. The impact of these studies was
already apparent in the Economic and Philosop/lical Mmwscripts, TI,e Holy Family.
and TIle Germall Ideology. But it was TIle Poverty if Plrilosoplry (1847) which
was to be the first work by Marx that was concerned more with economics than philosophy. Ironically, this took the form of a critique ofProudhon's
System of Ecollomical COlltradic/iollS: Or, TIle Plrilosopl,y if Misery (1846).
The System if Ecollomical Cm"radidiollS was an entirely different kind of
work from ~V1,a/ is Property? Better known by its subtitle TIle Philosopl,y if
Misery, it constituted a peculiar mixture of an attempted critique of
political economy, on the one hand, and an attempt to make bourgeois
society more social. on the other--all wrapped up in allegories drawn
from antiqUIty and teleological references to providence. For Marx it came
to exemplify what he and Engels were to call in n,e Comnllmis( Manifesto
"bourgeois socialism," which they defmed as an attempt to construct
bourgeois society without its miseries, and without the proletariat-or at
least without the opposition of the proletarian.~'i
The System oj ECOllOwical CotltradietioltS opened and closed (in its first
volume) with the concept of providence, whereby humanity was
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"assimilated to the absolute, implying identity of the law~ of nature and the
laws of rcason." The "hypothesis of God" in a civilization that ends up
denying God, Proudhon \vrites in an ironic tone, was necessary so that the
providential nature of history could be understood. Just as God as the
effective cause of providence cannot be affirmed by reason, so humanism,
"which amounts to afIirming, in social economy cOIIullunism, in philosophy mysticism and the status quo," amounts to the development of the
idea of providence (this time with hUIItanity as its effective cause), which
is nothing but a "religious restoration"-which likewise cannot be affirmed
by reason. What we are left with, according to Proudhon, is a notion of
providence, in the sense of order, progress, destiny-"a secret rclation of
our soul, and through it of entire nature, with the infinite."~r)
Within this peculiar, philosophical fran1.e Proudhon sought to develop
his "philosophy of poverty," which began with concepts of value and went
on to examine such phenomena as the division of labor, machinery, competition, and monopoly. In order to explain his economic views Proudhon
decided to depict society and to sytnbolize human activity hy personifYing
both in the name of "PrOlnetheus." "Prometheus, according to the £1.ble,"
he writes, "is the symbol of human activity. Prometheus steals the fire
from heaven and invents the early arts; Prometheus foresees the future,
and aspires to equality '\vith Jupiter; Prometheus is God. Then let us call
society Prometheus." For Proudhon "Promethus ... extends his conquests
over Nature." He learns that "justice is siIuply the proportionality of values."
Indeed,
Prometheus know~ that such a product costs an hour's labor, such another a
day's, a week's, a year's; he knows at the same time that all these products,
arranged according to their cost, form the progression of wealth. First, then, he
will assure his existence by providing himself with the least costly, and consequently most nccc5sary, things; then, as f.1st as his position becomes secure, he
will look forvvard to articles of luxury, proceeding always, if he is wise, according to the natural position of each article in the scale of prices:'!

Hence, society, or "Prometheus," recognized that, according to "the law
of proportion," commodities ranged in price from the cheapest goods,
which were the basic necessities of life, to the most expensive, which
were the luxury goods. This was because "society produces fIrst the least
costly, and consequently most necessary thin,Rs." The industries which were the
simplest and involved the least costs arose with the beginning of civilization: "gatheriHg, pasturage, IlImti11,R, aHd ji5liin,R, which were followed long
aftenvards by agriculture" (all forms of "extractive industry"). More
advanced industries could only develop with further advances in produc-
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tivity, the model of which was to be found in these, the simplest industries. For Pro udho n. the determination of value/wealth was silnply th e
proportionate distribution o f costs determined by laho r time. Productivity
increases therefore w hen "PrOillethus [in w hom the concepts o f God,
labo r and pro prietor arc dissolved] finds a way o f producing in o ne day as
much of a certain o bject as he fo rmerly produced in ten." Such innovations, Pro udhon suggests, begin with the extrac tive industries, which
arc responsible for th e development of the calendar and the manufacture
of clocks and watches. 58
Proudhon goes on to argue in myth-laden and bib~cal language that
on the first day of creation "Promethu s" emerges "fro rn the womb of
N ature" and begins to work; on tbe second day he discovers the division
of lahor; and o n the third Prometheus "invents machinery, cliscovers new
lIses in thin gs, new fo rces in N ature."s9 The goal of society, understood in
such "Promethean" tcrms, is to create the greatest economic value and
variety fo r society and to realize this proportionately (or each inclividual
according to th e j ust distribution of economic rewards in accordance with
labor time. T his is, for Proudhol1, the socialization of labor, which can be
built o n the fo undations of the existing society. "Wherever labor has not
been socialized . .. th ere is irregularity and disho nesty in exchange" and
society is inharmo nio us. Providence, represented no t by God, but by
Pro metheus (who is both God and not-god, that is, alienated humanity,
bo urgeois and proletariat), points to a law of proportion that leads towards
a mo re harmo nio us condition.60
For Pcoudhon, the essence of the antagonism between proletariat and
society lay simply in the division of labor, which appeared to prevent a
harmonious development. The problem th en became o ne of demonstrating
"the synthesis w hich, retaining the responsibility, the personali ty, in short,
the special ty o f the laborer, will unite extreme divisio n and the greatest
var iety in o ne complex and harmonious w hole." The answer was machinery, the embodiment of Proudhon's mechanistic Pro metheanism. the key
to progress and providence. "Every machine," he w ro te,
may be defmed 3S 3 summary of several operations, a si mplification o f powers,
3 condensation of labo r. a reduction of costs. In all th ese respects machi nery is
the counterpart of djvisjon. Therefore through machinery will come a restoratio n of the parcellaire laborer, a decrease of [oil for the workman, a fall in the
price of his product, a movement in the relatio n of values, progress towards
new discoveries, advancement of the genera] welfa re.

Hence, through machinery, "Prometheus, like N eptune, attains in three
strides the confines o f the world."61

~'I
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This sanle tendency to discover harmony in the socialization of existing
economic fonns was to be found in Proudhon's analysis of rent, in which
he argued, based on a muddled discussion of Ricardian rent theory, that
it had become necessal)' at this point in development
to bind mall more closely to nature. Now rent was the price of this new contract ...
In essence and by destination, then, rent is an instrument of distributive justice ..
Rent, or rather property, has broken down agricultural egoism and created J.
solidarity that no power, no partition of the land could have brought into
being .... The moral effect of property being secured, at present \vhat remains
to be done is to distribute the rcnt.h~

ii,
"

For Marx, these ideas of the later Proudhon represented a direct
theoretical challenge to the budding socialist movement and required a
full-scale critique. In The pOJJerty of Philosophy Marx contested Proudhon's
entire System ~f Economical Contradictions and in the context expanded
much more fully than hitherto his own developing critique of political
economy and materialist conception of history. Marx argued that ProudhOIl, rather than explaining the historical genesis of social rclations, by
recognizing that human beings are "actors and authors of their own drama,"
and that history is in this sense "profane," instead had recourse to reified
notions: immutable laws and eternal principles such as his references to
the laws of proportion, Prometheus (a "queer character," completely
divorced from the original myth but representing Proudhon's own mythology), and above all providence. Proudhon's "way of explaining things,"
Marx writes (referring to Prometheus' creation of the social world in
three biblical days), "savours both of Greek and of Hebrew, it is at once
nlystical and allegorical." Later, in the Cmndrisse, Marx was to make this
criticisnl even more explicit, by explaining that nothing was rnore convenient for a thinker like Proudhon than "to give a his tori co-philosophic
account of the source of an economic rclation, of whose historic origins
he is ignorant, by inventing the myth that Adam or Prometheus stumbled
on the idea ready-made, and then it was adopted, etc." Such commonplace thinking was in fact ahi<;torical since it ignored all historical develop·
men! and hence historical specificity. h.1 Mechanistic Prometheanism of this
sort was therefore a form of reiftcation (the tramlation of real human
relations into relations between things) and hence a form of historical
forgetting that reinforced the status quo.
In The Poverty of Philosophy Marx attacked Proudhon's whole emphasis
on providence, arguing that "Providence, providential aim, this is the great
word used today to explain the movement of history. In fact, this word
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explains nothing. It is at most a rhetorical form, one of the various ways
of paraphrasing facts." If one were co say that the "providential aim of the
institution of landed property in Scotland was to have men driven out by
sheep," one could capture the form and substance of such "providential
history." And yet behind the mere word "prov:idence;' Marx argued, lay a
whole hiscory of the expansion of landed property, the production of
wool, arable land turned into pasturage, the abolition of small estates, the
enclosures, the forcible removal of the peasants from the land-in fact,
the real , material substance and co urse of history. In placing providence
at the center of his analysis, Proudhon, Marx argued, despite his irreverent conunents on God, essentially adopted a kind of theological position,
or, in other words, had invented a teleological approach to nature and
society.&4
Marx was particularly critical of Proudhon's mechanistic Prometheanism, his derivation of machinery directly from the division of labo['-3Jld
the treatment of this as the working out of a " providential aim." The
" new Prometheus" of Proudhon is a god-like image that hides the purely
metaphysical view of machinery offered by Proudhon, which detaches it
from social relations of production and exploitation, and sees it following
its own technological logic. Rejecting Proudhon's notion that machinery
is "the synthesis," the sol ution to the division of labor, Marx goes into a
lengthy and detailed account of the historical origins of machinery and
its relation to the division of labor (including " the international division
of labor"), the market, production, exploitation, and the degradation of
the worker. "M. Proudhon has so little undet>tood the problem of th e
division of labor," Marx wrote in a letter to P. V Annenkov (December
28, 1846), "that he never even mentions the separation of town and
co untry, w hich took place in Germany, for instance, from the n.inth to
the twelfth century." For Marx, Proudhon's fetishistic approach to machinery, which gives it a reified " Promethean" character, and discards its historical origins and conditions, only produces a false, mechanistic teleology,
characteristic of the worst of bourgeois industria1 ideology. "Nothing is
more absurd ," Marx writes, "than to see in machinery the antithesis of the
division of labour, the synthesis restoring unity to d.ivided labour."65
Social relations, technology, and ideas, in Marx's view, were constantly
changing, and could only be viewed as fIxed forms, through a process of
reification in which their historical roots were forgotten. Ideas themselves,
he wrote, "are as little eternal as the relations they express. They are
historical and tramitory products. There is a continual movement of growth
in productive forces, of destruction in social relations, of formation in
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ideas; the only inunutable thing is the abstraction of movement-mors
immortalis [immortal death-Lucretius]."66
Marx also provided an extended critique of Proudhon's view that
society produces its most basic needs fIrst since these are the least costly
and only then turns to the more costly luxury goods. In contrast to
Proudhon, Marx argued that the price of manufactured goods has tended
to fall while that of agricultural goods has risen-when compared to the
Middle Ages. "In our age, the superfluous is easier to produce than the
necessary." For Marx, the production and use of products was conditioned
by social production, which was ultimately based in class antagonism.
Cotton, potatoes, and spirits are the most conunonly used objects; but
potatoes have "engendered scrofula"; cotton has replaced wool and flax,
although the latter are of "greater utility"; and, finally, spirits are produced in preference to beer and wine, though the much more poisonous
character of the former is recognized. "Why are cotton, potatoes and
spirits the pivots of bourgeois society? Because the least amount of labor
is needed to produce thenl, and, consequently, they have the lowest
price.. .. In a society founded on poverty the poorest products have the
fatal prerogative of being used by the greatest number.""
Marx was no less critical when it came to Proudhon's notion that rent
IS a means of "binding man to nature." He wrote:
Rent has so completely divorced the landed proprietor fiom the soil, from
nature, that he has no need even to know his estates, as is to be seen in England.
As for the farmer, the industrial capitalist and the agricultural worker, they are
no more bound to the land they exploit than are the employer and the worker
in the factories to the conon and wool they manufacture; they feel an atcachment only for the price of their production, the monetary product.

Rent for Marx cannot be an accurate gauge of the fertility of the land,
Proudhon notwithstanding,
since every moment the modern application of chemistry is changing the nature
of the soil, and geological knowledge is just now, in our days, beginning to
revolutionize all the old estimates of relative fertility.... Fertility is not so natural
a quality as might be thought; it is closely bound up with the social relations
of the time.

Contrary to Proudhon, then, "rent, instead of bindi,lg man to nature, has
merely [under capitalist conditions of production] bound the exploitation
of the land to competition."(,s
ProUdhOll'S bourgeois socialism, or rather Proudhon's mistaken attempt
to make bourgeois production more social, without altering its essential
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character, is revealed most explicitly, for Marx, by the fonner's position
that justice has to do simply with proportional distribution of labor time,
that is, the universalization of the principle of to each according to his
labor. For Marx. in contrast, "the determination of value by labour time-the formula M. Proudhon gives liS as the regenerating formula of the
future--is ... merely the scientific expression of the economic relations
of present-day society, as was clearly and precisely demonstrated by
Ricardo long before Proudhon." For Marx, Proudhon's stance is an inadequate solution to the problems posed by capitalist society, since a revolutionary strategy demands a break with this system of production and
distribution according to labor rime (and hence with the law of value of
capitalist society) and the determination of relations of production and
distribution according to genuine human needs. As he was to explain
many years later in the Critique of tIle Gotha Programme, the principle of
"to each accordll1g to his labor" must be replaced with the principle
"from each accordll1g to Ius ability, to each according to Ius need:' Hence,
what was required was a decisive break with the "law of value" of
capitalism, not its generalization. 69
For Marx, then, Proudhon's analysis was less than that of the scientific
ecollOinist (such as Ricardo) since he had to resort to "magic" (Marx has
in mind the recourse to Proudhon's new Prometheus) to explain-or
rather explain away-relations of production and distribution under capitalism. At the same time Proudhon's System oj Ecollomieal CotltradietioftS fell
short of the analysis of conUllun-ism (which Proudhon had attacked) since
it did not "rise, be it even speculatively, above the bourgeois horizon."
Against Proudhon's confused mysticism, even idealism, Marx coumerposed
the materialist principle, drawn from Lucretius, of "mors immorta/is"
(immortal death) or absolute pure mortality-that is, practical materialism
and the recognition of the historical, contingent, and transitory nature of
reality-wluch could only be approached, according to Marx, from the
standpoint of material production, or the struggle of human beings to
exist.'1l

The View of 11.. CommutliJt MatlijeJto
The critiques of both Malthusianism and Proudhon's mechanistic "Prometheanism" were central to the argument of The CommuI/ist Md11ifesto
(1848). which presented the materialist conception of history in the form
of a revolutionary manifesto, for the first time. The Mallifesto was commissioned in 1847 by the German Communist League. It had its origin
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in "Principles of Communism," which Engels had drafted at the request
of the League to counter a proposed set of principles called "Confession
of Faith," modeled after Moses Hess's earlier Fourierist Communist
Confession ,if Faith (1844). (There were hvo "Confessiom of Faith" written
in respon~e to Hess ill the struggle over what was to be the credo of the
Communist League. One of these, known as "The Communist
Confession of Faith," dated June 1~47, was essentially a first draft, adopted
provisionally by the League and showing Engels's influence. The second,
in October 1847, was Engels's "Principles of Communism.") The success
of Engels's "Principles," and the overwhelming influence that Marx and
Engels exerted at the second congress of the Communist League in
London in November-December 1847, resulted in the request of the
League that Marx and Engels provide a fmal draft of the principles
adopted. Drawing on Engels's "Principles," Marx drafted the anonymous
masterpiece 711e 1Waniff"sto (if the Communist Party, first published in London
in February I 848 (Marx and Engels were revealed as the authors in
18 50)."

Given the nature of Marx's earlier critique of Proudhon's mechanistic
"Prometheanism," it is rather ironic that the lvIanifesto, when read from
an ecological perspective, is often viewed as the prime locus of Marx's
so-called "Promethean" view of the human-nature relation. According to
this very common criticism, Marx adopted what the socialist environmentalist Ted Benton-himself a critic of Marx in this respect-has called
"a 'productivist' 'Promethean' view of history." Reiner Grundmann,
writing in his Marxism and Em/oRY, contends that "Marx's basic premise"
\vas the "Promethean model" of the domination of nature~a position
that Grundmann attempts to defend. for liberal Victor Fcrkiss, however,
no such defense is possible: "Marx's attitude toward the world always
retained that Promethean thrust, glorifying the human conquest of nature."
This view is supported by sociologist Anthony Giddens, who complains
of the "Promethean attitude" that characterized Marx's treatment of the
human-nature relation in his works overall (excluding his earliest writings),
which meant that "Marx's concern with transforming the exploitative
human social relations expressed in class systenls does not extend to the
exploitation of nature." Social ecologist John Clark goes even further:
Marx's Promethean
"man" is a being who is not at home in nature, who
does not see the earth as the 'household' of ecology. He is an indominable spirit
who must subject nature in his quest for self-realization .... For such a being,
the forces of nature, whether in the form ofhi~ own unmastereJ internal nature
or the menacing powers of external nahue, must be subdued.
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Even the revolutionary socialist Michael LOwy charges that Marx adopted
an "optimistic, 'promethean' conception of the lim..itless development of
the productive forces" which was "totally indefensible ... above all from
the standpoint of the threat to the ecological balance of the planet.""
This charge of"Prometheanism," it is important to understand. carries
implicitly within it certain anti-modernist (postmoderllist or premodernist)
assumptions that have become sacrosanct within much of Green theory.
True environmentalism, it would seem, demands nothing less than the
rejection of 1110dernity itself The charge of Promctheanism is thus a
roundabout way of branding Marx's work and Marxism as a whole as an
extreme version of modernism, more easily condenmed in this respect
than liberalism itself Thus postmodernist environmentalist Wade Sikorski
writes that "Marx ... was one of our age's most devout worshippers of
the machine. Capitalism was to be forgiven its sins because ... it was in
the process of perfecting the machine."' .l
Ironically, this criticism of Marx as Promethean-which has a very
long history within Marx criticism, extending back to the early years of
the Cold W~eems to have emerged in a very roundabout way from
Marx's own critique of Proudhon in this respect. Thus, Marx's critique of
the mythico-religious bases of Proudhon's analysis of machinery and
modernity has somehow been transposed (among those who have lost
sight of the actual history of this critique) into a critique of Marx himself-as if sllch views were characteristic of him, rather than Proudhon.
Such criticism, in fact, follows a well-established pattern . As Jean-Paul
Sartre noted, "an 'anti-Marxist' argument is only the apparent rejuvenation
of a pre-Marxist idea." Hence. nothing is more corrullon among critics of
Marx-ironic as this may seem-than to attribute to hinl the views of
other radical thinkers (proudhon, Blanqui, Lasalle, and so on) that he
sought to transcend. In the case of so-called "Prometheanism," Marx's
critique of Proudhon in this respect could not be more dea~xcept of
course to those who failed to read Proudhon himself, and thus have no
true understanding of the nature of Marx's critique. 7•
For Marx, the Prometheus to be adnured was the revolutionary mythical figure of Aeschylus' Promelhells BOlilld, who defied the gods of
Olympus and brought fire (light, enlightenment) to human beings. Like
Bacon, he associated Prometheus with the appearance of science and
materialism-and thus with the Enlightenment figure of antiquity, Epicllrlls. 75 The later image of Prometheus as a representative of mechanism
was entirely absent from his writings-except in the context of his critique
of the mechanistic Prometheanism of Proudhon.
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The charge of "Prometheanism" leveled agaillSt Mane by thinkers like
Benton and Giddens is directed above all at TI,e Communist Manifesto,
where Marx and Engels made reference to "the subjugation of nature to

man" and the "idiocy of rural life"-points that, taken in isolation and at
face value, may seem to reflect an inadequately critical, indeed "Promethean," standpoint. Yet, the Mallifesto, despite its popular, polemical intent,

already contained implicitly within it an understanding of the relationship
between the materialist conception of nature and the materialist con-

ception of history, as well as important ingredients of an ecological
perspective-opposed to the mechanistic Prometheanism of the later
Proudhon-that emphasized the necessary unity of human and natural
existence. u,
Part One of the Mallifesto contained Marx and Engels's famous panegytic
to the bourgeoisie, celebrating its revolutionary accomplishments through
which "all that is solid melts into air," and pointing beyond these accomplishments to the main contradictions that it brought into being-periodic
econom.ic crises and the birth of its own heir apparent in the form of the
industrial proletariat. It was in the context of the panegyric to the

bourgeoisie that Marx and Engels referred to the fact that capitalism
has subjected the country [0 the rule of the tOwns. It has created enormous
cities, has gready increased the urban population as compared with the rural,
and thus has rescued a considerable part of the population from the idiocy of
rural life. Just as it has made the country dependent on the towns, so it has
made barbarian and semi-barbarian countries depend on the civilized ones,
nations of peasants on nations of bourgeois, the East on the West. n

Simply because of the use of the phrase "idiocy of rural life," this has
sometimes been characterized as an anti-ecological position. It is therefore worthwhile to look more carefully at the place of this statement in
Marx and Engels's analysis. First, Marx had a classical education and hence
knew that the meaning of "idiot" in ancient Athens came from" Idiotes,"

a citizen who was cut off from public life, and who, unlike those who
participated in the public assembly, viewed public life (the life of the
polis) from a narrow, parochial viewpoint, hence "idiotic," Second, and
more important, Marx and Engels were saying no more here than what

they had already said in Tile German Ideology in their discussion of the
antagonistic division of labor between town and country. There they had
observed that the division between town and country was "the most
inlportant division of material and mental labor": a form of "subjection
which makes one man into a restricted town-animal. another into a
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restricted country-animal," and which serves to cut the rural population
off from "all world intercourse, and consequently from all culture."78
Throughout his intellectual life Marx insisted that while the proletarian
was deprived of air, of cleanliness, of the very physical means of life, the
rural peasant under capitalism was deprived of all relation to world culture
and the larger world of social intercourse. One portion of the exploited
population had access to the world of social intercourse (as part of urban
existence), but lacked physical health and well-being, the other frequendy
had physical health and well-being (due to the access to clean air, and so
on), but lacked a link to world culture, Indeed, Marx took seriously
David Urquhart's observation that society was increasingly divided into
"clownish boors" and "emasculated dwarfs" as a result of the extreme
clivision between rural and urban existence, which deprived one part of
the working population of intelleccual sustenance, the other of material
sustenance. 7<) All of this \-vas used by Marx to explain why the proletariat

was a greater revolutionary force than the peasantry. In being forced into
the towns, the urban masses had lost their essential link to natural conditions, but gained forms of association that propelled them toward a more
revolutionary social reality. One of the first tasks of any revolution against
capitalism, Marx and Engels insisted, must therefore be the abolition of
the antagonistic division between town and country. The point was not
that nature was to be despised but rather that the antagonism between
town and country was one of the chief manifestations of the alienated
nature of bourgeois civilization.
Marx and Engels saw the dependence of the country on the towns as
a product in part of the enormous "agglomerations of population" that
emerged within cities during the bourgeois era-an issue that they
discussed in the paragraph immediately following their statement on the
rescue of the proletariat from the "idiocy of rural life," In Part Two of the
Manifesto, which was devoted to the historically specific demands of proletarians and conununists, they therefore insisted on the need to carry out
"a gradual abolition of the distinction between town and country, by a
more equable distribution of population over the country"-a possibiliry
that could only be achieved through the "combination of agriculture with
manufacturing industries." Marx and Engels thus sought to recolmect at a
higher level what had been torn apart-what Marx was later to call the
human metabolism with nature. Such measures were to be combined,
further, with "the abolition of property in land and the application of all
rents of land to public purposes" and "the bringing into cultivation of all
waste lands, and the improvement of the soil generally in accordance
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with a conullon plan."Kl) All of these measures could be seen as a response
to the Malthusian approach to the relation of population to the land. In
contrast to Malthus, who proposed to "sweep" the peasants from the land
so chac the number of urban workers would be increased, Marx and
Engels (inspired to some extent by earlier suggestions by Fourier and
Owen) proposed the dispersal of the population, overcoming the antagonism between town and country that they saw as constitutive of the
bourgeois order.1I1 Rather than insisting, along with Malthus. that improvements in cultivation were very limited (placing extreme restrictions on
the pace if not the extent of progress), Marx and Engels argued that such
improvements could be achieved, particularly if directed by associated
labor under a .. COIlUTIon plan." The main answer to Malthusianism, then,
was the abolition of the alienation of human beings from nature.
Obviollsly. though, this was not a position that argued that nature
should be left untouched by human beings. Marx and Engels had already
rejected purely "sentimental" notions of nature based on the illusion that
nature was still in a pristine condition and could be left untouched. Like
nearly all other individuals in their time, they decried the existence of
"waste lands" where food supply was still a question. Their positionwhich became clearer as their writings evolved-was rather that of encouraging a sustainable relation between human beings and nature through
the organization of production in ways that took into account the metabolic relation berween human beings and the earth.
TI,e Communist Manifesto, as we have seen, is often criticized for its
alleged straightfonvard advocacy of the mechanistic "Prometheanism" of
Proudhon, which is often attributed to Marx and Engels themselves
despite Marx's early critique of Proudhon in thjs respect. Such criticisms
often turn on Marx and Engels's statement in their one-sided panegyric
to the bourgeoisie that
the bourgeoisie, during its rule of scarce one hundred years, has created more
massive and more colossal productive forces than have all preceding generations
together. Subjection of Nature's forces to man, machinery, application of
chem..istry to industry and agriculwre, steam-navigation, railways, electric telegraphs, clearing of whole continents for cultivation, canalization of rivers, whole
populations conjured out of the ground, What earlier cencury had even a presennmem that such productive forces slumbered in the lap of social labor?82

Based mainly on the reference here to "Subjection of Nature's forces
to man" and to .. the clearing of whole continents for cultivation," Marx
and Engels have been frequently characterized as insufficiently critical, at
the time that they wrote TIle Communist Manifesto, of the ecological contra-
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dictions of bourgeois production. R' Certainly, they were sufficiently
Bacoman in their outlook to see the subjection of nature's forces to
humanity, which they associated with the development of science and
civilization, to be, on the whole, a good. Yet, this leaves open the whole
question of sustainability which they did not address in theif panegyric to
the bourgeoisie in the fIrst part of the Alanifesto.
Here it should be noted that "Subjection of Nature's forces to man" is
open to different interpretations, and is entirely compatible with Bacon's
most famous injunction: "We can only comm.and Nature by obeying
her."H4 As for the "clearing of whole continents for cultivation"-this was
something to celebrate, Marx and Engels believed, since famine, the
Malthusian specter, had, by this and other means, been pushed back by
bourgeois production. None of this, however, suggested a mechanistic
Prometheanism in which the machine and industrialization were celebrated
unreservedly at the expense of agriculture-though it did point to the
fact that the preservation of wilderness was not Marx and Engels's primary
concern.
Anyone who has read The Communist A1anifeslo has to be aware that
the panegyric to bourgeois civilization that dominates the opening section
of this work is merely a lead-in to a consideration of the social contradictions that capitalism has engendered and that will eventually lead to its
downfall. No one would say that Marx in presenting the capitalist as a
heroic figure, or in celebrating the advances in the division of labor,
competition, globalization, and so on, in Part One of the .iWaflijesfo, simply
dispensed with all critical perspective. Rather the one-sidedness of these
developments is brought out in dialectical fashion in the subsequent argument. Just as Marx and Engels recognized that the wealth-generating
characteristics of capitalism were accompanied by an increase in relative
poverty for the greater portion of the population, so they understood
that the "Subjection of Nature's forces to man" had been accompanied
by the alienation of nature, manifested in the division between town and
country, which they saw as central to capitalism. Hence, the Man!icsto
went on, albeit with desperate brevity, to address this problem-in their
ten-point plan, included in the less well-known Part Two. In their later
writings, significantly, Marx and Engels were to make the consideration
of such ecological contradictions a central part of their critique of modern
civilization (and particularly capitalist society).
Marx and Engels ended their panegyric to the bourgeoisie in the
opening pages of Part One of the Manifesto with the observation that
capitalism, with its gigantic means of production and exchange, was "like
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the sorcerer, who IS no longer able to control the powers of the nether
world whom he has called up by his spells." Although this referred
ultimately to the proletariat. it also referred to the entire set of contradictions brought all by the one-sided nature of capitalist civilization.K~
In the remainder of Part One of the Manifesto Marx and Engels confined their argument to the contradictions that they believed were to play
a role in the revolutionary transition from capitalism to socialism. Here
ecological factors, such as the division between town and country, seemed
to play no part. And it is only in their proposals on how to begin to
construct a society of associated producers, at the end of Part Two of the
Manifesto, that Marx and Engels emphasize what can pruperly be called
ecological factors.
The reason for this bifurcation of issues seems obvious. Marx and
Engels did not generally treat envirorunental destruction (apart from the
role that it played in the direct life of the proletariat-that is, the lack of
air, of cleanliness, of the prerequisites for health, and so on) as a major
factor ill the revolutionary movement against capitalism that they saw as
imnllIlt'llt. Where they elnphasized ecological contradictions, they did not
seem to believe that they were developed to such an extent that they
were to play a central role in the transition to socialism. Rather such
considerations with regard to the creation of a sustainable relation to
nature were part of-even a distinguishing feature of-the later dialectic
of the construction of communism.
Indeed, it was precisely because Marx and Engels placed so much
emphasis on the dissolution of the contradiction between town and
country, as the key to the transcendence of the alienation of humanity
from nature, that they tended to see the ecological problem in terms that
transcended both the horizons of bourgeois society and the immediate
objectives of the proletarian movement. Careful to avoid falling into the
trap of the utopian socialists of proposing blueprints for a future society
that went too far beyond the existing movement, they nonetheless emphasized-like Fourier and some of the other utopian socialists-the need
for the movement to address the alienation of nature in the attempt to
crcate a sustainable society. In this sense, their analysis drew not only
upon their materialist conception of history, but also on their deeper,
materialist conception of nature. It therefore set the stage for Marx's
mature ecological perspective--his theory of the metabolic interaction of
nature and society.

j

CHAPTER

5

THE METABOLISM OF
NATURE AND SOCIETY

Before the ink was even dry on TIlt! Communist Manifesto a wave of revolutions broke oU[ In Paris in 1848, quickly spreadmg across continental
Europe. Although the Marrifesto itself played no inuneruate part 10 this
new phase of bourgeois revolution, its nming couJd scarcely have been
better, and events seemed to underscore the importance of Its revolutionary analysis. Both Marx and Engels participated in the upris10gs then
taking place in France and Germany, Marx starting up a revolutionary
paper in Cologne, the Nel4e Rheinishe Zeitung, but the revolutions were
quickly defeated and Marx, no longer welcome in Prussia, France or
Belgium, took refuge with his family in England, taking lip residence in
London. It was here that he was to live for the rest of his life, and where
he was to write his great work, Capital: A Critique oj Political Economy.
It was in Capital that Marx's materialist conception of nature became
fi'lly mtegrated with his materialist conception of history.' In his developed
politIcal economy, as presented in Capital, Marx employed the concept of
"metabohsm" (StofJivecilse/) to define the labor process as "a process
between man and nature, a process by which man, through his own
actiOns, medtates. regulates and controls the metabohsm between hinuelf
and narure," Yet an "irreparable rift" had emerged in this metabolism as a
result of capitalist relations of production and the antagonistic separation
of town and country. Hence under the society of associated producers it
would be necessary co "govern the hUlnan metabolism with nature in a
rational way," completely beyond the capabilities of bourgeois sociery.'
This conceptual framework was important because it allowed Marx to
tie together his critique of the three principal emphases of bourgeois
political economy: the analysis of the extraction of surplus product from
the direct producer; the related theory of capitalist ground rent; and the
Malthusian theory of population, which connected the two to each other.
Moreover, Marx's concept of metabolic rift in the relation between town
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and country, human beings and the earth, allowed him to penetrate to
the roots of what historians have sometimes called the "second agricultural
revolution," occurring in the capitalism of his day, and the crisis in agriculture with which this was associated, thereby enabling him to develop
a critique of environmental degradation that anticipated much of presentday ecological thought. Analytically, Marx's critique of capitalist agriculture
passed through two stages: (1) the critique of Malthus and Ricardo (a
critique in which James Anderson's analysis played a central role); and (2)
a consideration of the second agricultural revolution and the implications
of Justus von Liebig's soil chemisIry, which compelled Marx to analyze
the conditions underlying a sustainable relation to the earth.

Overpopulation and the Conditions of Reproduction
of Human Beings
At the heart of Marx's analysis was always his critique of Malthusian
population notions, which Malthu< had propounded with what Marx
called "clerical fanaticism." As Marx was to argue in the Crrmdrisse (1857IBSB)-his great preliminary attempt to sketch out his whole critique of
political economy-what was at issue here was the extremely complex
historical and theoretical problem of "the conditions of reproduction of
human beings," in which all human history was distilled, but which
occurred under varying conditions in different social formations and
different historic epochs:'
Malthus's theory, Marx contended, was significant for two reasons: first,
because it gave "brutal expression to the brutal viewpoint of capital";
second, because it "asserted the fact of overpopulation in all forols of
society." Although Marx did not deny-indeed he emphasized-the existence of overpopulation in earlier societies, he objected to Malthus's refusal
to look at the "specific differences" that this assumed in different social
formations at different phases of historical developnlent, and his reduction of all these different cases to one numerical relation based in unchanging natural law. "In this way he transforms the historically distinct
relations into an abstract numerical relation, which he has fished purely
out of thin air, and which rests neither on natural nor historical laws."
Specifically, by reducing all questions of reproduction to two equations.
one for plants and animals used for human subsistence, which Malthus
insisted were limited to an arithmetical rate of increase, and the other for
human beings, which Malthus claimed tended to grow by geometrical
progression (when unchecked), Malthus had, according to Marx, commit-
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ted both logical and historical errors. The claim that human population
increased geometrically until checked externally (by such natural factors
as high infant mortaliry. disease. and starvation) refused to acknowledge
the historical and social character of human reproduction. At the same
time Malthus sometimes wrote as if plants and animals had an immanent
tendency to be limited to an arithmetical rate of population increase.

(Indeed. Malthus initially had no explanation for his arithmetical ratio.)
In contrast, Marx suggested. there was no such clear inunanent limit to
the demographic increase of plants and animals. which were checked
only externally. If they encountered no external barrier. "The ferns would
cover the entire earth. Their reproduction would stop only where space
for them ceased." Hence, Malthus, according to Marx, had erroneously

transformed "the inUllanent. historically changing limits of the human
reproduction process into outer barriers; and the ollter barriers [that is. the
external checks on the growth of food1 into immanent limits or '1atHral
laws of reproduction ."
What was important in dealing with the question of overpopulation
was the specific historical way it emerged in each case. "In different modes
of social production," Marx wrote, "there are different laws of the increase

of population and of overpopulation .... How small do the numbers which
meant overpopulation for the Athen.ians appear to us," Malthus's theory.
Marx argued.
abstracts from these specific historic laws of me movement of population , which
are indeed the hiscory of the nature of humanity, the "atural laws, but natural
laws of humanity only at a specific historic development .... Malthusian man,
abstracted from historically determined man, exists only in his brain; hence also
the geometric method of reproduction corresponding [0 this namra! Malthusian
man."

Marx sided with Ricardo's criticism of Malthus. in which Ricardo had
pointed out that it was not the amount of grain that was most signjficant
in determining overpopulation, that is, the existence of paupers, but rather

the amount of employment. But for Marx the point needed to "be
conceived more generally, and relates to the social mediation as such,

through which the individual gains access to the means of his reproduction
and creates them; hence it relates to the conditions of production and his
relation to them." Overpopulation under capitalism was therefore deter-

mined not simply by the existence of a relative surplus population of
workers seeking employment and thereby means of subsistence; but more

fundamentally by the relations of production that made the continual
existence of such a relative surplus population necessary for the system.

j
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A fuller critique of Malthus's population theory, however, required, as
Marx realized, a critique of the classical theory of differential rent to
which it was eventually linked. If Malthus did not offer any genuine
explanation for his arithmetical ratio in any of the six editions of his
Essay on Population, and hence, as Marx was wont to point out, the
theory of rent was not "proper to Malthus at all," it is nevertheless true
that Malthus was to turn to the classical theory of rent in order to defend
his arithmetical ratio at the end of his life in his A SHmmary View ,if tire
Principle if Population, and that this was the basis on which classical
Malthusianism eventually came to rest.

James Anderson and the Origins of
Differential Fertility
Although it is often assumed that Marx simply followed Ricardo in the
realm of rent theory and the analysis of agricultural development, he was
in fact a sharp critic of this theory for its failure to understand the historical development of the cultivation of the earth or soil. The main
weaknesses of the Ricardian theory of rent (sometimes known as the
Malthusian/Ricardian theory of rent), in Marx's view, derived from its
failure to incorporate a theory of historical development (and the fact
that the subsequent historical development of agriculture had made this
theory antiquated). In this respect, Marx argued that the work of the real
originator of the classical theory of differential rent, the Scottish political
economist and gentleman farmer James Anderson (1739-1808), was far
superior to that of Malthus and Ricardo. ~
Anderson developed all of the key theoretical propositions of the
classical theory of rent as early as 1777 in An Enquiry into the I\latllre (~f the
Corn Laws, and continued to expand upon this in subsequent works.
Rent, he claimed, was a charge for the use of the more fertile soils. The
least fertile soils in cultivation generate an income that simply covers the
costs of production, while the more fertile soils receive a "certain premium
for an exclusive right to cultivate them; which will be greater or smaller
according to the more or less fertility of the soiL It is this premium
which constitutes what we now call rent; a medium by means of which
the expense of cultivating soils of very different degrees of fertility may
be reduced to perfect equaliry.""
For Malthus and Ricardo, writing decades later, the source of this
differential fertility came to be seen almost entirely in terms of conditions
of natural productivity independent of human beings. As Ricardo wrote,
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rent could be defined as "that portion of the produce of the earth, which
is paid to the landlord tor the use of the original and indestructible POwers
of the soil."7 Moreover, Malthus and Ricardo argued-with the presumed
backing of natural law-that lands that were naturally the most fertile
were the first to be brought into production, and that rising [Cilt OIl
these lands and diminishing agricultural productivity overall were the result
of bringing lands of more and more marginal fertility into cultivation, in
response to increasing population pressures.
In contrast, Anderson's earlier model had attributed the existence of
differential rent primarily to historical changes in soil fertility, rather than
to conditions of "absolute fertility." Continual improvement of the soil,
through manuring, draining, and irrigating, was possible, and productivity
of the least fertile land could rise to a point that brought it lllllch closer
to that of the lllost fertile land; yet the converse was also true, and human
beings could degrade the soil. It was such changes in relative productivity
of the soil. according to Anderson, that accounted for differential rentand not the conditions of absolute fertility~as in the later arguments of
Malthus and Ricardo.
Where general failures ill the improvement of soil fertility occurred,
these were largely a consequence, Anderson argued, of the failure to adopt
rational and sustainable agricultural practices. The fact that the land in
England was owned by landed proprietors and farmed by capitalist tenant
farmers, he argued, placed major obstacles in the way of rational agriculture, since the farmer tended to avoid all improvements, the full return
for which would not be received during the term of the lease .."
In A Calm Investigation of the Circumstances that !tape Led to the Present
Scarcity of Grai,l in Britain (1801), Anderson contended that the growing
division between town and country had led to the loss of natural sources
of fertilizer. "Every person who has but heard of agriculture," he wrote,
"knows that animal manure, when applied to the soil, tends to add to its
fertility; of course he must be sensible that every circumstance that tends
to deprive the soil of that manure ought to be accouuted an uneconomical
waste highly deserving of blame." Indeed, it was possible, Anderson
contended, by the judicious application of animal and human wastes, to
sustain the "soil JM ever after, without the addition of any extraneous
manures." Yet London, with its gargantuan waste of such natural sources
of fertility, "which is daily carried to the Thames, in its passage to which
it subjects the people in the lower part of the city to the most offensive
effluvia," was an indication of how far society had moved from a SllStainable agricultural economy.·) Armed with this critical analysis, and a
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historical perspective, Anderson directly opposed the Malthusian view that
the shortage of grain could be traced to rising human population and its
pressures on a limited supply of land.'"
Marx studied Anderson's work as early as 1851, incorporating brief
excerpts from two of Anderson's works into his notebooks. 11 Writing in
the IS50S and 1860s in 71ffories <?lSllrplus Vclllu, his long, three-part exegesis
on the development of classical political economy, Marx argued that the
core of Anderson's contribution lay in the fact that the latter had historicized the issue of soil fertility. "Anderson by no means assumes ... that
different degrees of fertility are merely the product of nature." Instead, "the
differential rent of the landlords is partly the result of the fertiliry that the
farmer has given the land artificially:'" Marx originally emphasized the
significance of Anderson's model in understanding the possibility of agricultural improvement, and how this was consistent with the theory of
differential rent. But it also followed from Anderson's historical perspective
(as he himself demonstrated in his later writings) that a general decline in
soil fertility ought to be attributed, not, as in the Ricardian theory, to
decreases in the aggregate productivity of the soil due to the cultivation
of marginal lands, but to such factors as the f<tilure to invest in the improvement of the soil due to the class conflict between capitali<;t tenant
farmer and landed proprietor, or the actual impoverishment of the soil
associated with the failure to recycle manure (because of the growing
division between town and country). 1.1
Hence, in combining political economy with agronomy, Anderson
developed at the end of the eighteenth century a body of thought that was
unusually prescient-foreshadowing the concern with the interrelationship
between soil fertility and soil chemistry (as well as such questions as the
relationship between town and country, and between landed property and
capitalist farming) that was come to the fore around four decades later as
a result of the scientific revolution in soil chemistry. Anderson helped
Marx to historicize the problem of capitalist ground rent, while more fully
comprehending the conditions of the soil. It was the crisis of soil fertility
in European and North Arnerican agriculture and the great advances in
soil science in Marx's own day which were, however, to allow Marx to
transform this historical approach to the question of agricultural ilnprovement into an ecological critique of capitalist agriculture. 14
Anderson not only developed a historically based analysis of rent and
agricultural improvement (and degradation); he also emerged at the very
end of his life as one of the leading critics of Malthus's 1798 E5say on
Population. Anderson's Calm Investigation was written largely in response to
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Malthus's Essay on Poplllation-and probably In response as well co Malthus's
pamphlet An Imlfstigation of tire CaUSl! of tire Prl'Sml Higlr Priu of Provisions
(1800) . Anderson sent a copy of the Calm Investigation CO Malthus, which
was probably the latter's first II1troduction to the work of the former, and
Malthus struggled repeatedly to answer Anderson 111 subsequent editions
of his essay. (Marx was to contend that Malthus's acquaintance with the
relatively little known work of Anderson, in the area of econonucs, allowed him to adopt without acknowledgement elements of Anderson's
18 I 5 Inquiry ;"'0

rent theory, without fully understanding it, in his own
tl,. Natllre and Progress oj Relit.)

Anderson's critique of Malthus's arIthmetical ratiO, which he also presented in the third volume of his RecreatiollS ill Agriculture (t801), was all
the more devastatmg because in presenting this ratio (that is, the assumpnon that the rate of mcrease in food couJd never go beyond a flXed
increment, which he claImed was at best equaJ to the entire agrlcuJtural

productIon for the year 1798) Malthus had offered as "proof" the fact
that no knowledgeable observer of agriculture would contraruct this. Yet,
Anderson, who was certainly one of the most knowledgeable analysts of
agriculture in his day, set out to refute Malthus's argument. Indeed.
Anderson argued that "if the population of any country shall advance,

and if the people in It be chieBy employed in the cultivation of the soil,
its productiveness will keep pace with that populatJon, whatever it shall
be; and they will have abundance at all times: and this the experience of
all nations hath confirmed." Nevertheless, 1t was possible by the division
of town and country, improper cultivation, and the faiJure to recycle
organic wastes to create "an opposite state of progression, until, by a

gradual process of deterioration, it rthe soIl] shall revert nearly to the
ongmaJ POll1t from which it set out"-that is, the benefits of all Improve-

ment will have been lost. In this latter case the avauabiliry of food could
prove insufficient due to the distortions produced withm society and in
the cuJtlvation of the soil-rather than due to the mherent inadequaCies
of agriculture. Anderson went on to dJscuss the degradation of the soil in
northern Mrica, SiCIly, and Italy itself 111 compamon to Roman nmes. "

Liebig, Marx, and the Second Agricultural Revolution
If Anderson's historical approach to the question of agriculture, which
emphasized the possibiliry of improvement (and also degradation), was far
superior to that of Malthus and Ricardo that followed, it is nonetheless
true that all of these early classical econonuc theories suffered from the
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lack of a scientific understanding of the composition of the soiL This was
most evident in Malthus and Ricardo, who relied almost exclusively on a
natural law conception. Although it is true that Ricardo recognized the
possibility of improvement of the land through better manuring, rotation
of crops, and so on, he nevertheless placed little emphasis on this, stressing
that the room for improvement was quite limited. His theory saw the
properties of the soil as generally fixed. Hence, the failures of agriculture
could be attributed almost entirely to the cultivation of inferior grades of
land in response to increased demand emanating from increased
populations.
Looking back in the mid-I860s at these early theories of agriculture
and reIlt, when he was writing Capital, Marx was to place strong emphasis on the historical division separating such analyses from his own time,
by observing that "the actual natural causes for the exhaustion of land ...
were unknown to any of the economists who wrote about differential
rent, on account of the state of agricultural chemistry in their time."lf,
Marx made this observation after reading Liebig's assessment, in the
seventh edition of his Organic Chemistry in its Application to Agn'cultf~re and
Physiology, of the state of agricultural knowledge prior to 1840, the date
at which the first edition of his landmark work had been published.
According to Liebig, agricultural knowledge prior to the 1840S had
emphasized the role of manure and the "latent power" in the land or soiL
Since the chemical properties of the soil were unknown at that time, the
nature of plant nutrition was also unknown. Hence, the latent power
attributed to the soil was frequently seen as inherently linuted and at the
same time indestructible. In no way could the real problems of agriculture be ascertained. 1"
These observations by Liebig and Marx serve to underscore what some
agricultural historians have called "the second agricultural revolution."lH
Although historians often still refer to a single agricultural revolution that
occurred in Britain in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries and that
laid the foundations for industrial capitalism, agricultural historians sometimes refer to a second and even a third agricultural revolution. According
to this conception, the first revolution was a gradual process taking place
over several centuries, connected with the enclosures and the growing
centrality of the market; technical changes included improvements in
manuring, crop rotation, drainage. and livestock management. In contrast,
the second agricultural revolution took place over a shorter period183Q--I88o--and was characterized by the growth of a fertilizer industry
and the development of soil chemistry, associated in particular with the
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work of Justus von Liebig. " The third agricultural revolution took place
still later, in the twentieth century, and involved the replacement of animal
traction with machine traction on the farm, followed by the concentration

of animals in massive feedlots, coupled with the genetic alteration of
plants (producing narrower monocultures) and the more intensive use of
chemical inputs-such as fertilizers and pesticides.2Q
Marx's critique of capitalist agriculture and his contributions to eco-

logical thought in this area have to be understood therefore in the context of the second agricultural revolution occurring in his time. The

beginnings of this revolution correspond closely to the origins of Marx's
thought. Already in 1844 in "Outlines for a Critique of Political
Economy" Engels had referred to the scientific revolution associated with

Liebig as a reason why Malthusian fears about the dearth of food for a
growing population were misplaced. At the outset, Marx and Engels, like
many other observers in their tinle, including Liebig himself, responded

to this agricultural revolution by concluding that agricultural progress in
the immediate future might outpace industry itself. Significantly, one of
Marx's notebooks from 18S I opened with excerpts from Liebig, followed
by excerpts from Malthus and various anti-Malthusian thinkers, and ended
up (except for SOllle very minor extracts that followed) with excerpts

from James F.W. Johnston, a British soil chemist, whose work was closely
related to that of Liebig. The overwhelming emphasis of Johnston's, as
well as Liebig's, work at this time was the possibility of agricultural
improvement-which Marx dearly regarded as a refutation of Malthusian
assumptions about soil productivity. Yet, this optimistic assessment was to

give way in the 1860s, in Marx's analysis-closely reflecting the changing
views of Liebig-to a much more sophisticated understanding of eco-

logical degradation within capitalist agriculture."
Liebig and the degradation of the soil
During the nineteenth century the depletion of soil fertility was the chief
environmental concern of capitalist society throughout Europe and North
America, comparable only to concerns about the growing pollution of
the cities, the deforestation of whole continents, and Malthusian fears of
overpopulation. The critical nature of this problem of the relation to the
soil can be seen quite clearly in the 1820S and 1830s, during the period
of outright crisis that engendered the second agricultural revolution. But

the problem did not simply end with the science of soil chemistry. Rather
there was a growing recognition of the extent to which the new methods

had only served to rationalize a process of ecological destruction.
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In the ]820S and 1830S in Britain, and soon afterward in the other
developing capitalist economics of Europe and North America, pervasive
concerns about "soil exhaustion" led to a virtual panic, and a phenom-

enal increase in the demand for fertilizer. European farmers in this period
raided the Napoleonic battlefield" of Waterloo and Austerlitz and reportedly dug up catacombs, so desperate were they for bones to spread over
their fields. The value of bone imports to Britain skyrocketed from
£14,400 in 182) to £254,600 in 1837. The first boat carrying Peruvian
gnano (accumulated dung of sea birds) arrived in Liverpool in 18)5; by
1841 1,700 tons were imported, and by 1847 220,OOO"~~
This second agricultural revolution associated with the origins of
modern soil science was closely connected to the demand for increased
soil fertility to support capitalist agriculture. The British Association for
the Advancement of Science commissioned Liebig in 1-837 to write a
work on the relationship between agriculture and chemistry. The founding
of the Royal Agricultural Society of England, a leading organization in
the British high farming movement-a movement of wealthy landowners
to improve farm management-took place in the following year. Two
years later, in r840, Liebig published his Or~anic Chemistry in its Applications to Agriculture and Physiology (known as his A~ricultural Chemistry), which
provided the first convincing explanation of the role of soil nutrients
such as nitrogen, phosphorous, and potassium, in the growth of plants.~.l
One of the figures most influenced by Liebig's ideas (as well as a rival
whose discoveries challenged Liebig's own) was the wealthy English landowner and agronomist J.B. Lawes. In 1842 Lawes invented a means of
making phosphate soluble, enabling him to develop the first agricultural
fertilizer, and in 184) he built a factory for the production of his new
"superphosphates." Following the repeal of the Corn Laws in 1846,
Liebig's organic chemistry, together with Lawes's new synthetic fertilizer,
were seen by the large agricultural interests in Britain as offering the
solution to the problem of obtaining larger crop yields. 24
Nevertheless, the new technology represented by Lawes's fertilizer
factory was slow to diffuse outside of Britain. The first factories for the
production of superphosphates were introduced in Germany only in IRSS;
in the United States only after the Civil War; and in France only after
the Franco-Prussian War. Moreover, the results obtained from the application of a single nutrient (such as phosphate) to the soil, though initially
producing dramatic results, tended to diminish rapidly after that, since
overall soil fertility is always limited by the nutrient in least abundance
(Liebig's Law of the Minimum).
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Hence, Liebig's discoveries at first only intensIfied the sense of crisis
with capitalist agricu.lture, nuking farmers more aware of the depletion
of soil minerals and the paucity of fertilizers. Moreover, capital's ability to
take advantage of these breakthroughs in soil chemistry was limited by
the development of the division of labor inherent in the system, specifically the growing antagonism between town and country. Hence by the
1860s, when he wrote Capital, Marx had become convinced of the unsustainable nature of capitalist agriculture, due to two historical developments in his time: (I) the widening sense of crisis in both European and
Norch American agriculrure associated with the depletion of the natural
fertility of the soil-a sense of crisis which was in no way alleviated, but
rather given added impetus, by the breakthroughs in soil science; and (2)
a shift in Liebig's own work in the late 18sos and 1860s toward a strong
ecological critique of capitalist development.
The contradictions within agriculture in this period were experienced
with particular intensity in the United States-especially among farmers
in upstate New York and in the Southeastern plantation economy. Blocked
from easy, economical access to guano (which was high in both nitrogen
and phosphates) by the British monopoly on Peruvian guano supplies,
the United States undertook-first unofficially and then as part of a
deliberate state policy-the imperial annexation of any islands thought to
be rich in this natural fertilizer. Under the authority of what became the
Guano Islands Act, passed by Congress in 1856, U.S. capitalists seized
ninety-four islands, rocks, and keys around the globe between 1856 and
1903, sixty-six of which were officially recognized by the Department of
State as U.S. appurtenances. "In the last ten years," Liebig was to observe
in 1862, "British and American ships have searched through all Seas, and
there is no small island, no coast, which has escaped their enquines after
guano." Nine of these guano islands remain U.S. possessions today. Yet
guano imperialism was unsuccessful in providing the United States with
the quantity and quality of natural fertilizer it needed."
Meanwhile, Peruvian guano supplies had begun to run out 111 the
1860s and had to be replaced increasingly by Chilean nitrates. Although
potassium salts discovered 111 Europe gave ready access to that mineral,
and both natural and artificial supplies of phosphates made that nutrient
more available, the lim..iting factor continued to be fertilizer nitrogen.
(Synthetic nittogen fertilizer was not developed until 1913, when the
German chemist Fritz Haber, who was to go on to pioneer in the
development of explosives and nerve gases for war productIon, originated
such a process.)
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The decline in natural fertility due to the disruption of the soil nutrient
cycle accompanying capitalist agriculture, the growing knowledge of the
need tor specific soil nutrients, and limitations in the supply of both
natural and synthetic fertilizer~ that would cOlnpemate for the loss of
natural fertility all contributed, therefore, to a widespread sense of a crisis
in soil fertility.
In the United States this was further complicated by geographical
factors. In upstate New York, which by 1800 liad displaced New England
as a center for wheat cultivation, the relative exhaustion of the soil was
brought into sharp relief by the steadily increasing COITtpctition from new
farmlands to the West in the decades following the opening of the Eric
Canal in L825. MeaIl\vhilc the slave plantations of the Southeast experienced dramatic declines in fertility, particularly on lands devoted to the
production of tobacco.
In New York farmers responded to the crisis hy promoting a more
rational agriculture through the creation of agricultural societies. In 1832
the New York Agricultural Society was formed. Two years later Jesse Buet.
an Albany newspaper editor, started the Cultil'ator, \vhich sought to
promote the kind of iIllproved fanning already being introduced in
Britain, concentrating on such issues a~ nlanures, dHilling wet soils, and
crop rotation. With the publication of Liebig's AgriwitHral Chemistry in
1840, New York agriculturists turned to the new soil science as a savior.
In 1850 the Scottish agriculturd.1 chetnist Jatnes F.W. Johnston, whonl
Marx was to call "the English Liebig," traveled to North America, and in
his inAuential work lVotes tm North Amrrira documented the loss of natural
soil fertility, demonstrating in particular the depleted condition of the soil
in New York as compared to the more fertile farmlands to the West;~(,
These issues were embraced in the I t':5OS hy the U.S. political economist
Henry Carey (I79)-IS79). In IRS) Carey observed in The Slave Trade
D01l1t'stir and Foreign-a work that he sent to Marx-that "it is singular
that all of the political economists of England have overlooked the fact
that man is a Illere borrower from the earth, and that when he does not
pay his debts, she does as do all other creditors, that is, she expels hiIn
froIn his holding." On January II, 1855, a young agronomist, George
Waring (I833-18y8). who began his career in the 1850S as an agriculturist
and \vho later ended up as the leading sauit'Iry engineer in the United
States and the principal advocate and practitioner of the cleaning up of
cities within the urban conservation t1l0vement, delivered a speech, entitled "Tlie Agricultural Features of tlie Census fi>r I R50," to the New
York State Geographical Society in which he tried to demonstrate eI11-
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pirically that the soil was systematically being robbed of Its nutrients.
That speech was later published in the n"l/elill of I"e America'i Geogmpl'icol
and Statistical ksociatioll in 1857. In an important essay in his Letters to tlte
Presidelll. all I"e Forrigll olld Domeslic Policy of I"e Ullioll (1858) Carey quoted
extensively from a speech by an "eminent agriculturist" (Waring, in the
speech referred to above), who had provided some rough national estimates on the loss of soil nutrients through the shipmen< of food and fiber
over long distances in a one-way movement from country to [OWIl. Waring
had concluded his argument by declaring:
(W]hat with our earth-bmchery and prodigality, we are each year losing rhe
intrinsic essence of our vitality.... The question of the economy should be, not
how much do we annually produce, but how much of our annual production
is saved to the sot!. Labor employed in robbmg the earth of its capItal stock of
ferrilizmg mateer, is worse than labor duown away. In the lancr case, it is a loss
to the present generation; in the former It becomes an mherltance of poverty
for our successors. Man is but a tenant of the soil, and he IS guilty of a crime
when he reduces Its value for other tenants who are (0 come after lum. 27

Throughout the late 1840S and 18sos Carey laid stress on the fact that
long-distance trade arising from the separation of town and country (and
agricultural producer and consUlner) was a major factor in the net loss of
soil nutrients and the growing crisis in agriculture-a point later developed
further by Liebig and Marx" "ru the whole energies of the country;'
Carey wrote of the U.S. in his Principles of Social Scifllce (, 8S8)-quoting
again frOI11 Waring--"are given to the enlargement of the trader's power,
it is no matter of surprise that its people are everywhere seen employed
in 'robbing the earth of its capital stock."''''
Waring's and Carey's views were to have an irnponant impact on
LIebig. In his Lellers 011 Modem Agri,"llIIre (1859) Liebig repeated the entire
statement from the "eminent agriculturist" (Waring) that Carey had
included in his Letters to the President and went on to argue that the
"empirical agriculture" of the trader gave rise to a "spoliation system" in
which the ilconditions of reproduction" of the soil were undermined. "'A
field from which something is permanently taken away,'" he wrote (quoting the practical acriculturalist Albrecht Block), '''cannot possibly increase
or even continue in its productive power.'" In fact, "every system of
farming based on the spoliation of the land leads to poverty." For Liebig,
"rational agriwltllre, in contradistinction to the spoliation system of farming, is based upon the principle of restillllion; by giving back to the fields
the conditions of their fertility, the farmer insures the permanence of the
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latter." English "high farming," he argued, was "not the open system of
robbery of the American farmer ... but it is a more refined species of
spoliation which at first glance does not look like robbery." Following
Carey, Liebig observed that there were hundreds, sometimes thousands,
of llliles in the United States between the centers of grain cultivation and
their markets. The constituent element<; of the soil were therefore shipped
to locations distant from their points of origin, making the reproduction
of soil fertility that much more diflicult. A few years later Liebig warned
somewhat apocalyptically in the famous introduction to the 1862 edition
of his A~rjcultural Chemistry, which influenced Marx, that, "if we do not
succeed in making the farmer better aware of the conditions under which
he produces and in giving hini the means necessary for the increase of
his output, wars, emigration, famines and epidemics will of necessity create
the conditions of a new equilibrium which will undermine the welfare
of everyone and finally lead to the ruin of agriculture."" What was needed,
Liebig contended at another point in that same work, was the discovery
of "deposits of manure or guano ... in volumes approximating to those of
the English coalfields.".l2 Ultimately, it was a question, as Liebig wrote in
his Familiar Letters on Chemistr)" of "the restoration of the elementary
constituents of the soil," which had been withdrawn from it by the
marketing over long distances of food and fiber and by the relTIoval of
cattle. ,'"
The problem of the depletion of the soil was also tied, according to
Liebig, to the pollution of the cities with human and animal wastes. The
relation between Liebig's treatment of the soil nutrient cycle and the
waste problem in the large cities had already been taken up by Edwin
Chadwick as early as 1842 in his Report on the Sanitary Condition of the
lAbouring Population of Great Britain, which started the public health movement and gready influenced Engels." In his influential Letters Oil the Subject of the Utilization of the Municipal Sewage (1865) Liebig himself
insisted-relying on an analysis of the condition of the Thames-that
organic recycling that would return to the soil the nutrients contained in
sewage was an indispensable part of a rational urban-agricultural system.
"If it were practicable to collect, without the least loss, all the solid and
fluid excrements of the inhabitants of towns," he was to write, "and to
return to each farmer the portion arising from produce originally supplied by him to the town, the productiveness of his land might be maintained almost unimpaired for ages to come, and the existing store of
mineral elements in every fertile field would be amply suffIcient for the
wants of the increasing populations."·>';
-'II
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Marx's theory of metabolic rift
Marx was deeply affected by Liebig's analysis when writing Capital in the
early 1860s. In 1866, the year before the ftrst volume of Capital was
published, he wrote to Engels that in developing his critique of ground
rent in volume 3, "I had to plough through the new agricultural chemistry
in Germany, in particular Liebig and Schonbein, which is more important
for this matter than all the economists put together." Indeed. u to have
developed from the point of view of natural science the negative, i.e.
destructive side of modern agriculture," Marx noted in volume 1 of
Capital, "is one of Liebig's irrunortal merits:" \(,
Under the influence of Liebig, whom he studied attentively-making
extensive extracts from Liebig's work in his scientific notebooks-Marx
was to develop a systematic critique of capitalist "exploitation" (in the
sense of robbery, that is, failing to maintain the means of reproduction)
of the soiL·n Hence, both of Marx's two main discussions of capitalist
agriculture ended with explanations of how large-scale industry and largescale agriculture combined to impoverish the soil and the worker. Much
of this critique was distilled in a remarkable passage at the end of Marx's
treatment of "The Genesis of Capitalist Ground Rent" in volume 3 of
Capital, where he wrote:
Large landed property reduces the agricultural population to an ever decreasing
minimum and confronts it with an ever growing industrial population cranuned
together in large towns; in this way it produces conditions chac provoke an
irreparable rift in the interdependent process of social met.lbolism, a metabolism
prescribed by the natural laws of life itself. The result of this is a squandering
of the vitality of the soil, which is carried by trade far beyond the bounds of
a single country. (Liebig.) .... Large-scale industry and industrially pursued largescale agriculture have the same effect. If they are originally distinguished by the
fact that the former lays waste and ruins labour-power and thus the natural
power of man, whereas the laner does the same to the natural power of the soil,
they link up in the later course of development, since the industrial system
applied to agriculture also enervates the workers there, while industry and trade
for their part provide agriculture with the means of exhausting the soil.'8

Marx provided a closely related and equaUy important distiUation of
his critique of capitalist agriculture in his discllssion of "Large-scale
Industry and Agriculture" in volume I of Capital:
Capitalist production collects the population together in great centres, and causes
the urban population to achieve an ever-growing preponderance. This has two
results. On the one hand it concentrates the historical motive force of society;
on the other hand, it disturbs the metabolic interaction between man and the
earth, i.e. it prevents the return to the soil of its constituent elements consumed
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by man in the form of food and clothing; hence it hinders the operation of the
eeernal natural condition [or the lasting fertility of the soil. ... But by destroying
the circumstances surrounding that metabolism .. it compels its systematic
restoration as a regulative law of social production, and in a form adequate to
the full development of the human race .... [A}Jl progress in capitalist agriculture is a progress in the art, not only of robbing the worker, but of robbing
the soil; all progress in increasing the fertility of the soil for a given time is a
progress toward ruining the more long-lasting sources of that fertility.... Capitalist production, therefore, only develops the technique and the degree of
combination of the social process of production by simultaneously undermining
the original sources of all wealth~the soil and the worker.-1q

What is common to both of these passages from Marx's Capjta~the
fIrst ending his discussion of capitalist ground rent in volume 3 and the
second concluding his treatment of large-scale agriculture and industry in
volume I-is the central theoretical concept of a "rift" in the "metabolic
interaction between man and the earth," that is, the "social metabolism
prescribed hy the natural laws of life," through the "robbing" of the soil of
its constituent elements, requiring its "systematic restoration." This contradiction develops through the growth simultaneously of large-scale industry
and large-scale agriculture under capitalism, with the former providing
the latter with the means of the intensive exploitation of the soil. Like
Liebig, Marx argued that long-distance trade in food and fiber for clothlllg
made the problem of the alienation of the constituent elements of the soil
that much more of an "irreparable rift." For Marx, this was part of the
natural course of capitalist development. As he wrote in 1852, "the soil is
to be a marketable commodity, and the exploitation of the soil is to be
carried on according to the conunon commercial laws. There are to be
manufactures of food as well as manufacturers of twist and cottons, but no
longer any lords of the land."~11
Moreover, the contradictions associated with this development were
global in character. As Marx observed in Capital, volume I, the fact that
the "blind desire for profit" had "exhausted the soil" of England could be
seen daily in the conditions that "forced the manuring of English fields
with guano" imported from Peru."' 1 The lnere fact that seeds, guano, and
so on, were iIllported "from distant countries," Marx noted in the Gmndrisse (1857-1858), indicated that agriculture under capitalism had ceased to
be "self-sustaining," that it "no longer finds the natural conditions of its
own production within itself, naturally arisen, spontaneous, and ready to
hand, but these exist as an independent industry separate from it.""'~ A
central part of Marx's argument was the thesis that the inherent character
of large-scale agriculture under capitalism prevents any truly rational
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application of the new science of soil management. Despite all of the
scientific and technological developluent in agriculture, capital was unable
to maintain those conditions necessary for the recycling of the constituent
elcluents of the soiL
The key conceptual category in Marx's theoretical- analysis in this area
is the concept of metabolism (St'!iJUlec/'sei). The German word "Stoffwechse/" directly sets out in its elements the notion of "material exchange"
that underlies the notion of structured processes of biological growth and
decay captured in the term "metabolism." In his definition of the labor
process Marx made the concept of metabolism central to his entire system
of analysis by rooting his understanding of the labor process upon it.
Thus in his definition of the labor process in general (as opposed to its
historically specific manitestations), Marx utilized the concept of lnetabolism to describe the human relation to nature through labor:
Labour is, first of all, a process between man and nature, a process by which
man, through his own actions, mediatC's, regulates and comrols the metabolism
between himself and nature. He confronts the materials of nature as a force of
nature. He sets in motion the natural forces which belong to his own body, his
arms, legs, head and hands, in order to appropriate the materials of nJ.ture in
a form adapted to his own needs. Through this movement he acts upon external
nature and changes it, and in this way he simultaneously changes his own
nature.. It [the lahar process] is the universal condition for the metabolic
interaction [Stl'!ffiwrIHe/] betwcen man and naturc, the everlasting nature-imposed
condition of human existence. 4 .l

A few years previow:. to this Marx had written in his EwntJmic lvfanuthat "actual labour is the appropriation uf nature for the
satisfaction of human needs, the activity through which the lnetabolism
between man and nature is mediated." It followed that the actual activity
of labur was never independent of nature's own wealth-creating potential.
"since material wealth, the world of usc values, exclusively consists of
natural matcri'lls modified by labour:'-l~
Marx utilized the concept of metabolism throughout his mature works,
though the context varied. A.. . late as 1880 in his IVotes on Adolplt l¥a~l1er,
hi, last economic work, Marx highlighted the centrality of the concept of
Sttiffwechsel to his overall critique of political economy, indicating that "I
have employed the word ... for the 'natural' process of production as the
material exchange [St(~ffwer"sell bet\veen man and nature." "Interruptions
of the formal exchange" in the circulation of commodities, he emphasized,
"are later designated as interruptions of the material exchange." The
economic circular flow then was closely bound up. in Marx's analysis,
smiJI {~r 1861-63
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with the material exchange (ecological circular flow) associated with the
metabolic interaction between human beings and nature. "The chemical
process regulated by labour," he wrote, "has everywhere consisted of an
exchange of (natural) equivalents." Building on the universal character of
material exchange, upon which the formal exchange of economic equivalents in the capitalist economy was a mere alienated expression, Marx
referred in the Gmndrisse to the concept of ll1ctaholism (Stoffwechsel) in
the wider sense of "a system of general social metabolism, of universal
relations, of all-round needs and universal capacities .. formed for the
first time" under generalized commodity production.-I~
Marx therefore employed the concept both to refer to the actual metabolic interaction between nature and society through human labor (the
usual context in which the term was used in his works), and in a wider
sense (particularly in the Gnmdn'sse) to describe the complex, dynamic,
interdependent set of needs and relations brought into being and C011stantly reproduced in alienated form under capitalism, and the question
of human freedom it raised-all of which could be seen as being connected to the way in which the human metabolism with nature was
expressed through the concrete organization of human labor. The concept
of metabolism thus took on both a specific ecological meaning and a
wider socia! meaning. ~l,
Much of Marx's disclission of the metabolic relation between human
beings and nature can he seen as building on the early Marx's more directly
philosophical attempts to account for thc complex interdependence between
human beings and naturc. In 1844 in his Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts Marx had explained that "Man lives from nature, i.c. nature is his
body, and he must maintain a continuing dialogue with it if he is not to
die. To say that man's physical Jnd mental life is linked to nature simply
means that nature is linked to itself, for man is a part of nature."..j7 Marx's
later concept of metabolism, however, allowed him to give a more solid
and scientific expression of this fundamental relationship, depicting the
complex, dynamic interchange between human beings and nature resulting
from human labor. The concept of metabolism, with its attendant notions
of material exchanges and regulatory action, allowed him to express the
human relation to nature as one that encompassed both "natuf<.'-imposed
conditions" and the capacity of human beings to affect this process.
Most importantly, the concept of metabolism provided Marx with a
concrete way of expressing the notion of the alienation of nature (and its
relation to the alienation of labor) that was central to his critique from
his earliest writings 011. As he explained in the Grnndrisse.
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It is not the unity of living and active humanity with the natural . inorganic
conditions of their metabolic exchange with nantre, and hence their appropriation of nature, which requires explanation, or is the resule of a histo ric process,
hm rather the JeparatjOfI becween these inorganic conditions of human existence
and tlus active existence, a separation which is completely posited only in the
relation of wage labour and capitaJ.~1I

Herein was contained the essence of Marx's entire critique of the alienated
character of bourgeois society.

According to Tim Hayward, Marx's notion of socio-ecological
metabolism
captures fundamental aspects of humans' existence as barh natural and physical
beings: these include the energetic and material exchanges which occur between human beings and their natura] environment ... This metabolism is regulated from the side of nature by natunl laws governing the various physical
processes involved, and from the side of society by institutionalized norms
governing the division of labour and distribution of wealth etc."9

Given the centrality that he assigned to the concept of metabolismconstituting the complex, interdependent process linking hUlnan beings
to nature through labor--it should not surprise us that this concept also
plays a central role in Marx's vision of a future society of associated pro-

ducers: " Freedom in this sphere [the realm of natural necessity]," he wrote
in volume 3 of Capital, u can consist only in this, that socialized man, the
associated producers, govern the human metabolism with nature in a
rational way, bringing it under their own collective control instead of

being dominated by it as a blind power; accomplishing it with the least
expencliture of energy and in conclitions most worthy and appropriate for
their human nature:'$()

To understand more fully the significance of Marx's use of the concept
of metabolism to account for the human-nature relarion through social
production, it is necessary to look briefly at how this concept emerged.

The term "metabolism" (StlJiJivedlsel) was introduced as early as 1815 and
was adopted by German physiologists during the 18305 and 18405 to refer
primarily to material exchanges within the body, related to respiration.
But the term was given a somewhat wider application (and therefore
greater currency) by Liebig's use of it in 1842 in his Animal Chemistry, the
great work that followed his 1840 Agricultural Chemistry. In Aflimai Chemistry Liebig introduced the notion of metabolic process in the context of
tissue degradation. It was later generalized still further and emerged as

one of the key concepts, applicable both at the cellular level and in the
analysis of entire organisms, in the development of biochemistryY
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In Liebig's Animal Chemistry the material concept of metabolism was
mixed rather inconsistently with the notion of "vital force," in which
Liebig hearkened back to an earlier vitalism. identifying physiological
motion with unknown, even mystical, sources (imponderables) that could
not be reduced to material exchange. (Liebig's contribution here fed inca
a whole tradition of analysis that has been called "vital materialism," which
tried to avoid mechanistic approaches to biochemistry.) His analysis in this
respect came under attack in 1845 from the German scientist Julius Robert
Mayer, one of the four co-discoverers in the early [840S of the law of the
conservation of energy. [n a paper entitled "The Motion of Organisms and
their Relation to Metabolism" Mayer argued. in opposition to Liebig, that
the notion of "vital force" was unnecessary, and that metabolism (SteffluecJlSel) was explicable entirely in terms of a scientific materialism emphasizing energetics (the conservation of energy and its exchange). Hence, the
whole notion of metabolism came to be linked in this way with the more
general shift toward energetics in science, and was thus essential for the
development of "quantitative ecology." Marx's own use of the concept in
the 18605 in order to explain the relation of human labor to irs environment was consistent with this general shift toward energetics in science. 52
Nor was this merely fortuitous, since Marx was well aware of these
scientific debates. He was a close follower of the work of the British
physicist John Tyndall, who championed Mayer's work in the 1860s. Engels
was also familiar with Mayer's contributions and the general scientific
discussions in this area, no doubt imparting some of this knowledge to
Marx. [n addition, Marx in 1864 had studied, and was deeply impressed
by. the work of the German physiologist Theodor Schwaml, who in 1839
had introduced the notion of cellular metabolism, thereby influencing
Liebig, Mayer, and others"
BegilU1.ing in the I 840S down to the present day, the concept of metabolism has been used as a key category in the systems theory approach to
the interaction of organisms to their environments. It captures the complex
biochemical process of metabolic exchange, through which an organism
(or a given cell) draws upon materials and energy from its environment
and converts these by \vay of various metabolic reactions into the building blocks of growth. In addition, the concept of metabolism is used to
refer to the specific regulatory processes that govern this complex interchange between organisms and their environment. Eugene Odull1 and
other leading system ecologists now employ the concept of "metabolism"
to refer to all biological levels, starting with the single cell and ending
with the ecosystem. 54
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Given all of this, it is somewhat surprising to discover that in his
COllcept <if Nature ill Marx (1962) Alfred Schmidt claImed that Marx simply
took over the German chemist Jakob .. Moleschott's theory of metabolism," though not without changing ic somewhat. As his evidence for
trus, Schnudt quoted from a work by Moleschott, authored in 1857, in
which Moleschott stated that
The name "metaboltsm" has been given [0 this exchange of materia! [between
different forms oflife].We 3re right not to mention the word without a feeling
of reverence. For just as trade is the soul of commerce, the external circulation
of material is the soul of the world .... I make no bones about stating this: the
pivot ahom wluch the wisdom of the present-day world turns is the theory of
metabollSm. 55

Yet, Schmidt's mference here, with respect to Moleschott's direct mlluence
on Marx, has little actual basis in logic or eVidence. The term "metabolism" (Stoffivecirsel) was already well established in the scientific literature
by the time Moleschott wrote this. Although Marx was aware of Moleschott's work (in London he attended lectures by Moleschott as well as
Liebig, Tyndall, and Thomas Huxley), and this may have played 1I1to his
use of the term, there is no evidence that he cook it particuJarly seriously. 56
In contrast, Marx studied Liebig closely, and was undoubtedly familiar
with his earlier. more influential use of the concept. Moreover, in his use
of the concept in Capita/ Marx always stayed close to Liebig's argument,
and generally did so within a context that included direct allusions to
Liebig's work. Given Moleschott's tendency to shift back and forth
between mechanistic materialism and mysticism, Marx is unlikely to have
found his analysis congenial.
The widespread use of the concept of metabolism during these
decades-a usage that cannot be attributed to anyone thinker, although
Liebig clearly played an important role-was pointed out by Engels in
Ami-DO/lrillg (1877-1878). The fact that "metabolism" or "the organic
exchange of matter," Engels wrote, "is the most general and characteristic
phenomenon of life has been said times without number during the last
trurry years by physiological chemists and chenucal physiologists." Later
he added 111 The Dialecti" of Nalllre--in a diSCUSSIon of Liebig, Helmbolu,
and Tyndall, all of whom had contributed to the shift to energetics in
science in the 18405 and I 85os-that "Life is the mode of existence of
protein bodies, the essential element of which consists in cotzti,,,,al metabolic interchmlge witll the lIatilral etlvironmem outside them, and which ceases
with the cessation of this metabolism, bringing about the decomposition
of the protein." (For Engels, such metabolic exchange constituted a
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primary condition of life, even in a sense its "definition"-"but neither
an exact nor an exhaustive one." Moreover, exchange of matter was also
encountered in the absence of life.} There would therefore seem to he no
genuine basis for assuming that Marx, in employing this concept in the
late 18505 and 1860s, was drawing primarily on Moleschott (or indeed on
Moleschott at all) ."
More peculiar still, Marina Fischer-Kowalski, basing her remarks on
Schmidt's interpretation, has stated that, "according to Schmidt, Marx
drew much of his understanding of metabolism from this source
[Moleschott] and imported a notion of trophical hierarchy, food chains
and nutrient cycling rather than an organismic, biochemical interpretation
of metabolism." The fact that Marx's analysis in this area was primarily
derived from Liebig (and was undoubteclly influenced by Mayer, Tyndall,
and Schwann), however, contradicts the claim that his analysis was neither biochemical nor organismic in nature. Indeed. it is undoubtedly a
mistake to try to separate issues such as "nutrient cycling" from "the
biochemical interpretation of metabolism," as Fischer-Kowalski has done,
since the former is part of the metabolic process in the life of organisms.
Thus Marx referred to "man's natural metabolism" when discussing the
complex, interdependent biochemical process involved in the intake of
nutrients and the production of human wastes or excrement. 58
More usefully, Marina Fischer-Kowalski has recently referred to the
concept of metabolism as "3 rising conceptual star" within socia-ecological
thought because of the emergence of cross-disciplinary research on "industrialmetabolism"--dealing with the regulatory processes governing the
throughput of nlaterials and energy for a given industrial complex. 59
Further, the concept of metabolism is frequently employed in a more
global context to analyze the material interchange between city and
country, in much the same fashion as Liebig and Marx used the concept.
For scholars working in these areas, it is now common to recognize, as
Fischer-Kowalski has stated, that "within the nineteenth-century foundations of social theory, it was Marx and Engels who applied the term
'metabolism' to society."60
Environmental theorists working with the concept of "industrial metabolism" in recent years have often insisted that, just as the materials that
birds lise to build nests are corrunonly viewed as material Bows associated
with the metabolism of birds, so analogous material flows within human
production can be seen as constituting part of the human metabolism.
For example, Fischer-Kowalski includes "as part of the metabolism of a
social systenl those material and energetic fiOlVS tllat sustaiu tire material compart-
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ments of tlte system."(d Nevertheless, how such a system is regulated, particularly in the case of human society, is the big question. In Marx's
case the answer was human labor and its development within historically
specific social formations.
Marx's analysis of sustainability
An essential component of the concept of metabolism has always been
the notion that it constitutes the basis on which the cOInplex web of
interactions necessary to life is sustained, and growth becomes possible.
Marx employed the concept of a "rift" in the metabolic relation between
human beings and the earth to capture the material estrangement of
human beings within capitalist society from the natural conditions which
formed the basis for their existence--what he called "the everlasting
nature-imposed condition[s] of human existence."
To insist that large-scale capitalist society created such a metabolic rift
between human bein~ and the soil was to argue that the nature-imposed
conditions of sustainability had been violated. "Capitalist production,"
Marx observed. "turns towards the land only after its influence has exhausted it and after it has devastated its natural qualities." Further, this
could be viewed in relation not only to the soil but also to the antagonistic relation between town and country. For Marx, like Liebig. the
failure to return to the soil the nutrients that had been removed in the
form of food and fiber had its counterpart in the pollution of the cities
and the irrationality of modern sewerage systems. In the third volume of
Capital he noted that "In London ... they can do nothing better with the
excrement produced by 4 112 million people than pollute the Thames
with it, at nlOnstrous expense." Engels was no less explicit on this point.
In addressing the need to transcend the antagonistic division of labor
between town and country in TIle Housing Question. he referred, following
Liebig, to the fact that "in London alone a greater quantity of manure
than is produced by the whole kingdom of Saxony is poured away every
day into the sea with an expenditure of enormous sums." It was therefore
necessary. he argued, to reestablish an "intimate connection between industrial and agricultural production" together with "as uniform a distribution as possible of the population over the whole country" (an argument
that Marx and Engels had made in The Communist Manifesto). Writing in
volume 3 of Capital, Marx was adamant in insisting that the "excrement
produced by man's natural metabolism;' along with the waste of industrial production and consunlption, needed to he returned to the soil, as
part of a complete metabolic cycle.'·'
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For Marx, the metabohc rift associated at the social level with the
antagonistic division between town and country was also evident on a
morc global level: whole colonies saw their land, resources, and soil robbed

to support the industrialization of the colonizing countries. Following
Liebig, who had contended that "Great Britain robs all countries of the
conditions of their fertility" and had pointed to Ireland a'l an extreme
example, Marx wrote, "England has indirectly exported the soil of Ireland,
without even allowing its cultivators the means for replacing the constituents of the exhausted soi1."(,·1
Hence, it is impossible to avoid the conclusion that Marx's view of

capitalist agriculture and of the metabolic rift in the nature-imposed
relations between human beings and the soil led him to a wider concept
of ecological sustainability-a notion that he thought of very lirruted
practical relevance to capitalist society, which was incapable of applying
rational scientific methods in this area, but essential for a society of associated producers.
The way that the cultivation of particular crops depends on fluctuations in
market prices and the constant changes in cultivation with these price fluctuations-the entire spirit of capitalist production, which is oriented toward~ the
most immediate monetary profits-stands in contradiction to agriculture, which
has to concern itself with the whole gamut of permanent conditions of life
required by the chain of human generations.('~

Marx's emphasis on the need to maintain the earth for the sake of "the
chain of human generations" (an idea that he had encountered in the
early I 840S in Proudhon's (;JI/wt is Property?) captured the very essence of
the present-day notion of sustainable development, famously defined by
the Brundtland Conunission as "development which meets the needs of
the present without cOlnprOlnising the ability of future generations to
meet their needs." Or, as Marx, capturing the same essential idea, put it
at another point, the "conscious and rational treatment of the land as
permanent communal property" is "the inalienable condition for the existence and reproduction of the chain of human generations."t'~ Indeed, in a
truly remarkable passage in Capital, Marx wrote:
From the standpoint of a higher socio-economic formation, the private property
of particular individuals in the carth will appear just as absurd as the private
property of one man in other men. Even an entire society, a nation, or all
simultaneously existing societies taken together, are not owners of the earth.
They are simply its possessors, its beneficiaries, and have to bequeath it in an
improved stare to succeeding generations as bofti patres familias [good heads of
the household].{'('
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These issues became increasingly important to Marx near the end of
Ius life, when, as a result of his investigations imo the revolutionary
potential of the archaic Russian commune, he developed the argument
that It would be possible to form an agricuJrural system "organized on a
vast scale and managed by cooperative labor" through the use of modern
"agronomic methods" not fully or rationally employed under capitalism.
The merit of such a system, he contended, would be that it would be "in
a position [0 incorporate all the positive acquisitions devised by the
capitalist system" without falling prey to the purely exploitative relation
to the soil, that is, the robbery, that characterized the latter. Marx's focus
on the literature of the Russian populists near the end of his life, and his
growing conviction that revolution against capitalism would emerge first
111 RUSSIa-where economic, and more specifically agricultural, abundance
could not be taken for granted-compeUed him to focus on agricultural
underdevelopment, and the ecological requirements of a more rational
agricultural system.,·7
Marx did not believe, though such views are conunonly attributed to
him, that the answer to problems of agricultural development was simply
to increase the scale of production. Rather his analysis taught him the
dangers of large-scale agriculture, while also teaching him that the main
issue was met.1bolic interaction between human beings and the earth.
Hence, agriculture cou ld occur on a fairly large scale only where conditions of sustainability were n13intained-something that he believed was
impossible under large-scale capitalist agriculture. "The moral of the tale,"
Marx wrote in volume 3 of Capital, .. ... is that the capitalist system runs
counter to a rational agriculture, or that a rational agriculture is incompatible with the capitalist system (even if the latter promotes technical
development in agriculture) and needs either small farmers working for
themselves or the control of the associated producers." Marx and Engels
consistently argued in their writings that large landholders were invariably
more destructive in their relation to the earth than free farmers. Thus
Engels wrote 111 Allti-Oii/lrillg that in North America " the big landlords of
the South, wlth their slaves and their rapacious nUing of the land,
exhausted the soil until it could only grow firs ."68
Although focllsing to a considerable extent on the contradictions of
the second agrIcultural revolution and its relation to the antagonistic
division between town and country, Marx and Engels'S materialist conception of nature meant that they also addressed (though much more
briefly) other ecological problems, including the depletion of coal reserves,
the destruction of forests, and so on. As Engels noted in a letter to Marx,
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"the working individual is not only a stabiliser of tbe presellt but also, and
to a far greater extent, a squanderer of past, solar heat. As to what we
have done in the way of squandering our reserves of energy. our coal.
are, forests, etc .. you are better informed than I am."6'J Marx himself
referred to the "devastating" effects of "deforestation" and viewed this as
a long-term, historical result of the exploitative relation to nature that
had characterized all civilization, not just capitalism, up to that point:
"the development of civilization and industry in general," he wrote, "has
always shown itself so active in the destruction of forests that everything
that has been done for their conservation and production is completely
insignificant in comparison."7!l Marx also decried the fact that the forests
in England were not "true forests" since "the deer in the parks of the
great are demure domestic cattle, as f.1t as London aldermen"; while in
Scotland "the so-called "deer forests" that had been set up for the benefit
of huntsmen (at the expense of rural laborers) encompassed deer but no
trees. 71 Under the influence of the ancient materialists and Darwin, Marx
and Engels repudiated tbe age-old conception that had placed human
beings at the center of the natural universe. Thus Engels professed "a
withering contempt for the idealistic exaltation of man over the other
animals." There is no trace in Marx and Engels of the Cartesian reduction
of animals to mere machines. n
In recent years ecological economics has focused heavily on energetics
and the entropy law. In this context it has sometimes been argued that
Marx and Engels were in error in refusing to acknowledge the importance
of energy and material flows for a theory of economic value, in the
context of their rejection of the work of the early ecological economist
Sergei Podolinsky, who, beginning in 1880, had made some pioneering
contributions in this area, and who considered himself a follower of Marx.
This criticism has been leveled in particular by Juan Martinez-Alier in a
series of works. 7J
Nevertheless, the entire body of " evidence" offered for this interpretation
consists of two letters that Engels wrote to Marx, at the latter's request,
assessing Podolinsky's analysis. three months before Marx's death. In these
letters Engels accepted the general scientific basis upon which Podolinsky's
analysis was erected, but criticized the shortcomings of his analysis of energy
transfers, which failed to take into account energy transferred by fertilizers
in agriculture and the importance of fossil fuels. In general, Engels believed
that the obstacles to calculating accurately the energy transfers involved in
economic transactions were so enormous as to make them impractical.
This was far from constituting a rejection of the entropy law.
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Marx himself never replied to this Jetter from Engels nor commented
on Podlinsky's work, and, given the fact that he died a few months later,
even ills silence tells us nothing?4 If Marx was thus unable to take
advantage of Podolinsky's work. however, the same was not true with
respect to his incorporation of Liebig's msighcs into his analysis. Hence, it
IS significant that some ecological economists have seen Marx's work, in
Imc WIth Liebig's. as offering the essential elements of a thermodynamic
critique of capitalist agriculture. 7s
A more prominent criticism of Marx, deriving from a failure to understand his approach to the question of sustainability, is that he allegedly
denied the role of nature in the creation of wealth by constructing a
labor theory of value that saw all value derived from nature, and by
referring to nature as a "free gift" to capital. 7(, Yet this criticisln is based
on fundamental misunderstanding of Marx's economics. The idea that the
earth was a "gift" of nature to capital was propounded by Malthus long
before Marx. Marx, while accepting this as a reality of capitalist production, nonetheless was aware of the social and ecological contradictions
embedded In such a view. In his Economic MlHlIIscript oj 1861-63 he
repeatedly attacked Malthus for falling back on this "physiocratic notion"
that the environment was "a gift of nature to man," while failing to
perceive how this was connected to historically specific social relations
brought into being by capital."
Nevertheless, this tenet of classical liberal political economy was carried
forward into neoclassical economics in the work of the great economic
theorist Alfred Marshall and persisted in neoclassical economics textbooks
well into the 19805. Hence the tenth (1987) edition of a widely used
introductory textbook in economics by Campbell Mc onnell states the
following: "Land refers to all natural resources-all 'free gifts of nature'which are usable in the production process:' And further along we find:
"Land has no production cost; it is a 'free and nonreproducible gift of
nature.'..-/g

To be sure, Marx agreed with claSSIcal liberal political economy that
IIl1der II" lalV 'If I'allie of <apilalislII nature w.s accorded no value. "The
earth," he wrote, .. ... is active as an agent of production in the production
of a use-value, a material product, say wheat. But it has nothing to do
wah producing the palue oj the wheal.""} The vallie of the wheat, as with
any comnlodity under capitalism, arose from labor. For Marx, however,
this merely pointed to the very narrow, limited conception of wealth
associated with capitalist commodity relations and a system built around
exchange value. Genuine wealth, he argued, consisted of use values-the
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characteristic of production in general, transcending its specifically capitalist
form. Indeed, it was the contradiction between use value and exchange
value engendered by capitalism that Marx considered to be one of the
foremost contradictions of the entire dialectic of capital. Nature, which
contributed to the production of use values, was just as much a source of
wealth as labor-even though its contribution to wealth was neglected by
the system. Indeed, labor itself was ultimately reducible to such natural
properties-a proposition deeply emhedded in the materialist tradition
going back as far as Epicurus. "What Lucretius says," Marx wrote in
Capital, "is self-evident: nil posse crean' de nihilo, out of nothing, nothing
can be created. 'Creation of value' is the transposition of labour-power
into labour. Labour-power itself is, above all else, the material of nature
transformed into a human organisIIl."l>(I
«Nature," Marx wrote, «builds no machines, no locomotives, railways,
electric telegraphs, self-acting mules, etc. These are products of human
industry; natural material transformed into organs of the human will over
nature, or of human participation in nature. They are organs of the IWlnan
brain, created by the hmnan hand; the power of knowledge. objectified."
Hence, human beings through their production give new form, that is,
actively transform, already existing material nature. "Labour is the living,
form-giving fire; it is the transitoriness of things, their temporality, as
their formation by living time."" (Here Marx was building on Epicurus'
notion of the transitory nature of things, of matter as mere .. embodied
time," as Marx had put it in his doctoral thesis; see Chapter Two above.)
In line with this conception, which took into account both material
nature and the transformative role of human labor, Marx insisted that
"labour," as he stated at the beginning of Capital, "is not the only source
of material wealth, i.e. of the use-values it produces. As William Petty
says, labour is the father of material wealth, the earth is its mother." In
the Critique {if the Gotha Programme Marx offered a trenchant criticism of
those socialists such as Ferdinand Lassalle who had attributed what Marx
called" supernatural creative power to labour" by viewing it as the sole source
of wealth and setting aside nature's contribution.l!~ Under communism,
he insisted, wealth would need to be viewed in far more universal terms,
as consisting of those material use values that constituted the foundations
for the full development of human creativity, "the development of the
rich individuality which is all sided in its production as in its consumption"-expanding the wealth of connections allowed for by nature,
while at the same time reflecting the complex and changing human
metabolism with nature. IIJ
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An even more lmportant criticism frequently leveled at Marx 111 this
area is that he had an extremely optinustic. cornl1copian view of the
condltlons that would exist in post-capitalist society due to the development of the forces of production under capitalism. In tlus lIncrprecation
Marx reued so much on the assumption of abundance in hts Vision of a
future society that ecological considerations such as the scarcity of natural
resources and external limits to production simply vanished. Thus Alec

Nove has contended that Marx believed that "the problem of production
had been 'solved'" by capitalism, and that the future society of associated
producers would not have to "take seriously the problem of the allocation
of scarce resources," which also implied that there was no need for an
"ecologically consciolls" socialism. IH
Yet, rather than arguing, as Nove contends, that natural resources wefe

"inexhaustIble" and that ecological abundance was sunply assured by the
developmenc of capitalist forces of production, Marx insIsted again and
again that capltalism was beset with a chron.ic problem of production in
agriculture, which could ultinlately be traced to the unsustainable way in
which production was organized. Agriculture in general, Marx argued,
"when it progresses spontaneously and is not lousDousiy controlled ... leaves
deserts behind It-Persia, Mesopotamia, etc., Greece."!!!i
Within industry Marx was aware of the enormous waste generated.
and stressed the need for the "reduction" and "re-use" of waste, especially

in a section of volume 3 of Capital entitled "Utilization of the Refuse of
Production." Further, he gave every indication that these difficulties would
continue to plague any society attempting to construct socialism or communism. Thus, although some critics, such as Andrew McLaughlin, argue
that Marx envisioned "a generaJ material abundance as the substratum of
conU11umsm," and hence saw "no basis for recogruzing any interest 111 the
liberation of nature from human domination," this is contradicted by
overwhelming eVIdence from Marx's texts themselves, where he demonstrates a deep concern for issues of ecological linuts and slL5tamabihty.lIf.
Further, there IS simply no indication at any point in Marx's vast mtel-

lectual corpus that he believed that a sustainable relation to the earth
would come about automatically with the transition to socialism. Rather
he stressed the need for planning in this area, beginning with measures
aimed at the elinunation of the antagonistic division of labor between

town and country. This included the more even dispersal of population,
the integration of industry and agriculture, and the restoration and

improvement of the soil through the recycling of soil nutrients. All of this
obviously required a revolutionary transformation in the human relation
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to the earth. Capitalism. Marx observed, "creates the tnaterial conditions
for a new and higher synthesis. a union of agriculture and industry on
the basis of the forms that have developed during the period of their
antagonistic isolation." Yct in order to achieve this "higher synthesis," he
argued, it would be necessary for the associated producers in the new
society to "govern the human metabolism with nature in a rational way"a requirement that raised fundamental and continuing challenges for postrevolutionary society.87
Toward the society of associated producers
For Marx, capitalism was a class society characterized by an extreme
division of the population within society. which was rooted in a no less
extreme division of the population from the earth. "All production," under
all forms of society, he wroce in the Gnmdrisse, "is appropriation of nature
on the pare of an individual wichin and through a specific form of society."
Yet, the system of capitalist private property, as distinguished both from
communal property and from private property rooted in individual
worker-farmer proprietorship over che land, arises through che severing
of any direct connection between the mass of che population and the
earth-often by forcible removal. Hence, a "presupposition" for the
development of capitalise wage labor "is the separation of free labour
from che objective conditions of its realization-from the means of labour
and the material for labour. Thus, above all, release of the worker from
the soil as his natural workshop." The very existence of capical, for Marx,
therefore presupposed "a process of history which dissolves the various
forms in which the worker is a proprietor, or in which the proprietor
works. Thus above all (I) Dissolutioll of the relation to the earth-land
and soil-as natural condition of production-to which he relates as to
his own organic being.... (2) DissolutiOIl oj the reiario1lS in which he appears
as proprietor." This dissolution of the organic relation between human
labour and the earth took the form of what the classical economists,
including Marx, called "original," "primary," or "primitive" accumulation.
In this process lay the genesis of the capitalist system.'"
At the end of Capital, volume I, Marx devoted Part 8 of his book,
consisting of eight chapters, to the description of "So-Called Prim.itive
Accumulation," in which he described the lengthy historical process,
beginning as early as the foureeenth century, whereby the great mass of
the population was removed, often by force, from the soil and "hurled
onto the labour-market as free, unprotected and rightless proletarians."
Moreover, this historical process of "the expropriation of the agricultural
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producer, the peasant," went hand in hand with the genesis of the capitalist
farmer and the industrial capitalist. 89

In England, where this process had reached its !ughest development at
the time th3[ Marx was writing. and which he took therefore as the
classic form of primitive accumulation, the nobility, which had meta-

morphosed early on into a moneyed nobiliry. made "transformation of
arable land into sheep-walks ... its slogan !' The process of dispossessing
the peasantry took the form of enclosures of conunon lands, thus separating the free agricultural laborers from the means of their production,
turning them into paupers and proletarians who could survive only by

selling theIr labour power in the towns. In developing his critique of this
historical movement, Marx gave pride of place to Bacon's criricisnl of the

"depopulating inclosures" in his TIre Reigll of Hellry VII, and to Thomas
More's Utopia, where it was said that England was a "curious land where
'sheep . . . swallow down the very men themselves.'" The Reformation,
and the seizure of church lands, gave new IDlpetus to this whole process.
"The Catholic church," at the time of the Reformation, was, Marx re-

marked, "the feudal proprietor of a great part of the soil of England."
With the seizure of church lands, innumerable peasants were driven out.
So great was the mcrease in pauperization that Queen Elizabeth was

forced to acknowledge it directly by the introduction of the poor rate-the beginning of the Poor Laws. "In fact, the usurpation of the conunon
lands and the accompanying revolution in agriculture," Marx noted, "had
such an acute effect on the agricultural labourers that ... their wages

began to fall below the minimum between 1765 and 1780, and to be
supplemented by official Poor Law relief.'''''
These changes also spelled the end of the yeomanry, which were, as
late as the seventeenth century, much more numerous than the class of

farmers, and had constituted the backbone of Cromwell's New Model
Army. By the eIghteenth century the yeomanry had simply disappeared.
Numerous parliamentary "Bills for Inclosure of COl1unons" were
introduced to make lawful the seizure of the coml110n lands. "By the
nineteenth century, the very memory of the cOlUlection between the

agricultural labourer and communal property had ... vanished."" The
process of enclosure, however, continued into the n.ineteenth century. "As
an example of the method used in the nineteenth century," Marx wrote,
the "clearings" made by the Duchess ofSU[herland will suffice here. This person,
who had been well instructed in economics, resolved, when she succeeded [0
the headship of the clan, [0 undertake a radical economic cure, and to turn the
whole couney of Sutherland. the popuJation of which had already been reduced
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to 15,000 by similar processes, into a sheep-walk. Between 1814 and 1820 these
15.000 inhabitants, about 3.000 families, were systematically humed and rooted
out. All their villages were desrroyed and burnt, all their fields tllrned into
pasturage. British soldiers enforced this mass of evictions, and came to blows
with the inhabitants, One old woman was burnt to death in the Bames of the
hm she refused to leave. It was in this manner that this fine lady appropriated
794.000 acres of land wluch had belonged to the dan from time immemorial.
She assigned to the expeUed inhabitants some 6,000 acres 011 the sea-shotl!-"Z
acres per family. The 6,000 acres had until this time lain waste, and brought in
no income to their owners. The Duchess, in the nobility of her heart, actually
went so far as to let these waste lands at an average rent of 2S 6d. per acre to
the clansmen, who for centuries had shed their blood for her family. She divided
the whole of the stolen land of the clan into twenty-nine huge sheep farms,
each inhabited by a single family, for the most part unported English farmservantS. By 1825 the 15,000 Gaels had already been replaced by 13 I ,000 sheep.
The renUlant of the original inhabitants, who had been flung onto [he sea-shore,
cried to live by catching fIsh. They became amphibious, and lived, as an English
writer says, half on land and half on water, and withal only half on both. on

All of this meant that it became possible to "incorporate the soil into
capital," while creating the necessary army of surplus labor to feed urban
industry.'H
However, "where;' Marx asks, "did the capitalists originally spring from?
For the only class created directly by the expropriation of the agricultural
peasant is that of the great landed proprietors." Marx divides his answer
to this question into two parts: the origin of the capitalist farmer and the
origin of the industrial capitalist. The former emerged slowly, and can be
said to have emerged out of the earlier form of the bailiff in the second
half of the fourteenth century. It is at this point that the landlord begins
providing seed, cattle, and farm implements so that the fanner can carry
on the real work of agriculture. Eventually this takes the form of the
developed system based on ground rent. The whole process was greatly
facilitated, moreover, by the agricultural revolution that began in the late
fifteenth century, and the enclosures. "The usurpation of the common
lands allowed the farmer to augment greatly his stock of cattle, a~l1ost
without cost, while the cattle themselves yielded a richer supply of manure
for the cultivation of the soil."<J.,4
The degree of the division of labor is, as Adam Smith had pointed
out, partly dependent on the extent of the market. For Marx, the "genesis
of the industrial capitalist" was a story not so much of English history as
of world history. It took place not gradually but all at once. This took
the form of the pillage of the non-capitalist world and the creation of the
triangle trade of the trans-Atlantic slave system. As Marx famously put it:
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The dlSCovery of gold and silver in America, the extirpation, enslavement and
entombment In nunes of the indigenous population of chat continent, the
begmrungs of the conquest and plunder of Iorua, and the converston of Africa
mta a preserve for the cOlrunercial hunting of blackskms. are all dungs which
characterize the dawn of the era of capitaJist procluctJon . These Idyllic proceedmgs are the cluef moments of primitive accumlilation .~

The trade in scalps promoted by the British and the Puritans of New
England. the slave trade in Java. the conquest and plunder of India. the
opium trade, and so on, were all means in which capital created a world
system under its control that extracted wealth and raw materials for

capItalist industry for the benefit of Europe. while destroying conununal
systems of property elsewhere. All of this is part of the larger. global
expropriation that provided the primary accumulation for the genesis of
industrial capItal. Hence, in Marx's words, It was "not without reason"

that Carey accused England "of trying to turn every other country into a
purely agricultural naoon, whose manufacturer

IS

to be England." Within

England Itself. soon to be known as "the workshop of the world." the
change was profound. It transforrned "at one pole, the sociaJ means of
production and subsistence into capital, and at the opposite pole, the
mass of the population into wage-labourers, into the free 'labouring poor:

that artificial product of modern history... ·..
Primitive accumulation ("so-called") constitutes the prehistory and the
precondition of capital. The metamorphosis that it represents ushers in

the system of capitalist appropriation. which rests on the exploitation of
alienated. but formally free labor. And from this .rises the whole historical tendency of capitalist accumulation- its "inunanent laws" of development. For Marx, this is expressed most succinctly in terms of the new
laws that govern population itself under these conditions, that is, what he
calls the "absolute general law" of capitalist accumulation: the tendency

of capItalist class society. built on the exploitanon of the proletariat. to
polarize so that more and more wealth is concentrated in fewer and

fewer hands. while the great mass of the population. kept down by the
continuaJ reproduction of an industrial reserve army of the unemployed,
finds Itself III a situation of relative impoverishment and degradation. As

Marx himself puts it:
The greater the social wealth, the functioning capital, the extent and energy of
its growth, and therefore also the greater the absolute mass of the proletariat
and the productivity of its labor, dIe greater is the industrial reserve army....
But the greater this reserve army 10 proportion to the active labour-army, the
greater is the mass of a consolidated surplus population, whose misery is in
inverse ratio to the amount of torture it has to undergo 10 the form of labour.
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The more extensive, finally, the pauperized sections of the working class and
the industrial reserve army, the greater is official pauperism. This is the ahsolute
general law of capiMlist a(Cllml~JatjoH. Like all other laws, it is modified in its working
by many circumstances, the analysis of which does not concern us here. 97

In this way Marx points, in the last two parts of volume I of Cdpitdl,
to laws of population-though ones very different from the transhistorical
(and essentially non-developmental) form which they take in Malthus's
theory. The precondition of capitalism is the removal of the mass of the
population from the soil, which makes possible the historical development of capital itself. This takes the form of the increasing class polarization of the population between rich and poor, the antagonistic separation
of town from country (replicated on a world scale by the fact that some
countries are turned into mere agricultural feeding grounds. mere sources
of raw materials for the industrial development at the center of the
system).
For Marx, all of this was inseparable from, and indeed is a logical
outgrowth of, what he called the "differentia specifica" of the system of
capitalist private property-the fact that it was built on systematic alienation from all forms of naturally based need. Hence. under the artificial
regime of capital it is the search for exchange value (that is, profit), rather
than the servicing of genuine, universal, natural need.:;, which constitutes
the object. the motive. for production. The resulting extreme polarization
between wealth that knows no bounds, at one pole, and an alienated,
exploited, degraded existence which constitutes the denial of all that is
most human. on the other. creates a contradiction that runs like a faultline through the capitalist system. Eventually the capitalist "integument"
that so distorts and restricts the development of social labor "is burst
asunder, the knell of capitalist private property sounds. The expropriators
are expropriated.'''JK
In aU of this. however, Marx continually insists that the alienation from
the earth is sine qUd non of the capitalist system. Thus in his frequendy
disregarded last chapter to volume 1 of Cdpitdl, "On the Modern Theory
of Colonization," Marx points to Edward Wakefield's theory of colonization.
whereby Wakefield argued that the only way in which to maintain a cheap
proletarian workforce for industry in the colonies was to find a way of
artificially raising the price of the land. Otherwise workers would quickly
leave industry for the land and set themselves up as small proprietors. For
Marx, this pointed to the contradiction of the separation and estrangement
of the population from the land that constituted the foundation on which
the whole system of formally free labor rested. The transformation of
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property In the land by capital, Marx wrote in the Gnllldrisst, '''clears,' as
Steuart says, the land of its excess mouths, tears the cluldren of the earth
from the breast on which they were raised, and thus transforms labour on
the SOlI itself, whJch appears by its nature as the direct wellspnng of
subsIStence, into a mediated source of subsistence, a source purely dependent
on social relations." The transformation of capHalism, the ahohtion of wage
labor, and the creation of a society of associated producers thus necessitated
the abolition of thiS alienation of human beings from the earth:)'}

Hence, from the 1840S on, both Marx and Engels insisted on the need
to transcend thiS form of alienation from nature upon wrucb capitalism
rested. Always thelf argument involved the abolition of the antagonistic
relation between town and country through the integration of agriculture
and industry, the dispersal of population, and what Marx referred to as
"the restoration" of the metabolic relation between human beings and
the earth. Marx quoted Hippolyte Colins as saying, "It IS thanks to the
md1Vidual appropnation of the soil that there eXIst men who only possess
the strength of their arms .... When you put a man 10 a vacuum, you rob
him of the aJr. You do the same when you take the soil away from him
... for you are putting him in a space void of wealth, so as to leave hun
no way of hVlng except according to your wishes." H.'
For Engels, following Liebig, the transcendence of the antagomsm
between town and country was expressed in ecological terms:
AbolItIon of the antithesis between town and country IS nO[ merely pOSSible. Ie
has become a direct necessity of industrial production lCSelf, JUSt as it has become a necessity of agricultural production and, besides, of public health. The
present poisoning of the air, WoIiter and land can be put an end to only by the
fusion of town and country; and only such fusion will change the situation of
the masses now languishing 111 the [owns, and enable their excrement to be
used for the production of plants instead of for the production of disease. \"\

Hence, 111 their conception of a future society Marx and Engels proposed
a higher synthesis in the relation between town and country that, as
Bertell OUman has observed, appeared "to involve moving some mdustries
to the country as well as greatly expanding the amount of unencumbered
land inside cities for parks, woodlands, and garden plots. I suspect, too,
that Marx would like to see the number of people living in anyone city
reduced, and morc small and medium size cities set up throughout the
countryside."lu2
The close connection between Marx's vision of commun.ism and ecological sustainability is evident in the utopian conceptions of the acclaimed
nineteenth-century English artist, master-craftsperson, designer, poet, and
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socialist activist William Morris (1834-1896), who was not only a firm
advocate of Marxian socialism but also one of the formative Green thinkers
in the English context. In his celebrated utopian novel t,lews from .""Towllne
Morris described a society in which the overthrow of the World Market
had led to the demise of wasteful forms of economic production geared
to artificial necessities for the sake of profit, and the subsequent reorganization of production in such a way that "nothing can be made but for
genuine use," Free time for the pursuit of intellectual inquiry and independent craftsmanship \vas more readily available--because society had
given up its narrowly defmed, instrumentalist ends-whereas work itself
was seen as serving the needs of both human creativity and the fulfillment
of social needs. ]n this postrevolutionary utopian social order, Morris
wrote in the spirit of Marx, "the difference between town and country
grew less and less." Initially, following the revolution, people had flocked
from town to country but "yielded to the influence of their surroundings, and became country people"-with the population of the country
more numerous than that of the towns. England in the nineteenth century,
it was explained, had become "a country of huge and foul workshops,
and fouler gambling-dens. surrounded by an ill-kept. poverty-stricken
farm, pillaged by the masters of workshops. It is now a garden, where
nothing is wasted and nothing is spoilt, with the necessary dwellings,
sheds, and workshops scattered up and down the country, all trim and
neat and pretty." The existence of this garden did not, however, preclude
the preservation of wilderness areas, which were maintained for their
intrinsic value. Population, meanwhile, had stabilized and been spread
about (part of the program enunciated by Marx and Engels in The Commltnist l\llan~fest(l). 1111

Morris's vi-don, so close to that of Marx (whom he read and reread),
reminds us of the fully revolutionary character of Marx's analysis, which,
from his very earliest writings on, took account of the alienation of human
beings from the earth under capitalism, as a precondition for alienation
\vithin the regime of capital accumulation. Marx never moved very far in
this respect from the Epicurean notions that nothing came from nothing
and nothing could be reduced to nothing, that is, that all human production involved the transformation and conservation of matteL'[J-1 Likewise
he adhered consistently to the proposition, arising from this analysis, that
the land needed to be conserved and cultivated-for the sake of future
generations. These constituted naturally imposed conditions of human
production and existence, and the most general expression of the alienation
of capitalism from the conditions of production in generaL The revolution
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agaim;t capitalism required therefore not only the overturning of its specific
relations of exploitation of lahor, but also the transcendence-through
the rational regulation of the metabolic relation between human beings
and nature by Ill.eans of modern science and industry-of the alienation
from the earth: the ultimate foundation/precondition for capitalism. Only
in these terms does Marx's frequent call for the "abolition of wage labor"
make any sense.

I
CHAPTER

6

THE BASIS IN NATURAL
HISTORY FOR OUR VIEW

Darwin wrote the first short draft of his theory of the transmutation of
species in soft pencil in ] S42. Two years later he wrote a much longer
draft, of about fifty thousand words, and gave strict in~tructions to his
wife Emma that it should be published upon his death. It was not until
r8S8-two decades after he first articulated his theory in his Notebooksthat he made it public in a joint presentation of papers with his young
rival Alfred Russell Wallace (publishing Tlte Origin of Species itself in the
following year). And he only did so then when it appeared that Wallace
would scoop him. This has raised the issue (as we saw in Chapter Two) of
what Stephen Jay Gould has called "Darwin's Delay"-a question which
has been of increasing interest to Darwin scholars, particularly with the
publication of his early transmutation notebooks.
The traditional interpretation for the delay has been that as a rational
scientist Darwin had simply been slowly accumulating evidence in order
to construct a much stronger theory. But such an interpretation must
explain why during these years he was engaged in activities such as the
writing of a multi-volume work on the taxonomy and natural history of
barnacles. Based on the evidence provided in Darvvin's .I.'Votebooks, historians
of science have recently arrived at quite different conclusions, now almost
universally held by Darwin scholars: that Darvvin was a "tormented
evolutionist," "reluctant revolutionist," and alarmed materialist, trying to
reconcile his scientific discoveries with his traditional Whig and Anglican
belie£'i, fearful as well as of losing his respectability and his position within
elite circles. 1 Still, it would be a serious mistake to attribute Darvvin's delay
to cowardice. Rather he needs to be understood not simply as a scientist,
but as a complex social actor in a time of turbulent social change, trying
to advance his scientific views, which were rooted in materialism, while
defending a particular class position. The grandson on his maternal side of
industrialist Josiah Wedgwood, living on his estate at Down House in
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Kent, his money (and hi~ wife's money) invested in railroad stock, Darwin
was a strong believer in the hourgeois order. His science was revolutionary
but Darwin the man was not, and therein lay his inner dilenuua. 2
England in Darwin's day was a seething cauldron of discontent. In
August 1839 when he was attending a meeting of the British Association
for the Advancement of Science in Birmingham he found a city on the

verge of martial law. The Chartist Convention was being held in the
town and socialists and red-Lamarckian evolutionists were in attendancewith half a million pamphlets denouncing property, marriage, and the
uncooperative state being distributed. In 1842, while Darwin worked on
his evolutionary sketch, the entire country was paralyzed by a general
strike organized by the Chartists. The Riot Act was read in many of the
industrial towns, and in some demonstrators were shot and killed. Meanwhile the atheists had recently founded an illegal penny paper, the Oracle
if Reason, which was selling in the thousands. It attacked religion with
geological tidbits and revolutionary Lamarckianism. William Chilton,
writing for the Oracle, presented materialism in revolutionary class terms,
coupling this with evolutionary concepts: "Man was just a collection of
organized atoms." The Oracle attacked Paley's natural theology as a "pernicious" justification of the status quo. In August 1842 the Oracle editor,
George Holyoake. was tried publicly and uttered such blasphemies as the
non-existence of God and the inability of the poor to support parsons
during economic bad times. Darwin meanwhile had been reading William
Cobbett's Rural Rides, with its attacks on Parson Malthus and the Corn
Laws. With an uprising fcared, the old "Iron Duke," the Duke of Wellington, called up the Guard<; and special units of the police. The zoologist
Richard Owen, a colleague and collaborator of Darwin's, drilled with the
Honourable Artillery Company and was called out to reinforce the police.
Day after day, up to ten thousand demonstrators massed on the conunons
all over the capital. Darvvin and his wife Emma, in relief, left London in
the fourth week of the general strike to take up residence in the rural
surroundings of their new horne at Down House in Kent .."
The new setting did not, however, lessen the rnagnitude of the dilenuna
in which Darwin was caught, when writing up his theory for the first
time. As Adrian Desmond and James Moore observe in their biography,
Darwin: The Life afld Times oj a Tormmted Evolutionist (1991),

OJ course Darwin could not publish. Materialism petrified him, and one can see
why, with it condemned by the forces of Church-and-State as a blasphemous
derision of the Christian law of the land. He was too worldly-v,rise not to sense
the danger, the damning class implications. He had no illusions about how he
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would be treated ... By neeting man and ape together he risked being identified
with atheistic-low-life, or with extreme Dissenters cursing the "fornicating"
Church. The "whole fabric" was ready to he ripped apart without his help. As
the old world "totters & falls," he could not be seen aiding the demolition.
Ultimately he was frightened for his respectability. For a gentleman among the
Oxbridge set, priming itself to guard man's soul against the socialist levellers,
publishing would have been tantamount to treachery-a betrayal of the old
order.~

Evolutionary ideas had long been associated with materialism-each
implying the other-and were seen as first arising from the ancient
materialists Ernpedocles. Epicurus, and Lucretius. It was in Lucretius that
the notion of species survival through adaptation to the environment, and
more importantly the idea of the extinction of species that failed to adapt
(known as "the elimination theory"), was most clearly stated in antiquity.
Lucretius died in 55 H.C. and evolutionary thinking on the origins of life
did not reemerge until the mid-eighteenth century. Hence, as Paul Sears
states in his book Charles Danvin: The Naturalist as a Cultural Force (1950).
"after Lucretius, speculations as to the origin and development of life lay
dormant for eighteen centuries," only to be revived by thinkers like Jean
Baptiste Lamarck (1744-1829) and Erasmus Darwin. Until the publication
of Darwin's Origin itself, however, such views were mostly confmcd to
the materialist underground, excluded from the realm of respectable
science and establishment thought. Moreover, they lacked any clear
explanation of the mechanism of evolution. 5
We now know that Darwin was exposed to materialist theories of
evolution by his walking companion and early mentor, the Lamarckian
biologist Robert Grant, while he was still a young medical student in
Edinburgh. It was at Edinburgh, moreover, that he saw materi~st views
raised and then censored within the Pliny Society. Although later on, at
Cambridge. Darwin found himself still attracted to Paley's Nattlral77!eology-entranced by the logic of the argument and the emphasis on the perfect
adaptation of species to their environment (which was viewed as evidence
of design)-these materialist-evolutionary doubts lingered with him.
In his Cambridge years Darwin had considered himself to be a devout
Christian. but there is no doubt that his immediate family background
gave impetus to the tendency toward free-thinking that he was always to
display-and that became stronger subsequent to his voyage on the Beagle.
His grandfather Erasmus was a weak deist, his father Robert an unbeliever, his uncle Josiah Wedgwood a Unitarian, and his brother Erasmus
(by the time that Darwin returned from his voyage on the Beagle) was
also an unbeliever. Darwin's free-thinking family background thus placed
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him in potential conflict with the leading naturalists III Ius day since, III
the words of Ernst Mayr, "virtually all the naturalists in England at that
time were ordamed l1ullisrers, as were the professors at Cambridge who
taught botany U.S. Henslow) and geology (Adam Sedgwick).""
Darwin's evolutionary speculations had been strengthened enormously

by his reading of Charles Lyell's Princip[rs if Geo[ogy, the first volume of
which he took on his voyage on the Beag[e, where he served as the ship's
naturalist. It was LyeU's concepcion of an extremely slow, uniform process

of geological change over what then seemed to be almost interminable
time that provided the basis on which Darwin was able gradually to erect
his notions of transmutation of species (although Lyell himself at that
time rejected the hypothesis of the transmutation of species). In his Notebooks Darwin continued these speculations, and drafting and redrafting his
theory,

In

the early 18405. but conditions did not seem propitious for

publication. Hence, while building up Ius SCIentific reputatlon-pubhshing
his )oll",a[ on the voyage around the world on the HMS Beag[e (which
immeruately made him famous in both sCIentific and non-scIentific cIrcles),
and authoring works on the geology of South America, coral reefs, and
volcanic islands-Darwin continued to develop his most important idea,
the theory of natural selection, in the hope of eventual publication. The
botanist Joseph Hooker, one of Darwin's few confidants, had written to
him in 1847 saying that no one has a right to "exanune the question of
species who has not minutely described many." Although Hooker did not
actually have Darwin himself in mind in writing this, the latter nonetheless
took it personally, and felt partly compelled for this reason to carry out
his comprehensive study of barnacles-thereby earning the right to pronounce on species transmutation. Contemplating a theoretical scientific
revolution thac was as significanc, and as threacening CO established Views,
as che Copernican revolution had been, Darwin soughc flrsc Co create a
repucation for hmlSelf as an empirical scientific investigacor mat was unassailable. Trus in itself, chough, was a delaying caccic of SOfts, smce
D.nvin's chief problem was that he felt unable to publish Ius theory due
co che social implications and che clirnace of che time. 7
By 1854 Danvlll had finished his study of barnacles and returned once
again co his work on nacural selection. He commenced wricing a work
on the transmucation of species in 1856. His cask was made easier chis
time around by the fact that historical conditions had changed considerably
since he had first drafted his theory. By 1851 when the Great Exhibition
was held in London, "the age of revolution" appeared to be gone, replaced
by "the age of capital." The Great ExhIbition celebrated Britalll's
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hegemonic position as the industrial workshop of the world. The abolition
of the Corn Laws five years earlier reflected the increasing dominance of
the British economy by manufacturing capitaL These conditions meant
that materialist-evolutionary science, insofar as it was compatible with the
system of industrial capitalism, could no longer be as easily suppressed.
As Thomas Huxley (lg25-1~95) wrote in 1859 at the time of the first
publication of the Ori,Rin, "the transmutation theory, as it has been called,
has been a 'skeleton in the closet'" always threatening to break out into the
open. Why, it was frequently asked, did the realm of biology, of life, not
conform, as part of a "consistent whole," with those material laws that had
been shown to govern astronomy, physics, chemistry, and medicine?
In the decade of the 1 Hsos the question of transmutation would not
go away. One way in which it was raised was through the anonymous
publication The Vestiges "f tile Natrlral History "f Creati,," (lg44) by
Edinburgh publisher Robert Chambers (1802-1871). Chambers's book
quickly became a best seller-four editions appeared in the first seven
1110nths and it eventually went through ten editions. By 1860 it had sold
24,000 copies. Chambers aimed the Vestiges not at the scientists, much
less at those that he referred to as "the dogs of clergy," but at the ordinary
educated Victorian. His arguments, though flawed, were impressive-convincing enough that for the first time the evolutionary doctrine became
an open topic of discussion among the educated public at large. The
~stf~es was of course full of weaknesses, and was savaged, not only by
the likes of Sam Wilberforce, the Bishop of Oxford, and Adam Sedgwick.
the Cambridge geologist and defender of natural theology, but also by
Thomas Huxley, later to be known as "Darwin's bulldog." Nevertheless,
its role in drawing the poison, and thus preparing the way for Darwin's
later success, is not to be undere~timated. "By the mid-forties," Desmond
and Moore write with the Vrst(ges in mind, "transmutation was moving
off the streets, out of the shabby dissecting theatres, and into the drawingrooms." The great English Romantic John Ruskin had at one time seen
nature in teleological terms but by the early 18505 was suffering doubts:
"If only the Geologists would let me alone," he wrote in a letter in 1851,
"I could do very well, but those dreadful Hammers! 1 hear the clink of
them at the end of every cadence of the Bible verses."~
Darvvin in the late 1850S had decided to publish his ideas on a grand
scale, overcoming all opposition through the massive nature of his research.
By 18 S8 he had written a number of chapters of what was intended to
be his great work on J:~Tatural Selection. But in June I85R the mail brought
a score of pages from Alfred Russell Wallace outlining his own theory of
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natural selection, developed independendy, providing an argument very
similar to Darwin's 1842 sketch. A panic-stricken Darwin was thus forced
to present his theory, together with Wallace's, in a joint presentation of
papers (carried out by Charles Lyell and Joseph Hooker with the two
principals absent) that very year, followed by the rapid completion of The
Origin of Species, which Darwin persisted in viewing as a mere "abstract"
of a longer work that never materialized, in the following year.

The Origin of Species
Like many great discoveries, the essential idea of Darwin's work, the full
title of which was On the Origin of Species by Means of Natural Selection;
0, tlte PresfrPation (if FaJ!oHred Races in the Struggle for Life, was quite
simple--though endlessly complex in its inner workings and ramifications.
The fundamental theory laid out in the opening chapters of the work
was developed as follows: All organisms are characterized by "superfecundity," or the tendency to produce many more offspring than can
survive. These offspring vary among themselves, and are not sinlply
replicas of an original type. Part of this variation is passed down to future
generations. (Daf\vin did not know the laws of heredity at this time
prior to the development of genetics, but the fact of heredity was of
course well known.) Since not all ofEpring survive, Darwin concluded,
there must necessarily be a struggle for existence among these numerous
offspring, and those best fitted by this process of innate variation to the
limited conditions of the local environment in which they lived would
tend, statistically, to have a higher survival rate, thereby passing on these
variations (at least to some extent) to their offipring. The accumulation
of such favorable variations over the very long span of geological time
would result in the evolution of species-or descent with modification.'!
Darwin made it clear in the introduction that the chief contribution
of his work lay not in the mere postulate of transmutation of species,
which had already been proposed numerous times, such as in the work of
the author of the Vest(ges, but in explaining the specific mechanismnatural selection by means of innate variation-through which such transmutation occurred. Moreover, the aim of hi~ theory was to account for
the marvelous adaptation (and coadaptation) to the environment to be
found everywhere in nature--and so heavily emphasized by the naturaltheological tradition.
Darwin's strategy of presentation was simple and elegant. He started in
Chapter I with what his readers knew best-the conditions of the
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"Variation Under Domestication" of plants and animals, drawing on the
long human history of horticulture and animal husbandry. Here he demon:;trated that artificial selection had produced variations that were often
greater than those separating what were generally recognized as different
species, and at the same time that these variations could be traced to a
common ancestry. He then turned, in Chapter 2, to the question of
"Variation Under Nature." Not only was there enonnous variation in
nature; the question arose as to whether there was some mechanism in
nature, equivalent to the action of the breeder, which would produce the
same result-although on a greater scale over inunense periods of time.
The answer came in Chapter 3, entitled "The Struggle for Existence,"
in which Darwin began to articulate the workings of such a mechanism.
This was elaborated more fully in Chapter 4 in terms of the principle of
"Natural Selection." The remainder of the work was then devoted to
exploring the full complexity of the issues raised by the general principle
of natural selection in the context of a struggle for existence. In Chapter
6, for example, Darwin examined the issue of the evolution of organs of
extreme perfection-such as the eye-upon which Paleyian natural theologians had placed so much emphasis. And in Chapter 7 he took up the
question of the development of complex instinctual behavior, such as that
of hive-making bees. In each case he explained how all of this could have
originated in innumerable gradations by means of natural selection. As a
result, the natural-theological argument on the fineness of adaptation as
constituting irrefutable evidence for divine intervention in nature was at
last laid to rest. Darwin's argument went further than natural theology itself
in recognizing the variation and adaptation of organisms in nature. Yet it
did so without resorting to final causes.
Central to the whole argument was the idea of "The Struggle for
Existence," an idea that had to a considerable extent been inspired by
Malthus. As Darwin stated in the introduction to the Orix.in,
This is the doctrine of Malthus, applied to the whole animal and vegetable
kingdoms. As many more individuals of each spe<.-ies are born than can possibly
survive; and as, consequendy, there is a frequendy recurring struggle for existence,
it follows that any being, if it vary however slightly in any manner profitable to
itself, under the complex and sometimes varying contributions of life, will have
a better chance of surviving, and thus be naturally selected. From the strong
principle of inheritance, any selected variety will tend to propagdte its new and
modified fotm. I "
This principle was stated somewhat differently in the chapter on "The
Struggle for Existence" itself. There Darwin wrote:
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A struggle for existence Inevitably follows from the high rate at wluch all 0(garue beings tend to mcrease. Every being. wruch durmg I[S natural lifetime
produces several eggs or seeds, must suffer destruction dunng some period of
Its life, and during some season or occasional year, otherwise, on the principle
of geometrical mcrease, Its num.bers would qUickly become so inordinately
great that no country could support the product. Hence, as more individuals
are produced than can possibly survive, there l11ust in every case be a struggle
for existence, either one individual with anomer of the same species, or with
the individuals of different species, or with the phYSical conditions of life. It is
the doctrine of Malthus applied with manifold force to the whole animal and
vegetable kingdoms; for in chis case [as opposed to the human case with which
Malthus was concerned] there can be no artificial increase of food, and no
prudential restraint from marriage. Although some species may be now increasing, more or less rapidly, in numbers, all cannot do so, for the world would not
hold them. There is no exception to the nile that every organic being naturally
increases at so high a rate, that if not destroyed, the earth would soon be
covered by the progeny of a single pair. Even slow-breeding man has doubled
in twenty-five years, and at this rate, in a few thousand years, there would
literally not be standing room for his progeny. 1\

So intense was the struggle for existence within nature that Darwin
was unable to explain it except by means of a dratnatic metaphor (first
used in his Notelxwks): "The face of Nature may be compared to a yielding
surface, with ten thousand sharp wedges packed close together and driven
inwards by incessant blows, sometimes one wedge being struck, and then
another with greater force." The wedge ilnage, which Darwin used repeatedly, was, in the words of Stephen Jay Gould, "the image of a surface
absolutely chock-full with wedges, representing species in an economy of
nature sporting a No Vacancy sign. Evolutionary change can only occur
when one species manages to insinuate itself into thIS fullness by driving
(wedging) another species out." All organic beings, Darwin argued, were
"striving to increase at a geometrical ratio," and each of these organic
beings was forced "at some period of its life, during some season of the
year, during each generation or at intervals ... to struggle for life and to
suffer great destruction."ll
Darwin was careful, however, to explain that the notion of the "struggle
for existence" should not be seen as simply (or even mainJy) representing
a direct struggle between individual organisms and/or species. "I use the
term Struggle for Existence," he noted,
in a large and metaphorical sense, including dependence of one being on anomer, and mcluding (which is more important) not only me life of the individual, but success in leaving progeny. Two canine animals in a time of dearm,
may he truJy said to struggle with each other over which shall get food and live.
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But a pbnr on the edge of a desen is saJd to struggle for life ag:unsc the
drought, though mort: properly It should be said to be dependent on the
mOISture . .. . The nussletoe is dependent on the apple and a few other crees, but
can only Ul a far-fetched sense be said to struggle with these trees, for If [00
many of these parasites grow on the same cree, it will languish and die. But
several seedling Inissietoes, growing close together on che same bnnch, may
more truly be said to struggle Wlth each other. As the nussletoe is disseminated
by birds, its eXIstence depends on buds; and it may metaphorically be said to
struggle with other fruit-bearing plants. in order CO tempt birds [0 devour and
disseminate its seeds rather than those of other plants. In these several senses,
which pass imo each other, I lise for convenience sake the general term of
struggle for (:xisc(:nc(:. n

The use of the concept of "struggle for existence," which Darwin
understood often in a metaphorical, rather than literal, sense, gave a
"Malthusian" tone to his theory-which was in large part misleading.
Although the reading of Malthus's Essay 011 Pop,,'alioll certainly inspired
Darwin, his direct intellectual debt to Malthus was extremely limitedscarcely going beyond the hypothesis that a geometrical rate of natural
increase must be subject to some external check associated with the
struggle for existence.
To be sure, Malthus seems to have inspired Darwin to engage in what
evolutionary biologists refer to as "population thinking." In the words of
Ernst Mayr, one of the foremost contnbutors to the neo-Darwinian
synthesis (referred to by Stephen lay Gould as "our greatest living evolutionist"), population thinking is "a viewpoint which emphasizes the
uniqueness of every individual in populations of a sexually reproducing
species and therefore the real variability of populations." Malthus's discussion of the geometric rate of population mcrease (when unchecked) had
highlighted the struggle among individuals of a single species, and the
application of this even to the donunant species, hUll13J1 beings-since, as
the human species suggested, there was no excepuon to the general rule.
By combining this insight with population thinking and focusing on variation and hence the struggle for existence within a given population (and
not simply between different species), Darwin was able to visualize the
full force of an evolutionary process enacted by means of innumerable
small. innate variations, or what he called "descent with modification."
But although Darwin himself attributed his intellectual breakthrough (his
moment of inspiration) to reacling Malthus, the latter, as Mayr has pointed
out, rejected the notion of variability of species beyond certain very strict
limits, and hence the very possibility of "improvement" in adaptation.
Indeed, Malthus's crucial arithmetical ratio-which he applied to plants
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and animals-was based initially (to the extent thac it had a basIS) on thIS
very negatIve assumption: namely, that productivity in agriculture was

lilnited by the inability to improve (except very marginally) either the
condition of the soil or the plant and animal species upon whIch human
subsistence depended. In Malthus's natural-theological view, adaptation

was a divine gift to nature-part of the fIXed design of God-not a
product of species transfonnation. Hence, there is no trace of evolutionary analysis in his thinking. Moreover, "population thinking," as it is now

conceived within biology, was completely missing from Malthus. Mayr
himself is explicit on this point: "Curiously, when we go through Malthus's
writings we find no trace of population thinking. There is nothing whatsoever even faintly relating to the subject in those chapters of Malthus
that gave Darwin the idea of exponential growth."14
If the direct theoretical influence of Malthus on Darwin was very
small. there is nonetheless no denying that Da[WlIl's articulation of his
views in terms of Malthusian metaphors had a significanc effect on the
reception of rus doctrines. As Marx was to say, it was the discovery of
"Hobbes' bellum oftm;u", contra omnes" applied to the natural world. IS
Indeed, given the pervasiveness of Malthusian views among the upper
class in Britain, a Malthusian interpretation of the struggle for existence
was perhaps inevitable. Darwin's own acquaintance with Malthusian.ism

was an intimate family one (reBecting the class to which he belonged), as
well an intellectual one: Harriet Martineau, a leading MalthUSian and

close acquaintance of Malthus himself, had a long relationship with Darwin's brother Erasmus. Darwin's cousin (and his wife Enuna's brother--

Enuna was a Wedgwood and Darwin's first cousin) Hensleigh Wedgwood
had married Fanny Mackintosh, the daughter of economist Sir James
Mackintosh, Malthus's close friend and fellow lecturer at the East India
College at Haileybury. Malthus's daughter, Emily, had been a bridesmaid
at the wedding for FarUlY and Hellsleigh. All of this virtually guaranteed
that Malthus was a persistent topic of discussion at the dinner table of the

extended Wedgwood-Darwin clan."
Darwin was to contribute even further to the Malthusian interpret.non
of his theory-pointing the way to what eventually came to be known as

"social Darwinism"-by reluctantly adopting, in the .869 edItion of the
Origin, the concept of "survival of the fittest"-a term flrst introduced by
Herbert Spencer in 1864-as roughly synonymous with "natural selecoon."17 In biology the notion of the "fittest" eventually came to mean
survival of an individual organism to the point that it could pass on its
genes to its progeny. In the Spencerian/Malthusian, that is, social Danvinist,
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sense in which the concept came to be applied to human society, however,
it seemed to offer a justification for the law of the stronger, and for the
superiority of those on top. Malthus's theory had been an equilibrium
theory of an eighteenth-century kind, designed to .. how that improvement
or progress in the social rcalm was made impo~sible by strict natural laws
enforcing a struggle tor existence meant to keep population growth in
equilibrium with the means of subsistence. Yct Spencer, as j.W Burrow, in
his introduction to Darwin's The Origin if ~pecies, has pointed out, "turned
Malthus upside down by making his [Malthus's] theory the basis of a
theory of hurnan progress based on the elimination of the 'unfit."'\l'
In the United States this view was taken up by the social Darwinist
William Graham SUllUler, who argued that "the millionaires arc a product
of natural selection." This outlook was extremely attractive to robber
barons such as John D. Rockefeller, James J. Hill, and Andrew Carnegie.
Rockefeller told a Sunday school class that "the growth of a large business
is merely a survival of the fittest .,. merely the working out of a law of
nature and a law of God." Internationally social Darwinism Was lIsed to
justifY the imperialist policy of mass violence and annihilation succinctly
summarized by Kurtz in Joseph Conrad's Heart of Darkness-"exterminate
all the brutes."!') All of this was anathema to Darwin himself, and opposed
to his theory, properly undentood. Yet, so powerful was this image, and
so widespread, that it has dominated the popular image of Dan.vinisIll up
to this day.
If the idea of the "survival of the fittest" and Spencerian-Malthusianism
seemed at times to overwhelm Darwin's scientific message, so did the
concept of "evolution," which, like "survival of the fittest," did not appear
in the first edition of The Origin (if Species. In that initial edition Danvin
had referred simply to "natural selection," the "mutability" of species, and
"descent with modification" (only once does he use the term "evolve"never "evolution"). "Evolution," with its sense of "unrolling" and
"progress," contained an almost teleological view-a sense of direction,
toward ever greater perfection, in the overall organic process-which was
opposed to Darwin'< decidedly materialistic views. "Never higher or lower,"
he had written epigrammatically in the margins of his copy of The Vest~es
oj Creation,
Natural selectioil in Darwin's theory related only to adaptation to local
environments; if the environment changed, a species (say the woolly
mammoth) that was superbly adapted to the old environment might not
be to the new one. In no way did adaptability to changing local environments suggest superioritylinferiority. Nevertheless, here too a more
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Spencerian View, which explicitly associated evolution with general
progress, triumphed. Darwin's theory was thus rapidly converted into what
It was not-a theory that reinforced specIfically bourgeoIs Ideals of
progress. The morc revolutionary materialistic aspects of his theory were

thus curtailed, and mdeed had to be reruscovered by later biologists. Today
biologists no longer thmk of evolution U1 terms of higher or lower, but
the general public continues to use the term in ItS Spencerian sense. 2r ,
Unfortunately, Darwin occasionally allowed such inconsistencies to
creep Into his analysis-inconsistencies that can be traced to his class
position. Thus he himself contributed to the view of evolution as cOl1Sti-

tuong progress. In the second to last paragraph of 77,. Origill of Species (a
paragraph that was devoted to downplaymg the revolutionary nature of
hIS doctrines and calming his shaken readers), he wrote that, "As natural
selection works solely by and for the good of each bemg, all corporeal
and mental endowments will tend to progress towards perfection." For a

tlunker who had previOusly taken such a decidedly materIalist, that IS,
anti-esseno3ilst/ ano-teleological stance--not only 10 h1s book but even
more so 10 rus theoretical notebooks-this was a case of dissimulatIon on

a grand scale.

Darwin, Huxley, and the Defeat of Teleology
Nevertheless, the revolutionary character of Darwin's thought was not
easily buried, and stood out starkly in the beginning. In June .860 the
Bntish Association for the Advancement of Science met in Oxford,
ushering in one of the most memorable encounters in the history of
science. On Saturday June 30, roughly seven months after the publication

of 77,. Origill

rif Species,

a large public crowd of between seven hundred

and a thousand packed into Oxford's new Got.htc-revlVal museum. Both

Thomas Huxley and Joseph Hooker, leadmg Darwllusts, were

III

attend-

ance. The wrute chokers of the clergy domlnated the center of the

roOI11.

On the podmm was the Bishop of Oxford, Sam Wilberforce (JUckn.med
by his Oxford students "Soapy Sam" in reference to Ius oratonc.1 skills),
a mathematiCian and ornithologist and a BAAS vlce-president. After
speakIng at length on Darwin's Origin, the Bishop ajlned a sarcastic shot
at Huxley, who was in the auclience. asking him whether the apes were
on the maternal or paternal side of his family. The intent was clearly to

score a point by showing that Huxley had impugned the inviolability of
the Victorian lady. Rather than simply denying (or affirming) the
implications and getting trapped in what would have seemed to have
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been a vulgarity, Huxley replied (as he later recounted the affair m a
letter):
That it would not have occurred to me to bring forward such a topic as that
for discussion myself, but that I was quite ready co Illeet the Right Rev. prelate
even on that ground. If then, said I the question is put to me would I rather
have a miserable ape for a grandfather or a man highly endowed by nature and
possessed of great means of influence and yet who employs these faculties and
that influence for the mere purpose of introducing ridicule into a grave scientific
discussion, I unhesitatingly affirm my preference for the ape.

The students in the hall burst into inextinguishable laughter. The attack
on rank and wealth as adjudicator of science could not have been more
clearly expressed. Robert Fitzroy, who had captained the HMS Beagle
when Darwin had made his famous voyage, and afterward had become
mentally unhinged, blaming himself for the Darwinian attack on teleology,
stalked about during this great confrontation holding the Bible about his
head and shouting "The Book, the Book." In all the pandemonium perceptions of what had transpired naturally differed greatly, but Huxley,
Joseph Hooker, and the "new model army" of Darwinists left the affray
convinced that they had triumphed-and quickly informed Darwin at
Down House of their victory. Natural theology, history would record,
had suffered a decisive defeat.~l
The Darwinian revolution struck blows at two fundamental tenets of
traditional thought: essentialism and teleology. Mayr has written:
Of the
ideologies challenged by Darwin's cheories, none was more deeply
entrenched than the philosophy of essentialism.. . Essentialism. as a definite
philosophy, is usually credited to Plato, even though he was not as dogmatic
about it as some of his later followers.. Plato's cave allegory of the world is
well known: What we see of the phenomena of the world corresponds to the
shadows of the real objects cast on the cave wall by a fire. We can never see the
real essences.Variation is the manifestation of imperfect reflections of the underlying constant essences. 1.2

Darwin's Cambridge teachers were all essentialists (as well as teleologists)
schooled in Platonism and scholasticism and conforming to natural theology. Even Charles Lyell, the great geologist and Darwin's later mentor,
argued that "There are fixed limits beyond which the descendants from
common parents can never deviate from a certain type." Likev.rise John
Stuart Mill wrote that species were natural "kinds ... between which
there is an impassable barrier." For Darwin, in contrast, all species were
mutable, and there were in fact no firm divisions-species designations
were heuristically useful but inherently arbitrary and changing. "A race,
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once produced," Huxley wrote. "is no morc a fixed and munutable entity
than the stock whence it sprang"-the same applying to species rhemselves. This was In fact the essence of the "transmutation hypothesis."2J
Moreover, the ultimate implications of Darwin's crinque of essentialism
went even further--<Juestioning the supposedly fIxed, exalted posinon of
human bemgs and the permanence of "human nature."
Darwin's revolutionary critique of teleology was of even greater importance in that it was directed at the central tenet of natural theology.
AJ. Thomas Huxley put it in 1864, "teleology, as conunonly understood,
had received its deathblow at Mr. Darwin's hands." The teleological argument, according to Huxley, ran as follows:
an organ or organ.ism (A) is precisely fitted to perform a function. or purpose
1t was specIally constructed to perform that funenon. In Paley's
famous Illustration, the adapution of all the parts of the W:iltch to the function,
or purpose, of showing the time, is held to be the evidence that the watch was
specially contrived to that end; on the ground, that the only cause we know of,
competent to produce such an effect as a watch which shill keep time, is a
contnving IIltelligence adapting the means directly to that end .

(B); therefore

But if it could be shown that there was an entirely contingent natural
process producing the same set of results without 1I1tention or a contriver,
then the teleological argument from design for the "doctrine of special
creation" would be extinguished. This, according co Huxley, constituted
the enorrnity of Darwin's achievement. 2.f
The teleological position had argued rhat cats were so well adapted to
catching mice because they had been specially contrived to do so, as their
primary purpose. Yet, such teleological arguments, from Huxley's standpoint, were, "as a question of dialectics ... not very formidable." "Far
from imagining that cats exist itt order to catch mice well, Darwinism,"
Huxley declared, "supposes rhat cats exist bee.JI" they catch mice wellmOUS1I1g being not the end, but the condition, of their existence."
Responding to those who wanted to find a way to make Darwin
compatible with teleology-and who based their arguments on Darwin's
mISleading statement on the tendency of organisms to evolve toward "perfection" at the end of the Or(gi,>--Huxley insisted rhat "if we apprehend
the spirit of the 'Origin of Species' rightly, then nothing can be more
entirely and absolutely opposed to Teleology, as it is conunonJy understood, than the Darwinian Theory." Downplaying Darwin's reference to
the tendency of organisms to advance "toward perfection," Huxley insisted that Darwin's theory, properly understood, was independent of any
linear conception of progress, or purposive teleological process:

p
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So far from a gradual progress towards perfection forming any necessary part of
the D<l.rwinian creed, it appears to us chat it is perfecdy consistent with indefinite persistence in one state, or with a gradual retrogression. Suppose, for
example. a return of the glacial epoch and a spread of polar climatal conditions
over the whole globe. The operation of natural selection under these circulllstances would tend, on the whole, to the weeding out of the higher organisms
and the cherishing of the lower forms of life,

The fact that environments could change radically, thus Inaking an
organism that was previously superbly adapted to its environment, such as
the woolly manulloth, no longer so well adapted (actually driving it into
extinction), in itself contradicted any simple notion of progression. 2~
For Huxley, the significance of the Darwinian revolution, from the
first, was the annihilation of the" doctrine of final causes." Further, it did
so without relying on Lamarckian assumptions as to "modification through
exercise" and the hereditary transmission of sllch modifications once produced. (Lamarck, for example, had erroneollsly observed that "the efforts
of some short-necked bird to catch fish without wetting himself have,
with time and perseverance, given rise to all our herons and long-necked
waders.") Yet, there always remained the question, voiced by Huxley in
his earliest discussions of 11" Origin oj Species, of whether Darwin had
"overestimated" the role of natural selection. In Huxley's view,
Mr. Darwin's position might. we think, have been even stronger than it is if he
had not embarrassed himself with the aphorism, "Natura non facit sa/tum" [Nature
makes no leaps)' which turns up so often in his page... We believe
that
Nature does make jumps now and then, and a recognition of the fact is of no
small importance in disposing of many minor ohjections to the doctrine of

transmut.ltion. 2h
Such doubts about Darwin's exclusive elnphasis on the slow process of
natural selection as the sole mechanisnl of evolution persisted-even
among Darwin's greatest fol1owers-and these doubts were to becOIne
greater over the remainder of his lifetime. By the end of his life Darwin
himself had retreated from reliance on natural selection as an exclusive
cause of evolutionary development. This was due to three objections that
came to be leveled at his theory. The first of these ohjections centered on
the incompleteness of the fossil record and the absence of intermediate
types between species. Relying on Lyell's uniformitarian geology, which
ruled out catastrophic events in the explanation of geological changethereby extending enormously the length of geological tinle which had
to work by way of slow, incremental changes-Darwin ruled out any
"leaps" in nature. Yet, the paleontological record which was then rapidly
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beIng revealed seemed to indicate vast, unbridgeable gaps. (NO\vadays
sciennsts acknowledge sudden abrupt slufu in evolunonary history but
ll1tegrate this with the theory of cvolunon by means of natural selection
through concepts such as "punctuated equilibnUlll.")
A second critIcism arose from physics. The greatest physicist of Darwin's

day, William Thomson (later Lord Kelvin), argued, based on calculations
regarding the supposed rate of cooling of the earth's crust (in which it
was assumed that the sun was like a huge figurative coal pile), that the
earth was around a hundred million years old (given the simplifying assumptions in his estimates, he sometimes widened his net to 20 nllllion
to 400 million years); far more, to be sure, than the biblical view of six
thousand years, but far less than what \-vas needed to explain the evolution
of aU known species by means of a slow accumulation of chance varlatlons

as in Darwin's theory of natural selection. (FollOWIng the dIscovery of
radioactivity by the French physicist AntoIne Henri Becquerel ill 1896,
Thomson's estimates were shown to have been II1correct-based on 111sufficiem knowledge-and the estimated age of the earth was once again
mcreased to Lyellian proportions.)

Finally,

ill

1867 a professor of engIneering, Fleemmg Jenkin,

IIltro-

duced the argument that if, as was then assumed, the inherited characteristics of each parent were blended in the offipring, then the actual chances
that an important variation would be repeated in the offspring were
m.inute, since the chances were halved in the next generation, halved
again in the succeeding generation, and so on-the assumptIon being
that the variation would distribute itself in steadily dim.inishing amounts
and would be swamped out and obliterated in any given population.

(Ironically, the answer to this had already been provided, but was unknown or unrecognized by the scientific cOlllmunity until the begmning
of the twentieth century, in the form of Mendelian geneocs, whlch
demonstrated that genetic factors behaved as If they were mdivisible
parncles that dld not dtlute themselves when inherited.:',)

Faced with the criticism of the physicist Thomson, Huxley struck a
counterblow by argumg that "Biology takes her time from Geology. The
only reason we have for believing in the slow rate of the change in living

forms IS the fact that they persist through a series of depOSIts which,
geology informs us, have taken a long while to make. If the geological
clock is wrong, all the naturalist will have to do is to modify his notions

of the rapidity of change accordingly." This defense was, however, a mere
delaying action at best, since Huxley had at hand no theory to replace
that of natural selection in accounting for the evolutionary process. With
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respect to geology he hinted at the need to retreat from an absolutely
pure unifornlitarianisIn with respect to geological change and to add in
elements traditionally associated with catastrophism. As for biological
evolution, the only alternatives to replace natural selection and to speed
up the clock of evolutionary change at the tiIne seemed to be Lamarckianisl1l or some theory of macro-uLUtations or saltations. But Huxley, in
his response to Thom<;on, addressed neither,21<
Danvin himself was unimpressed by this rhetorical game and was compelled by the Thomson and Jenkin nightluares to retreat more and more
back into the Lamarckian notions of his youth (and of his grandfather).
Increasingly he adopted Lamarck's notion of inheritance of acquired
characteristics, although always struggling to maintain as nlUch as seemed
possible of his theory of natural selection. Even in the first edition of Tile
Origin of Species such Lamarckian views had not been entirely absent; hut
they had been very much in the background, the center stage being
occupied by natural selection. By the sixth edition, however, LamarckianiSOI had come to play a large role in Darwin's argument, tor the simple
reason that in this way he was able to speed up the biological clock to
confonll to the much shorter time allowed by geology, which was falling
into line with Th0111son's physics.:?',}
Yet, despite the fact rhat Darwin's theory of natural selection had, by
the end of his life, been abandoned to a large extent by even his most
prominent fi)llowers-and even to a degree by himself-and was to
continue to dec1ine in influence through the remainder of the century
(not fully revived until the nco-Darwinian synthesis later in the twentieth
century), the general evolutionary view had nonetheless triumphed, and
natural theology had been vanquished. "Extinguished theologians," the
materialist Huxley had declared in 1860, "lie about the cradle of every
science as the strangled snakes beside that of Hercules." Huxley'S bellicose
advance of Darwin's theory of descent with modification was waged, in
the words of one of Huxley's biographers, as "an onslaught on 'Parsonism.'" Charles Lyell, though a less belligerent advocate than Huxley and a
late convert to evolutionism, saw matters in those terms as well, once
cOlllplailling to friends in the United States that his own country was
"more parson-ridden than any in Europe except Spain:' Geological
questions, he objected, were subject to the pronouncements of thirty
thousand dCq.,')'111ell. Hence, the Darwinian revolution was regarded by
its leading protagonists as a victory of science (and for sonle of materialism) over natllrJl theology, which had sought to bind science to religion.
Rather than overthrowing: religion, this scientific revolution, like others
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before It, sOllght only to push it into the background (like the Gods
confined to the imemllmdia in Epicurus' philosophy), leaving science as
the sole arbiter of tbe material world.-'111
For materialist scientists such as Thomas Huxley and the British
physicist John Tyndall, "the magnificent poem of LucretIUs," as Paul Shorey
wrItes 10 PlatOflism: A'1ciet11 and Modem, was "the truest expression of the
spirit and poetry of science." At the time of the great Victorian poet
Alfred Lord Tennyson's death in [892, Huxley, who joined the Royal
Society elite at Tennyon's funeral, declared that Tennyson, who was known
for supposedly anticipating "Darwinian" ideas (with his famous reference
to "Nature, red in tooth and claw"), had a right to such scientific honors
"as the first poet since Lucretius who has understood the drift of science."
Attacked many years before by Richard Owen for being a "Lucretian"
upstart, Huxley, ever the combatant, chose to commemorate TelUlyson's
lifetime of achievement by reminding the world (via Lucretius) of the
great materialist victory over teleology that DarwilUsm had represented.
As Huxley \vas to state on another occasion, Lucretius had "drunk deeper
in the SCientific spirit than any poet of ancient or modern times except
Goethe.""
Another thinker with whom Huxley had strong connections, and who
viewed Lucretius as one of his own scientific forebears, was Darwin's
leading follower in Germany, Ernst HaeckeJ (1834-1919)." HaeckeJ coined
the word "6kologie" or "ecology" in his C<IIerelle MorpllOlogie der OrgalliSIII<II in 1866, the year before the publication of Marx's Capital. In doing
so he drew on the same Greek root, oikos, for household, out of which
had arisen the word "economy." For Haeckel, ecology related to what
Darwin 111 171< Origill of Species had called "the economy of nature." Thus
in definlllg the word "ecology" ill 1866, HaeckeJ wrote,
By ecology we mean the body of knowledge concerrung the economy of
nature-the II1vestigation of the total relations of the alUmal both to as inorganic
and Its organic enVlronment; including above all, Its friendly and Inimical relations
wuh those animals and plants with wruch It comes rurectly and mdlrectly into
contact-in a word, ecology is the study of all those complex mterrelations
referred to by Darwin as me conditions of me struggle for eXIstence. This
science of ecology, often inaccurately referred to as "biology" in a narrow sense,
has thus far formed the principal component of what is conunonly referred to
as "Natural History."']

Haeckel's concept oC"ecology" caught on slowly and was not inunediately embraced by the Darwinian literature, not corning into fashion
until the twentieth century. Marx and Engels, who were well acquainted
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with Haeckel's work, and who saw the hUluan species in evolutionary
terms as part of the animal world (rejecting the teleological vicw that put
human beings at the center of creation), were to embrace the older
concept of "natural history" (the equivalent, as Haeckel said, of his new
word "ecology") rather than the newer one of "ecology" itself. At the
same time they applied the notion of "natural history" in a Baconian
fashion, which focused on the "natural history" of human beings in
relation to production. In contrast, Haeckel imbued his concept of
"ecology" with social Darwinist connotations associated with his philosophical "monism." This was brought out clearly later on, in his Monism
as Connecting Religion and Science: The Confession of Faith of a Man of Science
([892), where he wrote:
We now know that the whole of organic naCUIe on our planet exists only by
a relentless war of all against all. Thousands of animals and plants must daily
perish in every part of the earth, in order that a few chosen individuals may
continue to subsist and enjoy life.. The raging war of interests in human
society is only a feeble picture of the unceasing and terrible war of existence
which reigns throughout the whole of the living world. The beautiful dream of
God's goodness and wisdom in nature, to which as children we listened so
devoutly fifty years ago, no longer finds credit now-at least among educated
people who think. It has disappeared before our deeper acquaintance with the
mutual relations of organisms, the advancement of oecology and sociology. and
our knowledge of parasite life and pathology..,J

These social Darwinist views meant that Haeckel's ideas were eventually
to exert influence in a tragic direction, on national socialism. As Stephen
Jay Gould has written,
his evolutionary racism; his call to the German people for racial purity and
unflinching devotion to a "just" state; his belief that harsh, inexorable laws of
evolution ruled human civilization and nature alike, conferring upon favored
races the right to dominate others; the irrational mysticism that had always
stood in strange communion with his brave words about objective science-all
contributed to the rise of Nazism. The Monist League that he had founded and
led, though it included a wing of pacifists and leftists, made a comfortable
transition to active support for Hider. \,

Marx and Engels: Labor and Human Evolution
As Marx began the most productive period of his life (his Contribution to
the Critique of Political Economy was published in 1859 and Capital, volume
I, in 1867), all of England was rocked by the Darwinian revolution.
Unable to ignore this revolution in science, Marx was to use the occasion
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co add specificity to his materialist conception of nature (or approach to
natural history), making more concrete its relation to the materialist conception of history. For Marx, the impact of what he was to call Darwin's

"epoch-making work" ultimately had to do with the conception of
human evolution that it necessitated, leading Marx to form a definite
hypothesis on the relation of human labor to human evolution. In order
to appreciate the complex. critical nature of this response it is essential to
view Marx's thinking on Darwin step by step from 1859 to 1867 (from
the date at which 77" Origill oj Species appeared to the date at which the
first volume of Capital was published-in which Marx codified his relation to Darwin), followed by an elaboration of how this theoretical position was developed subsequently (mainly by Engels).
The fIrSt edition of 77" Origill oj Species was published in late November
1859. It consisted of just 1,250 copies and sold out on its day of publication. On December Il, 1859 Engels, who had one of these 1,250 copies
111 his hands, reported to Marx,
Darwin, by the way, whom I'm just reading Just now, 15 absolutely splendtd.
There was one aspect of teleology that had yet to be del11oLshed. and that has
now been done. Never before has so grandiose an attempt been made to demonstrate historical evohltlon in Nature, and cercamly never to such good effect.
One does, or course, have to put up with the crude Engltsh method.

A year later Marx himself took up the study of Darwin, writing back to
his friend on December 19, ] 860, "During my time of trial, these last four
weeks [Marx had been nursing his wife, Jenny, through a severe illness], I
have read all sorts of things. Among others Darwin's book on Natural
Se[ertioll. Although it is developed in the crude English style, this is the
book which contains the basis in natural history for our view." A month
later Marx observed to the German socialist Ferdinand Lassalle that,
Datwtn's work IS most unporram and suns my purpose in chat It provides a basis
in natural science ror the historical class struggle. One does, or course, have to
put up with the clumsy English style of argument. Despite all shorrcom..ings, it
IS here that, for the first time, "teleology" in narural science 15 nO[ only dealt
a mortal blow but its rational meaning is empirically explallled. \6

The impact of Darwin's work on Marx was so great that, as his German

ConunurUst friend and fellow emigre Wilhelm Liebknecht recalled, "When
Darwin drew the conclusions from his research work and brought them
to the knowledge of the public, we [Marx and Liebknecht) spoke of

nothing else for months but Darwin and the enormous significance of his
scientific ruscoveries."]7

J
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Paul Heyer has suggested in his l\latllre, Human Nature and Society (1982)
that Marx's attraction to the open-ended materialism of Epicurus "that
allowed [for] freedom as well as determinism" helps to explain his enormous enthusiasm for Darwin. "One aspect of Darvvin's theory of evolution
by natural selection that must have pleased Marx's philosophical sensibility,"
Heyer points out, "was its :-.tress on the interplay of random chance,
opportunism and environmental determinism. While many of Darwin's
critics wrongly referred to his approach as being mechanistic-what philosophers sometimes label mechanistic materialism-Marx believed that
Darwin provided a materialistic perspective compatible with his own, although it was being applied to a different set of phenomena.".':;
In June 1862, Marx returned to The On'gin vf Spedes, writing to Engels
that
I'm amused that Darwin, at whom I have been taking another look, should say
that he also applies the "Malthusian" theory to plants and animals, as though in
Mr. Malthm's case the whole thing didn't lie in its tiM being applied to plants
and animals, but only-with its geometric progression-to humans as against
plants and animals. It is remarkable how Darwin rediscovers among the beasts
and plants, the society of England with its division of labour, competition,
opening up of new markets, "inventions," and the Malthusian "struggle for
existence." It is Hobbes' bellum omnium cotltra omnes. \'J

During this period, Marx, along with his German communist friend
Wilhcm Licbknecht, attended some of the "popular lectures" that Thomas
Huxley delivered on Darwin and evolutionary theory to audiences of
English workers. These lectures, despite the fact that they were delivered
to workers, were extremely erudite and Huxley was satisfied enough with
those of 1863 to include them in his collection of Danviniana at the end
of his life. Moreover, Marx, along with Friedrich Lessner, a German
friend from the International Working Men's Association, occasionally attended lectures by Huxley and Tyndall at London University between
1860 and 1864. Although Marx admired Huxley's materialism, he was
critical of the latter's tendency always to leave a "loophole" for a religious
point of view-actually going so far as to deny philosophical materialism
as speculative (no better than religion in this respect), while affirming
materialism as absolute in all scientific analysis. It was in this convoluted
context that Huxley was to declare, in seeming contradiction to many
earlier statements, that "I, individually, am no materialist, but, on the
contrary, believe materialism to involve grave philosophical error."+11 Ultimately, Huxley seems to have adopted a view that suhsumed materialislll
within a Kantian viewpoint, as in Lange's History of Materialism:~l
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Continuing his own studies of the Darwinian revolution, and of the
breakthroughs in paleontology and ethnology that were then occurring,
Engels devoted part of the spring of 186J to reading Charles Lyell's
Geolo~i(al ElJiderlCfS (if the Antiqllity (if Man and Thomas Huxley's Et'idence
as to },;[an's Piau in l'lature, both published that same year and both of
which he considered "very goOd."'{2 Huxley's book demonstrated the anatomical similarity-close genealogical relation-between human beings and
apes. Lyell's book presented the revolution in ethnological time occurring
parallel with the Darwinian revolution. [n this work Lyell provided
evidence that the human species was very ancient. Contrary to the
scientific consensus up to that time--which included his own Principles ,if
Ge(l/ogy--Lyell was reluctantly forced to admit that human beings had
existed on the earth not for a few thousand years only, but for thousands
of centuries.-tJ
In August I S66 Marx read a book, entitled Origine et tran~rormations de
l'homme et des atltres etres (Origin and transformation of man and other
beings), published in Paris by Pierre Trcmaux. Although Tremaux's work
turned out to contain many egregious errors and to be of little scientific
importance, Marx: was initially impressed by his attempt to see biological
evolution as patterned by conditions of geological succession and the
changing condition of the soil. For Marx, this represented, despite all of
its shortcOlnings, "a pery significant advance over Darwin" in that it
explained both progress and "degeneration. which Darwin cannot explain,"
as a result of geological change. It also pointed to "the rapid extinction of
merely transitional forms," compared with the much slower developnlent
of species, "so that the gaps in paleontology, which Darvlin finds disturbing, are necessary here." From these tentative remarks it seems that Marx
was looking for a theory of evolutionary change that would be connected to geological succession, and that emphasized the influence of the
soil; and that he saw the gaps in the paleontological record as a major
problem for evolutionary theory. Yet Engels, who was sharply critical of
Tremaux for his poor knowledge of geology and his absurd ideas about
race, seems to have convinced Marx in this respect since all Illention of
TrCIlUUX ceases after October I866. H
Up to the time of the publication of the fIrst volume of Capital, therefore, Marx and Engels had discussed the following aspects of Darwin's
work in their correspondence: the fact that Darwin had dealt the death
blow to teleology in the realm of natural history; the irony of Darwin's
discovery of Malthusian/Hobbesian relations in the plant and animal kingdom (as well as DafW'in's failure to understand that Malthusian theory
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demanded that the plant and animal kingdom not evolve); and the fact
that Darwin's theory provided the natural-historical "basis for our view."
(In addition. sllch issues as the relation of geological succession to evolution and the problem of the incompleteness of the paleontological record
had been alluded to.)
For some present-day cfitics the fact that Marx emphasized that
Darwin's theory provided the "basis" in natural history for his own analysis
has presented a serious enigma, since Marx did not actually specifY in his
letters what he meant by this, leading to all sorts of speculations about
the relation of natural selection and "survival of the fittest" to the class
struggle. "How, precisely," the [)arwin scholar Ralph Colp has asked,
"can the theory of Natural Selection be shown to be the 'basis' for the
theory of the Class Struggle'"''
The key to answering this question is to be found in Capital, volume
I, where Marx theorizes briefly (in two footnotes) on the rclation of
Darwin's theory to his own analysis of the development of human history
through changing production and technology. Referring to Darwin's
"epoch-making work," Marx uses Darwin's comparison of the development of specialized organs in plants and animals to that of specialized
tools (in chapter 5 of the Oritin on "Laws of Variation") to help explain
his own notion of how the historical process of manufacturing "multiplies the implements of labour by adapting them to the exclusive and
special functions of each kind of worker" (already separated by the division
of labor). Further along in Capital, Marx draws on the same distinction
in Darwin to differentiate between the development of "natural technology" in the process of the natural evolution of plants and animals and
the development of human technology in the process of human history
(human evolution):
Darwin has directed attention to the history of natural technology, i.e. the
formdtion of the organs of plants and animals, which serve as the instruments
of production for sustaining their life. Does not the history of the productive
organs of man in society, of organs that are the materi'll basis of every particular
organization of society, deserve equal attention? And would not such a history
be easier to compile, since, as Vico says, human history differs from natural
history in that we have made the former. but not the latter? Technology reveals
the JCtive relation of man to nJture, the direct process of the production of his
life • .lnd thereby it .llso lays bare the process of the production of the social
relations of his life, and the mental conceptions that flow from those relations.~('

In drawing this comparison between "natural tcchnolot,:ry" and human
technology, Marx was of course aware that the Greek word "organ"
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(orgaIJon) also meant tool, and that organs were InItially viewed as "grownon" tools of animals-tools, as the artificIal organs of human beings."" As
Engels stated, "3rumals In the narrower sense also have tools, but only as
limbs of their body..... Human technology w.s thus dlStlllguished from
narural technology In that It did not consist of slIch adnated organs. but
rather occurred through the social production of tools: the "productive
organs of man 1J1 society." Building both on a conception of the human
relation to nature that was already evident as early as the Economic mId
Philosophical MmlflScripts-where he had viewed tools as the external extension of human beings. that is, "man's inorganic body"-and on the
results of Darwin's analysis, Marx, writing in Capital, was able to define
the labor process and the human relation to nature (eventually leading to
his noaon of the metabolic interaction between human be1l1gs and nature)
U1 terms that were both materialist and evolutionary:
LeavlIlg out of coruilderaaon such ready-made means of subsIStence as frUits, In
the gathenng of which a man's bodily organs alone serve as the instrumencs of
his bbour, the object the worker directly takes possession of IS nOt the object
of bbour but ICS Instrument. Thus nature becomes one of the organs of his
acavlty. wluch he annexes to his own bodily organs, addlllg starure to lumsdf
111 spite of the Bible. As the earth is his original larder. so too It IS hiS ongmal
tool house. It supplJes hun, for Instance, with stones for throwmg, grindmg.
pressing, cutClng, etc. The earth itself is an lI1$trumem of labour, but Its use III
this 'Way, in agriculrure, presupposes a whole series of other inStnllllents and a
comparaovely rugh stage of development of labour-power. As soon as the labour
process has undergone the ilightest development, It requires speciaUy prepared
IIlstruments. Thus we find stone lInplements and weapons III the oldest caves.
In the earliest penod of human history, domesticated animals. I.e., :llUmais that
have undergone modification by means oflabour, that have been bred specially,
play tile cruef part as mstrumenrs oflabour along Wltll stones, wood. bones and
shells, wruch have also had work done on them. The use and construction of
mSUllmentS oflabour, although present in germ .1mong cerum speCles of anunals.
IS characteristic of the speCifically human labour process, and Franklin therefore
defines man as a "tool-l112kmg arumal." Relics of bygone mstruments of labour
possess the same I1nporunce for the mvesogarion of extinct econOl1uc formaaons
of society as do fOSSil bones for the detemtinaClon of extinct species of arumals.~~

Human evolution then, for Marx, had to be traced through the
development of tools, much more than fossils. This was because tools
represented the development of human productive organs-the evolution
of the human relanon to nature--just as animal organs represented the
instruments by whjch animals had adapted to their local environments. In
this very sophistlcated way, Marx, eight years .fter the publication of
Darwin's 71" Origi/l of Spedes, and four ye.rs before the publication of
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Darwin's Descent oj Man (1871), sought to specifY the distinctive nature of
hUllun development and evolution. Such analysis, moreover, was based
on close study. Marx carefully read and took marginal notes on Lyell's
Geological Evidence of the Antiquity (if l\!fan, scrutinizing Lyell's analysis of
the development of tool-making in prehistory, and questioning his assumption of "the reluctance of savage tribes to adopt new inventions,"51J
To put all of this into historical perspective, it is useful to note that in
1864 Alfred Russell Wallace, the co-discoverer with Darwin of the theory
of natural selection, had written an influential paper on "The Origin of
the Human Races and the Antiquity of Man Deduced from the Theory
of 'Natural Selection,'" Wallace argued, in terms that had already been
suggested by Darwin and that were later more widely adopted within
Darwinian theory, that animals can only adapt to changes in their environment through alterations in bodily structure. "For an animal to alter its
food, its clothing, or its weapons, it can only do so by a corresponding
change in its bodily structure and internal organization." However, human
beings, he contended, were able to change their relation to their environment, by "making weapons and tools," thus taking "away from nature
that power of changing the external form and structure which she
exercises over all other animab." In Wallace's view, the human body (as
distinct from the mind) was relatively immune to evolutionary processes,
as a result of this tool-making ability-or human technology-which gave
impetus to the development of the "mind." (Even at this early stage of his
thought Wallace demonstrated a tendency to view the mind or intellect
as separated from the physical body----<o that he did not talk about the
evolution of the brain as such-a tendency that was later to lead him in
the direction of spiritualism and a radical break with Darwin's consistently materialist standpoint.-il )
Writing only three years later, but in terms that were closer to Darwin
than Wallace, Marx had sought to distinguish between natural and human
technology, by pointing to the distinctiveness of tool making--recognizing
even then that certain animals had shown such capacity, but that tool
making was "characteristic" only of human beings. In this way, Marx
sought to provide a natural-historical basis, linked to Danvin, for his own
general theory of the role of labor (which was of course related to the
developlnent of tool making) in the development of human society.
Engels was to develop this analysis even further in his pathbreaking
essay "The Part Played by Labour in the Transition from the Ape to
Man" (written in 1876, first published posthumously in 1896). According
to Engels's analysis-which derived from his materialist philosophy but
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which was also influenced by views voiced by Haeckel a few years
before--when the primates, who constituted the ancestors of human
beings, descended from the trees, erect posture developed first (prior to
the evolution of the human brain) , freeing the hands for tool making:
TIlt hatld became.fret and couJd henceform attain ever greater dexterity and skill,
and the greater flexibility thus acquired was inherited and increased from generation to generation. Thus the hand is not only the organ of labour, it is also
the product of labour. Only by labour. by adaptation to ever new operations, by
inheritance of the resulting special development of muscles, ligaments. and,
over longer periods of times, bones as well, and by the ever renewed employ-

ment of these inherited improvements in new, more and more complicated
operations, has the human hand attained the high degree of perfection that has
enabled it to conjure into being the pictures of Raphael, the statues of ThorwaJdsen, the music of Paganini .S2

ru a result early humans (hominids)

were able to alter their relation to
their local environment, radically improving their adaptabiliry. Those who
were most ingenious in making and using tools were most likely to
survive. which meant that the evolutionary process exerted selective
pressures toward the enlargement of the brain and the development of
speech (necessary for the social process of labor), leading eventually to
the rise of modern humans. Thus the human brain, like the hand, in
Engels's view, evolved through a complex, interactive set of relations, now
referred to by evolutionary biologists as "gene-culture coevolution." All
scientific explanations of the evolution of the human brain, Stephen Jay
Gould has argued, have thus far been theories of genc-<:ulture coevolution,
and "the best nineteenth-century case for gene-culture coevolution was
made by Friedrich Engels.""
Up until the early rwentieth century the consensus of the scientific
communiry was radically opposed to the kind of explanation provided by
Engels (although largely unaware of Engels's speculations, which unfortunately had little discernible influence on the development of evolutionary science). The cerebral focus of most biological thought (which
Engels had attributed to the dominance of idealist notions) placed overwhelming emphasis rather on the development of the brain as the impetus
behind human evolution. The expectation was that the "missing links"
between primates and hUlllan beings. when they were discovered, would
exhibit a brain at an intermediate level of development. These expectations
collapsed with the discovery beginning in the 1920S of the genus Allstra/opit/rems, dating back as much as four million years ago. The brain of
AlIstra/opitheCIIs was enlarged only very slightly, and was generally of ape-
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proportion in relation to the body_ Nevertheless, the australopithecines
were clearly hominid species, standing erect, exhibiting evolved hands
(and feet) and already tool makers.'"
In recent decades the great paleontological discoveries associated with
the uncovering of various remains of the australopithecines in the
twentieth century have led to the development of theories of human
evolution in close accord with Engels's nineteenth-century analysis.
Anthropologist Sherwood L. Washburn exhibited the shock produced by
these discoveries in his essay "Tools and Human Evolution" in Scienttfic
Americafl in September 1960:
A series of recent discoveries has linked prehuman primates of half a million
years ago with scone tools. For some years investigators have been uncovering
tools of the simplest kinds from ancient deposits in Africa. At first they a~sumed
that these tools constituted evidence of the existence of large-brained, fully
bipedal men. Now the tools have been found in association with much more
primitive creatures, the not-fully bipedal, small-brained near-men, or man-apes.
Prior to these finds the prevailing view held that man evolved nearly to his
preset structural state and then discovered tools and the new ways of life that
they made possible. Now it appears that man-a pes-creatures able to run but
not yet walk on cwo legs, and with brains no larger than those of apes now
living-had already learned to make and to use tools. It follows chat the structure
of modern Illan must be the result of the change in the terms of natural selection
that came with the tool-using way of life. ';5

The analysis later evolved into the thesis, expressed by Sherwood
Washburn and Ruth Moore in 1974. that "Tools Makyth the Man." "As
a few apes left the jungle," these writers explain,
and the most bipedal and upright survived in the new terrain, theif legs grew
longer and the foot and pelvis changed. But at first there was little change in
the low dome of the head, in the small brain, and almost no change in the
trunk, in its breadth, in the shortness of the lumbar region, or in the length of
the arms. Most bones, joints, and Illuscles remained as they had been through
most of the time of the apes. Hands then began to change. Those best able to
manipulate the chipped stone tools and win themselves more food had a decided
advantage. The hand bones found by Leakey at Olduvai Gorge are about halfway in form between chose of contemporary man and the modern apes. The
thumb was growing longer and was capable of a powerful grasp.SI'

The key to the understanding of human evolution, according to
Washburn and Moore, is to be explained in the development of the hand
associated with tool making, and labour in general. In this way much of
modern anthropological theory has come around to the Illaterialistcoevolutionary view pioneered by Engels in the nineteenth century. It
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was labor that constituted the secret, from the very first, not onJy to the
development of human society but also co "the transition of ape to man."
It was labor, moreover, that defined the distinctive ecological ruche
occupied by hununity. Marx and Engels thus saw the human relation to
the earth in coevoluti onary terms-a perspective that is crucial to an
ecological understanding, since it allows us to recognize that hutllan beings
transform their environment not entirely in accordance with their choosing, but based on conditions provided by natural history.
In subsequent writings Engels continu ed to see natural history in terms
of Darwin's theory of natural selection, remaining a strong defender of
Darwin's theory even as the attacks on it grew. In his critique of Eugen
Diihring's "revolution of science" in 1878 and in other works (including
TIle Dialectics of Natllre), Engels sought to defend Darwin's views against
distortions and to counter social Darwinist tendencies (the use of Darwin
to promote Malthusian viewpoints in the social realm)-particularly where
these developments affected the nascent socialist movement. In his response
to Diihring (the whole of which he read to Marx prior to publication),
Engels defended Darwin against Diihting's charges that Darwin had simply
transferred Malthusian theory to the plant and an.imal realm; that he never
got past the viewpoint of an arllJnal breeder; and that whatever was useful
in TIle Origin oj Species actually came from Lamarck.
Rather than objecting to the view of the plant and animal kingdom
that saw it as a struggle for existence, Engels strongly supported this.
Nevertheless, he argued, in Darwininian terms, that "struggle for existence" should not be viewed simply in ternlS of direct struggle between
individuals or species, but also (more importancly) in terms of the struggle
for life, symbolized by the plant's struggle to obtain space and light.
"Darwin," Engels goes on to point out,
would not dream of saying that the origill of the idea of the struggle for existence is to be found in Malthus. He only says that his theory of the struggle for
existence is the theory of Malthus applied to the animal and plant world as a
whole. However great the blunder m.ade by Darwin in accepcing the Malthusian
theory so na'ively and uncritically, nevertheless anyone can see at the first glance
that no Malthusian spectacles are required [0 perceive the struggle for existence
in Nature.

Defending Darwin against Diihring's charge that he never rose above the
perspective of an "animal breeder," Engels proceeds to a step-by-step
discussion of the developme nt of Darwin's thou ght, explaining how the
origins of his thinking were to be found in his voyage on the Beagle, how
he used variation under domestication to introduce his idea, but that the
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real analysi!> focused on natural variation and natural selection not domestic
variation and artificial selectioll. Finally, Engels provides a crushing attack
on Diihring's attempt to argue that Darwin was second to Lamarck.
Lamarck's importance, Engels argued, was only fully appreciated once
Darwin's revolution had occurred. But Lamarck's views of inheritance of
acquired characteristics were deficient. In Lamarck's time embryology and
paleontology had not developed sufficiently to make a correct scientific
theory of evolution possible. Ironically, Duhring's own approach (despite
its invocation of Lamarck). Engels contends, still smacks of the teleology
of natural theology: of a "parson's mode of thought."57
Engels's close adherence to Darwin's theory was even more evident in
his response to Russian populist theorists who sought to move in the
direction of cooperation and mutualism in the analysis of nature-a movement that eventually came to be identified with the work of Prince Petr
Alekseevich Kropotkin (1842-11)21). In 1873 a leading Russian populist
thinker, Pyotr Lavrovich Lavrov (1823-1900), published an article entitled
"Socialism and the Struggle for Existence" in the radical emigre journal
Vpered (Fonvard). Lavrov sought to expel Malthusianisll:l from Darwin's
theory and to counter those critiques of socialism that were based on the
notion that the struggle for existence was the law of life and therefore
luade socialism impossible. In order to accomplish this, Lavrov deconstructed Darv,lin's notion of the "struggle for existence," arguing that
this struggle occurred on various levels; that the lowest level was the
struggle for existence between individuals of the same species or family.
In this struggle, he wrote, "the casualties are incalculable, nature is full of
bodies." The highest form of the struggle for existence, however, was that
which occurred between species, organized as societies, such as "societies
of insects." In such "societies" the main characteristics were "solidarity"
and "mutual aid." Such mutual aid, Lavrov contended, was the ultimate
answer to those who argued on Darwinian grounds that socialism was
impossible. 'iK

Lavrov discussed his analysis with Friedrich Engels and in I S75 the
latter \\Tote a letter back that, while sympathizing with Lavrov's desire to
counter Malthusianism and social Darwinism, nevertheless warned against
getting too distracted by one-sided expressions such as "struggle for
existence" or "cooperation," while losing sight of the dialectical interconnections. In this regard Engels pointed out how "co-operation in organic
nature, the way in which the plant kingdom supplies oxygen and food to
the animal kingdom and, conversely, the latter supplies plants with
carbonic acid and manure, as indicated by Liebig," had, prior to Darwin,
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been stressed by some of the SaJllC scientists-"Vogt, Buchner, Moleschott,
and others"-who now "see nothing but the stmggle for existence." "Both
conceptions," Engels argued-that is, the one derived mainly from Liebig
and the one derived mainly from Darwin-"are to some extent justified,
but each is as one-sided and narrow as the other. The interaction of
natural bodies-both dead and living--comprises harmony as well as strife,
srruggle as well as competition." For Engels, the real problem, once again,
was not the idea that a struggle for existence existed in nature, that is,
the extrapolation of Malthusianism or of Hobbes's belllw1 omnium (omra
Ollllles to the plant and animal kingdoms (although this tended to produce
a one-sided understanding of nature), but rather the attempt of some
theorists to "re-extrapolate the saIne theories from organic nature to
history, and then claim to have proved their validity as eternal laws of
human society." ~9 In the kind of dialectical, coevolutionary perspective
that Marx and Engels advocated, then, organic narure (and the human
relation to nature) was characterized by both harmony and strife: a
perspective that brought out the insights associated with both Liebig and
Darwin.
In 1873 the second German edition of Capital, volume 1, was published, two years after the appearance of Darwin's Desc",t of Mall. Marx
sent a copy of the new edition to Darwin inscribed: "Mr. Charles Darwin/
On the part of his sincere admirer! (signed) Karl Marx! London 16 June
]873 []j Modena Villas! Maitland Park." In October Darwin wrote back
to Marx:
Dear Sir:
[ thank you for the honor which you have done me by sending me your great
work on Capital; & I heartily wish that I was more worthy to receive it, by
underS[anding more of the deep & important subject of political economy.
Though our studies have been so different, I believe that we both earnesdy
desire the ex"tension of Knowledge. & ["that" added] this in the long run is sure
to add to the happiness of Mankind.
J remain Dear Sir/ Yours faidlfully / Charles Darwin.<""1

The Plight of the Materialists
In 1874 in his Inaugural Address in Belfast as President of the British
Association for the Advancement of Science, John Tyndall (]82o-1893),
the "archdemocrat of science" and Huxley's closest friend. declared war
on the establishment and delivered a lengthy exegesis on the development
of materialism from Epicurus to Darwin. Tyndall and Huxley went to
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Ireland, as Tyndall was to say, "as Luther did to Worms," and were to
meet "all the devils in HeJl there."hl
Tyndall was born an Irish Protestant and started out as a railroad
surveyor. He subsequently studied chemistry in Germany under the great
Bunsen, and became acquainted, superficially at least, with German philosophy. In 1851 he went to London, where he soon becatne the assistant
of Michael Faraday at the Royal Institution, eventually taking Faraday's
place. Tyndall emerged as a leading physicist and chemist and was reputed
to be the greatest teacher and popularizer of science- in England. As
Huxley's comrade in arms, he was part of the small group of materialist
scientists who promoted Darwin's theory of evolution in the turbulent
atmosphere of the 186es and 1870s. Tyndall was known for his Alpine
mountaineering, and for being a poetic materialist, who gave a humanist
cast to his thought, even while presenting views that had frequently been
associated with mechanism. /,~
In his "Belfast Address" Tyndall presented what Friedrich Engels was
to call "the boldest speech to have been delivered in England [sic] to such
an audience." He sought to provide a coherent materialist philosophy,
reaching back to Epicurus, to support the revolutionary developments in
science. Influenced by Frederick Albert Lange's History ,if Materialism
(1865), Tyndall retraced the entire history of science. He pointed to
Bacon's "high appreciation of Democritus" and to the fact that "Bacon
considered Democritus to be a man of weightier metal than either Plato
or Aristotle." It was Empedocles, among the pre-Socratics, who had first
introduced the notions of adaptation and "survival of the fittest." For
Tyndall, however, ancient materialism developed to its highest point in
the work of Epicurus and Lucretius. Like Bacon in OJ the Dignity and
Advancement of Learning, and like Marx in the preface to his doctoral
thesis, Tyndall saw the essence of Epicurus' defiance of orthodox religion
as lying in the statement that "Not he is godless who rejects the gods of
the crowd, but rather he who accepts them."!'-'
For Tyndall, Epicurus, through Lucretius, had provided the essence of
the modern scientific view in his treatment of atoms and void and his
recognition that matter could be neither created nor destroyed. Giordono
Bruno had become one of the earliest converts to Copernican astronomy
as result of the influence that Epicurus (through Lucretius) exerted on his
thought, opening him up, Tyndall contended, to "the notion of the infinity of worlds." Epicurus' "vaguely grand conception of the atoms falling
eternally through space suggested the nebular hypothesis to Kant, its first
propounder."To be sure, the ancient atomists had no notion of magnetism
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or electrIcIty and thus had no way of understandmg molecular force: the
fact that "molecules are endowed with attractive and repellent poles." In

postulanng the swerve,

Luc~tius

quit the domatn of physics in order to

have the atoms move together. but in doing so he was not enurely at
fault, smce Ius I11stincts led him in the rIght direcnon from the standpoint

of modern sCIence. The 1l1ltia! ground for the cliscoveries of Thomas Mayer
and other nineteenth-century scientists regarding the conservation of

energy was fIrst established by the notion of the indestructibility of matter so clearly enunciated by the ancient materialisrs. M

Although Tyndall celebrated the work of Descartes and H obbes in the
seventeenth century. it was Gassendi. he explamed, who, despite his

Catholicism, had first provided a solid philosophical basis for modern
materialism based on Epicurus. [n Gassendi, he writes, "tbe principle of
every change resides in matter. In artificial productions the moving
principle is different from tbe material worked upon; but in nature the
agent works within, being the most active and mobile part of the material
Itself. Thus trus bold ecclesiastic, without incurring the censure of the
church or of the world, contrives to outstrip Mr. Darwll1."f> 5
Darwin's great acruevement, in Tyndall's conception, was that, while

considering all those details that had supposedly consntuted the evidence
of the teleologist, he nonetheless "rejects teleology, seeking to refer these
wonders to natura! causes." The problem that Darwin left behind,
however, was the "primorclia! form": out of what clid life arise, if not
from a Creator? Insisting on Lucretius' view that "Nature is seen to do

all things spontaneously of herself without the meddling of the gods,"
and on Bruno's claim that matter was the "universal mother," Tyndall
went on to affirm the need for purely materialist explanations in science

and to identify this with the development of sCIence itself. "The impregnable position of science may be described in a few words. We claim,
and we shall wrest from theology, the entire domain of cosmologica!
theory."&'
Although falnous for contributing, along with Pasteur, the definitive
scientific crltJque of spontaneous generation, Tyndall nevertheless insisted
on numerous occasions that in the deep abyss of time life had emerged
out of matter, and that the origins of life were connected to the origins

of the solar system-to be explained by the nebular hypothesis of Kant
and Laplace. Thus life had at one time emerged from non-life, though
the conditions that made that possible belonged to the histoty of the
solar system and no longer pertained. Only four years before, Huxley had
adopted a similar position, though not so clearly corUlected to tbe nebular
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hypothesis (and strikingly similar in outline to scientific views held today), in his 1870 Presidential Address to the British Association for the
Advancement of Science, in which he had declared: "If it were given to
me to look beyond the abyss of geologically recorded time to the still
more remote period when the earth was passing through physical and
chemical conditions, which it can no more see again than a man can
recall his infancy, I should expect to be a witness of the evolution of
living protoplasm from not living matter." William Thomson, Darwin's
nemesis, had responded by unfairly accusing Huxley of advocating "spontaneous generation."(,i
Tyndall's "Belfast Address" created a storm of protest. He was attacked
in particular for discerning in "Matter ... the promise and potency of
every form and quality of life." He was accused of hastening the "ruin"
of mankind and of promoting blasphemy. He found himself defending
himself against a myriad of blows.(,H Engels, reading the addresses that
Tyndall and Huxley had delivered in Belfast, reported to Marx, who was
in Germany at the time, that all of this had once again revealed "the
plight of these people, and the way they are stuck fast in the thingin-itself and their cry of anguish for a philosophy to rescue them."Writing
of the "tremendous illlpression and panic" created by Tyndall's address,
Engels told Marx of Tyndall's courageous deftance of the establishment,
adding that "his acknowledgement to Epicurus will amuse you. So nlUch
is certain: the return to a genuine1y reflective view of nature is making
much more serious progress here in England than in Germany, and people
here seek salvation at least in Epicurus, Descartes, Hume and Kant ...
The French thinkers of the eighteenth century, of course, are still taboo."
Engels pondered how to transcend the difriculties that such adamant
materialists as Tyndall and Huxley had found themselves caught up in,
and suggested that the way out lay in Hegel's dialectics, especially the
Encyclopedia, where, because of the more "popular" presentation, much of
the analysis was comparatively free of idealism and "tailor-made for these
people." There can be little doubt that it was at this point that Engels
began to formulate his own great project, which was to take the form of
his unfinished Dialectics '!f l\lature.(,'J
Engels's larger project was evident in 1878 in his "Old Preface to AntiD"hri"g 0" Dialectics," his original, draft preface to the ftrst edition of
Anti-Dullying, which he decided to use only in a shortened version. In
the "Old Preface" Engels, relying in part on notes that had been provided
for him by Marx, observed that natural scientists wrote frequently in
ignorance of the history of philosophy. As a result,
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propositions wruch were advanced in philosophy ecntunes ago, which often
enough have long been dtsposed of phtlosophtcally, are frequently pm forward
by theorizing n .. curaJ scientists as brand new wisdom and even become fashionable for a while.... Smce physics and chem..istry once more operate almost
exclusively with lI10JecuJes and atoms. the atomic philosophy of ancient Greece
has of necessicy come to the fore agam. But how superficially it is treated by

the best of them! Thus Kekule teUs us ... that Democntus, instead of LeuCippus,
ongmated tt, and he mamtains that Dalton was the first to assume the existence
of qualiL10vely different elementary atoms .md was the first to ascribe to them
different weights characteristic of the different elements, Yet anyone can read in
Diogcnes uertitls ... that already Epicurus had ascribed to atoms differences
nor only of magnitude and form but also of weight, that 15, he was already
acquainted in his own way with atonuc weight and arolluc volume. '11

For Engels, this ignorance of ancient Greek philosophy was tied to the
failure since 1848 in Germany (as elsewhere) to comprehend the significance of the dialectic and Hegelianism. The two great sources of dialectical knowledge had been the ancient Greeks and Hegel. Failure to
understand their philosophies and hence the dialectic was the main
obstacle to the development of a plulosophy adequate to the needs of
modern natural science. Engels noted how it was becoming "increasingly
rare" for natural scientists "to look down upon the Greeks," particularly
those fragments of Greek atomic philosophy (namely, Democritus,
Epicurus, and Lucretius). sinlply because the Greeks had "no empirical
natural science"; the strength of the holistic view of the Greeks was at
last beginning to force itself on contemporary natural science. So far,
however, natural scientists had failed to make even the first steps in embracing the second great source of dialectical knowledge, that of Hegel."
The object of course, from Engels's standpoint, was the creation of a
materialist dialectics applicable to natural science. By the time he wrote
Allti-DIi"'illg he had concluded that the French materialists of the eighteenth century were useless for this purpose since they had developed a
materialism that was "exclusively meel,anicaJ." The answers, to the extent
that they were to be found in the history of philosophy, lay in the Greek
materialists and Aristotle, Kant, and Hegel. With respect to Epicurus, the
old contention, presented by Diogenes Laeetius, that he had scorned dialectIcs no doubt was a stumbling block. All of this helps explain Engels's
enormous enthusiasm at the end of his life for Marx's dissertation on
Epicurus with its explanation of the "imnlanent dialectics" of the latter. 71
For Engels, the brilliant intuition of tf ancient Greeks, although vastly
inferior in its empirical knowledge to the science of the eighteenth
century, was still superior to the latter in its general conception, because
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of its intuitive understanding of the material world as evolving out of
chaos, as developing, coming into being. Only in the nineteenth century,
in particular with the Darwinian revolution, was this general conception
surpassed within science. Yet, the Darwinian materialists were nonetheless
phIlosophICally weak, and surrounded at every point by philosophical and
theological opponents. Hence they needed the dialectical heritage which
constituted the main legacy of Greek philosophy and of classical German
philosophy. "

The Revolution in Ethnological Time:
Morgan and Marx
The year IN),) saw not only the publication of Darwin's On the Origin {if
Species, \vhich for the first time provided a strong theory of evolution,
but also a c10sely related "revolution in ethnological time," which had
sources independent of Darwin's analysis-and which was in 111any ways
as important in altering the Victorian conceptions of self and the world as
Darwin's work itself. This was the discovery and acceptance within the
scientific community of conclusive evidence found in Brixham cave near
Torquay in southwestern England that human beings had existed on earth
in periods of "great antiquity," extending hack, as Lyen was later to conclude, as much as thousands of centuries. 74
To understand the significance of this revolution it is important to
under..tand that although the development of geology and the understanding of paleontological succession had long since destroyed the old
biblical clock of Genesis, creating a sense of almost infinite time, and thus
making possible Darwin's theory of evolution, the paleontological view up
until 1859, with few exceptions, did not extend to human beings: humanity
was still viewed as appearing on the earth recently, that is, only a few
thousand years ago. Hence, the fossil record did not apply to human
beings. "There are no fossil human bones," Cuvier had argued. More to
the point, perhaps, there was no such thing as antediluvian man.7~
It is truc that various human remains (sometimes accompanied by
primitive implements) had been found in caves in Europe. including the
discovery of the first Neanderthal remains in the Neander Valley in 1856.
Some of these remains were examined by leading geological authorities
of the nineteenth century, including William Buckland and Charles Lyell,
but the significance of these discoveries was doubted. Although evidence
was accumulating as to the antiquity of humanity, this was still questionable enough to be denied. The poor way in which these discoveries were
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excavated, deviating from the slow, careful process required by geological
work, often failing to preserve the proper stratigraphic context, allowed
scientific observers to conclude that remains from distinct geological strata
had been mingled with one another. In 1837 Buckland, author of one of
the Bridgewater Treatises, concluded that no human remains had yet been
found in conjunction with extinct animals. This view was reiterated by
LyeU as late as 1855.
It was the discoveries at Brixham cave. the excavation of which was
supervised by the Geological Society of London, rather than the ultimately
more important paleontological cliscovery associated with the unearthing
of Neanderthal man near Diisseldorf in Germany, that was to change LyeU's
view. and that, given his authority, was to bring about a revolution in
ethnological time. Mter examining the Beixham discoveries Lyell announced, in a presidential address to the Geological Section of the British
Association for the Advancement of Science in September 1859. his own
conversion to the view that human beings had existed on the earth in
ages of great antiquity. Trus was followed by a three year intensive search
for further evidence, in which Lyell reconsidered evidence found in caves
in France, leading to the publication of his formidable work Geological
Evidtllces cif the Alltiqltity of Mall (1863), which made clear this revolution
in the understanding of ethnological time. LyeU's book was published in
the same year as Huxley's important work in comparative anatomy, Evidence
as to Mati ~ Place hl Nature, in which Huxley examined the anatomical
evidence from the Neanderthal skulls and concluded that man had descended from the same stock as the apes. Both of these developments
reinforced in different ways the effects of the Darwinian revolution. making
clear that this revolution extended to human beings themselves. 76
It would be difficult to exaggerate the importance that the revolution
in ethnological time had on mid-nineteenth-century thinkers. John
Lubbock, a leading Darwinian who contributed to the development of
ethnology, wrote on the first page of his Prellistoric Times (1865) that "The
first appearance of man in Europe dates from a period so remote, that
neither history. nor even tradition, can throw any light on his origin, or
mode of life .... [A] new Science has ... been born among us, which
deals with times and events far more ancient than any which have yet
fallen within the province of the archaeologist ... n Looking back on these
developments in 1881, the influential geologist James Geikie wrote,
When me announcement was made some years ago that rude stone implements
of undoubted human workmanship had been discovered in certain alluvial
deposits in the valley of the river Sonune under circumstances which argued for
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the human race a very high antiquity, geologists generally received the news
with incredulity. That the advent of man was an occurrence merely of yesterday,
as it were, and a matter to be discussed properly by chronoiogi<;ts and historians
alone, most of us until lately were taught to believe. So ingrained, indeed, had
this belief become, that although evidence of the antiquity of our race similar
ro those subsequent French discoveries, which succeeded at last in routing the
skeptical indifference of geologists .. bad been noted from time to time ... , yet
it was noted only to be explained away,'l'l

No thinker understood the significance of the revolution in ethnological time better than American anthropologist Lewis Henry Morgan (18 I 81881), often viewed as the founder of social anthropology. In the preface
to his Ancient Society, Or Researches in the Lines of Human Progress from
Savagery through Barbarism to Civilization (1877), Morgan wrote:
The great antiquity of mankind upon the earth has been conclusively established. It seems singular thJt the proofs should have been discovered as recently
as within the last thirty years, and that the present generation should be the first
called upon to recognize so important a fact.
Mankind are now known to have existed in Europe in the glacial period,
and even back of its commencement, with every probability of their origination in a prior geological age. They have survived many races of animals with
whom they were contemporaneous, and passed through a process of development, in the several branches of the human family, as remarkable in its courses
as in its progress.
Since the probable length of their career is connected with geological periods, a limited measure of time is excluded. One hundred or wo hundred
thousand years would be an unextravagant estimate of the period from the
disappearance of the glaciers in the northern hemisphere to the present time.
Whatever doubts may attend any estimate of a period, the actual duration of
which is unknown, the existence of mankind extends backward inuneasurably,
and loses itself in a vast and profound antiquity.~"

In his Ancient Society Morgan. attempted to provide a general theory of
human social developmcnt, encompassing this longer conception of ethnological time, in which he sought to transcend regional particularitics of
development, and to seek out at a theoretical level, informed by ethnological data, the common basis of the development of human institutions
and ideas, focusing on three branches of human instirutions: government,
family, and property. In doing so, however, Morgan took a decidedly
materialist historical approach, rooting his understanding of the evolution
of these spheres in material (auditions, namely the growth of "the arts of
subsistence"-and within this various inventions and implements-which
he took as indicators revealed by the ethnological record.!!1J Like other
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thinkers who sought to reconceptualize the development of human beings
over vast reaches of time, Morgan reached back to Lucretius' broad contention that human beings had ftrst relied on nails, teeth, wood, and
stones in their struggle for existence and then had learned-following
their forming of "mutual alliances" and the mastery of ftre-to forge
implements and weapons, successively, from copper, bronze, and iron. In
his own division of human development in terms of three ages of stone,
bronze, and iron, Lubbock, in his Pre-histon'( Times (1865), had quoted
from Lucretius, who, he observed, "mentions the three ages."HI
Morgan delineated various "ethnical periods": the great epochs of Savagery and Barbarism-each of which could be divided into lower, upper,
and m.iddle periods-and the stage of Civilization. In Lower Savagery,
humankind, he argued (referring to Lucretius as his classical source on
the arts of subsistence at this stage), subsisted mainly on fruits and nutsa primitive gathering basis of subsistence. Though litde could be said
with certainty, Morgan cited Lucretius' contention that human beings at
the earliest stage of their existence had existed in groves and caves, the
possession of which they disputed with the beasts," This was followed, in
Middle Savagery, by the growth of a fish subsistence, made possible by
"the knowledge of the use of ftre." Upper Savagery, in contrast, was
defined by the introduction of the bow and arrow.
The main indicator of the great change of subsistence represented by
Lower Barbarism was the practice of the art of pottery. Middle Barbarism,
according to Morgan, was characterized by domestication of animals in
the Eastern hemisphere and by the use of irrigation in the growing of
crops and of adobe-brick and stone in architecture in the Western hemisphere (where large anirnals suitable for domestication were much more
scarce), Upper Barbarism began with the manufacture of iron and ended
with the invention of the phonetic alphabet, and the usc of writing in
literary composition.
The great transition from Barbarism to Civilization represented a period
of enormous cultural advance, according to Morgan. Yet. grand barbarism
already supported a rich literary tradition, "Language had attained such
development that poetry of the highest structural form was about to
embody the inspirations of genius," he observed, with the Heroic Age of
Greece in mind. Language, like everything else, had developed with
human culture. "Human speech," he observed, "seems to have developed
from the rudest and simplest forms of expression. Gesture or sign language,
as intimated by Lucretius, must have preceded articulate language. as
thought preceded articulate language, as thought preceded speech ... , This
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great subject, a department of knowledge by itself, does not fall within
the scope of the present investigation."8J
Instead, Morgan's analysis in Ancient Society consistendy focused on the
material basis for human institutions established at the level of subsistence.

The iron plow, he insisted, unleashed a period of "unlimited subsistence,"
which was, in addition to writing, to characterize the stage of Civilization. With the introduction of the iron plow, Morgan observed, citing
Lucretius, arose "the thought of reducing the forest, and bringing wide

fields under cultivation." Arriving at exaggerated conclusions from this,
Morgan contended that "mankind are the only beings who may be said
to have gained an absolute control over the production of food; which at
the outset they did not possess above other animals."84
The stages that Morgan described are still generally employed in anthropology, although the names have been changed, reflecting the negative
connotations associated with the terms "savagery" and "barbarism."
Morgan's "savagery" is now generally referred to as gathering (with
marginal hunting) society-a form of subsistence that obtained throughout the Paleolithic period. Instead of "barbarism," today, reference is made
to societies practicing horticulture. Domestication of plants is usually
associated with the Neolithic revolution around ten thousand years ago.
(The terms "Paleolithic" and "Neolithic," or "New" and "Old Stone
Ages," were originally introduced by Lubbock to distinguish between an
age of crude, chipped stOlle implements, followed by a later age of
polished stone implements. Nowadays, however, the emphasis is much
more on Morgan's changing forms of subsistence.85)
Morgan hinted at a rudimentary theory of gene--culture coevolution,
focll sing on the development of tools or "inventions."
With the production of inventions and discoveries, and with the growth of
institutions, the human mind necessarily grew and expanded; and we are led to
recognize a gradual enlargement of the brain itself, particularly of the cerebral
portion. The slowness of this mental growth was inevitable, in the period of
savagery, from the extreme difficulty of compassing the simplest invention out

of nothing.
The argument closely paralleled that of Darwin in TI,e Descelll of Man .56
For a long time it was assumed that Morgan's evolutionary approach
to the development of human society was derived mainly from Darwin,
whom Morgan knew, and who clearly influenced his thought. More
recent scholarship, however, has focused on the crucial role that Lucretius
(hence Epicurus) exerted on the development of his view of the evolution of human society. As Thomas R . Trautmann states in Lewis Hel1ry
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Morgan aud rI,e Invention of Kinship, Morgan regarded "Darwin's theory as
a special case of evolutionism that, so far from being a novelty, is traceable
to Horace and above all to Lucretius, who is for Morgan evolution's first
theorist." The basis for this contention is the Morgan papers themselves.
The first manuscript version of AI/cimt Society (MS dated 1872-1873) included a chapter entitled "The Roman Genesis of Human Development"
which presented Lucretius' system. In this early manuscript version of
Andetlt Society Morgan wrote:
Those who adopt the Darwinian theory of the descent of man from a quadruped, and those who, stopping short of trus, adopt the theory of evolution,
equally recognise the fact that man conullenced at the bottom of the scale and
worked his way up to civilization through the slow accumulation of experimental knowledge. That eady state of man, on either alternative, was one of
extreme rudeness and savagism, the precise conditions of which, though not
wholly inconceivable, are difficult of apprehension. 87

According to Trautmann, this
passage makes it clear that in Morgan's conception the Darwinian theory was
but a special case of the theory of evolution. In his own view again the intellectual charter of the work he had just undertaken was the invention not of
Darwin but of Horace and Lucretius, the latter above all, and he devoted the
second chapter of the draft of Am:ietlt Society to an appreciation of the '''Roman
genesis of human development,' as precursor of modern evolutionism.1IS

Essentially the sarne point was made earlier by Carl Resak in his important
biography of Morgan. Referring to the early draft manuscript of AI/cimt
Society, Resak wrote: "The theory of evolution, he [Morgan] went on to
say, did not really belong to Darwin. Ancient philosophers like Horace
and Lucretius recognized the fact that man started in savagery and went
through a slow and tortuous ascent."89
Upon these foundations Morgan went on to develop his analysis of
the origin of the idea of government, the idea of family, and the idea of
property-the three parts into which the remainder of his work was
divided. Morgan's analysis was to interest Marx, who had carefully read
LyeU's great work on A,ttiquity if Mall, scrutinizing its treatment of prehistory, and making critical comnlen(S in the margins of the book. 911 As
early as 1857-1858, in the Gnllldrisse, Marx had already observed that
"One can determine a priori a people's degree of civilization if one knows
no more than the metal, gold, copper, silver or iron which it uses for
weapons, tools or ornamentation." Here he had quoted Lucretius on the
fact that bronze was known before iron.?1 Later, in Capital, volume I,

...
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Marx noted (probably referring to Lyell here) how in the study of "prehiscoric times" classification was being made "on the basis of the investigations of natural science, rather than utilizing the methods of so-caUed
historical research. Prehistory has been divided, according to che materials

used to make tools and weapons, into the Stone Age, the Bronze Age
and the Iron Age." For Marx, this approach of writers of prehistory was
superior to the classificatory schemes that "writers of history" had thus

far employed, since the latter tended to pay "little attention to the development of material production. which is the basis of all social life, and
therefore of all real history.""
Marx took down extensive extracts in his Ethnological Notebooks in
1880-1882, which were devoted principally to Morgan, but also to the
work of John Budd Phear, H enry Sunmer Maine, and John Lubbock. In
the year following Marx's death, Engels used these notebooks of Marx,
together with Morgan's work, in developing his own argument in The
Origin of tile Falllily, Private Property al1d tilt State (1884). "Morgan in his
own way," Engels wrote, "had discovered afresh in America the materjaJisoc conception of history discovered by Marx forty years ago, and in his
comparison of barbarism and civilization it had led him, in the ll"'1ain
points, to the same conclusions as Marx." For Engels, following Morgan,
private property and class struggle now dominated only hitherto existing
written history; before that, in what Lubbock and others in the J860s had

begun to call "prehistory:' society had been organized around kinship
groups. Nevertheless it was "the production and reproduction of immediate life .. . on the one side, the production of the means of existence, of
food, clothing and shelter and the tools necessary for production, on the
other side, the production of human beings themselves, the propagation
of the species," which always constituted the decisive set of conditions
defming a given historical epoch.'H
The importance of the debates over the origins of the family. private
property, and the state that arose from this analysis, however, tended to
obscure certain crucial elements governing Marx's (and even Engels's) work
in this area. It is crucial to understand that Marx and Engels, like other

early analysts of "prehistory," were impelled toward these studies by the
revolution in ethnological time that began in 1859. Moreover, in Marx's
case this was tied very closely to concerns about the development of
agriculture, that is, the long-term relation to the soil , which was a
continual focus of his studies in his last decade (he continued to take

hundreds of pages of notes on geology and agricultural chemistry in the
late 1860$ and 1870S), both in relation to the third volume of Capital and
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due to his concerns over the direction of Russian development, as
reflected in the populist debates in Russia. At issue with respect to Russia
was the fate of the archaic Russian conUlluna} land system, and how all
of this related to the prospects of revolution. Finally, there was the question
of the roots in historical development of the materialist conception of
history, which needed now to be extended back before ancient Greece,
before written history, and before philological analysis. What was at issue,
then, was the origins of human beings and of human institutions over the
long ages of "prehistory." ]n these latter years Marx also sought to break
out of the literature of colonialism, through which he had naturally been
compelled to view the development of the rest of the world, becoming
increasingly critical of the history of capitalist penetration into what is
now called the "periphery." He thus tried to construct a massive radical
chronology of world history, breaking with dominant conceptions. All of
these preoccupations have come to be seen as defining the last decade of
Marx's life, which Teodor Shanin famously described as "late Marx.""
We can better understand Marx's struggle and its relation to his times
if we understand how close, and over1apping, were these debates about
human evolution and the origins of human society. ]n I S71 Darwin had
published his long-awaited Descent ~f .'Wan, which attempted to account
for human biological evolution and in the process referred to important
ethnological questions. The Descent of Man had less impact than it might
have had, however, because it had already been preceded by Huxley's
Ellidences as to i\;[an's Pla(e in l\latHrr (1863), Lyell's Geolo~(]ical Evidences of
the Antiquity of Man (IS63), Lubbock's Pre-histo,ic Times (IS6S), as well as
other works, which within a decade of the publication of The Origin of
Species and the Brixham cave discoveries had revolutionized thinking about
human development. Of the four thinkers on whom Marx concentrated
in his Ethnological Notebooks, the three most important-Morgan, Lubbock,
and Maine-had all been referred to by Darwin in 11" Descent of Man.
How, then, was one to think about the question of human development, prior to written history? Marx studied geology and paleontology
as well as agricultural chemistry and ethnology with a fervor in this period.
He was attracted to Ancient Society undoubtedly because of Morgan's
emphasis on the arts of subsistence. Morgan, who had adopted a nlatcrialist approach to ethnology that was independent of (but took into
account) Darwin's analysis, focused on the development of the arts of
suhsistencc--even embracing Darwin's hint that there was a relation between inventions necessary for subsistence and the development of the
brain. The outline of the arts of subsistence was crafted in relation to
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Lucretius' analysis in De rerum natura. Marx, with his deep understanding
of Lucretius, carefully noted Morgan's references to Lucretius and was
aware of the deep implications of this way of approaching the problem of
subsistence-the relation between the materialist conception of nature
and the materialist conception of history that it entailed. This focus on
the arts of subsistence-the human relation to nature through the transformation of production and reproduction-as it was developed by
Morgan (inspired by Lucretius, and ultimately Epicurus) was deeply
ecological, in the sense that it focused on human coevolution with the
environment. Already in Capital Marx had said that tools as "relics of
bygone instruments of labour possess the saIne importance for the investigation of extinct economic formations of society as do fossil hones
for the determination of extinct species of animals."'j~ Morgan's focus on
the arts of subsistence, in which he singled out the development of tools,
ensured that his analysis followed a similar track-while connecting this
to changes in family/kinship rclations, property and the state.
Marx dissented, however, from Morgan's contention that human beings
had developed "absolute control over the production of food." Rather,
the ecological problem associated with the development of the arts of
subsistence existed into the capitalist period (where the contradictions
had become quite extreme) and would outlast capitalism itself-posing
problems that the society of associated producers would have to approach
rationally and based on an understanding of the metabolic relation between human beings and the earth.
Since the 19 50S we have seen the rise of the field of ethnoecology
within anthropology, as anthropologists have sought to understand "traditional environmental knowledge" embedded in now extinct or threatened
cultures; not only in order to retrieve that essential knowledge in a time
characterized by ecological crisis, but also in order to emphasize the importance of cultural survival for those indigenou:\ communities now
threatened by the penetration of capitalism. Within this literature, subsistence is understood by leading ethnoecologists such as Eugene Hunn as
the long-term relationship between community and land base. This knowledge of basic subsistence relations is also, it is argued, an invaluable heritage
of ecological understanding, not based on the severance of human beings
from nature. Marx's continual emphasis, throughout his work-particularly in the Gnmdrisse and in the work of his last decade-on traditional
communal relations and the importance of a non-alienated relation to the
earth has been seen by some ethnoecologists as the essential critical standpoint from which this new field must proceed. As Hunn has recently
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argued in "The Value of Subsistence for the Future of the World" Marx
"valued the organic unity of a conununity of human beings tied

~o their

land by their own labor with which they produced their livelihood and
in so doing reproduced their community."96 For Marx, a crucial part of
his materialist conception of history-linked in this way to his materialist
conception of nature, that is, to its basis in natural history-was always
how the alienation from the land had developed in relation to the
alienation from labox-:! problem addressed today by radical ethnoecology
(and by cultural materialist ecology more generally). The most important
problem facing the society of associated producers, Marx emphasized again
and again in his work, would be to address the problem of the metabolic
relation between hUlnan beings and nature, under the more advanced
industrial conditions prevailing in the wake of the final revolutionary crisis
of capitalist society. To this end it was clearly necessary to learn more
about the human relation to nature and subsistence, through the development of property forms, over the great span of ethnological time. Marx
was thus driven back, by the materialist precepts of his analysis, to a
consideration of the origins of human society and the human relation to
nature-as a means for envisioning the potential for a more complete
transcendence of an alienated existence.
In 1882, the year before Marx's death, Marx and Engels raised the
question, in the "Preface to the Second Russian Edition of TIlt Manifesto
cif tlte Conm1l miSf Party," of whether the archaic Russian COITUTIune could
provide the basis for a proletarian revolution, rooted in conununal land
ownership, that would "serve as the point of departure for a comnlunist
development." What was at issue, they emphasized, was the existence not
simply of conullunal social forms, but of a non-alienated relation to nature
that would stand in sharp contrast to the system of "giant farms" of
capitalist America. The question of the material development of society
was thus linked to the material development of the human relation to
nature-in both cases history was not simply linear, but followed a
complex, contradictory, dialectical pattern. In this complex, contradictory
development lay the entire potential for revolutionary transform.ation. 97

A Young Darwinian and Karl Marx
Marx's interest in ethnological issues in the last few years of his life may
help to explain the mystery of his close friendship in these last years with
the young Darwinian E. Ray Lankester (1847-1929), already a prominent
evolutionary biologist and a Fellow of the Royal Society, later to become
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one of the most celebrated of all British scientists In his day--serving
from 1898 to 1907 as tbe director of tbe British Museum (Natural
History), at the very apex of his field. Lankester knew Darwin, Huxley,
and Hooker intimately from childhood and bad met Lyell, Haeckel, and
Tyndall. He patterned himself after Huxley, who viewed Lankester as his
protege. Although primarily a scientist, Lankester was something of a
nonconformist politically, revealing himself as an intellectual aristocrat with

progressive sympathies during the most active part of his life (becoming
more conservative in his old age). Thus Lankester exhibited socialist
sympathies at times and counted

lllllllCroUS

radicals among his friends

(including in his youth Marx, and later H.G. Wells and j.B.S. Haldane; he
also knew and admired William Morris). Fluent in German, he read
Marx's Capital in J 880 with enthusiasm, observing in a letter to Marx
that he was absorbing "your great work on Capital ... with the greatest
pleasure and profit." Decades later, aner the Titanic disaster, Lankester wrote
to the Times that business associations were "necessarily by their nature,
devoid of conscience," and were impersonal mechanisms "driven by laws

of supply and demand." In the notes for his influential "Nature and Man"
talks of '905 he declared that "tbe capitalist wants cheap labour, and be
would rather see the English people poor and ready to do his work for
him, than better off." He greeted the February I 917 revolution in Russia
with enthusiasm-though the October revolution that followed bad him
bewildered. Eventually, like his friend Wells, he became very antiBolshevik. As an intellectual aristocrat, Lankester was often elitist, even
conservative, in his views, particularly in the cultural domain. In the

words of his biographer, "he did not believe that women sbould have the
vote, and indeed thought that the fewer people who could vote the
better," Still. Lankester's more general conunimlcnt to a "militant humanism" is evident throughout his published writings"
As a scientist Lankester was a convinced materialist, a Darwinian, and
an opponent of religion and superstition. Like Marx in his last years he
was particularly interested in the early ethnological development of buman
beings. In his youth he visited Boucher de Perthes, the French pioneer in

the field of prehistory. Lankester was tbus caugbt up early on by the
revolution in ethnological time, an interest that was to persist throughout
his career. His Kingdom of Mar, ('907) sought to extend estimates of human
antiquity, based on the discovery of what were believed to be extremely
primitive stone age tools (or eoliths). Lankestees materialism and Darwinism put him frequently in conflict not only with religion but also witb
other scientists, notably William Thomson (Lord Kelvin) and Alfred Russell
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Wallace. Lankester opposed Thomson's recourse to vitalism in his
discussion of life. More importantly, he was one of the ftrst Darwinian
scientists to note that the discovery of radioactivity overturned Thomson's
estimate of the age of the earth-a fact that Lankester emphasized in his
presidential address to the British Association for the Advancement of
Science in 1906. Lankcster criticized Alfred Russell Wallace for his resort
to "metaphysical" explanations for the evolution of the hmnan brain.
arguing that these developments could be explained in materialist terms
(an argument that paralleled that of Engels in the manuscripts for TI,e
Dialectics of l\lawre).')"
Among scientists of his day Lankester was notable for his protesto;; against
the human ecological degradation of the earth. In his popular essay 'The
Effacement of Nature by Man" he wrote one of the most powerful ecological critiques of his (or any) time, pointing to "a vast destruction and
defacement of the living world by the uncalculating reckless procedure of
both savage and civilised man." Lankester was particularly concerned about
extinction of species and the relationship of this to the destruction of
habitat. "The most repulsive of the destructive results of human
expansion," he wrote,
is the poisoning of rivers, and the consequent extinction in them of fish and of
well-nigh every living thing, save mould and putrefactive bacteria. In the Thames
it will soon be a hundred years since man, by his filthy proceedings, banished
the glorious salmon, and murdered the innocents of the eel-fare. Even at its
foulest time, however, the Thame-s lllud was blood-red (really 'blood-red,' since
the colour was due to the same blood-crystals which colour our own blood)
with the swarms of a delicate Htde worm like the earth-worm, which has an
exceptional power of living in foul water, and nourishing itself upon putrid
mud .... In smaller streams especially in the mining and manufacturing districts
of England, progressive money-making man has converted the most beautiful
things of nature-trout-streams-into absolutely dead corrosive chemical sewers.
The sight of one of these death-stricken black filth-gutters makes one shudder
as the picture rises, in one's mind, of a world in which all the rivers and waters
of the sea-shore will be thus dedicated to acrid sterility, and the meadows and
hill-sides will be drenched with nauseating chemical manures. Such a state of
things is possibly in store for future generations of men! It is not "science" that
will be to blame for these horrors, but should they come about they will be
due to the reckless greed and the mere insect-like increase of humanity. III!>

Marx met Lankestcr in 1880 and a firm friendship seems to have been
developed between the two men during the final three years of Marx's
life. It is not known how Marx and Lankester were introduced, but they
had a number of friends and acquaintances in conunon, including
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Lankester's colleague at University College, professor of history £.5. Beesly,
who had been for many years a close friend of the Marx fanlily. We do
know that Marx approached Lankcster in September 1880 for medical
help for his wife, Jenny, who was dying of breast cancer. Lankcstcr recommended his close friend. the physician H.B. Donkin. Donkin treated
Jenny Marx and eventually Marx himself in their final illnesses. Lankcster
subsequently became a fairly regular visitor at the Marx home, and both
Marx and his daughter Eleanor \vere invited to visit Lankester at his
residence. When Marx died in 1883 Lankester was one of the small
group of mourners at his funeraL Since Marx was, during the time that
he knew Lankestef, hard at work on his Etlln(Ji(Jgicai J\lotebooks, which
addressed issues of human antiquity, and delved into the work of figures
whose ethnological studies overlapped with Darwin's speculations in The
Descent of Man-namely, Lubbock, Morgan, and Maine-it is fairly certain
that they discussed some of these issues, as well as more general questions
of materialism and evolution. Marx made inquiries on Lankester's behalf
as to whether the latter's short Darv.rinian tract on De~eneration had been
translated into Russian. Although Marx's relation to Lankester has long
been seen as a mystery, nothing could be more natural, given Marx's lifelong interest in materialism and science. A<; Stephen Jay Gould has indicated, Marx in his declining years clearly derived enjoyment from
befriending a younger man of great promise, one whom Darwin had
seen as the flower of his generation. But the friendship with Lankester
also symbolizes Marx's strong commitment to the materialist conception
of nature, and his enduring conviction that Darwin (when disentangled
from Malthus) had provided "the basis in natural history for our view."'Il'
On September 28, 1881, Darwin hosted Edward Aveling (whu was later
to become the common-law husband of Marx's daughter Eleanor) and a
group of freethinkers, the most distinguished of whom was Ludwig
Buchner of Germany, at Down Housc. In the discussion that followed,
Darv.rin admitted that hc had finally given up completely on Christianity
at forty years of age. But he insisted that he was "agnostic" on the issue
of God and was unwilling to attack religion from the standpoint of
science. In the following spring, on April [9, I HX2, Darwin died. To the
end of his days he remained a consistent materialist in his approach to
natural history but refused to pronounce on religion, instead adopting the
precept which Stephen Jay Gould has called "Non-Overlapping
Magisteria" (NOMA), whereby it is recognized that science and religion
operate in essentially different spheres, one material, the other IIloral. I1J2
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Darwin', death w:lS followed in less than a year by the death of Marx, on
March 14, 1883 . In a letter written the day after Marx', death, Engels
stated that he had been in the habit of referrIllg to a passage from
Eplcurus: '''D eath is not a misfortune for him who dlCS, but for him who
survives,' he used to say, quoting from Epicurus."W.l Marx thus remained
true co the very end to the fundamental materialist doctrine of Epicurus
as expressed by Lucretius: mors immortalis. Where Marx differed from that

philosophy was in his call for the revolutionary transformation of the
world--of the human material relation to nature and society-extending
beyond mere contemplation. "The philoso phers have only interpreted the
world, In various ways; the point, however, is to change it,"

$

EPILOGUE

We know only one science, the science of history. History can be viewed
from two sides: it can be divided into the history of nature and that of mall.
The two sides, however, are not to be seen as independent entities. As long
as man has existed, nature and man have affected each other.
Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, The German Ideology'

In February 1937 Nikolai Bukharin (1888-1938), one of the leading
figures of the Russian Revolution, whom Lenin had called "the golden
boy of the revolution," the "favorite of the entire party," and its "biggest
theorist," was arrested on Stalin's orders and placed in Lubyanka Prison.
Except when taken to the interrogation room, he was confined to a tiny
cell lit by a single bare bulb, alone for months, but for a time sharing his
cell with an informer. For more than a year he awaited trial and possible
execution, fearful for the survival of his family. In March I93R he was
forced to stand trial publicly, with not only his own life but that of his
family as well at stake, and to confess to being a vile enemy of the
Revolution. Two days later he was shot in a secret execution cell. His
biography was systematically removed from the history of the RevolutIOn,
and he was officially remembered only as an enelny of the people.
Bukharin had fought despair during his time of terror in Lubyanka by
writing four book-length manuscripts, mostly at night (the interrogations
increasingly occupied his days), including an autobiographical novel (How
It All Began), a book of poetry (The Transformation of the World), a treatise
on socialism (Socialism and ,"ts Culture), and a wide-ranging philosophicaltheoretical work (Philosophi(al Arabesques). Only Stalin and a few jailers
knew of the existence of the four manuscripts. Recognizing that execution
probably awaited him, Bukharin fought hard to have the manuscripts
preserved, sending letters to Stalin pleading that they be saved even if his
own life were to be taken. In the end, Stalin did not burn the manuscripts but instead consigned them to his personal archive, the deepest
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repository of the Terror, where they were only rediscovered in the late
1980' under Gorbachev. Their existence wa, fir.;t revealed to Stephen
Cohen in 1988 by an aide to Gorbachev. Not until 1992, however, was
Cohen able to obtain copies of the manuscripts. Both HolV II All Began
and Philosophical Arabesques were published soon after in Russian. 2
Bukharin believed Philosophical Arabesques to he his most inlportant and
lnature imeUectual work. In it he sought to reassess philosophy from the
standpoint of dialectical materialism and the development of science. His

aim was to construct a more philosophically advanced, humanistic
Marxism, based on Marx's practical materialism, in order to transcend
some of the cruder elements of mechanical materialism, and at the sonne

rime providing a weapon against solipsism. mysticisnl, and fascism. For
Bukharin, as he indicted in Phi/asap/lical Arabesql/es, the ultimate basis of
materialism was to be found in ecology, in the theory, en13nating from
VI. Vernadsley, of the "earth's biosphere, full of infinitely varied life, from
the smallest microorganisms in water, on land and in tbe air, to hun13n
beings. Many people do not imagine the vast richness of these forms, or
their direct participation in the physical and chcm.icaJ processes of nature."
"Human beings," he went on to observe,
are both products of narure and part of it; if they have a biological basis when
their social existence is excluded from account (it cannot be abolished!); if they
are themselves the sununits of nature and its products, and if they live within
nature (however much they may be divided off from it by particular social and
hiscorical conditions of life and by the so-called "artistic environment"), then
what is surprising in the fact that human beings share in the rhytlun of nature
and its cycles?-'

Although it may seem startling today to hear these words coming from
the Marxism of the 19305, the deep ecological character of Bukharin's
work would not have surprised Bukharin's more informed readers if Philosophical Arabaseqfles had been published at the time that it was written,
instead of being consigned to Stalin's deepest, darkest, most secret archive.
Of the leading Marxist theorists of that time, Bukharin was the one with
the closest ties to natural science. His important work of the 1920S,
Historical Materialism (1921), had contained a chapter on "The Equilibrium
Between Society and Narure" which had analyzed "the material process
of ,metabolism' between society and nature," which he saw as "the fundamental relation between environment and system, between 'external conditions' and human society." Here Bukharin built his analysis on Marx's
concept of the metabolic interaction between nature and society; with
the result that Stephen Cohen, whose landmark biography of Bukharin
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played a role in the political thaw in the Soviet Union under Gorbachev,
has characterized Bukharin's theory as one of "naturalistic materialism.""
Already in 193 I, six years before his arrest, Bukharin was arguing that
the real living, breathing human subject was not the stenographer
providing '''convenient' signs in shorthand," as in Wittgenstein and other
"seekers after solipsism," but rather an active, transformative being who
has "changed the face of the whole of the earth. Living and working in
the biosphere, social man has radically remoulded the surface of the
planet.'" VI. Vernadsky's work 71" Biosphere (1926) had made a deep impression on Bukharin, who came to believe that placing human history
within the larger context of the biosphere was an essential elenlent in
bringing Marx's practical materialism up to date.
Although mechanistic explanations entered into his analysis of the "equilibrium" between nature and society. along with what seemed at times to
be a "triumphalist" view of the human relation to nature. Bukharin was
well aware of the complex, reciprocal relation associated with coevolution;
the possibility of ecological degradation (especially, following Marx, in
relation to the soil); and the need to avoid a radical social constructionism
that failed to consider the natural-physical conditions of existence. Yet.
this way of thinking, which might be characterized as «dialectical naturalism" (to distinguish it from the greater mechanism or positivism that came
to characterize "dialectical materialism"), perished for the most part within
Marxism with Bukharin's fall, which was accompanied by the purge of
some of the greatest Russian ecologists. Hence. Bukharin's fate can be
taken as symbolic of me grand tragedy that befell Marxist ecological
thinking after Marx.
Although the seerning absence of ecological thinking within Soviet
Marxism (and within Marxian social science in the West prior to the
1970s) has long reinforced the view that Marx's legacy in this area was at
best a very weak one, such conclusions ignore the real struggles that took
place. The story of what happened to Marx's ecology in the decades
inunediately following his death is a very complex one, involving as it
does the most controversial stage in the development of Marxist theory:
Engels's attempt to develop a "dialectics of nature," followed by the
development of "dialectical materialism" in its various post-Engels phases,
eventually metamorphosing into Soviet ideology (as well as its dialectical
twin in the West in the rejection of all connection to science and nature).
In thiS brief"Epilogue" only a rough sketch of some of these developments can be provided. An attempt will be nlade to understand what
happened to Marx's materiahsm; and how Engels's own very Important,
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never completed efforts to elaborate a dialectal materialism that encompassed the materialist conception of nature were appropriated (and

misappropriated) by later theorists. The roles played by Morris, Bebel,
Kautsky, Luxemburg, Lenin, and Bukharin in keeping alive some of Marx's
ecological notions will he examined. The enormous vitality of Russian
ecology of the 1920S and early 19305 will be considered, along with its
rapid decline under Stalinism. Finally, attention will be given to the
Marxist theorist in the West in the 19305 who came closest to developing
an analysis that dialectically bridged the epistemological divide, and that
pointed to a coevolutionary theory of human history and nature, rooted
in both Marx and Darwin. But herein too lay a tragedy: that of Christopher CaudweU, who died in the Spanish Civil War at age hventy-nine.
If a Marxism armed with a materialist conception of nature (and a
dialectics of nature) was eventually to reemerge in the West in the 1 970s,
it will be argued, it was only by way of natural science, where the legacy
of the materialist conception of nature had not been extinguished.

Dialectical Naturalism
The responsibility for carrying forward Marx's vision after his death
initially fell on Engels. It was Engels who provided the most direct
connection between Marxism and science. Moreover, it was Engels who
initially defined the relation of Marxism to philosophy, since Marx's most
important philosophical writings, namely, the Economic and Philosophical
Manuscripts of 1844, were unknown, even to Engels. Here it is important
to note that although in referring to Engels's contributions to the later
development of Marxist theory it has become common, in recent years,
to cite mainly the Dialectics of }\latme, this work was not published until
1927, after Lenin's death. The initial conceptions of Marxism within the
Second and Third Internationals were therefore influenced not by that
work but by Engels's Anti-Dlihring (1877-1878) and Ludwig Feuerbach and
the Outcome oj Classical German Philosophy (1886). Engels had read all of
Anti-Duhring to Marx, who wrote one chapter for it and clearly approved
of the general argument. Ludtvj~ Feuerbac!J was Engels's attempt to explain
the origins of Marxism in the critique of the Hegelian system (by way of
Feuerbach), to argue for the necessity of a materialist conception of nature,
and to insist on a dialectical approach to materialism, opposed to its
mechanical interpretation. Although it has frequently been argued that
these works were marred by positivism, that mechanistic assumptions were
embedded within Engels's analysis, a close inspection reveals the extent to
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which Engels managed to transcend the mechanistic [ornlS of thinking,
based on a dialectical critique and a knowledge of evolution. The latter
was critical, since in Engels's view (like Marx's) it was the conception of
natural history that emerged from Darwin's analysis that allowed one to
understand nature dialectically, that is, in terms of its emer~ence. It was this
that became, in his thought, the key to the understanding of the relation
between what he called "the materialist conception of nature" and the
materialist conception of history.
Yet, what was principally missing in Engels's analysis was a deep enough
understandmg of the philosophit:al bases of Marx's own materialist conception of nature as this had elnerged through his confrontation with
Epicurm and Hegel. If Kant h'ld treated Epicllrlls as "the foremost philosopher of sensibility. and Plato that of the intellectual." Marx. as \.ve
have sccn, substituted Hegel for Plato in his own antinomy. thus struggling
to comprehend the relation between the inunanent dialectics of the foremost matcrialist philosopher and the foremost idealist philosopher. From
this critical, dialectical inquiry arose Marx's synthesis of materialism and
dialectics, overlapping with a similar synthesis being carried out by
Fellerbach at the time, but going beyond the latter (and beyond Epicurus)
in shifting from a purely contemplativc to a more practical materialism.
Epicurus. Marx argued, was the first to discover the alienation embedded
via religion in the human conception of nature. Hegel was the first to
discover the alienation of labor (but only in an idealist mode as the
alienation of thought). Marx's goal within the history (~fphil{)s()phy was simply
to combine within a larger dialectical synthesis the conception of alienation within praxis, associated with Hegel. and the materialist conception
of alienation of hll111an beings froIll nature to be found in Epicurlls.
It is dear that in the last year> of hIS life Engels had begun to recognize
the importance of Marx's doctoral thesis on Epicurus, and its rclation to
the development of a materialist dialectic. He had clearly expected Alexei
Voden. with whom he discussed these issues, to carry the message to the
Russian Marxist Georg Valentinovich Plckhanov (1856-1918) that it was
here, and not in the study of the mechanistic French materialists, that the
basis for a dialectical approach to materialism (that is, the materialist
conception of nature) was to be found. Plekhanov, who developed his
own conception of materialism based on a critical analysis of the materialism of the French Enlightenment. and who fell into various positivist
trap~, clearly did not get the message. As Voden put it, "Plekhanov was of
the opinion that when Engels spoke of the materialists Democritus and
Epicurus I should have shifted the conversation on to the 'more interesting'
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French materialists of the eighteenth century. I noted that I could not
forgo the delight of hearing Engels's account of Marx's first philosophical
work."6

For Engels, like Marx, the origins of materialism (its natural basis) was
to be found not in the French materialists of the eighteenth cennlry, who
developed a materialism that was "exclusively mechanical," bue in ancient
Greece.
The materialist outlook on naNre means no more than simply conceiving nature
just as it exists without any foreign admixture, and 3S slich it was understood

originally among the Greek philosophers as 3 matter of course. But between
those old Greeks and us lie more than two thousand years of an essentially
idealist world oudook, and hence the return to the self-evident is more difficult
rhan it seems at first glance.1

This failure to recognjze these deeper philosophical roots of materialism to be found in both Marx and Engels had important consequences
for subsequent Marxist thought (afier Engels), which all too often fell
prey to mechanistic conceptions, and to a simple rejlectillt (or correspondence) view of knowledge, even while supposedly emphasizing dialectical
perspectives that rejected both mechanism and idealism. Thus theorists
like Plekhanov produced some of the worst forms of Marxist positivism.
Lenin's materialism (particularly the Lenin of the Philosophical Notebooks)
was more philosophically sophisticated but was caught up in the same
difficulties, which posed genuine problems for the development of dialectical materialism. In the 1920S the positivistic influence within Marxism
becanle more and more apparent, prompting the revolt of such Western
Marxists as Lukacs, Korsch, and Gramsci. But if these thinkers, and the
subsequent Frankfurt School, resisted the invasion of positivism into
Marxism, they did so, as E.P Thompson emphasized, "at a very heavy
cost," opening the way to "a fashionable Marxist epistemology which has
become locked into an idealist theoretical practice." It was one that represented a "serio liS regression"-when compared not only to Marx and
Engels but also to a figure like CaudweU, who still integrated within his
analysis both a materialist conception of history and a realist emphasis on
the natural-physical basis of existence-rooted in an understanding of the
necessary interconnection between nature and society. II
Engels, as we have noted, has been criticized by Western Marxists both
for being mechanistic and reductionist in his materialism and for atternpting to impose an idealist philosophy of nature derived from Hegel on to
scicllce. 9 Thus one possible interpretation is that Engels drew too heavily
on Hegel's Philosophy of Natllre and Log;e, superimposing a despiritualized
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Hegelian dialectic on top of an otherwise mechanical view of the universe. II ' Engels's application of a simplified notion of dialectics, conceived
in terms of three general laws, directly to natural phenomena seems to
reinforce this view.
Yet, such an interpretation of the synthesis that Engels was aiming at is
unsatisfactory for a number of reasons. First, because of the extent of his
critique of Hegel for his idealism and of mechanical materialislll for its
mechanism, and his clear adherence to Marx's practical materialism.
Second, because of the very strong emphasis that Engels placed on Kant
of the third critique, specifically, the "Critique of Teleological Judgment:'
which he came to believe provided a basis for understanding not only the
critique of teleological thinking, but also how this could be integrated
with Darwinism. Third, and most importantly, because of his clear
intention to develop a dialectic of emergence in which Darwin's theory of
evolution played the crucial part. For Engels (as for Marx), a materialist
and dialectical conception of nature was not only possible, but had actually
been provided in large part for the natural world by Darwin's TIle Origin
of Species.
The difficulty in reading Engels's unfinished Dialectics oj Nature is that
there is an unresolved tension within it reflecting its unfinished state that
seems to allow for more than one interpretation: a strong dialectics of
nature and a weak dialectics of nature. Engels sometimes writes as if the
dialectic was an ontological property of nature itself; at other times he
appears to be leaning toward the more defensible, critical postulate that
the dialectic, in this realm, is a necessary heuristic device for human
reasoning with regard to nature. In fact, the two arguments may be
regarded as consistent. As Hegel wrote, "the truth is the whole." But he
immediately added that it can only be understood therefore in terms of
its "development."11 Hence, we can know reason (or the world) only in
the context of its emergence. Marx himself took from Epicurus the
materialist conception that we perceive nature through our senses only as
it "passes away," that is, in a temporal process; hence the "free movement
of matter" is part of our cognition, inasmuch as we are part of nature
and perceive it sensuously, and in accordance with the concepts that we
abstract from this sensuous perception. Dialectical reasoning can thus be
viewed as a necessary element of our cognition, arising from the emergent,
transitory character of reality as we perceive it. "'The free movement of
matter,'" Marx wrote, "is nothing but a paraphrase for the method of
dealing with matter: that is, the dialectic method."" The dialectical method
thus presents a more radical alternative to Kant's argument, in his third
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critique, that even though teleology could not be defended on the grounds
of pure reason, it was nonetheless necessary to use teleological (that is,
purposive) accounts for heuristic purposes in order to describe 'Mture at all.
Here dialectical reasoning. the logic of emergence, plays the same necessary,
heuristic role for our cognition that teleology played for Kant. But the
reasons for this, in the case of Marx and Engels. are themselves material,
rooted in a materialisr ontology r.if emergence--one that encompasses human
beings thetnselves. The material world as it is given to us, the world of
objective appearance, is, Marx believed, nothing other than "enlborued
time"; mOTS immorta/is. L1
Given the fact that that an irrunanent materialist dialectic of this sort
was conceived by Marx (and also Engels) as an alternative to both
teleology and mechanism, it should come as no surprise that it is in his
evolutionary-ecological understanding, arising out of Darwin, that Engels
provides the most sophisticated version of his own dialectical naturalism.
Here we see his complex understanding of evolution, in which the
"Darwinian theory" was "to be demonstrated as the practical proof of
Hegel's account of the inner connection between necessity and chance."
Thus" hard and fast lines," Engels argued,
are incompatible with the theory of evolution. Even the border-line between
vertebrates and invertebrates is now no longer rigid,just as little is that between
fishes and amphibians, while that between birds and reptiles dwindles more and
more every day... Dialectics, which likewise knows no hard aPld fost lines, no
unconditional, universally valid "either--or" and which bridges the fixed metaphysical differences, and besides "either--or" recognizes also in the right place
"both this-and that" and reconciles the opposites, is the sole method of thought
appropriate in the highest degree to this stage [in the development of science] .14

In his plan for the Dialectics of Nature Engels had indicated that the
discussion of the "limits of knowledge" in regard to biology would begin
with the German scientist (electrophysiologist) Emil Du Bois-Reymond
(1818-1896), who had argued in the 1870S and 1880s that evolutionary
theory could provide the answer to "the origin of life" -a world-mystery
that was not "transcendenf' but rather "soluble"-precisely because the
relation of life to matter is one of emergence. In this respect Du BoisReymond was following a tradition that went back to Epicurus (and even
further back-to Empedocles and Democritus). In Engels's view this was
an essential part of immanent materialist dialectic." The philosophy of
emergence, moreover, was applicable beyond mere organic evolution, to
the reahn of the morganic as well-to cosmogony and cosmology. "Engels'
position," Ted Benton has written (in his more mature assessment of
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Engels's ecology), "can be seen as a first approximation to a view of
emergent properties consequent upon successive levels of organization of
matter in motion."1f,
Such a dialectical view, focusing on emergence, Engels argued, was
opposed to the "determinism" which he associated with the French
materialists, who had sought to "dispose of chance by denying it altogether." Rather necessity, as Hegel taught (and as Marx also discovered in
Epicurus), was grounded in chance (or contingency). "Darwin, in his
epoch-making work," Engels wrote,
set out from the widest existing basis of cha.nce. Precisely the infinite, accidental
differences berwcen individuals within a single species, differences which become
accentuated until they break through the character of the species, and whose
immediat~ causes even can be demonstrated only in extremely few cases (the
material on chance occurrences accumulated in the meantime has suppressed
and shattered the old idea of necessity), compelled him to question the previous
basis of all regularity in biology, viz., the concept of species in its previous
metaphysical rigidity, and unchangeability. Without the concept of species,
however, all science was nothing. All its branches needed the concept of species
as basis: human anatomy and comparative anatomy-embryology, zoology,
paleontology, botany, etc., what were they without the concept of species? All
of their results were not only put in question but directly set aside. Chance
overthrows necessity, as conn-ived hitherto. The previous idea of necessity breaks
down. To retain it means dictatorially to Impose on nature as a law a human
arbitrary determination that is in contradistinction to itself and to reality, it
means to deny thereby all inner necessity in living nature. 17

The fact that Darwin had started from chance in no way took ;:away
from the fact that evolution generated a necessity compatible with
emergent developnlent. "Each advance in organic evolution," Engels
wrote, "is at the saIne time a regression, fIxing one-sided evolution and
excluding the possibility of evolution in many other directions." This
evolutionary development needed, Engels insisted, to be seen both from
the standpoint of the "harmonious co-operative working of organic
nature" as in theories of metabolic exchange, and in terms of the struggle
for existence within nature. I~ It was these two elements, taken together,
that, as Marx understood, created the possibility of "rifts" in nature.
particularly with the growth of the human ecology.
It was this complex, dialectical naturalism, in which nature was seen as
"the proof of dialectics," that accounts for the brilliant array of ecological
insights that pervade Engels's later thought,l,! The Darwinian revolution
and the discovery of prehistory, he argued, had made possible, for the
first time, an analysis of the "pre-history of the human mind ... following
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its various stages of evolution from the protoplasm, simple and structureless

yet responsive to stimuli, of the lower organisms rIght up to the dunking
human brain. Without this pre-history ... the ex1Stence of the thinkmg
human brain remains a myscery."2UThe understanding of the evolution of
human beings from their primate ancestors could he explained as arising
from lahor, that is, from the conditions of human subsistence. and from
its transformation by means of tool making, simply because it was at this
level that human beings interacted with nature, as real, material, active
beings who must eat, breathe, and struggle for survival. In this way Engels
developed his distinctive theory of genc-<:ulture coevolution, whereby
the developrnent in prehistory of the human species-of erect posture,
the human hand, and finally the human brain-could he seen as arising
dialectically Ollt of the material process of labor, whereby human beings
satisfied their subsistence needs by transforming their relation to nature
through tool making and production.
From the moment human beings begin to prodHCt, human history
begins, distinguishing itself from the history of animals-though here too
there are no hard and fast distinctions. Animals too relate to the natural
world in way that is coevolutionary, changing their environments as well
as being affected by it.
We have seen how goats have prevented dle regeneracion of forests in Greece;
on the island of St. Helena, goats and pigs brought by the first arrivals have
succeeded in exterminating its old vegetation almost completely, and so have
prepared the ground for the plants brought by later sailors and colonists. But
animals exert a lasting effect on their environment unintentIOnally and, as far as
the animals dlemselves are concerned, accidentally.

Although animals can in some cases plan responses to their envirol1l11ent,
"all the planned action of all animals has never succeeded in impressing
the stamp of their will upon the earth. That was left for man, 2 1
But the human capacity to place its stamp on nature is linlited by the
continuing dependence of human beings on a natural system of which
humanity is a part. Hence. human hiscory. according to Engels. continually comes up against ecological problems that represent contradictions in
the human relation to nature; contradictions that can only be addressed
by relating co nature rationally through the understanding of nature's laws,
and thus organizing production accordingly:
Jl

Let us not, however, Ratter ourselves overmuch on account of our human
victories over nature, For each such victory nature rakes its revenge on us. Each
victory, it is true, in the first place brings aboll[ the results we expected, but in
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the second and third places it has quite different, unforeseen effects which only
too often cancel the first. The people who, in Mesopotamia, Greece, Asia Minor
and elsewhere, destroyed the forests to obtain cultivable land, never dreamed
that by removing along with the fixesrs the collecting centres and reservoirs of
moisture they were laying the basis for the present forlorn state of those countries.
When the Italians of the Alps used up the pine forests on the southern slopes,
so carefully cherished on the northern slopes, they had no inkling that by doing
so they were cutting at the roots of the dairy industry of their region; they had
still less inkling that they were thereby depriving their mountain springs of
water for the greater part of the year, and making possible for them to pour still
more furious torrents on the plains during the rainy season .... Thus at every
step we arc reminded that we by no means rule over nature like a conqueror
over a foreign people, like someone standing olltside nature-but that we, with
flesh, blood and brain, belong to nature, and exist in its midst, and that all our
mastery of it consists in the fact that we have the advantage of all other creatures
of being able to learn its laws and apply them correctly.!1

Marxism and Ecology after Engels
It is otten contended that Marxism after Marx and Engels contributed
very litde to ecological analysis, at least prior to the 19705, and that
whatever legacy that the founders of historical materialism left in this
area had no influence on the next few generations of Marxist theorists.
The truth, however, is that Marx's ecological critique, together with that
of Engels, wa5 fairly well known (though its philosophical foundations
were more obscure), and had a direct impact on Marxism in the decades
immediately following his death. It was discarded only later on, particularly
within the Soviet Union under Stalin. as the expansion of production for
production's sake became the overriding goal of Soviet society. This can
be understood in terms of nyo major themes arising out of Marx's (and
Engels's) ecological critique: the concept of sustainable development,
associated with Liebig; and the coevolutionary analysis, emanating from
Danvin.
Even while Engels was still alive, the close connection between Marx's
vision of communisnl and ecological sustainability was already evident in
the utopian Marxist conceptions of William Morris. Morris first read
Marx's Capital in 1883, the year of Marx's death. and openly declared
himself a socialist at the same time. In addition to his argument on the
dispersal of population in order to transcend the antagonism between
town and country and his defense of wilderness (see Chapter Six). he is
to be remembered (within environmental analysis) for his elnphasis on
production only for art or use-not for profit.1J
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Morns was alarmed by the pollution in the cities and the toxic environment in which industrial workers were compelled to labor. As he wrote
IJ1 Commonweal in l886:
A case of white-lead poisoning reported m the press dlis week IS worth a little
notice by workmen generally. Stripped of its verbiage it amounts to this, that
II man was killed by being compelled to work in a place where whHe-lead was
flymg about and that no precautions were taken to prevent his dying speedtly.
A shilJing-a-week extra was the handsome sum given to the poor man thus
murdered in comperuation for his being killed. It is quite impossible that the
man's employers did not know the risk he ran of speedier death, and the cercainty
of his being poisoned sooner or later, and yet aU that the JUry durst say about
the matter was "to express a hope that Mr. Lakeman (the factory supelVlsor)
would be able to make representations to the Home Office with reference to
the case, to show the necessity of some extra precauclon bemg taken (or people
worklOg In nlixlng factOries."
Yet , further, thiS is only an exaggerated example of the way Ul which the
lIves o( workmg-people aR played wuh. Under present conditions, almost the
whole labour unposed by civilisation on the "lower classes' IS unwholesome;
that is to say that people's lives are shortened by it; and yet because we don't
see people's throats cut before our eyes we dunk. norlung of it .]~

In "A Factory as It Might Be," Morris envisioned a socialism in which
factories would be set amidst gardens, cultivated by means of the voluntary labor of workers:
Impossible I he3r an anti-Socialist say. My friend, please to remember thac moS[
factories sllstain to-day large and handsome gardens; and not seldom parks and
woods of many acres in extent; with due appurtenances of htghly-p3Jd Scotch
professional gardeners. wood reeves, bailiffi, gamekeepers. and che like, che whole
bemg managed 10 the moS[ 'lN3.sceful way conceivable; o,lIy che sajd gardens,
etc., are, say, twenty nules away from the factory, out oj tire smokt, and are kept
up for oue member oj the Jactory only. the sleepmg partner to Wlt, who may,
mdeed , double that part by organising its labour (for hu own profit), in which
case he receives ridiculollsly disproportionate pay addltional.!~

Such a factory of the future, Morris suggested, "must make no sordid
litter, befoul no water, nor poison the air with smoke. 1 need say nothing
more on that point, as 'profit' apart, it would be easy enough."?b
The Socialist League, which Morris, along with Eleanor Marx, helped
to found, and which was the focus of his activities in this respect, was,
however, short-lived, and was to be overwhelmed by more mechanistic,
reform,ist, and non-ecological varieties of British socialism.
It was not just a utopian Marxist like Morris who was to build on the
ecological components of Marx's thought (such as the need to transcend
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the contradictions between use value and exchange value, between town
and country), but also the mainline of the Marxist tradition, represented
by thinkers such as Bebel, Kautsky, Lenin, Luxemburg, and Bukharin.
First published in 1879, and republished in an improved edition in
1884, August Bebel's Woman Under Socialism (later retitled Woman in the
Past, Present and Future) was one of the most important early works of
German social democracy and Marxism. Indeed, Bebel (1840-1913), who
was a close associate of Marx and Engels. was also one of the political
founders of German social dClnocracy. Bebcl's Jfhman, as it was called, was
his most influential theoretical work. It was known principally for its
critical discussion of the exploitation of women, and the centrality of
women's emancipation to the future of socialism. Bebel's discussion of
the prospects for the creation of socialislll, however, incorporated aspects
of Marx's analysis of the ecological crisis of the soil in capitalist society,
and the need to remedy this in the rational reorganization of production
under socialism. At the same time he wrote an extensive critique of
Malthusian overpopulation theory. Hence, his work contained important
ecological elements. "The mad sacrifice of forest, for the sake of 'profit,'"
he wrote,
is said to be the cause of the appreciable deterioration of climate and decline
in the fertility of the soil in the provinces of Prussia and Pomerania, in Styria,
Italy, France, and Spain. Frequent inundations are the consequence of stripping
high ground of trees. The inundations of the Rhine and Vistula are chiefiy
attributed to the devastation of forest land in Switzerland and Poland.

Drawing on Liebig's (and Marx's) analysis of the need to restore nutrients
taken from the soil, Bebel wrote that
Manure is precisely the same to the land as food to man, and every kind of
manure is just as far from being of the same value for the land as every kind of
food is from being equally nutritive for man, The ground must receive exactly
the same chemical ingredients as those which have been extracted from it by
the previous crops, and it must especially receive those chemical ingredients
which the crop to be next sown requires .... Animal and human refuse and
excrements principally contain the chemical ingredients whICh are the most
appropriate for the reconstruction of human food. It is therefore desirable to
obtain this manure to as large an extent as possible, This rule is being constantly
transgressed at the present day, especially in large towns, which receive enormous quantities of food, but only restore a small portion of the valuable refuse
and excrements to the land, The consequence is, that all farms at a distance
from che towns to which they annually send the greater part of their produce,
suffer considerably from WAnt of manure; chat obtained from the human inmates and from the cattle of the farm is insufficient, because they consume only
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a small portion of the crops, and a ruinous system of cultivation ensues, by
which the soil is impoverished, the harvests lessened, and the price of food is
raised. All those countries which principally export produce of the soil, hut
receive no materials for manuring in return, aTe being gradually hut inevitably
ruined, Hungary, Russia , the Danubian Principalities, and America . It is true,
artificial manure, especially guano, replaces that of men and cattle, but few
farmers are able to buy it in sufficient quantities on account of its price, and in
any case it is reversing the natural order of things to import manure from a
distance of many thousands of miles, whilst that which one has close at hand
is wasted.21

Karl Kautsky's landmark work TI.. Agran'all Qllestio/1 (1899) developed
these themes more systematically. It included a section on "The ExplOitation of the Countryside by the Town" in which he argued that the net
flow of value from country to town
corresponds to a constantly mounting loss of nutrients in the form of corn,
meat, milk and so forth which the farmer has to sell to pay taxes, debt-interest
and rent .... Although such a Bow does not signify an exploitation of agriculture
in terms of the law of value [of capitalism1, it does nevertheless lead ... to its
material exploitation, to the impoverishmem of the land of its nutrients .

Arguing at a time when the fertilizer industry had advanced beyond that
of Marx's day, Kautsky presented a critique of the fertilizer treadmill
resulting from the metabolic rift:
Supplementary fertilisers ... allow the reduction in soil fertility [0 be avoided,
but the necessity of using them in larger and larger amOunts simply adds a
furdter burden to agriculture--not one unavoidably imposed by nature, but a
direct result of current social organisation. By overcoming the antithesis berween
[own and country ... the materials removed from the soil would be able to
Bow back in full. Supplementary fertilisers would then, at most, have the task
of enriching the soil, not staving off its impo~rishment . Advances in cultivation would signify an increase in the amoum of soluble nutrients in the soil
without the need to add artificial fertilisers 28

Following the general outline of Marx's argument, Kautksy went on
to argue that "the growth of towns and the expansion of industry, which
increasingly exhausts the soil and imposes burdens on agriculture in the
form of the fertilisers needed to combat this exhaustion, does not rest
content with this achievement. It also robs agriculture of its labour-power"
through the "depopulation of the countryside,""
Kautsky went on to discuss the increasing use of pesticides, attributing
the growth of pests to the k:iIIing of insect-eating binls due to the extension of cultivation, to the replacement of natural selection with artificial
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selection in the growth of plants (tending to reduce resistance to diseases
and pests), and to the characteristics of "modern large-scaJe operatioos"whereby in forestry, for exaulple. the destruction of forests is encouraged
by "the elimination of slow growing deciduous trees by "'pid-growing,
and more rapidly exploitable, conifers." Hence "the costs of fertilizers are
joined by those of pesticides ... ·10
Related concerns were expressed in Lenin's work. In Tile AgrarimJ
Questio" and tile fleritics oj Marxll (1901), he wrote that
the possibility of substituting artificial for natural manures and the fact that this
is alrc3dy being done (partly) do not in the least refute the irrationality of
wasting natural fertilisers and thereby polluting the rivers and the air in suburban
and factory districts. Even at the present time there arc sewage farms in dIe
vicinity of large cities which utilise city refuse with enormous benefit to agriculture; but by this system only an infinitesimal part of the refuse is utilised.'\]

In prison in May 1917 Rosa Luxemburg also demonstrated her concern in this area. She wrote to her friend Sonja Liebknecht that she was
studying "natural science":
geography of plants and animals. Only yesterday I read why the warblers are
disappearing from Germany. Increasingly systematic forestry, gardening and
agriculture are, step by step, destroying all natural nesting and breeding places:
hollow trees, fallow land, thickecs of shrubs, withered leaves on the garden
grounds. It pained me so when I read that. Not because of the song they sing
for people, but rather jt was the picture of the silem, irresistible extinction of
these defenseless little creatures which hurt me to the point where 1 had to cry.
It reminded me of a Russian book which I read while still in Zurich. a book
by Professor Sieber about the ravage of the redskins in North America. In
exactly the same way, step by step, they have been pursued from their land by
civilized men and abandoned to perish silently and cruelly. 12

It was Bukharin among the early followers of Marx and Engels, however, who was to go furthest in applying Marx's concept of the metabolic
interaction of human beings and nature-at least on a general level. "The
material process of 'metabolism' between society and nature," Bukharin
wrote in Historical Materialism,
is the fundamental relation between environment and system, between "external
conditions" and human society.... The metabolism between man and nature
consists, as we have seen, in the transfer of material energy from external nature
[0 society.... Thus, the interrelation between society and nanlre is a process of
social reproduction. In this process, society applies its human labor energy and
obtains a certain quantity of energy from nature ("nature's material," in the
words of Marx). The balance between expenditures and receipts is here obviously
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the decIsive element for the growth of society. rr what IS ohcamed exceeds the
loss by labor, Imponant co nsequences obviously follow for society. whIch vary
Wlth the amount of thiS excess. '3

It w.s techno logy that, for Bukharin, w.s the principal mediating force
this metabolic exchange. The social m etabolism with nature was
therefore an " unstable equilibrium," which could be either progressive or
regressive from a social standpoint. "The productivity of labor," he wrote,
" is a precise measure of the 'balance' between society and nature." An
increase in social productivity arising from this relation was seen as a
progressive development; conversely, a decrease in social produ ctivity due
to an ill-adapted metabolic relation-here Bukharin cited "the exhaustion
of the soil" as a possible ca use of such a decreast-"meant that the relationship was a regressive one. Such a decline. he argued, could lead to society
bemg "barbarianized."J4
The whole "process of social production," he IIlsisted, " is an adaptanon
of human society to external nature." Consequ ently, "nothing co uld be
more incorrect than to regard nature from tbe teleological pomt of view:
man, the lord of creation, with nature created for ius use, and all things
adapted to human needs." Instead buman beings were engaged in a
constant, active struggle to adapt. I< Man, as an arumal form , as well as
hUTIlaTI society, are products of nature, part of this great, endless whole.
Man can never escape from nature, and even when he 'controls' nature,
he is merely making use of the laws of nature for his own ends." ~s "No
system," including that of human society," Bukharin stressed, "can exist in
empty space; it is surrounded by an 'environment,' on which all ito;;
conditions ultimately depend. If human society is not adapted to its
environment, it is not meant for this world." To be sure, th e human
relation to nature is less direct than that of other species since it is mediated by society, and society is the immediate human environment. But
society has nature as its envirorullent: "For the tree in the forest," as
Bukharin himself pm it, " the environment means all the o ther trees, the
brook, the ea rth , the ferns, the grass, the bushes, together with all theuproperties. Man's envirolUllent is society, in the midst of which he lives;
the enVITOlUnent of human society is external nature."-'" Indeed, human
beings, as Bukharin emphasized in 1931 at the London conference on
the history of science and again in 193 7 in Philosophical Arabesques, needed
to be conceived as "living and working in the biosphere."
Soviet ecology in the 1920S was arguably the most advanced in the
world. While Western models of ecology still tended to rely on
redu ctionist, linear, teleologically oriented models, geared to natural
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succession, Soviet ecology was pioneering in the development of more
dialectically complex, dynaluic, holistic, coevolutionary models. The two
greatest Russian ecologists of the 19205 and 19305 were VI. Vcrnadsky
(I863~I945) and N.J. Vavilov (I887~I943). Vernadsky achieved international renown both for his analysis of the biosphere and as the founder
of the science of geochemistry (or biogeochemistry). In 1926 Vernadsky
published 'J1'f Biosphere. As Lynn Margulis et al. have written in the Foreword to the English translation of his book, he was "the first person in
history rto] COlllC to grips with the real implications of the fact that
Earth is a self-contained sphere." It was only as a result of Vernadsky's
work on the biosphere, with its holistic approach, that a solution to the
problem of the origins of life from inanimate matter finally became
available to science (through discussions between British and Soviet
scientists). ,7
More closely connected than Vernadsky to the proletarian revolution
was the brilliant plant geneticist Vavilov, who was the first President of
the Lenin Agricultural Academy and who, with the support of the Soviet
state, applied a materialist method to the question of the origins of agriculture. It was Vavilov who in the 1920S determined that there were a
number of centers of great plant gene diversity-the richest banks of
germplasm, the basis for all human cultivation-located in the underdeveloped countries "in tropical and subtropical mountain regions." For
Vavdov, who adopted a dialectical, coevolutionary perspective, these
centers of plant genetic diversity were the product of human culture,
which arose in "seven principal centres" out of which all of the principal
crops originated, and in which the richest genetic stock, the product of
millennia of cultivation, are consequently to be found. "The fundamental
centres of origin of cultivated plants," he wrote, " ... very frequently play
the role of accumulators of an astonishing diversity of varieties."Jg For
many years now, since Vavdov's discovery, scientists, particularly in the
West, have been returning to these genetic "reservoirs" (in places such as
Mexico, Peru, Ethiopia, Turkey, and Tibet) for new germplasm to use in
breeding resistance in commercial varieties. Today there is an international
struggle bet\veen countries in the periphery (where these sources of
gennplasm arc located) and the center of the capitalist system over the
control of these genetic resources. \')
Other Soviet scientists, connected to Bukharin, shared his view of the
ecological roots of human society. In a book entitled lWarxism and lWodern
11101ight, introduced by Bukharin, Vi. Komrov quoted at length from the
long passage on illusions of the human "conquest of nature" in Engcls's
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Dialectics oj Nature and went on to note that "the private owner or
employer, however necessary it may be to make the changing of the
world comply with the laws of Nature, cannot do so since he aims at
profit and only profit. By creating crisis upon crisis in industry he lays
waste natural wealth in agriculture. leaving behind a barren soil and in
mountain districts bare rocks and stony slopes." Similarly, YM. Uranovsky
placed heavy emphasis, in a discussion of Manusl11 and SCIence 10 the
same book, on Marx's research into Liebig and "the theory of the
exhaustion of the soil."MI
All of these contributions to ecology were products of the early Soviet
era, and of the dialectical. revolutionary forms of thinking that it engendered. The ultimate tragedy of the Soviet relation to the environment,
which evemually took a form that has been characterized as "ecocide,"
has tended to obscure the enormous dynamism of early Soviet ecology of
the '920S, and the role that Lenin personally played in promoting conservation.'" Lenin was a sophisticated materialist, whose materialism
(especially as developed in his Phi/osop/lieo/ Notebooks) was dialectical and
non-reductionist. He was a close student of Hegel, and of Hegel's analysis
of Epicurus, and saw Epicurus' philosophy as embodying "the guess works
of genius and sig"POSIS for science, but not for clericalism ..... 2
In his writings and political pronouncements Lenin insisted that human
labor could not silnply substitute for the forces of nature and that a
"rational exploitation" of the environment, or the scientific management
of natural resources in accord with the principles of conservation, was
essential. As the leader of the young Soviet Slate he argued for "preservation of the monuments of nature." He appointed the dedicated environmentalist Anatiolii Vasil'evich Lunacharskii as head of the People's
Commissariat of Education (Enlightenment), which was put in charge of
conservation for all of Soviet Russia."~ Len.in had enormous respect for
Vernadsky, to whom he had referred favorably in Materialism and EmpirioCriticism. In response to the urging of Vernadsky and the mineralogist
E.A. Fersman, Lenin in 1920 established in the southern Urals the first
nature preserve in the Soviet Union-the first reserve anywhere by a
government exclusively aimed at the scientific study of nature. Hence,
under Lenin's protection the Soviet conservation movement prospered in
the 1920S, particularly during the New Economic Policy period (192/1928).
But with the early death of Lenin in 1924, and the subsequent triumph
of Stalillism, conservationists were increasingly attacked for being
"bourgeois." To make matters worse, the rise of Trofim Denisovich
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Lysenko as an arbiter of biological science meant that "scientific" attacks

were launched on ecology and genetics." By the late J930S the Soviet
conservation movement had been completely decimated. Many of the
more ecological thinkers has been purged, including Bulcharin, Vavilov,
and Uranovsky. As a crowning irony. ecological factors were eventually to
playa major role in the precipitous decline of Soviet economic growth
rates and the onset of stagnation in the

1 97OS. "5

Caudwell's Dialectics
Western Marxism as a distinctive tradition arising in the 1920S was
characterized by its unrelenting war against positivism in the social sciences, which unfortunately carried a very heavy cost, due to a tendency
to create a fISsure between nature and society, resulting in a neglect of all

of those aspects of existence related to ecology and the coevolution of
human beings and nature. Thus both LuHcs and Gramsci were harshly
critical of Bukharin's Historical Materialism. For Lukacs, Bukharin's weakness was his "preoccupation with the natural sciences," which created a
"false methodology," leading him, like Engels before him, to "attempt to
make a 'science' out of the dialectic." Indeed, "the closeness of Bukharin's
theory to bourgeois natural-scientific materialism," Lulci.cs wrote, "derives
from his use of 'science' ... as a model." By applying dialectics to nature,
Bukharin had allowed positivism to intrude into the study of society.oU!
Both Bukharin's Historical Materialism and his later introduction to

Sciellce at tl.. Cross Roads (his 1931 paper presented to the International
Conference of the History of Science and Technology held in London)
were criticized in GranlSci's Prison Notebooks, where Bukharin was in many
ways Gramsci's principal target. Gramsci objected to any tendency to
"make science the base of life" and to neglect me fact that "science is a

superstructure." Such a view would suggest that the philosophy of praxis
needed "philosophical supports outside of itself."" Nevertheless, Gramsci
was somewhat less inclined than Lukacs to exclude the dialectic from
nature. In criticism of the latter he wrote:
It would appear that Lukacs maintains that one can speak of the dialectic only
for the history of men and nOt for nature. He m.ight be right and he might be
wrong. If his assertion presupposes a dualism between nature and man he is
wrong because he is falling into a conception of narure proper to religion and
to Graeco-Christian philosophy and also to idealism which does not in reality
succeed in unifying and relating man and nature to each other except verbally.
But if human history should be conceived also as the history of nature (also by
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Yet Gramsci, like Lukacs, failed to perceive the strengths (as well as
the weaknesses) evident in Bukharin's analysis-strengths which derived
from the attempt to connect the materialist conception of history to a
materialist conception of nature. Although a certain mechanism intruded

itself into Bukharin's analysis, which took "equilibrium" as one of its
defining characteristics, the often profound understanding of ecological
connections, including a coevolutionary perspective, was a crucial aspect
of Bukharin's synthesis which was lost within the Western Marxist
tradition. The Frankfurt School, which followed the lead of Lukacs in
this respect, developed an "ecological" critique which was almost entirely
culturalist in form, lacking any knowledge of ecological science (or any
ecological content), and generally attributing the alienation of human
beings from nature to science and the Enlighterunent-an analysis that
arose more from Romantic roots and from Weber's critique of rationalization and the "disenchantment" of the world than from Marx.~·) In this
perspective the alienation was grasped one-sidedly in terms of the alienation of the idea of nature. What was lacking, however, was any analysis of
the real, material alienation of nature, for example, Marx's theory of
metabolic rift.
Alfred Schmidt's very influential book The Concept of Nature in Marx
(1962) extends this one-sided perspective of Lukacs and the Frankfurt
School. The central contradiction that pervades Schmidt's analysis lies in
his repeated contention that materialism and dialectics are "incompatible."so
Although Schmidt continually stresses the significance of Marx's concept
of "metabolism," this is removed from all relation to natural-material condition.;;, other than labor itself in its most abstract form, that is, devoid of
metabolic relatiom to the earth. Consequently, barely any mention is
made in his book of the metabolic rift in the soil nutrient cycle or the
Marx-Liebig critique of capitalist agriculture, despite the fact that this
was the mater/<al ccmtext in which Marx's concept of metabolic exchange
was developed. Having failed to perceive Marx's concept of metabolism
in the terms in which Marx actually applied it, that is, to the real earthly
problems of capitalist agriculture. and thereby missing Marx's materialist
dialectic (the real co evolutionary bases of his thinking), Schmidt ends up
concluding that Marx simply fell prey in the end to his materialism, and
thus to a "Promethean" view. emphasizing the domination of nature ..';l
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Hence, direct ecological analysis was almost non-existent in Marxian
social science (a~ was also the case for social science in general, with only
a few exceptions) from the late 1930S to the 1960s, when the publication
of Rachel Carson's Silent Spn'flg helped to rekindle environmental struggle. The destruction of Soviet ecology in the "East" had been accompanied in the "West" by the rejection of any attempt to apply the dialectical
method of Marxist analysis to nature and science.
The one figure within Western Marxism in the 19305 who, as we now
know, managed to transcend these contradictions in large part-if only
for a brief, glorious moment-was Christopher St. John Sprigg (better
known by his pen name of Christopher Caudwell). Yet Caudwell wa< to
die at the age of twenty-nine on February 12, 1937, in the Spanish Civil
War, at his machine gun guarding the retreat of his fellows, in the British
Battalion of the International Brigade. Caudwell's breathtaking intellectual
achievements in a brief period of time, the years 1935-1936, in which all
of his major works were written, ranged widely over the cultural and
scientific landscape, resulting in such brilliant (if somewhat rough) works
as Illusion and Reality, Studies and Further Studies in a Dying Culture, The
Crisis in Physics, Romance and Reaction, a volume of Poems, and Heredity
and Development-all published posthumously. His general viewpoint is
best expressed by his famous statement in the foreword to Studies and
Further Studies: "Either the Devil has come amongst us having great power,
or there is a causal explanation for a disease common to economics,
science and art."52 Caudwell saw the central problem as the atomized,
alienated world of bourgeois science and culture, characterized by dialectical rifts between nature and society, idealism and mechanism, and
mechanism and vitalism within science. These dualisms and partial. onesided rationalities so characteristic of bourgeois society arose, in his perspective, out of the necessary defenses of a dying culture.
For Caudwell, as E.P. Thompson wrote, bourgeois culture was characterized by "the repeated generation of idealism and mechanical materialism, not as true antagonists but as pseudo-antitheses. generated as twins
in the same moment of conception, or, rather, as positive and negative
aspects of the same fractured moment of thought."·~3 But Caudwell
opposed not merely these dualisms; he also opposed that form of positivism which simply denied the antithesis, by adopting a crude "reflective"
view of the subject-object relation within knowledge. He thus directed
much of his fire at the crude "epistemological" position of what was then
the dominant school of "dialectical materialism."
The central element in Caudwell's thought was rather the mutual
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determination (or conditioning) of subject-object within what now m.ight
be called a "critical-realist" standpoint. emphasizing dialectic as emerget/ce.
Concretely, this took the form of a constant insistence on the coevolutionary character of the relation between human bemgs and nature.
For Caudwell, the triumph of Marx's materialism, whtch was active and
dialectical 111 character, over earlier mechanical, reductIorust, and contemplatIve forms of materialism, could be explained in part as a product of
the greater materialist and dialectical coherence within science itself that
arose with the development of evolutionary theories. Thus, "the rise of
the evolutionary sciences from 1750 to 1850 (preceding the Darwin.ian
revolution] was what altered the mecharucal materialism of Condillac.

d'Holbach and Diderot to the dialectical materiallim of Marx and Engels
and made It capable of mcluding all the active SIde of the subJect-obJect
relation developed by idealism.""
If this central theme, running through CaudweU's thought, was not
easily perceIved by subsequent analysts, it was no doubt because CaudwcU's
Hardily alld Developmellt, his critical study of biology, was not published,

as CaudweU had clearly intended it would be, along with the other studies
that made up Studies and Further Studies ill a Dying CultJlfe and TIle Crisis
i" Physics. Rather Heredity a"d Developmew remained unpublished until
mid-1986, a half-century after it was written. 'is
In this extraordinary work, Caudwell attempted to deal with the

epistemological and ideological problems associated with the "cmis of
biology," which was also a crisis of Darwinian theory at a time of tenewed

Larmarcki.msm and the growth of genetics. Although his analysIS sometimes contaJl15 errors-a product of the crisis and disorder within biology
Itself pnor to the development of the neo-Darwinian synthesis-in the
main his analysis points towards a complex coevolunonary synthesis that
anticipates much of the most sophisticated bIOlogical and ecological

analysis that was to foUow. For CaudweU, the new field of ecology, like
biology itself, was characterized by a dichotomous conception of the
relationship between organism and environment; one wIDch was undialectical, 111 the sense that it denied the mutual determination of subjectobject, of orgarusm and envirorullent.

Teleology, CaudweU argued, was a form of subjective mechamSlll ("the
Universe is God's machine"), the counterpart of the objective mechanism
more commoilly associated with positivism. Rather than simply rejectmg
teleology, positivism, as its dialectical twin. had in a sense naturalized it.
creating a one-sided, purposive conception of evolution. Although science.
insofar as it was materialist and dialectical, opposed teleology, and "no
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scientist believes in the determinism of phenomena by a God as a
methodological rule, yet he does to-day-in a 'tired' part of biologyadmit the possibility of phenomena being determined by a purpose not
life\. own consciowmcss of purpose, nor the necessity of matter, hut a
purpose, or pattern, or plan. or entelechy outside both." The failure of
science to remain materi<llist and dialectical is manifested therefore in
"the bourgeois self-contradiction as to the rclation of individual and
environment-expressed as a myth about the machine." This "gives us the
basic biological metaphysic of Cartesian materialism or mcchanisln, which
eventually reappears in its apparently contradictory hut really twill forms
of vitalistic idealism or teleology.":;!'
The value of Darwin \ own work, according to Caudwell, is th~lt it
largely eluded such one-sided viewpoints, pointing toward a coevolutionary perspective. For the first time Datwinism had taught people to view
nature his((lrically. "If we picture life diagranunatically," Caudwell wrote
(falling somewhat into a metaphor of linear progression),
as a series of steps, then ;It each step the environment has become ditTerentthere are ditTerent problems, different laws, different obstacles at each step even
tholl~h any series of steps l)t~sides its differences has certain general problems,
laws and obstacles in common. Each new step of evolution is itself a new
quality, and this involves a newness whit-h affects both terms-organism and
envlron[nent.~

Caudwell rejected the crude notion that the environment was simply
"inimical," to be understood one-sidedly in terms of the natural generation
of overpopulation and a struggle for existence within and hetween species.
Rathcr the cnvironment had to be seen as enabling as well as limiting.
"An earlier society," he points out, relying on anthropological discoveries,
"saw Nature as a system, in which the whole world of life co-operated
in mutual assistance." Although in many ways just as illusory (or even
more so because of the teleological conceptions adopted), this view of
nature as cooperative captured a part of reality that the crude Darwinian
view of nature--not to be confused with Datwin's own work or that of
his immediate followers such as Huxley-as a world of unbridled cOInpetition and survival of the fittest all too often missed.
Caudwell argued convincingly that the saIne breaks in the dialectic
that characterized the bourgeois approach to econOlllics also characterized
the conception of biology (and ecology), and some of the same general
type of criticisms thereby applied. Namely: (I) "It is not possible to separate organism from environment as mutually distinct opposites. Life is the
relation between opposed poles which have separated themselves out of
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reality, but rerrum m relation throughout the web of becommg." (,) "The
evolution of hfe cannot he determined by the wills of hVlI1g matter alone,
or by the obstacles of non-living matter .Ione." (3) "The laws of the
environment, In so far as they coruml1n the operations of life. are not
given 10 the environment, hut given in the relation bet\veen environment
and hfe." (4) "The development of life is deternuned by the tendencies of
life. But lustory does not realise the wills of mdlVlduals; It IS only deternuned by them, and in turn determines them." (5) "The relation witlun
a species or between species is not solely in.imical, In the sense of individuals fighting for individual possession of a limited food supply. The
food supply is itself an outcome of the particular relations between hfe
and nature .. . . Sinularly the multiplication of one species IS not inimical
to another. If It IS the food of that species. Or the relaoon between
species may be benefiCial but indirect, as when birds diStnbute seeds, bees
poUen, and coral polyps form reefS."'"
The very fact that the relation between organisms and enVlronnlcnt
was a relatiotl, accordmg to Caudwell, meant that. lIke all relations, it was
a mutually detennirung one, connected to "material change." Indeed, "a
material becommg is what reality is." 59 This complex materialist, dIalectical,
coevolutionary pe~pective captured the essence of an ecological world-

view. As E.P. Thompson argued four decades after CaudweU's death,
Caudwell had managed to transcend positivism while also avoiding paying
the "heavy cost" associated with UWestern Marxism" after th e 19205, in
which materialism was rejected once again as inherently mechanical in

favor of a dialectical approach that was essentially Idealist.'" In this way he
mamtained a cntical, dialectical realism and the possibility of naturalismaVOldll1g the tearing apart of the Marxian dIalectic and the bifurcanon of
the human and natural realms.

The Dialectical Ecologist
Caudwell's great contribution, as we have seen, dId not escape the tragedy

that beset Marxist ecological analysis dUring tlus penod. CaudweU died
before the age of tlurty, and Heredity .,Id Development, Ius most coevolutionary, ecologically oriented work, remained unpublished-unlike

all of his other studies that made up Studies and Further Studits i" a Dying
C"ltllrt"--because of its explicit criticism of Lysenkoism, whIch went

against the ideology of the British Communists at that time, who took
responsibility for the publication of CaudweU's manuscnpts'"
Yet, despite the virtual disappearance of ecological dIScussions wIthin
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Marxian social theory from the 19305 to the 19705, all was not lost. Ecological understandings permeated the British cultural-materialist tradition
represented by Raymond Williams and E.P. Thompson. Thompson, in
particular, was deeply influenced by the ecological socialism of William
Morris. as well as by the materialism of Caudwell. (,2 Some recognition of
ecological issues was retained within certain schools of Marxian political
economy, particularly the Monthly Review school, which (unlike most of
the "Western Marxist" tradition) retained a strong materialist orientation.
An emphasis on the critique of economic waste under the regime of
monopoly capital (which was related to the contradiction between use
value and exchange value) gave an ecological cast to Paul Sweezy's analysis
as early as the 1940s-a theme that was to be strengthened in his work of
the 19605 to 1990s.{'·\
Of greater significance, however, was the fact that a second foundation
of Marxist ecological thinking existed in the West within science itself
(particularly biology), where a deep conunitment to both materialism and
dialectics was found among leading scientists influenced by Marxismeven constituting, in some cases, the fundamental philosophical bases for
their scientific discoveries. In England in the ]930S a strong tradition of
left-wing scientists emerged, including ].D. Bernal, ].B.S. Haldane, and
Joseph Needham. For Bernal and Needham, the presentations of the
Soviet delegation, including Bukharin, Vavilov, and Boris Hessen, at the
Second International Conference on the History of Science and Technology in London in [93 I were crucial in the formation of their views.
Bernal was to become famous principally for his histories of science,
most notably his four-volume Science in History. In this work he took a
decided materialist perspective, though one that has been criticized for
occasionally exhibiting lnechanistic views. For Bernal, the greatest ancient
expression of materialism to survive was
Lucretius' De Rerum Natllra, (On the nature of things), which shows both its
power and danger to established order. It is essentially a philosophy of objects
and their movements, an explanation of Nature and society from below and not
above. It emphasizes the inexhaustible stability of the ever-moving material
world and man's power to change it by learning its rules. The classical materialists could go no further because, as we shall see, of their divorce from the
manual arts; nor could, in later days, the great re-formulator of materialism,
Francis Bacon.

Bernal was the first to suggest that in criticizing contemplative materialism in his Theses on Feuerbach Marx was thinking not simply about
Feuerbach, but even more about "his old favourite Epicurus."6-1
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The Cambridge biochemist Joseph Needham, a member of the Royal
Society, adopted a dialectical perspective arguing that "Marx and Engels
were bold enough to assert that it [the dialectic] happens in evolving
nature itself." Moreover, "the undoubted fact that it happens in OUf
thought about nature is because we and our thought are a part of
nature."6S Needham explicitly rejected both mechanistic and vitalistic
views, favoring a dialectical and materialist approach.
More important than either Bernal or Needham was Haldane, also a
member of the Royal Society, who was a leading figure in the development of the neo-Darwinian synthesis within biology. Haldane in 1929 (a
year after a trip to the Soviet Union), working along parallel lines with
but independently from the Soviet biochemist A.I. Oparin, was the
"codiscoverer," as we have already seen in Chapter Five, of the first
genuine materialist explanation for the emergence of living organisms
from the inorganic world--a hypothesis which is now known as the
Oparin-Haldane hypothesis, and was made possible in part by Vernadsky's
analysis of the biosphere. Conunenting on this materialist theory of the
origins of life (now widely adhered to in science), Bernal wrote in his
monumental work TIle Origins oj LiJe (1967) iliat "The great liberation of
the human mind, of the realization first stressed by Vico and then put
into practice by Marx and his followers that matl makes himself, will now
be enlarged wiili the essential philosophical content of the new knowledge
of the origin of life and the realization of its self-creative character."66
Haldane himself was a strong adherent of Engels's dialectical naturalism
and wrote a "Preface" to Tile Dialectics of Natllrt. According to Haldane,
"had Engels' method of thinking been more familiar, the transformations
of our ideas on physics which have occurred during the last thirty years
would have been much smoother. Had his remarks on Darwinism been
generally known, I for one would have been saved a certain amount of
muddled thinking.""
Although there were all sorts of discontinuities, this tradition of materialist and dialectical research by Marxist-influenced thinkers within the
life sciences continued, and even gained a new impetus between the 1970S
and the 1990J in the work of such important figures as Richard Lewontin,
Stephen Jay Gould, and Richard Levins (all professors at Harvard). The
materialism of these thinkers is derived as much or more from Darwin as
from Marx. Yet the debt to Marx is clear. Significantly, an understanding
of the long debate over materialism and teleology, which philosophers
now have generally lost sight of, is retained in the work of these
thinkers-providing the basis for a thoroughgoing ecological materialism.
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Indeed, the very prominence of these scientists-Gould in paleontology
and natural history, Lewontin in genetics, and Levins in ecology-points
to the continuing importance of Marx, Darwin, materialisnl, and dialectical reasoning in the analysis of what can broadly be termed ecological
phenomena.
A general attempt to outline a new dialectical naturalism was developed
in Levins and Lewontin's now classic work, The Dialectical Biologist (1985).
The hallmark of this work, which was dedicated to none other than
Friedrich Engels ("who got it wrong a lot of the time but who got it
right where it counted"), is its conlplex, non-teleological, coevolutionary
perspective. "A commitment to the evolutionary world view," Levins and
Lewontin write, "is a commitment to a belief in the instability and
constant motion of systems in the past, present and future; such motion
is assumed to be their essential characteristic." At the heart of Levins and
Lewontin's analysis (like Engels and Caudwell but on a far sounder
scientific basis) is the notion of "the organism as the subject and object of
evolution." What this means is that organisms do not simply adapt to
their environment; they also change it. "It is often forgotten that the
seedling is the 'environment' of the soil, in that the soil undergoes great
and lasting evolutionary changes as a direct consequence of the activity of
the plants growing in it, and these changes in turn feed back on the
organislllS' conditions of existence." This essentially dialectical point of
view is then used to critique ecological reductionism, which dominates
much of ecological science; namely, the traditional view of Clementsian
ecology that ecosystems demonstrate properties of growing diversity,
stability, and complexity and pass through stages of succession-as if they
were in effect "superorganisms." For Levins and Lewontin, in contrast, all
such analysis is "idealistic," and non-dialectical. 6H
In Humanity and 1Vature: Ewlogy, Science and Society (1992) Yrjri Haila
and Richard Levins united this view with a wide-ranging analysis of the
problems of ecology that included the "social history of nature" as seen
from a Marxist perspective. Here they introduced the concept of "ecohistorical periods" to explain the complex, changing specificity of the
human coevolutionary relation to nature. Such works emphasize the importance of a sustainable human relation to nature, not within a static
framework, but within a larger perspective that attempts to focus on the
processes of change inherent in both nature and society-and in their
interaction. to')
Stephen Jay Gould reflects continually in his writings on the principles
of materialism and dialectical reasoning that inspire his own understanding
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of science and its development. His work is based principally on Darwin,
but also occasionally draws on Engels and even Marx. The result is a
dynamic materialist and dialectical treatment of natllre and human society
as a process of natural history that is apparent in everything that he writes,
whatever the subject. Most important have been his treatments of chancel
contingenc), and "punctuated cquilibrium."'JI
If the Darwin~Marx relation is evident in the work of such thinkers as
Lewontin, Levins, and Gould, the Liebig-Marx relation is also evident in
contemporary work within science. The way in which Marx's analysis in
this area prefigured some of the more advanced ecological analysis of the
late twentieth century is nothing less than startling. Some of the more
important recent scientific research on the ecology of the soil, in particular
the work of Fred Magdoff, Less Lanyon, and Bill llebhardt, has focused
on successive historical breaks in nutrient cycling. The first such break,
traceable to the second agricultural revolution, is conceived, in this
analysis, in generally the same terms in which it was originally discussed
by Liebig and Marx, and is seen as arising out of the physit:al removal of
human beings from the land, as well as from the associated rift in the
metabolic cycle and the net loss of nutrients to the soil arising from the
transfer of organic products (food and fiber) over hundreds and thousands
of miles. The result was the creation of a fertilizer industry, external to
the farm economy, that sought to replace these nutrients.
A subsequent break occurred with the third agricultural revolution (the rise of
3gribusiness), which was associated in its early stages with the removal of large
animals from the farms, the development of centralized feedlots, and the
replacement of animal traction with tractors. No longer was it necess3ry to
grow legumes, which naturally fixed nitrogen in the soil, in order to feed
ruminant animals. Hence, the dependence on fertilizer nitrogen, the product of
the fertilizer industry, increased, with all sorts of negative environmental effects,
including the contamination of ground water, the "death" of lakes, etc. These
developments. and other closely related processes, are now seen as connected to
the distorted pattern of development that has characterized capitalism (and other
social systems such as that of the Soviet Union that replicated this pattern of
development), taking the form of an ever more extreme rift berureen city and
country-between what is now a mechanized humanity opposed to a mechanized nature. il

Unfortunately, the recent revival of Marxist ecological thinking in social
science, which has been centered primarily in the political economy of
ecological relations, has taken little notice thus far of the deeper materialism (deeper in its philosophical as well as its scientific standpoint), and
more developed ecological materialism, that has often been maintained
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among radical materialists within science. 72 Despite great advances in ecological thought within Marxist political eCOn0111y, and the rediscovery of
much of Marx's argument, the issue of the relation of the materialist
conception of nature to the materialist conception of history (that is, of
the alienation of labor to the alienation of nature) is barely broached in
such discussions."':'>' The barrier set up by the dominant philosophic critique
of the "dialectics of nature" remains hegemonic within Marxist social
theory itself; so much so that aU creative inquiry in this direction seems
to be stymied at the outset. (One exception to this is thc work of socialist
ecofem..inists, such as Ariel Salleh and Mary Mellor, with their notions of
.. elnbodied nature."H) All too often the environmental socialists focus
simply on the capitalist economy, viewing ecological problems one-sidedly
from the standpoint of their effect on the capitalist economy. rather than
focusing on the larger problem of the "fate of the earth" and its species.
Where connections with science are made within this analysis it is frequently within the realm of thermodynamics. that is, energetics and its
effects on the economy, while the whole issue of evolutionary biology is
curiously viewed as separate from ecological issues and Darwin is seldom
discussed.
In this respect a wider theory of ecology as a process of change involving contingency and coevolution is necessary if we are not only to
understand the world but to change it in conformity with the needs of
human freedom and ecological sustainability. "What matters is not whether
we modify nature or notH-Haila and Levins write-"hut how, and for
what purpose, we do SO."i~ What matters is whether nature is to be
dominated one-sidedly for narrow human ends, or whether, in a society
of associate-d producers. the alienation of human beings fmm nature and
from each other will he no longer be the prenmdition lor human existence, but will be recognized for what it is: the estrangement of all that is
human.

The Principle of Conservation
Nothing conIes frorn nothing and nothing being destroyed can be reduced
to nothing, Epicurus had said. Epicurus, Diogcnes Laertius tells us, "was
a most prolific author and eclipsed all before him in the number of his
writings: for they amount to about three hundred rolls." Nevertheless.
only a few fr~\gments of Epicurus' voluminous writing survived into early
modern times-the thn.~e letters preserved by Diogcnes Laertius as the
epitome of his system, the Principal Doc/rines (also preserved by Diogenes),
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the poem of Lucretius, wruch faithfully rendered Epicurus' system, and
various quotations in the works of other writers. Despite the widespread
influence of Epicureanism in Hellenistic and Roman times, most of the
wrltmgs of Eplcurus and his followers penshed or were destroyed 10llg
before the seventeenth-century revival of rus thought. The discovery in
the eighteenth century of a whole library of charred fragments in Philodemus' library in Herculaneum (which had been buried by the eruption
of Mount Vesuvius in A.D. 79) seemed to suggest that some of these
writings would he recovered. But so slow and laborious was the process
of recovery from the charred remajns that Hegel concluded lJl his History
of Pili/osopl,y "that the fragment of one of Epicurus's own writings, found
some years ago in Herculaneum. and reprinted by Orelli ... has neither
extended nor ennched our knowledge; so that we must In all earnestness
deprecate the finding of the remaining writings."'l, Marx wrote without
the benefit of any more writings than had been available to Hegel.
Snll the effort of recovery persisted throughout the runeteenth and
twcnocth centUries. The charred remains have metamorphosed into significant fragmentary secnons from Epicurus' 0" Nature, with a broad oudine
of the greater part of tlUs massive work, wruch took up trurty-seven
volumes, emerging only now. This is coupled with other discoveries that
have occurred since Hegel and Marx wrote. Only a year after Marx's
death the remains of the great wall of Diogenes of Oenoanda, carrying
inscriptions from Epicurus' writings meant to last through the ages, were
discovered; followed by the discovery of the Vatican manuscript of
Epicllrus' sayings.
What has emerged from all of this is a view of Epicurlls that conflicts
with much of previous thought. He is now revealed as a non-reductionist.
non-mechanistlc, non-deterministic thinker concerned with the issue of
human freedom and embodying a dialectical perspective. In general, the
p1cture of Epicurus that has arisen over the last century IS one that
conforms startlingly to what Marx argued (and Kant suspected): a trunker
who struggled agamst both the deternurusm of mecharustic phySICS and
the teleology of idealist philosophy, against Democritus .s well .s Plato,
in order to allow room for contingency and freedom.
Moreover. he did so within a standpoint that was critical-materialist;
one that arose from materialist postulates and yet recognjzed in his concept
of "anticipation.o;" (or preconceptions) the importance of a priori certain
knowledge, not derived directly from the senses. The picture of Epicurus'
0" Nature that has arisen in recent years is one that David Sedley, the
leading authority on that work, has referred to as methodologically
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rigorous and "clialectical."n Epicurus' materialism extended freedom and
contingency to human beings and all of nature, while not losing sight of
the realm of material necessity. In doing so, it provided the basis for a
humanistic and ecological world-view. "When all the evidence is duJy
considered," Long and Sedley write (taking into account the l113teriaJs
recovered from Philodemus' library in Herculaneum), "Epicureanism
would be better regarded as a radical but selective critique of contemporary politics, rather than the apolitical posture with which it is frequently
identified."78
Marx was deeply influenced by the non-deterministic materialism that
he thought he had found in Epicurus (but couldn't quite prove given the
sources then available). He transformed this view while absorbing it within
his larger dialectical synthesis, which also included Hegel, political
economy, French socialism, and nineteenth-century evolutionary science.
£picurus, accorcling to Marx. had discovered alienation frOI11 nature; but
Hegel revealed the alienation of human beings from their own labor, and
hence from both society and the specifically human relation to nature.
Marx forged these insights, together with the critical knowledge obtained
from Ricardo's economics, Liebig's chemistry, and Danvin's evolutionary
theory, into a revolutionary philosophy that aimed at nothing less than
the transcendence of alienation in all of its aspects: a world of rational
ecology and human freedom with an earthly basis-the society of
associated producers.
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highlight) the intellectual struggle in which he was engaged. Marx Before
Marxism, 46-52. McLellan's interpretation here is similar in some ways to
that of Franz Mehring, who argued in his classic biography that Marx's
doctoral thesis remained "completely on the idealist basis of the Hegelian
philosophy." Mehring's only evidence for this was that Marx rejected
Democritus' mechanistic materialism, preferring the materialist model of
Epicurus, with its greater emphasis on free activity, instead. Yet, far from
proving that he was a Hegelian idealist, Marx's admiration for Epicurus,
which continues in his later writings, only points to a much more complex
relation to materialism, even at this very early stage, than is generally supposed.
See Franz Mehring, Karl Marx (Arm Arbor: University of Michigan Press,
1962), 30.
3 J. The view chat Marx was already leaning toward materialism when he wrote
his doctoral dissertation is indicated by the following epigram, written in
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1837= "Kant and Fichte soar to heaven's blue/ Seeking for some distant
land,! I but seek to grasp profound and true! That which-in the street I
find." Karl Marx and Friedrich Engels, Collected Works (New York: International Publishers, 1975), vol. I, 577.
Ibid., 18-19.
James D. White, Karl Marx altd the Intellectual Origins of Dialectical Materialism
(New York: St. Martin's Press, 1996), 42. As Norman Livergood has noted,
"Marx was interested in materialism as early as the writing of his doctoral
dissertation .... It is the concept offree activity which Marx considers Epicurus'
most significant contribution to materialism." Norman D. Livergood, Activity in Marx's Philosophy (The Hague: Martinus Nijhoff, 1967), I.
Maximilian Rubel and Margaret Manale, Marx Without Myth:A Chronological
Study of His Life and Work (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1975), 16-17. Marx
presented Epicurean materialism as the enemy of Christian theology as early
as his youthful examinations in the gymnasium. See Karl Marx, "On the
Union of the Faithful with Christ According to John," in Robert Payne,
ed., The Unknown Karl Marx (New York: New York University Press, 1971),
4J·
The main body of the extant work ofEpicurus can be found in Cyril Bailey,
Epicurus:The Extant Remains (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1926).Whitney
J. Oates has provided a convenient edition that includes Bailey's translation
of the extant remains of Epicurus, The Stoic and Epicurean Philosophers: The
Complete Extant Writings of Epicurus, Epicteus, Lucretius, Marcus Aure/ius (New
York: Random House, 1940). Lucretius' De rerum natura has been translated
into English numerous times in both verse and prose. Owing to the difficulties
in the translation of a long didactic poem, the English-speaking reader will
find both verse and prose translations of value. For verse, see the translation
by Ronald Melville, On the Nature C!.f the Universe (New York: Oxford University Press, 1999). For prose, see the translation by R.E. Latham (revised
by John Godwin): Lucretius, On the Nature of the Universe (Harmondsworth:
Penguin Books, 1994). In what follows, the prose translation by Latham
(and Godwin) will normally be referred to with occasional quotations from
the verse translation of Melville, cited as the Oxford verse translation. (The
classical reference system, indicating the books and lines of Lucretius' text,
will also be used.) Since Marx's time, it should be noted, some additional
sources of Epicurus' work have been discovered. In 1884, the year after
Marx's death, a philosophical inscription of Epicurus' teaching containing
extensive fragments of his work was found by French and Austrian archaeologists on the remains of a great stone wall in the interior of modern
Turkey. The inscription was carved in the form of 120 or more columns of
text, stretching along the wall for over 40 meters, at the instigation of one
of Epicurus' followers, Diogenes of Oenoanda, around A.D. 200. See Diogenes
of Oenoanda, TIle Fragments (New York: Oxford University Press, 1971). In
addition the library of the school of the leading proponent of Epicurus'
ideas in Italy, Philodemus of Gadara in Palestine, who lived in Herculaneum,
was overwhelmed by the eruption of Vesuvius in A.D. 79. The patient
excavation of hundreds of charred papyrus rolls, which were found when his
library was rediscovered in the excavation of Herculaneum in the eighteenth
century, has been gradually giving rise to bits of information over the last
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two cencuries. Much of Epicurus' work 011 Nature has been found among
the remains and is now being carefully reconsrructed from the charred papyrus
rolls. For a full-scale evaluation and synopsis of Epicurus' 011 Na ture, see
David Sedley, Lucretius and the Tratlgormatiofl of Greek Wisdom (New York:
Cambridge University Press, 1998),94-133. Sedley demonstrates, through a
close examination of Lu cretius' poem against Epicurus' text, what has long
been assumed by scholars, that Lucretius was an Epicurean "fundamentalist"
duplicating the arguments and even the language of the master, though departing in a few places from the overall struccure (the dialectical ordering of
arguments) in Epicurus' great treatise. See also Benj amin Farrington, 711f~
Faith of EpiCllnis (New York: Basic Books, 1967), xi-xiii; Marcello Gigante,
Philodemlls in Italy: The Books from H erCHlaneum (Ann Arbor: University of
Michigan Press, 1990). A third source, no t available to Marx, were the fragments of the Vatican Collection, a series of doctrinal statements, primarily
epigrams, presenting Epicurus' ethical theo ry. This collection, also known as
" The Sayings of Epicurus," was discovered in 1888 (five years after M arx's
dea th) in a fourteenth-century Vatican manuscript which also contained
Epicteus' Manu al and Marcus Aurelius' Meditations. See Epicurus, Letters,
Principal Doctrines and vatiCQtI Sayings (Indianapolis: Bobbs-M errill , 1964), 89
(translator's note).
See Cyril Bailey, The Greek Atomists and EpiCHrHS (Oxford : Oxford University
Press, 1928) , 128-33, 287-317; A.A. Long, H ellenistic Philosophy: Stoics,
Epiwreans atld Sceptics (Berkeley: University of C alifornia Press, 1986), 1474. The swerve has never actually been found in Epicurus' extant writings
themselves. Rather knowledge of it is based entirely on Lucretius and various secondary sources. Most editors ofEpicurus' " Letter to H eredotus" insert
the swerve at a certain point in the text (in accordance with their reading
of Lucretius) to make the text more understandable. The discovery ofEpicurus'
0,1 Nature in Philodemus' library at Herculaneum h as raised the hope that
Epicurus' own discussion of the swerve will be discovered, but so far the
restoration of the book has not produced this result. See Epicurus, Letters.
Principal Doctrines, and vaticatl Sayings, I2 (translator's note); Gigante, PhiiodemHs
in Italy, 43.
Georg Wilhelm Friedrich H egel, Lectures on the History of Philosophy (Lincoln:
University of Nebraska Press, 1995), voL I, 306.
Lucretius, On the Nalllre of the Universe, 13- 15 (1.145-214); A.A. Long and
D.N. Sedley, eds., The Hellenistic Philosophers: Translations of the Principal Sources
with Philosophical Commen tary (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987),
25-27. The principle of conservation was not original to Epicurus. Farrington
points out that D emocritus was " the first to put it in its proper place as the
first principle of all scientific thought about the physical world." Benjamin
Farrington , Science i" A,ltiquity (New York: Oxford University Press, 1969),
46.
Epicurus, "Letter to M enoeceus," in Oates, ed., The Stoic and Epiwrean Philosophers, 33; Cyril Bailey, TIle Greek Atomists mld Epiwnls (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1928), 318.
Lucretius, On the Nature of the Universe (Oxford verse translation), 17 (1.4758S)·
Long and Sedley, eds., TIle Hellenistic Philosophers, 88-89. Marx took careful
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note of Epicurus' concept of prolepsis (anticipation, preconception) at the
very beginning of his Notebooks on Epiwrean Philosophy, as well as later on in
his notes from Sextus Empiricus and Clement of Alexandria. See Marx and
Engels, Collected Works, voL I, 405---6, 428, 487.
42. Cicero, in Long and Sedley, eds., The Hellenistic Philosophers, 141. See also
Epicurus, The Epiwrtls Reader (Indianapolis: Hackett, 1994), 51.
43· Farrington, The Faith if Epiwnls, 108-9. See also Diogenes Laertius, Lives of
Eminent Philosophers, (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, Loeb Classical Library, 1925), voL 2, 563; Bailey, The Greek Atomists and EpicunJS, 24548; Long, Hellenistic Philosophy, 23-24. For Gassendi's interpretation of
Epicurus' concept of "anticipations," see Lynn Sumida Joy, Gassendi the Atomist
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1987), 169. For a recent interpretation, see Gisela Striker, Essays on Hellenistic Epistemology and Ethics (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996), 150-65.
44. Immanuel Kant, Critique C!f Pure Reason (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1998),290-91; Howard Caygill, A Kant Dictionary (Oxford: Blackwell,
1995), 74-75·
45· Marx and Engels, Collected Vlilrks, vol. 5, 139; Lucretius, On the Nature of the
Universe, 88.

46. Oates, ed., Thc Stoic and Epicurean Philosophers, 35.
47. George A. Panichas, EpinmlS (New York: Twayne, 1967), 83; Brad Inwood
and L.P. Gerson, eds., Hellenistic Philosophy (Indianapolis: Hackett, (988),65;
Oates, ed., 'DIe Stoic and Epicurean Philosophers, 35-39.
48. Ibid.; Panichas, fericurus, 116-17; Long and Sedley, eds., Thc Hellenistic Philosophers, 137. Marx and Engels, Collected Works, voL 5, 141.
49. J. Donald Hughes, Pan's Travail: Environmental Problems qf the Ancient Greeks
and Romans (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1994), 60, 123-24,
130-31, 144, 196. Clarence J. Glacken places heavy emphasis on Epicurus
and Lucretius in his discussion of the nature-culture relation (and the whole
issue of environmental history) in ancient thought in his Traces on the Rhodian
Shore: Nature and Culture in Western Thought from Ancient Times to the End C!f
the Eighteenth Century (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1967), 62-

67, 134-40 As early as the late sixteenth century the French Renaissance
essayist, sceptic, humanist, and natural-theologian Michel de Montaigne
referred repeatedly to Lucretius' arguments on the essential likeness between
human beings and animals in his Apology for Raymond Sebond (Harmondsworth:
Penguin Books, 1993).
50. Long and Sedley, eds., The Hellenistic Philosophers, 134.
51. Epicurus, "Letter to Heredotus," in Oates, ed., The Stoic and Epiwrean Philosophers, 13.

52. Lucretius, On the Nature qfthe Universe, 154.-55 (5.1011-27). On Empedocles,
see Farrington, Science il1 Al1tiquity, 40-43.
53. Aristotle, Basic Works (New York: Random House, 1941), 249 (Book II,
Chapter 8, section 198b).
54. Ibid., 25I.
55· Lucretius, On the Nature C!f the Universe, 149-51 (5.791-895); Robert J.
Richards, "Evolution," in Evelyn Fox Keller and Elisabeth A. Lloyd, eds.,
Keywords in Evolutionary Biology (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press,
1992), 99; Sedley, Lucretius and the Tran~formation if Greek Wisdom, 19-20;
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Henry Fairfield Osborn, From the Greeks to Danvi" (New York: Charles
Scribner's Sons, 1927). 36--68.
56. Lucretius, A" the NatJIre of the Universe, 149 (5.791-800); WK.C. Guchrie, III
the Begitmillg: Some Greek Views cif the Origin of Life and tile Early State oj Mall
(Ithaca, N.Y: Cornell University Press, 1957), 28.
57. Thomas S. Hall, Ideas of Life and Marter: StHdies ill the History of Get/eraf
Physiology 600 B.C. to 1900 1'1,0. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1969).
vol. It 19-20, 128. See also Lucretius, On the Nature cif the Universe, 59
(2. 865-85).
58. Lucretius, 0" the Nalilre oj the Universe, 152--66 (5.916-1448).
59. Lucretius, 0" the Nature offhe U"iverse (Oxford verse translation), 7 (1.14550); Michael R. Rose, DarnJin's Spectre (princeton, N.].: Princeton University
Press, 1998), 217·
60. As jonathan Kemp wrote: "The work of Epicurus dominates the history of
early materialism." Editor's notes in jonathan Kemp, Diderotl Interpreter of
Nature (New York: International Publishers, 1963), 343.
61. Hall, Ideas of Ufe and Matter, vol. 1, 136.
62. Robert Hugh Kargon, Atomism iu Englatld from Hariot to Newton (Oxford:
Oxford Universiry Press, 1966).
63 . Hariot, cited in ibid., 24.
64. Ibid., 27-29;].A. Lahue, "Harriot (or Harior) Thomas," Dictionary of Scientific
Biography, vol. 6, 124-29.
65. Francis Bacon, Philosophical Works ed. john M. Robertson (Freeport, N.Y.:
Books for Libraries Press, 1905),754. See also Thomas Franklin Mayo, EpiCllnu
ill ElIgland (1650-1725) (Dallas: Southwest Press, 1934). 19-23.
66. Bacon, Philosophical Works, 471-'72.
67. Ibid., 848-53, 444-46; Diogenes Laertius, UI'es of Emil/em Philosophers, vol.
2,649-51 (X, 123-24). The above argument on Bacon's interpretation of
Prometheus owes much to the brilliant analysis in Reid Barbour, ElIglish
Epicures alld Stoics: Atlcietlt Legacies ill Early Stuart ell/fllre (Amherst: Un.iversity
of Massachusetts Press, 1998), 79-91. On Bacon's materialism, see F.H .
Anderson, TI,e Philosophy of Francis Bacoll (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press, 1948).
68. Francis Bacon, Philosophical Works (London: Longman, 1857), vol. 2, 507.
69. See Carolyn Merchant, TI,e Death of Nature (New York: Harper & Row,
1980), 201-2; Howard jones, TI,e Epiwreall Tradition (New York: Routledge,
1992), 166-85; Alfred Cobban, III Search of Hlllnallicy: TI,e Role of tlte E"ligltt.
emnellt it, A/adem History (New York: George Braziller. 1960),75.
70. Marx and Engels, Col1ected Works , vol. I , 57.
71. Pierre Gassendi, Selected Works . (New York: johnson Reprint, 1972), 207;
Rene Descartes, Discourse Oil A1erhod and the Meditations (Hannondsworth:
Penguin Books, 1968).
72. George A. Panichas, Epiwnls (New York: Twayne Publishers, 1967), 140--41.
Both Hobbes and Locke were influenced by Gassendi's restoration of Epicurean atomism. See Bernard Pullman, TI,e Atom ill the History oj Hllmatl
TIwl/gllt (New York: Oxford University Press, 1998), 144-45, 166.
73. Howard Jones, The Epjwreall Tradition (New York: Roudedge, 1992),
l
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in His Majesties Dominiorls (London: Royal Society, 1664), Z-3;John Evelyn,
Fum(fi1gium: Or, the Inconvenience of the Acr and Smoake Clf London Dissipated,
in James P. Lodge, ed., The Smoake oj London: Two Prophesies (Elmstead, New
York: Maxwell Reprint, 1969), 15-17, 22; Lucretius, On the Nature qf the
Universe, 187, 194 (6.808-29, 1065-91); Merchant, The Death of Nature,
236-4 2 .

75. Waller, quoted in Kargon, Atomism in England, 92.
76. Ibid., 95.
77. Jacob, TI,e Radical Enlightenment, 70, 8 I. See also lJ. Macintosh, "Robert
Boyle on Epicurean Atheism and Atomism," in Margaret J. Osler, ed., Atoms,
Pneuma, and Tranquility: Epicurean and Stoic Themes in European Thought (New
York: Cambridge University Press, 1991), 197-217.
78. Boyle, quoted in John C. Greene, The Death of Adam (Ames, Iowa: Iowa
State University Press, 1959), 11-12.
79· Robert Boyle, Works (London: A. Millar, 1744), vol. 4, 515.
80. Stephen Jay Gould, Leonardo's Mountain cif Clams and the Diet cifWorms (New
York: Crown Publishers, 1998), 287--98; Mitchell Salem Fisher, Robert Boyle,
Devout Naturalist (Philadelphia: Oshiver Studio Press, 1945).
8 I. Greene, The Death C!.f Adam, 12.
82. See Richard Bentley, Sermons Preached at Boyle's Lecture (London: Francis
Macpherson, 1838), I-50, 146-216. When Boyle died in 1691 he left a will
providing fifty pounds a year to found a lectureship for the purpose of
demonstrating that science constituted the best evidence for and truest defense
of the Christian religion. The sums were to be allocated to "some divine and
preaching minister" who would be enjoined to give eight sermons over the
course of a year attackmg "notorious infidels, viz., Atheists, Deists, Pagans,
Jews, and Mahometans." Richard Bentley was selected as the first lecturer
under the terms of this bequest and delivered a series of eight sermons
under the title of A C01!futation C!f Atheism in which Epicurus and Lucretius
were the primary targets. Bentley later became a Doctor of Divinity and
Master of Trinity College, Cambridge. See H.S. Thayer, ed., Newton's Philosophy cif Nature (New York: Hafner Publishing Company, 1953), 63-64.
187-88; Stephen Jay Gould, Dinosaur in a Haystack (New York: Random
House, 1995), 25-26.
83· Kargon, Atomism in England, 129; Jacob, Scient!fic Culture and the Making cif
the Industrial West, 69;J.T. Dobbs, "Stoic and Epicurean Doctrines in Newton's
System of the World," in Osler, ed., Atoms, Pneuma, and Tranquility, 221-38.
84. Alan Cook, Edmund Halley: Charting the Heavens and the Seas (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1998), 198.
85. Peter Gay, The Enlightenment (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1966), vol. I, 306.
86. Mayo, EpiwnJs in England. 129.
87. Margaret J. Osler and Letizia A. Panizza, "Introduction," in Osler, ed., Atoms,
Pneuma, and Tranquility, 9.
88. Paolo Rossi, The Dark Abyss o.fTime: The History of the Earth and the History
of Nations from Hooke to Vico (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1984),
25-28,217-27,251; Lucretius, On the Nature oIthe Universe, 137 (5.326-36).
89. Gino Bedani, VI'co Revisited (Oxford: Berg, 1989), 132.
90. Cobban, In Search (?f Humanity, 140.
91. David Hume, Enquiries Concerning Human Understanding and Concerning the
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Principles of Morals (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1975), 132-42. Lucian
(c. I2o-c. 180) was a Greek satirist and master of narrative, known especially
for his witty satires on religion. He was an admirer of Epicurus, although
not himself an Epicurean.
Gay, TIlt Enlightenment, vol. 1,98-107. 356.
Ibid.,lo2-J.As we shall see, Marx in his doctoral dissertation pointed to the
same conclusion, depicting Epicurus as the great enlightener of antiquity
and pointedly associating this with the Greek myth of Prometheus as depicted in Aeschylus' Prometheus Bound, in which Prometheus brotlghtfire (light)
to humanity and openly defied the gods of Olympus.
Shirley A. Roe, "Voltaire versus Needham: Atheism, Materialism, and the
Generation of Life," in John W Yalton, ed., Philosophy, Religiof' afld Scieflce i1l
lhe Sel/ef/teeulh and Eighteenth Cenlllries (Rochester, New York: University of
Rochester Press, 1990),417-39.
Julien affray de La Mettrie, Mac/line Ala11 and Other Writit'gs (New York:
Cambridge University Press, 1996),91-115; Kemp, ed., Diderot, Interpreter oj
Nature, 21; Pullman, The Atom it, the History of Humatl TIlol/gllt, 153.
Inunanuel Kant, Cosmogony (New York: Greenwood, 1968), 12-13;James w.
Ellington, "Kant, Inunanuel," DictiONary oj Scietllific Biography, vol. 7. 224-35.
Ibid., 14. Kant was to adopt a somewhat more critical view of Greek aronllsm,
without entirely repudiating it, in his Metaphysical FoutldatiotlS <1 Natural Science
(1758). See Immanuel Kant, Pllilosoplty oj Material Nature (Indianapolis: Hackett
Publishing, 1985), Book 11 , ~J.
Immanual Kant, Critique of Judgement (Indianapolis: Hackett, 1987), 257317, 324-36, 369-81; Frederick Copleston. A History of Plrilosophy, vol. 6
(London: Burnes & Oates, 1960),349-56, 37D-79;James G. Lennox, "Teleology," in Fox Keller and Lloyd, eds., Keywords ill EI/oilltionary Biology, 324JJ.
Kant, Critique ojJlldgemem, 272; Daniel O. Dahlstrom, "Hegel's Appropriation
of Kant's Account of Teleology in Nature," in Stephen Houlgate, ed., Hegel
and the Philosophy oj NatHre (Albany: State University of New York Press,
1998), 172.
Kant, Critique oj Pure Reason, 702-3; Immanuel Kant, Critique of Practical
Reason (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, J997), 117·
Immanuel Kant, Logic (New York: Dover, J988), 34-36. In his Anthropology
(1798) Kant argued for the superiority of the Epicurean over the Stoic
approach to the satisfaction of the senses, that is, the pursuit of pleasure. See
Immanuel Kant, Anthropology from a Pragmatic Point of View (Carbondale:
Southern lllinois University Press, 1978), 54, 136.
See Josiah Royce, TI,e Spirit of Modern Philosophy (BostOn: Hough[Qn MifHin,
1920), 186-89, where Schelling's poem is quoted at length.
Hegel, Leclllres 011 the History of Philosophy, vol. 2,232-36.
Ibid., 235-36, 295--98. Michael Inwood contends, with some justification.
that Marx wrote his doctoral thesis "to redress Hegel's injustice to Epicurus."
See Michael Inwood, A Hegel Dictionary (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1992),
262.
In this regard it is noteworthy that Gay writes that, as a philosopher, Voltaire
was "an Eclectic who had synthesized the ideas of the Stoics, Epicureans,
and Skeptics, and brought them up to date." Peter Gay, TI,e Party oj th e
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EnUgluem"fm (New York: WW. Norton, 1963), I I.
106. Heinrich Heine, Selected Prose (Harmondsworth: Penguin Books, 1993),256;
Schlegel and Koppen, quoted in White, Karl Marx oud the intellectual On'gins
oj Dialectical Materialism, 122-23;Adams, Karl Marx itl His Earlier Writings, 26.
On the significant impact mac Epicureanism had on the German Enlightenment, where the response, however, tended to be pantheistic and deist rather
than materialist, see Thomas P. Saine, TIlt Problem of Beitlg Modem: Or the
Germafl Pursuit of Enlightenment from Leib"iz to the Fwuh Revolution (Detroit:
Wayne Scate University Press, 1997).
107. Marx and Engels, Collected t«lrks. vol. 1,73.
108. Lucretius. 0" the Na ture of the Universe, 167--68.
109· " Is nOt their essence so full of character. so intense and eternal, that the
modern world itself has to admit them to spiritual citizenship?" Marx and
Engels, Collated Works, vol. 1, 35.
110. Bacon, Pllilosopllical Works , 443-44.
111. Ibid., 47--'72.
112. Marx and Engels, Collected Works, vol. I, 19; Hermann Samuel Reimarus,
TIle Prituipai Tmt/ls of Natural Religion Defetlded and Illustrated, ifI Nine Dissertatiotlsj W'herei" tile ObjectioPlS of LUlTetius, BlifJOtl, Mal/pertius, Rousseau, Ll
Metlrie, {HId other Atuietlt and Modern Followers of Epicunu are Considered, and
their Doctritles Refllted (London: B. Law, 1766); Charles H. Talbert, "Introduction ," in Hermann Reimarus, Fragmetlts (Chico, Calif.: Scholar's Press,
1970),6; Frederick Lange, TIle History of Materialism (New York: Humanities
Press, 19So), 140; Copleston, A History oj Pllilosophy, 123-24; Saine, 71fe Problem
of Being Modem, 193-20S·
113. Cyril Bailey, "Karl Marx on Greek Atomism," Classical Quarterly, voL 22, nos.
3 and 4 Uuly-October 1928), 20S--6. Bailey emphasizes Marx's reference in
his Notebooks to "The Inunanent Dialectic of the Epicurean System."
114· Farrington, TIU! Faith of EpiomlS, 7-<), 113-19; Farrington, Science itl Amiqllity,
123·
lIS.

Oates, ed., 71,e Stoic and EpiOireall Philosophers, 13 ; Benjamin Farrington,
Scieflce and Politics ill the Ancient World (New York: Barnes & Noble, 196s).
146, 159, 17) ·

116. A.H. Armstrong, "The Gods in Plato, Plotinus, Epicurus," Classical QIJarterly,
vol. )2, nos. 3 & 4 UuIy-Ocrober 19)8), 191--92.
117. Marx and Engels, Collelled Works, vol I, 29-30.
118 . Ibid., 40.
I 19. Ibid., 43 . Ludwig Feuerbach, whose History oj Modern Philosophy from Bacon
10 Spit,oza (1833) Marx studied in the course of writing his doctoral thesis,
had emphasized the role of chance in the atomism of Epicurus and Gassendi.
uTo make the atom the principle of things is to make chance the world
principle." Quoted in Mark W Wartofsky, Fellerbach (New York: Cambridge
University Press, 1977), 72.
120. Marx and Engels, Collected Works, vol. I, 36, 49-S3. On the issue of the
swerve, which in Epicurean philosophy allowed for chance/contingency,
without which the nature of the universe as evident to our senses would
actually be unintelligible, George Strodach has noted in his edited volume,
TI,e Phiiosop/lY of EpiwnlS (Evanston, Ill.: Northwestern University Press,
1963), 88, that, " It so happens that the swerve theory has a perfect modern
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analogue in the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle of modern physics.
According to this principle there is a basic uncertainty (sometimes interpreted as a-causality) at the heart of matter. The behavior of subatomic particles
is not uniform nor wholly predictable, even under identical conditions of
experimentation."
121. Marx and Engels, Collected Works, vol. 1,49-53.
122. [bid., 63-65. Today we might capture the meaning of all of this by saying
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that for Epicurus our knowledge through OUf senses of the material world
is simultaneously the recognition of"the arrow of time"--of a material passing
away.
Sidney Hook, Towards the Understanding of Karl Marx (New York: John Day
Company, 1933), 93~6; Marx and Engels, Collected Works, vol. 1, 458.
Hook, Towards the Understanding oj Karl Marx, 52, 73.
Hegel, uctures on the History of Philosophy, vol. 2, 365.
Diogenes Laertius, Lives oj Eminetlt Philosophers, vol. 2, 659 (X, 134-35).
Quoted as in Marx and Engels, Collected VIilrks, vol. I, 42-43. For the more
detailed critique of Democritus' physics for its determinism provided in
Nature, see Long and Sedley, eds., TI,e Hellenistic Philosophers, 102-4. This
section from On Nature itself demonstrates how accurate Marx's conception
of Epicurus was, despite the paucity of sources available to him at that time.
Seneca, Ad Lldlillttl Epistulae Morales (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University
Press, 1927), vol. 1,71-'13 (Epistle XII); Marx and Engels, Collected Works,
vol. 1, 41, 43, 82.
Epicurus, from 011 Nature, quoted in Sedley, Lucretius and the Transformation
oj Greek Wisdom, ]42, 88.
Epicurus, in Long and Sedley, eds., TI,e Hellenistic Philosophers, voL 1, 102.
Marx and Engels, Collected Works, vol. 1,45.
Ibid. pp. 44-45. The influence of Epicurus on the development of science
suffices to demonstrate that his philosophy in no way contradicted realism,
even while emphasizing abstract possibility.
Plutarch, Mora/ia, vol. 14 (Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1967),
137-49. Plutarch's critique of Epicurus is mainly contained in two works in
his Moralia: "That Epicurus Actually Makes a Pieasam Life Impossible" and
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